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ABSTRACT 
Bridges in low- to moderate-seismic zones, such as Mid-America, commonly employ 
elastomeric expansion bearings to accommodate service-level thermal deformations in the 
superstructure.  Any potentially beneficial effect of these bearings during seismic loading is 
typically ignored, and the surrounding substructure or superstructure is designed to accommodate 
the seismic demands through traditional means of ductile plastic response.  This scenario 
presents an opportunity for bridge designers, particularly in these geographical regions (and 
potentially for all seismic zones).  If the elastomeric bearings can reliably be depended upon to 
provide reduced transmissibility of ground motion excitation to the superstructure, then the 
structure can be said to be partially isolated, or “quasi-isolated”.  This study explores the 
potential benefits and applicability of sacrificial bearing components (i.e., “fuses”) for bridge 
structures subjected to seismic effects.  Fundamentally, a design paradigm embracing such 
components requires that two disparate objectives are met.  First, the bearing fuses must perform 
with predictable, reliable response for service loading conditions, including small earthquakes.  
Second, the bearing fuses must permit a clear and reliable transition to an effectively isolated 
response when subjected to the seismic effects of a major earthquake.   
In this study, three general types of bearings were considered: low-profile steel fixed 
bearings, steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings, and a compound bearing composed of both a 
steel-reinforced elastomer and a stainless steel-on-Teflon sliding surface.  The elastomeric 
bearings are further restrained in the transverse bridge direction with stiffened, L-shaped retainer 
brackets.  Full-size bearing specimens were subjected to compression loads of up to 100 kips, 
cyclic displacements of up to 12-1/2 inches, and velocities ranging from quasi-static up to 4 
inches per second.  Bearings were tested – to simulate both longitudinal and transverse bridge 
motions – on replaceable concrete pads, which enabled new pads to be exchanged for those used 
to evaluate the response of fusing bearing assemblies with embedded anchors into the concrete.   
The experimental program examined in detail the full nonlinear, cyclic response of the 
various bearing types and their components.  Mechanical characteristics that permit a transition 
to an effectively isolated response include combined shear- and tension-induced fracture of 
anchor bolts and sliding at elastomer-on-concrete, steel-on-Teflon, steel-on-steel, and steel-on-
concrete surfaces.  Elastomeric bearings that were designed only for service level peak 
deformations up to 50% shear strain exhibited stable, resilient response with shear strains from 
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about 100% to 250% transitioning to sliding, depending on applied load and contact surface 
roughness.  Total elastomer-on-concrete sliding displacement accumulations up to 140 to 160 
inches for individual bearings resulted in minor surface abrasion of the elastomer, but the 
bearings maintained their structural integrity throughout testing despite surficial damage.  
Friction coefficients for elastomeric bearings on concrete ranged from about 0.55 to 0.2, 
depending on compression stress at the contact surface and contact surface roughness.  Retainers 
exhibited complex interactions with the concrete surfaces depending primarily on the width of 
the retainers on the concrete.  Shear resistance at the retainer toes contributed significantly to the 
overall resistance of the bearing and the maximum load that would be transmitted into 
substructures prior to fusing during major earthquakes.  Bearings with steel-on-Teflon sliding 
surfaces performed well with up to 20% of the Teflon exposed at peak displacements, but 
exhibited damage to the Teflon and potentially unstable response at larger displacements.  The 
sliding friction at the steel-on-Teflon interface increased by about 100% when subjected to 
increased strain rates.  Anchor bolt-controlled fusing mechanisms were found to be preferable for 
low-profile steel fixed bearings.  Such bearings exhibited a peak force capacity determined by 
the shear capacity of anchors into the concrete combined with friction equal to about 25% to 30% 
of the applied compression load.     
The data produced by the experiments is suitable for calibration of design guidelines to 
ensure elastic response where appropriate and also illuminates the process of the transition from 
the elastic range to an effectively isolated seismic response.  The findings from observations at 
the experimental component level have been extrapolated to the global system level by 
incorporation into computational models of complete bridges developed by others.  The 
culmination of the experiments and computational models provides insight into appropriate 
design methodology approaches and limitations for use with bridges when a quasi-isolated 
response is sought to address hazards comprising infrequent, large-magnitude earthquakes. 
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List of Symbols 
A  Elastomer footprint area (in.2) 
Ab  Effective cross-sectional area of a bolt or pintle, including a reduction for 
threads, if present in shear plane (in.2) 
C  Limitation coefficient for combined shear strains in AASHTO designs 
DX Horizontal displacement of bearing sole plate, taken as positive when 
directed in the +X (East) direction (in.) 
DX,EB Horizontal displacement of attachments mounted near bearing elastomer 
base, taken as positive when directed in the +X (East) direction (in.) 
DX,RET  Horizontal displacement of retainer, taken as positive when directed in the 
+X (East) direction (in.) 
DY Vertical displacement of bearing sole plate, taken as positive when 
directed in the +Y (upward) direction (in.) 
DY,RET  Vertical displacement of retainer, taken as positive when directed in the 
+Y (upward) direction (in.) 
ESS  Equivalent Shear Strain, shear strain that would have developed at a given 
displacement if no slip had occurred (i.e., total top plate displacement 
divided by total height of rubber) 
EE   OpenSees modeling parameter: elastic retainer stiffness (kips / in.) 
EP   OpenSees modeling parameter: post-yield retainer stiffness (kips / in.) 
FANC,H  Horizontal force component of anchor reaction on a retainer, taken as 
positive when directed in the +X (East) direction (kips) 
FANC,V  Vertical force component of anchor reaction on a retainer, taken as 
positive when directed in the +Y (upward) direction (kips) 
FBRG,H  Horizontal force component of bearing base reaction, taken as positive 
when directed in the +X (East) direction (kips) 
FBRG,V  Vertical force component of bearing base reaction, taken as positive when 
directed in the +Y (upward) direction (kips) 
FRET,H  Horizontal force component of retainer reaction on bearing, taken as 
positive when directed in the +X (East) direction (kips) 
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FRET,V  Vertical force component of retainer reaction on bearing, taken as positive 
when directed in the +Y (upward) direction (kips) 
FTOE,H  Horizontal force component of retainer toe reaction, taken as positive 
when directed in the +X (East) direction (kips) 
FTOE,V  Vertical force component of retainer toe reaction, taken as positive when 
directed in the +Y (upward) direction (kips) 
FANC,n  Normal force component of anchor reaction on a retainer, taken as positive 
when representing tension (kips) 
FANC,v  Shear force component of anchor reaction on a retainer, taken as positive 
when representing force directed toward retainer heel (kips) 
FH  Resultant horizontal force acting from loading frame on bearing assembly, 
taken as positive when directed in the +X (East) direction (kips) 
FV  Resultant vertical force acting from loading frame on bearing assembly, 
taken as positive when directed in the +Y (upward) direction (i.e., negative 
FV indicates compression acting on bearing) (kips) 
Fu  Ultimate tension strength (ksi); OpenSees modeling parameter: ultimate 
retainer strength to resist shear (kips) 
Fy  Yield tension strength (ksi); OpenSees modeling parameter: retainer yield 
strength to resist shear (kips) 
Geff  Effective apparent linear shear modulus of elastomeric bearing, including 
nonlinear effects in material and geometric response (psi) 
Kh,eff  Effective apparent linear shear stiffness of elastomeric bearing, including 
nonlinear effects in material and geometric response (kips / in.) 
L  Elastomer footprint dimension measured parallel to bridge span (in.), span 
length of steel plate fuse cut-out links (in.) 
Leff  Effective length of link (in.) 
LBP  Bottom (masonry) plate plan dimension measured parallel to bridge span 
(in)  
LMP  Middle plate plan dimension measured parallel to bridge span (in)  
LRET  Retainer length measured parallel to bridge span (in.) 
LTP  Top (sole) plate plan dimension measured parallel to bridge span (in.) 
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M  Resultant moment acting from loading frame on bearing assembly, taken 
as positive when acting counter-clockwise when viewed from the south 
(kip-in)  
MBRG  Moment generated about the top of a bearing by combined eccentric shear 
load and eccentric vertical reaction, taken as positive when acting counter-
clockwise when viewed from the south (kip-in)  
Nn  Nominal tension capacity of an anchor (kips)  
PD  Dead load supported by bearing (kips)  
PEQ  Vertical load supported by bearing during an earthquake (kips)  
PL  Live load supported by bearing (kips)  
PS  Service load supported by bearing (kips)  
Qp  Shear required to produce full flexural plastification in fuse links (kips)  
Qy  Shear required to produce first yield in fuse links (kips)  
S  Shape factor, ratio the area of one loaded surface of an elastomeric bearing 
to the area free to bulge laterally  
TE  Total rubber height (in.), height of reinforced elastomer block, inclusive of 
both elastomer and internal steel reinforcing 
Vfuse  Shear fuse capacity of bearing assembly (kips)  
Vn  Nominal shear capacity of an anchor or group of anchors (kips)  
W  Elastomer footprint dimension measured transverse to bridge span (in.) 
WBP  Bottom (masonry) plate plan dimension measured transverse to bridge 
span (in)  
WMP  Middle plate plan dimension measured transverse to bridge span (in)  
WTP  Top (sole) plate plan dimension measured transverse to bridge span (in.) 
a  Minimum butterfly fuse link width at midspan (in.) 
b  Maximum butterfly fuse link width at ends of link (in.) 
bRET  Retainer width measured transverse to bridge span (in.) 
danc  Nominal diameter of anchor (in.) 
dhole  Diameter of hole (in.) 
eBRG,x  Eccentricity of vertical reaction resultant at base of elastomer (in.) 
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fc,avg  Average vertical compression stress acting on concrete at retainer toe to 
resist overturning (ksi) 
hRET  Retainer height (in.) 
hoffset  Offset distance from base of elastomer to location of instrumentation 
attachments (in.) 
hri  Thickness of each layer of elastomer (in.) 
hrt  Total elastomer thickness (in.), identical to Equivalent Rubber Thickness 
(ERT) in IDOT nomenclature, equal to the sum of thicknesses of 
individual layers of elastomer for a particular bearing 
hs  Thickness of each layer of steel reinforcing (in.) 
m  Change in width per unit height for WT fuse fins (in. / in.) 
n  Number of layers of elastomer; Number of load transfer elements at a 
shear plane; Number of links (fins) for alternate fuse design 
ns  Number of layers of steel reinforcing in elastomer block 
t  Thickness of fuse link (fin) plate (in.) 
tBP  Bottom (masonry) plate thickness (in.) 
tMP  Middle plate maximum thickness (in.), only applicable to Type II 
elastomeric bearings, with a layer of PTFE adhered to the top surface, and 
a reinforced elastomer block vulcanized to the bottom surface  
tRET  Retainer plate thickness (in.) 
tTP  Top (sole) plate thickness (in.), uniform thickness for elastomeric bearings, 
maximum thickness for fixed bearings 
y  For calculation of moment in WT fuse fins, distance measured vertically 
from the centroid of the applied force, positive downward (in.) 
zANC  Distance from retainer heel to center of anchor (always positive), when 
retainer has been displaced sufficiently to bear against the face of the 
embedded concrete anchor (in.) 
zHOLE  Distance from retainer heel to center of hole for anchor in base of retainer 
(always positive), (in.) 
zRET  Distance from retainer heel to center of hole for anchor (always positive) 
(in.) 
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zRXN  Distance from retainer toe to centroid of concrete reaction (always positive) 
(in.) 
Φ  Symbol used to represent a unity check (i.e., the ratio of demand to 
capacity for a particular structural component) 
γc  Shear strain in elastomer due to axial compression 
γr  Shear strain in elastomer due to rotation 
γs  Shear strain in elastomer due to shear deformation 
δslip  Slip displacement (in.) 
δtop  Mean displacement of top portion of alternate fuse design (in.) 
θRET  Rotation of retainer from initial position, taken as positive counter-
clockwise when viewed from the south (degrees) 
θRXN  Orientation of reaction resultant acting at the toe of a retainer, relative to 
the +X (East) axis (degrees) 
θRXN,lim  Orientation of reaction resultant acting at the toe of a retainer 
corresponding to maximum ratio (in an absolute sense) of horizontal to 
vertical retainer toe reaction components  
μ  Friction coefficient 
μK   OpenSees modeling parameter: kinetic (sliding) static friction coefficient 
μSI   OpenSees modeling parameter: initial static friction coefficient 
μSP   OpenSees modeling parameter: stick-slip friction coefficient 
μvert   Maximum effective coefficient of friction for slip of an elastomeric 
bearing sole plate against the vertical face of a retainer 
ξ  Effective viscous damping 
ς  Exponent used when evaluating combined tension and shear loading 
capacity for steel anchors embedded concrete 
σ  Flexural stress in WT fuse fin (ksi) 
σEQ  Average compression stress acting at elastomer-concrete interface during 
an earthquake (psi) 
ϕ  Strength reduction factor 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 State of Practice in Bridge Seismic Design 
Structural design methods for addressing seismic safety are continually evolving.  
Traditionally, seismic design approaches have originated from high seismic areas.  In the United 
States, seismic design methodologies have naturally evolved at the West Coast, where seismic 
hazards necessitate extensive efforts on the part of designers and often require the introduction of 
significant additional capacity within the structural system.   
In recent versions of the AASHTO LRFD Seismic Bridge Design Guide Specifications 
(AASHTO, 2009), there are three recognized Types of bridge structural systems: 
Type 1 – Design a ductile substructure with an essentially elastic superstructure. 
Type 2 – Design an essentially elastic substructure with a ductile superstructure. 
Type 3 – Design an elastic superstructure and substructure with a fusing mechanism at the 
interface between the superstructure and the substructure. 
Types 1 and 2 require structural designers to designate sections of the structure which 
must be detailed and constructed to provide ductility when subjected to large seismic demands, 
while all other components of the seismic load path are designed to be sufficiently robust that 
they will remain elastic.  An example of a Type 1 system is shown in Figure 1.1, where the 
seismic energy is dissipated by flexure in the indicated plastic hinge region at the base of the pier.  
While Type 1 and 2 systems are capable of providing safety during major seismic events, they 
require careful design, detailing, and construction to achieve the required level of performance.  
Furthermore, such structures are likely to be compromised for continued use following an 
earthquake, and may require demolition and reconstruction. 
1.2 Seismic Isolation for Bridges 
The conventional approach anticipated for Type 3 is to include isolation components, 
such as elastomeric or friction pendulum bearings.  These systems may require comparably 
expensive design and construction relative to Type 1 systems, but offer an added benefit that the 
structure will be largely protected from permanent damage or displacements.  This research 
focuses on methods employed in the United States, and therefore draws primarily on the 
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guidance provided in the AASHTO Guide Specifications for Seismic Isolation Design (GSSID) 
(2010).  According to the GSSID, the standard approach for seismic design to model elastomeric 
bearings is with a bilinear, softening material response, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.1 Typical AASHTO Type 1 Earthquake Resisting System [after Priestley et al., 
1996] 
Bearings are characterized by two key parameters: dK , the softened slope post-yield, and 
dQ , the characteristic strength, defined as the intersection of the softened slope with the vertical 
axis on a force-displacement plot.  A design displacement is identified on the line projected at a 
slope of dK  from dQ , and an effective stiffness, effK , is determined which would have a linear 
response from an unloaded, undeformed position to the peak displacement assumed for design.  
Equivalent linear analyses are performed based on the assumption that the system response can 
be reasonably anticipated by using the effective stiffness for the isolation components, and must 
necessarily reflect the influence of mass and stiffness from super- and substructure components 
in the seismic isolation demands on the bearings.  Thus, unless a time-history analysis is 
performed, an iterative analysis procedure may be required for the design of the isolation 
bearings.   
Because the design displacement is not known a priori, an initial assumption of design 
displacement must be made, from which the initially assumed effective stiffness is determined.  
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Analyses are performed to determine the actual demand displacement as shown in Figure 1.3, 
and then the design displacement is updated to match the demand displacement, which redefines 
the effective stiffness, which affects the demand displacement, and so on until iterations 
converge. 
 
Figure 1.2 Typical Assumed Bilinear Hysteretic Response for Seismic Isolation according 
to AASHTO Guide Specifications for Seismic Isolation Design (2010) 
 
Figure 1.3 Structural System Idealization according to AASHTO Guide Specifications for 
Seismic Isolation Design (2010) 
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Any of the methods commonly employed for typical isolation design and construction 
can lead to significant inflation of construction costs.  In regions such as Mid-America, where 
the seismic hazard is characterized by large magnitude events occurring at infrequent intervals, 
structural designers are confronted with a conundrum.  Conventional seismic design approaches 
require designers to choose between neglecting the extreme nature of seismic activity in the area 
in favor of more economically feasible designs, or face an economic shortfall if seismic capacity 
is provided sufficient to address the region’s seismic hazard.  This work conducts experiments to 
investigate the suitability of non-seismic bearings for use as structural fuses to provide an 
effectively isolated response, without incurring significant increases in design and construction 
costs, thereby effectively extending the sphere of Type 3 bridges to rely upon intrinsic properties 
of common non-seismic bridge bearing assemblies.  
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Research 
Rather than employing a fully isolated seismic design, a promising alternative would be 
to rely on a quasi-isolated response from a bridge structure subjected to a large magnitude 
seismic event.  The energy dissipation and hysteretic response involved in the fusing of selected 
components and the subsequent sliding upon the substructure units is not, however, sufficiently 
well understood so that designs can capture the full benefit of this alternative approach while 
maintaining a reliable margin of seismic safety.   
The objective of this research is to illuminate the potential for quasi-isolated response of 
bridges at the system level as various bearing components transition through ranges of elastic 
and plastic response, and in some cases exceed ultimate strength thresholds, with the summative 
objective of reshaping the fundamental approach to seismic design currently used for bridges 
subjected to ill-defined yet potentially catastrophic seismic hazards.  To accomplish this 
objective, the study included extensive and comprehensive experimental investigations and 
analysis to validate the performance of non-seismic bearing designs when subjected to extreme 
levels of demand such as may be experienced in an earthquake.  A concise summary of the 
results of the experiments is found in LaFave et al. (2013a).  The findings of the experimental 
program integrate with research by others via extrapolation to global bridge system models to 
investigate how superstructure and substructure elements both affect and are affected by the 
response of the bearing fuses for a suite of archetype quasi-isolated systems (Filipov, 2012; 
LaFave et al., 2013b). 
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The experimental program considered three bearing types: low-profile fixed bearings, 
steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings with the bottom surface of the elastomer directly in contact 
with concrete substructures (referred to as “Type I” elastomeric bearings), and steel-reinforced 
elastomeric bearings combined with a stainless steel-on-Teflon sliding surface (referred to as 
“Type II” elastomeric bearings).  For both types of elastomeric bearings, stiffened, L-shaped 
brackets are included as “retainers” in the transverse direction of the bridge.  The bearing designs 
and details have been selected to be consistent with typical practice for the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT), the sponsor of this research project, and standard details for each type 
are shown in Figure 1.4 (IDOT, 2012a).  Working closely with practicing engineers at IDOT also 
ensures that the bearings used for the study reasonably reflect existing structures and those 
currently being designed.  
The test program will include two low profile fixed bearing designs, four Type I bearing 
types, and four Type II bearing types, in addition to one alternate fuse design proposed as a 
possible alternative to the use of retainers.  Retainers have been selected to correspond to each of 
the elastomeric bearings.  A test matrix has been assembled, laying out 68 individual tests, with 
the intent of addressing the following primary considerations: 
1) Quantify the response of Type I bearings, with particular focus on response of the 
elastomers for high strain (shear strain greater than 50%). 
2) Quantify the sliding resistance of bearings, with particular focus on sliding of the 
Type I bearing’s elastomer on concrete substructure units. 
3) Compare and contrast the responses of Type I bearings with those of Type II 
bearings, including loading rate effects for the latter. 
4) Document the response of fixed bearings to understand their contribution to seismic 
bridge response. 
5) Document the influence of ancillary components of the bearing assemblies, such as 
side retainers, on bearing and bridge response. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 1.4 Standard Illinois Department of Transportation Details for  
(a) Low Profile Fixed, (b) Type I Elastomeric, and (c) Type II Elastomeric Bearings 
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Additional algorithmic development will be required to supplement the currently 
available modeling components and parameters in OpenSees, and this task will be performed in 
parallel with the experiments by other members of the ICT R27-70 research team.  By employing 
the refinements implemented in accordance with the project scope and objectives, the final 
OpenSees system models will capture the desired quasi-isolated response of the bridge, and will 
provide insight into the progression of damage evolution throughout the bridge system.  Through 
working in concert with other members of the project team to investigate parametric variations of 
system parameters in OpenSees, both with respect to global bridge parameters and bearing-
specific characteristics, the nature of the seismic risk associated with an earthquake resisting 
system methodology that relies on quasi-isolated behavior will be revealed for various 
permutations of typical bridge configurations, and the knowledge base available to engineers 
designing for seismic effects in areas with large magnitude but low recurrence rates will be 
expanded and refined.  The culmination of the work will take the form of recommended design 
provisions to achieve the desired quasi-isolated response. 
 
1.4 Organization of Dissertation 
The sections of the dissertation are organized as follows: 
 Chapter 1 – Introduction: A brief overview of current seismic design practice is 
presented, together with an overview of an alternative design basis, quasi-isolation, 
which will be supported through the experiments described in this dissertation. 
 Chapter 2 – Literature Review: The current state of practice for design of bridge 
bearings, focusing primarily on elastomeric bearings, is reviewed.  Pertinent topics 
for the proposed research are explored more thoroughly in the latter portions of the 
chapter with topical subdivisions. 
 Chapter 3 – Quasi-isolation Design and Performance Objectives: A full description of 
the quasi-isolation paradigm for seismic design and performance is presented, 
together with the current application found in the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) Earthquake Resisting System (ERS) design methodology. 
 Chapter 4 – Experimental Setup: An overview of the experimental program is 
presented, including a test matrix, description of specimens, details of testing 
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parameters, super- and substructure simulation, coordinated multi-actuator control, 
instrumentation, and data acquisition. 
 Chapter 5 – Type I Elastomeric Bearing Tests: Details of tests and a discussion of 
results is presented for IDOT Type I elastomeric bearings. 
 Chapter 6 – Type II Elastomeric Bearing Tests: Details of tests and a discussion of 
results is presented for IDOT Type II elastomeric bearings.  
 Chapter 7 – Low-profile Fixed Steel Bearing Tests: Details of tests and a discussion 
of results is presented for low-profile fixed steel bearings.  
 Chapter 8 – Alternate Fuse Design: Details of a test and a discussion of results is 
presented for an alternate fuse component to provide resistance to transverse bridge 
motion in place of retainers typically used at elastomeric bearings.  
 Chapter 9 – Recommended Retainer Design: Retainer response is presented in detail, 
and recommendations for modified design procedures are proposed. 
 Chapter 10 – Conclusions: Conclusions drawn from the research are presented, and 
areas for future research are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
Elastomeric bearings have been studied extensively, for use in both buildings and bridges, 
and with both non-seismic and seismic applications.  A general introduction to elastomeric 
material mechanics and response characteristics is presented first.  The general introduction to 
elastomers is followed by an overview of the historical development of elastomeric bearing 
design guidelines, chronicling the evolution from their use as non-seismic thermal deformation 
devices for bridges to present day applications as structural components for seismic protection.  
The characteristics and behavior of PTFE sliding systems are then described.   The literature 
review concludes with a review of studies performed for fixed bearings and retainers.   
2.1 Elastomeric Bearing Behavior and Performance 
Elastomeric bearings have been used for numerous bridges and buildings throughout the 
world for several decades (Buckle and Mayes, 1990).  For bridges, plain pads were initially used, 
and were found to provide an economical alternative to conventional roller bearings, both in 
terms of initial costs and maintenance (Roeder and Stanton, 1991).  Elastomeric materials have 
very high compressive stiffness relative to shear stiffness, and consequently evidence high 
stiffness under gravity load while allowing significant deformations from thermal expansion with 
no visible distress.  Over time, elastomeric bearings have evolved to include reinforcing layers, 
which significantly improved the axial compressive capacity of the bearings while introducing 
negligible shear stiffness effects (Stanton and Roeder, 1982).   
Elastomeric bearings have been used in the past to provide an effective seismic isolation 
system, provided that the bearings are appropriately reinforced.  The current AASHTO Guide 
Specifications for Seismic Isolation Design (2010) recognizes elastomeric bearings as a common 
isolation component and specify in section 14.1 that “elastomeric bearings must be reinforced 
using steel reinforcement.”  An additional benefit of steel-reinforced elastomeric bearings in a 
seismically isolated design is that the bearings tend to exhibit a hyperelastic response which 
results in little residual displacement.  Alternate configurations of elastomeric bearings have 
historically included a Teflon sliding surface to increase deformation capacity, or a lead core to 
provide higher initial stiffness and damping post-yield (Priestly et al., 1996; Naeim and Kelly, 
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1999; Naeim, 2001).  The counterpoint to these advantages, aside from additional material and 
manufacturing costs, is that the self-centering nature of the bearings is lost. 
Elastomeric material response in both compression and tension is characterized by a high 
degree of nonlinearity, including both softening and stiffening response, as shown in Figure 2.1.  
This nonlinearity is often ignored for gravity load applications in practice by designing bearings 
such that the demands placed on the bearing will not exceed the initial approximately linear 
range of the elastomer.  Elastomeric material properties are noted to vary with temperature, load 
history, load rate, age, and weathering.  Among these factors, the greatest influences have been 
observed for temperature and load history (Stanton and Roeder, 1982). 
Elastomers are generally regarded as having significant variability with respect to 
temperature, with large increases in stiffness inversely proportional to temperature change.  In 
some tests, the shear modulus of the elastomer was shown to increase by as much as 1,000% 
when subjected to a temperature of -13ºF, relative to the shear modulus at 70ºF (Stevensen, 
1984).  These increases also require the elastomer to be exposed to the decreased temperature for 
an extended amount of time, on the order of several days or weeks.  However, tests performed 
approximately 20 years later (Ash et al., 2002) found that the influence of temperature was much 
less than in previous tests.  The increase in shear stiffness with a similar decrease in temperature 
was found to be only 30%.  The study did, however, test both aged natural rubber bearings along 
with a new neoprene bearing.  The new neoprene bearing was found to have a stiffness increase 
on the order of 600%.  It was not clear how much this finding was influenced by age, and how 
much resulted from different elastomer compounds. 
The second major influence on elastomer behavior is significant for cyclic loading, such 
as seismic effects.  Elastomers display a softened response following an initial loading cycle 
(Roeder et al., 1987; AASHTO, 2000; Constantinou et al., 1999).  This effect is called 
“scragging”.  When material properties are specified for bearings, the properties are typically 
“scragged” properties, meaning that multiple cycles of load are applied during a test until a 
steady state condition is found.  This usually requires about two to five cycles to achieve.  The 
initial unscragged properties of the elastomer are generally recovered over time when the 
elastomer is unloaded. 
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Figure 2.1 Nonlinear elastomer axial response [after Stanton and Roeder (1982)] 
2.1.1 Non-Seismic Design 
Non-seismic design for elastomeric bearings is pertinent to the proposed research, as 
concerns recognized and addressed in non-seismic situations are generally applicable to the 
elastomeric bearings considered for this study.  Seismic design of elastomeric bearings, which 
will be treated in the next section, often assumes details of construction that are not consistent 
with typical non-seismic designs.  Furthermore, since this work is being performed with 
particular emphasis on design practice in the United States, AASHTO (2008, 2009, 2010) will be 
the primary reference for both non-seismic and seismic design provisions, although the general 
behavior being studied will be generally applicable to other designs worldwide, provided that 
construction details and material behavior are similar to that found in the United States. 
For common gravity load scenarios, and considering typical service lateral load effects 
(e.g., thermal expansion and contraction, vehicle braking), AASHTO employs two design 
approaches: Method A and Method B.  Method B allows greater demands to be placed on 
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elastomeric bearings, but requires additional quality control.  The principles guiding the load 
limitations are universal to elastomeric bearings regardless of whether Method A or B is 
employed for the design.  Failure modes of greatest interest for elastomeric bearings are shear 
rupture of the elastomer and/or delamination of internal reinforcing resulting from combined 
compression, shear, and rotation of the bearing, and internal yielding or rupture of reinforcing 
plates.  Pure compression or tension failures of elastomeric material are rare.  Rather, 
compression and rotation of the top and bottom surfaces of the bearing induce shear stresses at 
the edges of the elastomer, which bulge laterally, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
γs
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∆s
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Shear Force
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Figure 2.2 Induced shear in deformed elastomeric bearing subjected to  
(a) compression, (b) shear, and (c) rotation [after Stanton and Roeder (1982)] 
 
A fundamental parameter commonly used to characterize elastomeric bearings is the 
shape factor, S.  The most general definition is  
 Area of one loaded surfaceS
Area free to bulge
=  (2.1) 
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consequently, the calculation is performed for rectangular bearings as 
 
( )2 ri
LWS
h L W
=
+
 (2.2) 
Where: 
L, W = Plan dimensions of bearing 
hri =  Height between horizontal restraints 
 
In plain elastomeric pads, the hri term is the total height of the bearing, but with 
reinforcing steel plates, the distance is reduced to the spacing between the internal plates, as 
shown in Figure 2.3.  Note that this equation is only appropriate for bearings without internal 
holes (e.g. lead-rubber bearings). 
h r
 
Figure 2.3 Compressive deflection of reinforced elastomeric bearing [after Stanton and 
Roeder (1983)] 
Thus, compression capacity of elastomeric bearings is typically limited by the 
development of high shear strains.  As compression is applied to the elastomer, the sides bulge 
outward in a shape similar to a parabola.  This deformation induces shear strains in the elastomer 
along the perimeter of restraints.  As the height of the elastomer increases relative to the plan 
dimensions, the shear strains increase.  Therefore, higher shape factors represent bearings with 
relatively large footprints, short heights, and correspondingly increased load capacity. 
The second key parameter used by AASHTO for determination of elastomeric bearing 
capacity is shear modulus, G.  For Method B, AASHTO requires that the shear modulus be 
specified, and that the value must be between 0.080 and 0.175 ksi.  For Method A, AASHTO 
allows bearings to be specified based on Shore hardness, which is more easily determined, but 
only provides an approximation of shear modulus.  In Method A, the nominal hardness should be 
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between 50 and 70 on the Shore A scale, and the shear modulus should be between 0.080 and 
0.250 ksi. 
Limits established by AASHTO (2008) for compression are given in terms of average 
compression stress, but these limits originate from earlier work (Roeder et al., 1986; Roeder et 
al., 1987; Roeder et al., 1990) where stresses were correlated to vertical compressive strains, and 
vertical compressive strains are likewise correlated to induced shear strains at the bulging edges 
of the elastomer.  Limits set by the AASHTO (2008) design standard incorporate thresholds for 
compression acting alone, and to some extent, in concert with shear and rotation.  The most 
fundamental form of the shear strain limits takes the form 
 c s r Cγ γ γ+ + ≤  (2.3) 
Where: 
γc = Shear strain in elastomer due to axial compression 
γs =  Shear strain in elastomer due to shear deformation 
γr =  Shear strain in elastomer due to rotation 
C =  Limitation coefficient for combined shear strains in 
AASHTO designs 
Roeder et al. (1990) note that some specifications at the time had used this approach with 
a value of 3 to 5 for the C coefficient, when neglecting rotation.  Roeder et al. (1990) also note 
that dynamic (fatigue) loads have been shown to be more damaging to elastomers, and so 
propose that the C coefficient should be 3 for total load and 1.5 when considering only live load.   
Furthermore, direct shear load capacity for non-seismic design is actually not limited by 
the elastomer capacity.  Rather, the limit imposed for shear deformations is intended to prevent 
roll-over and possible bending of internal steel reinforcing plates.  An additional concern is 
delamination of the internal plates, aggravated by bending at edges induced by roll-over, as 
shown in Figure 2.4.  These considerations were identified in some of the early research work in 
the United States between 1980 and 1990, when common practice for reinforced bearings did not 
include the use of top or bottom plates externally bonded to the elastomer.  Therefore, with top 
and bottom plates, the limits are almost certainly overly conservative.  With only a single plate at 
the top, and an unrestrained elastomer surface bearing against bridge substructures, however, the 
applicability of the limitation is not clear. 
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Figure 2.4 Shear deformation of an elastomeric bearing (a) at small strains (< 50%), and  
(b) at larger strains inducing roll-over [after Stanton and Roeder (1982)] 
 
AASHTO guidance is to require a limit of 50% shear strain, sγ , or 
 2rt sh ≥ ∆  (2.4) 
Where: 
hrt = Total elastomer thickness 
s∆  =  Required shear displacement for thermal, creep, shrinkage, 
and post-tensioning effects 
This requirement applies equally to Method A and Method B, regardless of the presence 
or absence of externally bonded plates.  It may be noted that, historically, a more liberal limit of 
70% has been permitted in Europe under the International Union of Railways (UIC, 1973) and 
British Standards (BSI, 1981) codes, and have apparently performed satisfactorily. 
In both Method A and B, AASHTO (2008) considers that bearings may or may not rely 
on an external means of providing shear restraint at the superstructure.  If bearings are “fixed 
against shear deformation”, the reduced effect of sγ  in Equation (2.3) is reflected by increasing 
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the allowable compression stress.  Current AASHTO (2008) limits to compression stress range 
from 1.0GS  with an absolute limit of 1.0 ksi for Method A to 2.0GS  with an absolute limit of 
1.75 ksi for Method B.  A live load limit is not specified for Method A, but for Method B, live 
load is limited to 1.0GS  or 0.66GS , depending on shear restraint. 
Rotation demands induce additional compression, and associated shear strains in the 
elastomer.  Current AASHTO (2008) requirements preclude an uplift condition, although recent 
research (Stanton et al., 2008) suggests that future revisions of the AASHTO design standard 
may allow some uplift in recognition of test data supporting the reliability of elastomeric 
bearings when limited uplift is permitted.  The current AASHTO guidance is similar for Method 
A and Method B, establishing a minimum load to avoid uplift.  The minimum load for Method B 
is twice that required for Method A.  Method B also requires additional checks to prevent 
excessive compression stresses on the edge resisting rotation through compression.  Similarly to 
compression checks, the rotation checks are applied depending on whether bearings are subject 
to or restrained against shear deformation.  For rectangular bearings subjected to shear 
deformation, the average compression stress, sσ , and rotation demand, sθ , must satisfy 
 
2
1.875 1 0.200 ss
ri
BGS
h n
θ
σ
  
 < −  
   
 (2.5) 
and for bearings restrained against shear deformation,  
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σ
  
 < −  
   
 (2.6) 
Where: 
B  = Plan dimension perpendicular to axis of rotation 
rih  =  Height of an internal elastomer layer 
n  =  Number of internal elastomer layers (may be increased by 
0.5 for each external layer with a thickness at least one-half 
that of the internal layers) 
Stability limitations may in rare cases control elastomeric bearing designs when 
accounting for shear flexibility of the elastomer, despite short unbraced Euler column buckling 
lengths measured as the element height between superstructure and substructure.  Equations are 
used for bearings designed according to Method B, but stability requirements for Method A are 
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entirely prescriptive.  The requirement for Method A is met by ensuring that the total thickness 
of the bearing (excluding top and bottom plates) is less than both / 3L  and / 3W .   
The final limit state that must be addressed in the non-seismic design is failure of internal 
reinforcing.  Gravity load is often limited by delamination at the interface of elastomer layers and 
steel shims, or yielding and rupture of steel shims.  When steel shims restrain lateral bulging of 
the elastomer under gravity loads, the restraint results in an induced internal tension in the shim.  
Current AASHTO requirements use an assumption of lateral pressure in elastomers related to 
average axial pressure to specify required shim thickness, sh , according to  
 max3 ss
y
hh
F
σ
≥  (2.7) 
or,  
 max2 Ls
TH
hh
F
σ
≥
∆
 (2.8) 
Where: 
maxh  = Maximum thickness of an elastomer layer 
yF  =  Yield stress of steel shims 
THF∆  =  AASHTO (2008) Category A constant amplitude fatigue 
threshold 
sσ  =  Average compression stress due to total load 
Lσ  =  Average compression stress due to live load only 
In these expressions, total and live loads are at the service load level. 
2.1.2 Seismic Design 
As stated in the Introduction chapter, the AASHTO GSSID (2010) adopts an effective 
linear approximation in place of a more accurate bilinear stiffness formulation to characterize 
elastomer response during earthquakes and facilitate designs at an intended balance of 
computational rigor and efficiency.  Seismic isolation elastomeric bearing designs are generally 
anticipated to perform such that the design (maximum) displacement that will occur under 
earthquake excitation will fall in the softened region of the elastomer shear strain response.  
Although the GSSID (2010) does not mention elastomer high strain behavior, past research has 
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shown that the softening behavior observed up to approximately 100% to 150% shear strain can 
quickly shift to a self-limiting, stiffening range.  Experimental results displaying this behavior 
often show stiffening beginning around 150% to 200%.  The maximum shear strains tested in 
experiments have reached approximately 350% (Tajirian et al., 1990, Kulak and Hughes, 1992).  
In tests to a maximum shear stress of 344% by Tajirian et al. (1990), when the bearing “failed”, 
it could no longer resist the maximum load from previous load cycles.  However, the failure 
mechanism was apparently not dramatic (compared to steel tension rupture or unconfined 
concrete crushing), because the initial cycle after failure still showed significant load capacity 
close to the failure load. 
An example shear load-displacement history for a high-damping rubber bearing is shown 
in Figure 2.5, after Naeim and Kelly (1999).  The cyclic loading history included excursions to 
(+) and (-) 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 150%, 200%, 250%, 300%, and 350%.  The 
progression to increasingly stiffened response is clearly observable with increasing shear strain 
demands. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Hysteretic behavior of high-damping natural rubber isolators [after Naeim and 
Kelly (1999)] 
Numerous considerations are required for the design of steel-reinforced elastomeric 
bearings.  Significant natural variability exists, even within individual batches of elastomer.  
Compounding this difficulty are the previously mentioned factors that influence elastomer 
response.  The GSSID (2010) requires that bounding maximum and minimum λ  factors be 
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applied to account for each of the various influences (Constantinou et al., 1999), as shown in 
Figure 2.6.  The least favorable effects considering a range bounded by the λ  adjusted dK  and 
dQ  using minλ  and maxλ  are then applied to design checks of bridges with elastomeric isolation 
systems.   
 
 
Figure 2.6 Property modified maximum and minimum bearing force-displacement 
response according to AASHTO Guide Specifications for Seismic Isolation Design (2010) 
The literature reports two categories of bearings with respect to damping characteristics: 
low-damping and high-damping.  Low-damping elastomers typically have damping values of 
approximately 2-3% of critical damping, whereas high-damping elastomers may have damping 
values of approximately 15%.  Most studies of elastomeric bearing behavior for seismic 
applications assume that high-damping bearings will be used, and such bearings can be 
reasonably expected to evidence the linear – softening – stiffening pattern of response in shear.  
Low-damping bearings are less well understood at high strain levels, but it has been noted that 
low-damping compounds can be manufactured such that the damping is negligible and the 
response is linear up to about 150% shear strain. 
Some elastomeric bearings are designed and fabricated to provide additional 
displacement capacity with the incorporation of sliding surfaces.  Sliding surfaces are typically 
composed of polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE, also known as Teflon) interfaces with stainless steel.  
Such bearings deform initially through the elastomer, followed by pure sliding behavior once 
friction resistance at the PTFE surface is exceeded.  The sliding resistance of the PTFE surface 
once sliding has initiated has been shown to be variable, and a function of both axial stress and 
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relative velocity, as shown in Figure 2.7 for sliding parallel to the Teflon lay, and Figure 2.8 for 
sliding perpendicular to the Teflon lay, after Mokha et al. (1990). 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Variation of sliding coefficient of friction with velocity and pressure  
of unfilled Teflon sliding parallel to lay [after Mokha et al. (1990)] 
 
Figure 2.8 Variation of sliding coefficient of friction with velocity and pressure  
of unfilled Teflon sliding perpendicular to lay [after Mokha et al. (1990)] 
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Konstantinidis et al. (2008) reported a study philosophically similar to that proposed in 
this dissertation, subjecting non-seismic elastomeric bearings, having construction typical of 
California practice, to seismic level demands.  Konstantinidis et al. (2008) tested bearing 
configurations of laminated rubber bearings, which were not bonded to top or bottom steel plates 
and were thus free to “roll”.  The study concluded that the ultimate displacement capacity was 
approximately 150-225% shear strain, limited by roll-over of the bearing to the point where the 
originally vertical face of the bearing becomes horizontal against the supports, as shown 
schematically in Figure 2.9.  It was noted that any further imposed displacement would cause 
slipping of the bearing, and that the bearing surface may be damaged by repeated slipping, 
however the experimental results did not exhibit cyclic degradation.  Thus, although the 
elastomer portion of the bearings tested in the present research is similar to those tested by 
Konstantinidis et al. (2008), the overall behavior is quite different, because sliding is expected 
and, in fact, desired as a means of providing additional energy dissipation.   
 
 
Figure 2.9 Schematic of deformed bearing [after Konstantinidis et al. (2008)] 
2.1.3 Characteristic Elastomer Mechanical Behavior and Formulations 
2.1.3.1 Combined Shear Strains 
As noted in the previous sections regarding the fundamental design approach for both 
non-seismic and seismic design of elastomeric bearings, one of the primary limitations placed on 
bearing capacity is based on combined effects of internal shear from direct compression, direct 
shear, and rotation of bearings.  Limitations of combined shear effects in the US can be traced 
back to much work performed by Roeder and Stanton, in particular (Stanton and Roeder, 1982; 
Roeder and Stanton, 1983; Stanton and Roeder, 1983; Roeder et al., 1986; Roeder et al., 1987; 
Roeder et al., 1990; Roeder and Stanton, 1991). 
One type of characteristic term arises frequently in the treatment of combined shear 
effects: effective material property factors.  Some of these factors used in these early works are 
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referenced in later applications, such as for elastomer stability studies.  As a result of varying 
constraint conditions at the interior relative to the exterior regions of the elastomer, the response 
is not linear elastic, even at small strains.  This is primarily a geometric, rather than a material, 
effect, but it is typically addressed by employing an “apparent modulus” for the elastomer. 
The uniaxial elastic modulus is theoretically very close to 3 times the shear modulus, as 
would be expected for a nearly incompressible material with a Poisson’s ratio approximately 
equal to 0.5.  However, in the early works of Roeder and Stanton, the elastic response to axial 
loads was estimated as 
 c ccEfσ ε=  (2.9) 
Where: 
cσ  = Average axial stress 
cε  =  Average axial strain 
cEf  =  Apparent elastic modulus for compression 
E  =  Average compression stress due to total load 
Lσ  =  Theoretical elastic modulus ( 3G≈ ) 
The adjustment factor to obtain the apparent elastic modulus was taken as 
 21 2cf kS= +  (2.10) 
Where: 
k  = Material constant correlated to hardness 
The material constant employed in Equation (2.10) follows a nonlinear trend, as shown in 
Figure 2.10.  Although more rigorous forms are also presented in the early work, it is noted that 
the form in Equation (2.10) provides a satisfactory approximation of the apparent material 
properties as influenced by geometry.   
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Figure 2.10 Material constant k as a function of hardness [after Stanton and Roeder (1982)] 
A similar approach is also shown for rotational response, where 
 
 r
r
M Ef I
h
θ
=  (2.11) 
Where: 
M  = Applied moment 
I  =  Moment of inertia in direction of bending 
θ  =  Induced rotation 
rh  =  Total thickness of rubber 
rEf  =  Apparent elastic modulus for flexure 
The adjustment factor for flexure is more sensitive to geometry because of the higher-
order nature of flexure versus compression.  In Roeder et al. (1987), the authors indicate that   
 24 0.267
3r
f S= +  (2.12) 
may be used for a long strip,  
 21 0.742rf S= +  (2.13)  
may be used for a square bearing, and  
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represents an approximate form that may be used for intermediate cases, where: 
L  = Plan dimension of the bearing parallel to the bridge span 
W  =  Plan dimension of the bearing perpendicular to the bridge 
span 
Traditionally, AASHTO design specifications have not required design engineers to 
account for such details as part of bearing designs.  Designs specifications were developed such 
that only average stresses needed to be calculated on the part of the designers, rather than a more 
rigorous approach requiring the estimation of induced shear strains resulting from axial or 
rotational compression.  Stanton et al. (2008) recommends introducing modifications to the 
AASHTO design specifications in the future which would require a more extensive set of 
calculations on the part of designers. 
The original form of the limit equation for combined effects, shown in Equation (2.3), 
has been retained in the most recent report produced by Stanton et al. (2008).  In that study, a 
revised approach is proposed to account for combined shear effects in cases with previously 
prohibited rotational demands, which may now include uplift.  The new form appears similar to 
the previous one, with the obvious revision of explicitly separating static and cyclic demands.  
However, to obtain the required shear strain terms, a number of additional computations must be 
performed, resulting in a design method that is perhaps more rational and mechanically 
transparent than the existing AASHTO (2008) approach, but also significantly more complex.  
The new form is given by 
 ( ) ( ), , , , , ,2.0 5.0a st r st s st a cy r cy s cyγ γ γ γ γ γ+ + + + + ≤  (2.15) 
Where: 
,a stγ  = Induced shear strain due to static axial load 
,r stγ  = Induced shear strain due to static rotation 
,s stγ  = Induced shear strain due to static shear displacement 
,a cyγ  = Induced shear strain due to cyclic axial load 
,r cyγ  = Induced shear strain due to cyclic rotation 
,s cyγ  = Induced shear strain due to cyclic shear displacement 
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This form accounts for the increased damaged expected to result from cyclic loads by 
applying the factor of 2 to cyclic effects, and increasing the limitation coefficient from the 
previous value of 3 to a revised value of 5.  There is also a provision that the ,a stγ  term must be 
less than or equal to 3.   
The terms in Equation (2.15) for induced shear strains due to axial load are to be 
determined by applying 
 aa aD GS
σ
γ =  (2.16) 
Where: 
aD  = Coefficient determined as shown in Equation (2.17) 
aσ  = Average axial stress at the service load level 
G  = Shear modulus 
S  = Shape factor as shown in Equation (2.2) 
The aD  term in Equation (2.16) is determined according to 
 1 2 3max , *a a a a
LD d d d
W
  ≈ +  
  
 (2.17) 
Where: 
L  = Plan dimension of the bearing perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation under consideration 
W  = Plan dimension of the bearing parallel to the axis of 
rotation under consideration 
 21 1.06 0.210 0.413ad λ λ= + +  (2.18) 
 22 1.506 0.071 0.406ad λ λ= − +  (2.19) 
 23 0.315 0.195 0.047ad λ λ= − + +  (2.20) 
λ  = Compressibility Index as shown in Equation (2.23) 
The terms in Equation (2.15) for induced shear strains due to rotation are to be 
determined by applying 
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Where: 
rD  = Coefficient determined as shown in Equation (2.22) 
rih  = Thickness of the i
th internal layer of elastomer 
iθ  = Rotation of the i
th internal layer of elastomer (rad) 
The rD  term in Equation (2.21) is determined according to 
 1.552 0.627 0.5
2.233 0.156
rD L
W
λ
λ
−
= ≤
+ +
 (2.22) 
Where: 
, ,L W λ  = As defined for Equation (2.17) 
Finally, the Compressibility Index is given by 
 3GS
K
λ =  (2.23) 
Where: 
K  = Bulk modulus of elastomer (may be estimated as 450 ksi) 
The shear strain induced by shear displacement is determined by  
 ss
rth
γ
∆
=  (2.24) 
Where: 
rth  = Total elastomer thickness 
s∆  = Maximum shear deformation of the bearing at the service 
limit state 
For each of the shear strain terms, it is expected that the strains will be computed using 
only the appropriate load sources (static or cyclic), and then combined as indicated in Equation 
(2.15). 
Mori et al. performed studies regarding compression, rotation, and shear on elastomeric 
bearings used for seismic isolation (Mori et al., 1996; Mori et al., 1999; Mori et al., 1999).  The 
findings of greatest interest to the proposed work related to shear response of bearings.  In Mori 
et al. (1999), the bearings used in the study did not have top and bottom plates, but were strained 
to 200% shear strain, using “stops” to prevent sliding in the testing frame when required.  Key 
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observations from the study were that “roll-over” or “lift-off” conditions were not significant at 
100%, but that the normal stresses measured during the experiment reflected a marked 
overturning effect at 200% shear strain, with “lift-off” occurring over approximately 50% of the 
length of the bearing.  Also, Mori et al. (1999) noted that delamination did not occur, even after 
“a few hundred cycles” had been imposed on one of the bearings, despite observable permanent 
deformation of internal steel shims at the top and bottom of bearings. 
2.1.3.2 Stability 
Similarly to combined shear stresses, early work on elastomeric bearing stability and its 
inclusion in AASHTO design standards was largely driven by the work of Roeder and Stanton.  
In Roeder et al. (1987) and Stanton et al. (1990), the critical stability threshold for service load 
average compression is proposed to be 
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Where: 
G  = Shear modulus 
S  = Shape factor as shown in Equation (2.2) 
L  = Plan dimension of the bearing parallel to the bridge span 
W  = Plan dimension of the bearing perpendicular to the bridge 
span 
k  = Euler buckling effective length factor 
This formulation, which represents a combination of flexural and shear buckling, evolved 
to became the basis for the current non-seismic design provisions in AASHTO (2008). 
With increasing interest in the use of elastomeric bearings for seismic isolation systems, 
further work was performed to investigate the stability of elastomeric bearings at large 
displacements.  Some of the earliest work devoted to this topic was that done by Kelly.  In 
Imbimbo and Kelly (1997), the Koh-Kelly model (Koh and Kelly, 1986), shown in Figure 2.11, 
was employed to perform a parametric investigation of stability using the linearized model. 
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Figure 2.11 Linearized Koh-Kelly model (Koh and Kelly, 1986) 
The linearized modeling approach was revisited analytically by Nagarajaiah and Ferrell 
(1999) and experimentally and computationally by Buckle et al. (2002).  The authors indicate 
that according to the original linearized model, the postbuckling behavior will be stable, with 
increasing axial load required to increase lateral displacement.  Intuition contradicts and the 
experimental data offered by the authors confirm that postbuckling response is unstable.  When 
the linearized stiffnesses of the original Koh-Kelly model were replaced with nonlinear springs 
for shear and rotation, the adjusted model predicted decreasing force capacity with increasing 
displacement.  An example of stable postbuckling equilibrium paths obtained from the linearized 
Koh-Kelly model is shown in Figure 2.12(a), and unstable equilibrium paths for the same 
bearing modeled with nonlinear springs are shown in Figure 2.12(b). 
One of the most interesting findings from the experimental program in Buckle et al. 
(2002) is reproduced in Figure 2.13, where Buckle et al. (2002) show the effects of imposing 
axial load on a bearing beyond the critical load.  The bearings were bonded with plates top and 
bottom through vulcanization, so the elastomeric response was captured without the influence of 
sliding effects.  First an axial load was applied.  Then, holding the axial load constant, a 
horizontal displacement was imposed.  Once the target displacement was reached, the horizontal 
displacement was held constant, and the axial force was gradually increased.  The bottom plot 
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shows the horizontal force required for equilibrium in the deformed configuration.  The force is 
seen to transition from a “push” on the bearing to create the initial displacement, to a “pull” to 
maintain the deformed configuration without collapsing under the imposed axial load. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.12 Comparison of linear and nonlinear postbuckling [from Nagarajaiah and 
Ferrell (1999)] 
 
Figure 2.13 Post-critical response of bearing at large displacement [from Buckle et al. 
(2002)] 
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2.1.3.3 Elastomer Frictional Response 
Quantification of the frictional response at mating surfaces will be one of the primary 
objectives of this research, in particular with respect to sliding of elastomeric material on 
concrete.  Friction coefficients presented in textbooks typically provide little descriptive 
information.  Serway and Beichner (2000), for example, state that the coefficient of friction 
between rubber and concrete is 1.0 for static friction and 0.8 for sliding friction.  AASHTO 
(2008), on the other hand, recommends a value of 0.2 for bearings to evaluate friction resistance.  
Both values are reasonable, given certain conditions.  Most notably, friction resistance for rubber 
on concrete is inversely related to the applied compression stress.  Serway and Beicher (2000) 
are likely referring to vehicle tire traction on concrete roadway pavement, in which case the 
stress will likely be about 30 psi.  AASHTO, on the other hand, is addressing bridge bearings, 
which will support stresses in the range of 200 psi to over 1000 psi. 
Friction resistance has been studied for various combinations of natural rubber and 
neoprene elastomeric materials, in plain and laminated configurations, with steel, smooth 
concrete, and rough concrete mating surfaces, and at different compression levels and shearing 
velocities, producing a broad range of potential friction thresholds (Schrage, 1981; Muscarella 
and Yura, 1995; McDonald et al., 2000).  Schrage (1981) investigated the available friction 
“anchorage” for neoprene bearings in Germany, and was one of the earliest researchers to 
document the variability of elastomer friction resistance as a function of applied compression 
stress.  The laminated bearing friction response on concrete was characterized based on 
experiments using the equation 
 0.40.2s
m
f
σ
= +  (2.26) 
Where: 
mσ  = Average compression stress (MPa) 
And slip rate, 0.5 /s mm s=   
And temperature, 20T C= °   
The expression is intended to represent service load conditions for bridges. 
Muscarella and Yura (1995) studied the performance of tapered bearings including 
potential implications for gradual slip in service.  Additionally, the authors performed a field and 
laboratory investigation to examine bearing slip and anchorage by friction.  The research focused 
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on natural rubber bearings (similar to those used for the experiments in this dissertation).  
Natural rubber compounds used for bridges often include antiozonant waxes to provide 
environmental protection to the bearing, but the authors observed that the wax additives tended 
to form a film at the interface of the bearing and substructure that resulted in reduced slip 
resistance.  The authors also investigated varying surface conditions for concrete, and reported 
values ranging from 0.201 to 0.56, with higher values reported for “rough concrete” relative to 
“smooth” or “glossy” concrete. 
McDonald et al. (2000) investigated slippage effects (“walking”) of elastomeric bearings, 
with particular emphasis on neoprene (rather than natural rubber).  Although the researchers 
were based in Louisiana, and field observations were conducted solely in that state, the study 
also included reviews of observations and surveys of DOT officials from other states throughout 
the United States.  One of the primary characteristics investigated in the study was the value of 
the static friction coefficient for elastomer material interfaces with superstructures and 
substructures.  The authors note that Stanton and Roeder initially recommended an assumption of 
0.2, but also cite the findings of Muscarella and Yura (1995), which indicated the potential for 
significantly higher friction coefficients. 
Among the findings of the study were that slippage occurred on a daily basis at tapered 
bearings.  The standard assumption with tapered bearings was that the bearing would deform in 
shear to accommodate temperature effects in the substructure, but this study found that the 
superstructure instead slipped against the bearing, and so led to an accumulation of residual daily 
slippage effects.  Furthermore, although neoprene is less likely to be affected by ozone, 
specifications in many states often call for ozone resistance in what is hoped to be a conservative 
requirement, but instead results in unnecessarily defending against ozone at the cost of increased 
slippage associated with paraffin wax additives in elastomer compounds.  Both Muscarella and 
Yura (1995) and McDonald et al. (2000) recommended limiting the addition of ozone resistance 
to only bearings where a clear risk of ozone contamination is present. 
2.2 PTFE Friction Response 
Experimental data is plentiful for PTFE sliding, owing to the popularity of PTFE as a 
low-friction sliding surface in sliding bearings.  Mokha et al. (1990) and Constantinou et al. 
(1990) conducted extensive tests, and thoroughly documented the response of PTFE sliding 
surfaces relative to type of test (sinusoidal versus sawtooth displacement record), size effect, 
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acceleration, velocity, normal compression stress, surface finish of the mating surface, and type 
of Teflon (filled versus unfilled).  The sensitivities of greatest interest to the testing program are 
relative to normal compression stress and velocity.  These sensitivities were found to be 
asymptotic at high stresses (greater than about 5,000 psi) and velocities (greater than about 4 – 8 
inches / second). 
In Constantinou et al. (1990), a mathematical model for the Teflon sliding behavior was 
proposed, given by 
 x s xF WZµ=  (2.27) 
And 
 y s yF WZµ=  (2.28) 
Where: 
,x yF F  = Forces transmitted in shear through the sliding interface in 
the two principle directions 
sµ  = Friction coefficient 
W  = Applied normal load 
,x yZ Z  = Hysteretic paramters 
Upon initiation of sliding, and if the sliding is directed in either the X or Y direction, the 
corresponding Z term takes a value of 1, and the Z in the orthogonal direction is 0.  For any other 
orientation of motion, 
 cosxZ θ=  (2.29) 
And 
 sinyZ θ=  (2.30) 
Where: 
 1tan y
x
U
U
θ −
 
=   
 


 (2.31) 
,x yU U   = Relative velocities in the two principal directions 
The sliding friction coefficient is determined according to 
 ( )max exps f Df a Uµ = − −   (2.32) 
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Where: 
maxf  = Maximum coefficient of sliding friction (at high relative 
velocities) 
Df  = Difference between maximum and minimum sliding 
friction (i.e., maxf  at large velocity minus minf  at 0U ≈ ) 
a  = Constant determined by calibration to tests 
U  = Relative velocity at the Teflon sliding surface, determined 
by SRSS of the velocities in the principal directions, as
( )1/22 2x yU U U= +    
The terms used to determine the sliding friction coefficient were assessed for several 
sample bearings studied in Mokha et al. (1990).  The values ranged from 5.27 – 14.61% for the 
maxf  term, 2.70 – 11.81% for the Df  term, and 0.32 – 0.9 sec / in for the a  term.  These 
coefficients represented a range of parameters, including type of Teflon (unfilled or glass-filled 
at 15% or 25%), orientation of sliding relative to lay (parallel or perpendicular), and applied 
pressure (1,000 to 6,500 psi). 
The condition of initial friction is more difficult to calculate.  The frictional coefficient is 
adjusted to a value given by 
 ( )maxs b f Dfµ = −  (2.33) 
Where: 
b  = Constant determined by calibration to tests 
From the Mokha et al. (1990) tests, the value of b  ranged from 1.3 – 4.4.  The use of this 
static coefficient is only valid when 1Z < , in which case the following coupled equations must 
be used to determine Z  in each of the X and Y directions: 
 2 0x x x x x x y y x y x y xYZ U Z Z U Z U Z Z U Z Z AUγ β γ β+ + + + − =       (2.34) 
And 
 2 0y y y y y y x x y x x y yYZ U Z Z U Z U Z Z U Z Z AUγ β γ β+ + + + − =       (2.35) 
The authors used values of 1A = , 0.1β = , 0.9γ = , and 2η =  to achieve reasonably 
good fit with test data for several example cases, although ideally these coefficients would also 
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be determined by calibration.  Finally, the authors note that the breakaway effects are only 
significant when 
 max
max
fb
f Df
>
−
 (2.36) 
More recent work by Dolce et al. (2005) confirmed to a great extent the work of Mokha 
et al. (1990) and Constantinou et al. (1990).  Dolce et al. (2005) also considered air temperature 
and lubrication, in addition to the other parameters of primary importance, such as velocity and 
normal compression stress.  The author notes that the presence of lubrication introduces 
significant scatter in the experimentally obtained results.  A second-order polynomial is proposed 
to estimate the sliding coefficient of friction as a function of contact pressure and air temperature, 
given by 
 ( ) 2 21 2 3 4 5,f P T T T P Pλ λ λ λ λ= + + + +  (2.37) 
where  
P  = Contact pressure 
T  = Air temperature 
The author notes that the coefficient of friction decreases on the order of 25 – 30% with 
continuous loading cycles at high velocities, and that the degradation occurs within only a few 
cycles. 
2.3 Fixed Bearing Behavior 
Previous testing reported in the literature for fixed bearings is limited.  The set of tests 
having the closest resemblance to the experiments reported herein were those described by 
Mander et al. (1996).  They evaluated various types of fixed bearings retrieved from existing 
structures.  Low-profile fixed bearings, nearly identical to those of the research described in this 
paper, were among those studied by Mander et al. (1996), but their testing apparatus was 
significantly different – the bearing specimens were mounted to steel assemblies designed to 
constrain the failure mechanisms to the pintles.  Mander et al. (1996) did perform a subset of 
experiments with anchorage to concrete rather than a steel frame, but in those tests the steel 
bearings were high (tall) fixed bearings, rather than low-profile, and the concrete provided for 
support was a pedestal (rather than a large surface upon which the bearing could slide).  
Consequently, behavior of those bearings on concrete from Mander et al. (1996) included 
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rotational aspects of the bearing itself (high versus low), in addition to flexibility at the 
connection to concrete (flexural versus shear) and flexural response of the reinforced concrete 
pedestal, but no sliding.   
2.4 Retainer Modeling 
Only limited research data is available to characterize retainer behavior.  Maleki (2004) 
investigated the effect of side retainers on the seismic behavior of bridges supported on 
elastomeric bearings.  The study focused on transverse response of a single span, slab-girder 
bridge model.  The author noted that the gap between the top load plate of elastomeric bearings 
and the vertical face of retainers is generally not considered in analyses, and therefore seeks to 
investigate this effect in particular.  A range of dimensions were selected for the retainers to 
define seven retainer models, with several of the dimensions being significantly different from 
those used by IDOT.  For example, maximum plate thicknesses of 50 or 75 mm, or 
approximately 2 to 3 inches, are employed in the study, compared to dimensions of 1/2 to 5/8 
inches in the IDOT Bridge Manual (2012a).   
The study focused on transverse response of a single span, slab-girder bridge model, and 
the findings of the study are premised on the existence of seismic resisting elements elsewhere in 
the bridge structural system, and a requirement in the 1998 version of the AASHTO code that the 
retainers should remain elastic.  The author notes that “according to AASHTO (1998), Article 
4.6.2.8.2, the end diaphragms and retainers, being part of the seismic load path, have to remain 
elastic under the prescribed design seismic forces.”  This philosophy is diametrically opposed to 
an earthquake resisting system philosophy which embraces sequential “fuses”, where the 
bearings are intended to act as one of the fuse components, and thus certainly will not be 
expected to remain in the elastic range.  The author further did not appear to consider the 
behavior of the anchorage to the substructure.  As shown in Figure 2.14, the finite element model 
appears to be limited to the vertical plate and stiffeners, implying that the bottom nodes were 
rigidly restrained to represent the connection to the substructure.  Also, the modeling of retainers 
to calculate retainer stiffness appeared to be based on a force-control, rather than a displacement-
control method.  The author states that loading was applied using concentrated forces as shown 
in Figure 2.14(b).  Plasticity is reported to initiate in the vertical plate between the stiffeners.  
However, considering the in-plane stiffness of the bearing top load plate compared to the flexural 
stiffness of the vertical plate of the stiffener, a displacement-control method would seem to be 
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more appropriate.  The conclusions reached by the study, namely that the gap to the retainers 
should be kept as small as possible and the retainers themselves should be made as stiff as 
possible, are therefore somewhat suspect in their application to a fusing earthquake resisting 
system framework. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.14 Modeled retainer (a) geometry and (b) finite element representation [from 
Maleki (2004)] 
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Chapter 3 
Quasi-Isolation Performance Objectives 
3.1 Proposed Ideal Quasi-Isolated Behavior 
Ideal quasi-isolated behavior for bridges is proposed to satisfy two fundamental 
requirements: 
 
1) Bearing components and assemblies must not require specialized fabrication or 
quality control practices. 
and 
2) Damage to the bridge structure resulting from the design earthquake must be minor 
so as not to require replacement of the bridge.  Substructures must be protected from 
permanent damage during large seismic events. 
 
If either of these two requirements are not met, there is no benefit to a quasi-isolated 
system over a traditional Earthquake Resisting System (i.e., accepting plastic hinging in 
substructures or incurring additional construction costs to achieve a traditional isolated system). 
To ensure that the first requirement is met, the bearing performance must be established 
to be sufficiently resilient to tolerate the demands of extreme events well beyond typical design 
considerations, and the mechanical shear and sliding response of elastomeric bearings must be 
reasonably accounted for during design.  With respect to Type I elastomeric bearings, this 
consideration requires that the bearing will not experience visible delamination, loss of load 
carrying capacity, or disintegration as a result of high shear strains and/or large sliding 
excursions.  With respect to Type II elastomeric bearings, the PTFE will need to be able to 
tolerate normal and tangential mechanical demands beyond the limit typically accepted for even 
the AASHTO GSSID (2010), which requires that mating surfaces not come into contact with the 
edge of sliding surfaces at the peak sliding displacement. 
The primary means of achieving the second requirement for protection of substructures is 
by incorporating force-limiting fuses at the bearings.  As recently as 2007, Section 14.8.3.1 of 
the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO, 2008) required that “all girders 
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shall be positively secured to supporting bearings by a connection that can resist the horizontal 
forces that may be imposed on it.”  However, in recent editions this requirement has been 
appended by the caveat “unless fusing or irreparable damage is permitted at the extreme event 
limit state.”  Similarly, Section 7.9.1 of the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic 
Bridge Design (AASHTO, 2009) includes a disclaimer that “structural fuse bearings are not 
addressed in these Guide Specifications.”  These statements signal a willingness to accept a new 
methodology along the lines proposed in this thesis, but a lack of supporting guidance to achieve 
the specified aims.   
The work presented in this dissertation was conducted to expand and enhance the 
knowledge base and so advance an alternative seismic protection methodology amenable to 
regions such as Mid-America with large earthquakes at long recurrence intervals.  Other 
considerations must be addressed, such as peak sliding displacement of a post-fusing 
superstructure, but such considerations must be addressed from a global bridge response 
perspective.  Global bridge response analyses are being conducted by others (Filipov,  2012; 
Filipov et al., 2012; LaFave et al., 2013b; Revell, 2013), but the data generated by this research 
will ensure that the phenomenological formulations adopted in the models are appropriate, and 
that physical construction can be reliably expected to perform as expected in the computational 
models.   
3.2 IDOT Earthquake Resisting System Methodology 
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) has developed an Earthquake 
Resisting System (ERS) (IDOT, 2012a) that seeks to achieve acceptable seismic bridge 
performance by proportioning common bearing systems such that they experience predictable 
damage, act as force-limiting fuses between the superstructure and substructure, and allow the 
superstructure to slide on the substructure.  This approach is consistent with the language 
adopted in AASHTO when incorporating “fusing” components, as presented in the previous 
section.  As identified by Tobias et al. (2008), there are three levels of performance adopted by 
IDOT: 
 
1) Level 1 – Design bearing connections between super- and sub-structures to 
provide a nominal fuse capacity equal to 20% of dead load supported at each 
bearing. 
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2) Level 2 – Provide sufficient seat widths at substructures to allow for 
“unrestrained” superstructure motion. 
3) Level 3 – Permit limited plastic deformations to develop in substructure and 
foundation elements. 
 
As the research sponsor, IDOT’s guidelines and performance objectives formed the key 
points of investigation for the research presented in this dissertation.  Specifically, bearings were 
nominally designed to provide a horizontal force capacity equal to 20% of a design dead load.  
The successfulness of current design procedures and details was evaluated based on the observed 
conformity (or lack thereof) to provide the targeted level of force capacity, without significant 
overstrength, at the transition from Level 1 to Level 2. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Testing Overview 
4.1 Testing Program Scope and Test Matrix 
A total of 68 tests were performed on 28 specimens, including Type I bearings, Type II 
bearings, low-profile fixed bearings, single retainers (tested without elastomeric bearing 
installed), and an alternate fuse consisting of a cut-out WT section.  The testing program initially 
comprised an investigation of Type I and II 7c bearings, Type I 13c bearings, single retainers, 
and fixed bearings.  Prior to the completion of the testing, the sponsor expressed a desire to 
obtain data for additional intermediate sizes, and the program was extended to include the Type I 
9c and 11b specimens, the Type II 9a, 11a, and 13a specimens, and additional alternate fuse 
specimens.  A test matrix, shown in Table 4.1 through Table 4.4, lists individual test IDs and 
associated test parameters for the complete testing program.  Test IDs follow the format 
A-B [C] (D)-E-F-G 
Where: 
A  indicates the type of specimen 
 T1: Elastomeric Type I 
 T2: Elastomeric Type II 
 LPF: Low-profile steel fixed bearing 
 RET: Single retainer 
 ALT: Alternate fuse design 
B indicates size of specimen or fuse design basis 
 IDOT size designation for elastomeric bearings  
IDOT size designation for associated elastomeric bearing for single retainers 
ANC: LPF designed to fuse at concrete anchors 
PTL: LPF designed to fuse at pintles 
WT: AISC WT shape used for alternate fuse design 
C unique identifier for bearing specimen, only used when more than one specimen 
of a particular size was tested 
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D unique identifier for test, only used when more than one test was performed on a 
particular specimen 
E  indicates orientation of specimen during test 
 L: Longitudinal bridge motion simulation 
 T: Transverse bridge motion simulation 
F  indicates testing protocol 
 M: Monotonic test 
 C: Cyclic test 
 I: Irregular test 
 EQ: Earthquake simulation test 
G  indicates testing rate 
 QS: Quasi-static test 
 ISR: Increased strain rate test 
 
Tests conducted on elastomeric bearings included a range of simulated gravity 
compression stresses, from 200 psi to 800 psi, with most tests performed at 500 psi.  Initial 
calculations in the design phase of the experimental program suggested that all of the 
compression may need to be supplied by a single actuator at particularly large displacements.  
Accordingly, for tests on the largest bearing size (13 in. x 20 in.), the applied load was limited to 
100 kips (corresponding to 385 psi for that bearing size) to ensure that the vertical actuators 
would not be overloaded. 
Individual tests were conducted to simulate longitudinal and transverse superstructure 
motion.  Threaded steel anchors were installed to secure bearings to concrete pads for all tests 
except longitudinal simulation tests on Type I elastomeric bearings.  Anchor bolts were specified 
to comply with ASTM F 1554, with the Grade and diameter indicated in the matrix.  Protocols 
included monotonic and cyclic progressions of force and displacement demands, in addition to 
some irregular tests and a pair of earthquake simulation tests.  The experimental program 
included quasi-static (QS) and increased strain rate (ISR) tests.  ISR test rates were conducted at 
the peak velocity available at the time of the test, ranging from about 0.7 in. / sec at the start of 
the testing program to about 4 in. / sec at the conclusion of the testing program. 
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Table 4.1 Test matrix 
 
 
  
Vert Load
Long Trans Mono Cyclic I / EQ QS ISR (psi) Grade Dia. (in)
T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS X X (-) X 500
T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS X X (-) X 500
T1-7c [1] (3)-L-M-QS X X (-) X 500
T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 500
T1-7c [1] (5)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 375
T1-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 200
T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 500
T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR X X (+) X 500
T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 500
T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 500
T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS X X X 200
T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS X X X 800
T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS X X X 500
T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR X X X 500
T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS X X X 500 36 3/4
T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS X X X 202
T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS X X X 308
T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR X X X 308
T1-7c [6] (1)-L-EQ-QS X X X 202 / 219
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR X X X 219 36 3/4
Anchor Bolt
Type I  7c
Specimen Orientation Protocol RateTest ID
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Table 4.2 Test matrix (cont’d) 
 
 
 
 
 
Vert Load
Long Trans Mono Cyclic I / EQ QS ISR (psi) Grade Dia. (in)
T1-9c-T-C-QS Type I  9c X X X 500 36 1
T1-11b-T-C-QS Type I  11b X X X 500 36 1 1/4
T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS X X X 385
T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS X X (+) X 385
T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR X X (+) X 385
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS X X X 385 36 1 1/4
RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS X X (-) X -- 36 3/4
RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS X X (+) X -- 36 3/4
RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS X X (+) X -- 36 1 1/4
RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS X X (-) X -- 36 1 1/4
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS Alt Fuse 1 X X X 385 36 1 1/4
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS Alt Fuse 2 X X X 385 36 1 1/4
Type I  13c
7c Retainer 
Tests
13c Retainer 
Tests
Test ID Specimen Orientation Protocol Rate Anchor Bolt
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Table 4.3 Test matrix (cont’d) 
 
 
Vert Load
Long Trans Mono Cyclic I / EQ QS ISR (psi) Grade Dia. (in)
T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS X X (-) X 500
T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR X X X 500 36 3/4
T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS X X X 500 36 3/4
T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS X X X 500 36 3/4
T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS X X X 500 36 1
Type II  7c
36 3/4
Type II 9a
36 1
Test ID Specimen Orientation Protocol Rate Anchor Bolt
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Table 4.4 Test matrix (cont’d) 
 
 
Vert Load
Long Trans Mono Cyclic I / EQ QS ISR (psi) Grade Dia. (in)
T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS X X (-) X 500
T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS X X X 500
T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR X X X 500
T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS X X X 385
T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS X X X 385
T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR X X X 385
T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS X X X 385 36 1 1/4
LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS X X X (42 kips) 36 3/4
LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS X X X (42 kips) 36 3/4
LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS X X X (42 kips) 105 1 1/2
LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS X X X (42 kips) 105 1 1/2
ALT-WT-T-C-QS Alt Fuse 3 X X X --
Fixed Bearing 
Tests
Type II 13a
36 1 1/4
Type II 11a 36 1 1/4
Anchor BoltTest ID Specimen Orientation Protocol Rate
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4.2 Bearing Specimens 
4.2.1 Elastomeric Bearings 
4.2.1.1 Bearing Construction 
All elastomeric bearings were supplied by Tobi Engineering, Inc., and were typical of 
bearings manufactured to meet the specifications adopted by IDOT for expansion bearings.  
Type I bearings are composed of sheets of elastomer and thin steel shims, with thick sole plates 
at the top of bearings to connect to superstructures.  Type II bearings include a thick masonry 
plate bonded to the bottom of the elastomer and a 3/4 in. thick plate bonded to the top of the 
elastomer.  The 3/4 in. plate has a dimpled PTFE sheet bonded to its top surface.  The sole plate 
for Type II bearings is free from the elastomeric portion of the bearing, and interacts only 
through bearing in compression on the PTFE with a thin stainless steel plate welded to the 
bottom surface to provide a mating surface for the PTFE.  Mark Dieker of Tobi Engineering 
guided a tour of the manufacturing facility in Glenview, IL, to provide a more complete 
understanding of the construction of the bearings used in the testing program.  According to Mr. 
Dieker, the elastomer is supplied in large sheets from a third party, as shown in Figure 4.1.  
Decades ago, Tobi had experimented with a range of potential elastomer compound mixtures to 
provide the desired mechanical and environmental resistance properties required by DOTs to 
whom Tobi provided bearings.  Tobi has now established a set of standardized elastomer 
compound mixtures which have been found to provide the desired level of performance, and so 
one of these standard compound mixtures is specified by Tobi for each batch of elastomer 
requested from the third party supplier.  According to Mr. Dieker, although the exact 
composition of the compound mixture is considered proprietary, he did confirm that carbon 
black was added to the bearings, primarily with the intent to increase the hardness of the 
elastomer.  Bearings specified by IDOT are not explicitly high damping or low damping, but the 
addition of carbon black appears to result in a hysteretic response when the bearings are 
subjected to shear.  Additionally, according to Mr. Dieker, the natural rubber compound used for 
IDOT bearings includes less than 1% paraffin wax.  The inclusion of paraffin wax is a common 
method for protecting elastomers from ozone, but it is also suspected to leach from the bearing to 
a supporting surface when a bearing is subjected to compression, resulting in a reduced 
coefficient of friction compared to what would be observed had it not been present.  
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Figure 4.1 Sheets of elastomer as delivered [Courtesy of Tobi Engineering, Inc.] 
The elastomer sheets are provided at a uniform thickness from the third party supplier, 
but Tobi Engineering manufacturers bearings for IDOT with a range of thicknesses.  To adjust 
the thickness of the elastomer, the sheets are passed through a pair of rollers precisely separated 
so that the elastomer will experience sufficient heat through friction that the chemical bonds will 
relax, allowing the elastomer thickness to be adjusted to a desired size.  When elastomer sheets 
are at the desired thickness for a particular bearing size, the sheets are cut into segments using 
steel reinforcing shims as a reference, to provide the required elastomer block plan dimensions 
(see Figure 4.2).  Cut-out portions of elastomer are individually weighed to verify that the correct 
mass, within a set tolerance, is present for each piece. 
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Figure 4.2 Elastomer cut-outs prepared for vulcanization [Courtesy of Tobi Engineering, 
Inc.] 
Internal steel reinforcing shims and external plates are prepared for vulcanization by 
using abrasive blasting to provide an initial roughened surface finish (see Figure 4.3), and then 
treating the surface with a proprietary chemical bonding agent (see Figure 4.4).  The prepared 
layers of elastomer, reinforcing shims, and external plates are stacked into specialized molds and 
subjected to heat and pressure to induce vulcanization.  During vulcanization, the elastomer 
becomes a flowable material.  The elastomer flows into any free spaces under the action of the 
applied pressure, so that the internal shims are fully encased on all sides, and there is uniform 
contact of elastomer against steel surfaces.  After a sufficient amount of time has passed, the 
pressure is removed, the mold is allowed to cool, and the bearing is removed.  Samples are 
periodically evaluated using a “peel test” according to ASTM D 429 (2008), Method B to ensure 
that the elastomer-to-steel bond is acceptable (minimum of 25 lb / in.), in accordance with IDOT 
(2012b). 
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Figure 4.3 Internal stainless steel reinforcing shims after abrasive blasting [Courtesy of 
Tobi Engineering, Inc.] 
 
Figure 4.4 External plate treated with bonding agent prior to vulcanization [Courtesy of 
Tobi Engineering, Inc.] 
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Fabrication techniques are similar for Type II bearings, except that sole plates receive a 
stainless steel plate to form a mating surface against a PTFE sliding layer.  Tobi purchases the 
stainless steel plates possessing a Type 2B finish as-supplied from a vendor, so no surface 
treatment is necessary.  The plates are cut to the necessary sizes to fit just inside the bounds of 
the sole plate and welded with a continuous seam weld around the perimeter of the plate.  The 
PTFE sliding surface is purchased in rolls, as shown in Figure 4.5.  The white portion of the roll 
is a dimpled surface, as specified by IDOT (2012b).  The dark side of the roll is an acid-etched 
surface to improve the bond between the PTFE and the surface to which it is mounted.  To attach 
the PTFE to the elastomer top steel plate, the contact interface is treated with a proprietary 
chemical bonding agent, and the PTFE and elastomeric component of the bearing are held for a 
specified amount of time under heat and compression. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Roll of PTFE [Courtesy of Tobi Engineering, Inc.] 
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4.2.1.2 Type I Elastomeric Bearings 
Type I elastomeric bearings are comprised of a steel-reinforced elastomeric block, 
vulcanized to a thick top plate (sole plate), as shown in Figure 4.6.  IDOT Standard 
Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction require that the elastomer used for all Type I 
bearings must possess a Shore A hardness of 55 +/- 5 (IDOT, 2012b).  The steel used for internal 
laminates during the fabrication of Type I bearings is required to satisfy AISI 1015 - 1025 
inclusive, ASTM A 1008, or ASTM A 1011 for less than 3/16 in. thick sheets; or AASHTO M 
270, Grade 36 or ASTM A 283 Grade D for 3/16 in. and thicker sheets.  The steel used for sole 
plates is required to satisfy AASHTO M 270, Grade 36.  IDOT has compiled a set of standard 
sizes for Type I bearings, identified by a standard nomenclature according to #X, where # is the 
narrow dimension of the elastomer nominal footprint in inches, and X is a lowercase alphabetical 
character corresponding to the number of layers of elastomer used for the particular bearing.  The 
sizes of bearings used in the testing program and related geometric properties of the reinforced 
elastomer block are presented in Table 4.5.   
While reinforced elastomer blocks are presented in IDOT (2012a) to support loads in the 
acceptable range of 200 psi to 800 psi average compression, the sole plates must be designed and 
specified separately using equations commonly applied to the design of steel bearing plates on 
concrete or masonry.  IDOT (2012a) provides these equations as a design aid to bridge engineers, 
and the standard design approach laid out in the IDOT (2012a) was followed when designing the 
sole plates’ required thickness for the Type I bearings, leading to the plate dimensions shown in 
Table 4.6.  The only exception to the standard design approach was a strengthening of the 
connection between the bearing top plate and the steel superstructure.  The connection to the 
superstructure is not generally required to be designed according to IDOT standard practice.  
Instead, (4) 3/4” diameter studs equivalent to ASTM A325 are provided as a standard detail. 
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Figure 4.6 Typical Type I elastomeric bearing 
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Table 4.5 Type I bearing reinforced elastomer geometric properties 
Size 
L W n hri  hrt  ns  hs  TE  
(in) (in)   (in) (in)   (in) (in) 
7c 7 12 5  3/8 1 7/8 4   3/32 2  1/4  
9c 9 12 8  3/8 3     7   3/32 3 21/32 
11b 11 16 5  1/2 2 1/2 4   1/8  3       
13c 13 20 5  5/8 3 1/8 4   3/16 3  7/8  
 
 
Table 4.6 Type I bearing external plate geometric properties 
Size 
LTP  WTP tTP  
(in) (in) (in) 
7c 8 14 1 1/2 
9c 10 14 1 1/2 
11b 12 18 2 1/4 
13c 14 22 2 1/2 
 
For design, it is assumed that the maximum shear load will be limited to less than 1.25 
times the vertical load to initiate sliding friction between the elastomer and concrete surface.  
This value was selected to provide a slight margin of safety beyond the maximum value 
discovered during the literature review for friction of elastomer on concrete.  Theoretically, this 
value should dictate the force capacity, if the friction resistance were truly so high, regardless of 
whether load is applied in the longitudinal or transverse direction, because the transverse 
response is nominally designed to fuse at a limit of 0.2 times the dead load.  So, based on a 
design horizontal load of 1.25 times the applied vertical load, the peak load, using a simulated 
gravity load equal to 500 psi average vertical stress in the 7c elastomers and approximately 385 
psi average vertical stress (100 kips total load) in the 13c elastomers, is calculated to be 52.5 kips 
and 125 kips for the 7c and 13c bearings, respectively.  These calculations were performed for 
the initial phase of the testing program, before other bearing sizes were included, and before 
experimental data was available to verify an appropriate coefficient of friction. 
With the intent of restricting inelastic response to only the desired experimental 
components, all design checks performed for the experimental apparatus were performed using a 
safety factor of 2 in all cases, and treating the 125 kip peak demand as a service load.  Following 
this approach with the stud connections at the top of bearing plates, the capacity in the 13-c case, 
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following AASHTO (2008) Equation (6.13.2.7-2) for shear capacity through the threaded region 
of a group of connectors would be 
 ( )0.38* * * *b ub s boltsn A F N nR =
Ω Ω
 (4.1) 
Where: 
bA  = Nominal cross-sectional area of an unthreaded bolt (in
2) 
ubF  = Ultimate tensile strength of bolt (ksi) 
sN  = Number of shear planes 
boltsn  = Number of bolts in connection 
Ω  = Safety factor 
 
Evaluating the expression for the standard detail yields 
 
 
( )23 / 40.38* *120 *1 *4
4
2
n
in
ksi
R
π 
  
 =
Ω
 
  
 143 125nR kips kips= >
Ω
  
 
The studs are also undersized for the 7c case when including a factor of safety of 2, 
comparing the safe capacity calculated above to the peak expected shear of 52.5 kips.  Therefore, 
to preclude the possibility of premature failure at the connection to the simulated superstructure, 
the studs were increased from 3/4” to 1” diameter, and the quantity of studs was increased from 
(4) to (8) for the 13c bearings.  This adjustment resulted in a safe capacity of 
 
 
( )210.38* *120 *1 *8
4
2
n
in
ksi
R
π 
  
 =
Ω
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 40.3 125nR kips kips= <
Ω
  
 
for the 13c bearings, and  
  
 71 52.5nR kips kips= >
Ω
  
for the 7c bearings. 
4.2.1.3 Type II Elastomeric Bearings 
A representative Type II bearing is shown in Figure 4.7.  The bearing shown is the 13a 
specimen, which was provided with additional studs (8 total, as opposed to the typical quantity 
of 4) to connect the sole plate to the loading frame.  Type II elastomeric bearings are 
differentiated from Type I bearings with the inclusion of a flat sliding layer.  A thin layer of 
stainless steel welded to the bottom surface of the top plate bears on a dimpled 1/8” layer of 
PTFE bonded to the middle plate.  The surfaces are not positively connected, so that only normal 
compression and tangential friction forces are transferred at the sliding surface. The sizes of 
bearings used in the testing program and related geometric properties of the reinforced elastomer 
block are presented in Table 4.7.  Both sole plates and masonry plates must be designed for Type 
II bearings, similar to the designs performed for Type I sole plates.  As for the Type I bearings, 
the standard design approach laid out in IDOT (2012a) was followed when designing the 
external plates’ required thickness for the Type II bearings, leading to the plate dimensions 
shown in Table 4.8.  The connection to the testing frame for the Type II bearings was kept 
identical to that for the Type I bearings for the sake of consistency, although the force demands 
were expected to be significantly lower.  Inset distances from the narrow edge to the center of the 
holes for the anchors in the masonry plate, zhole, and diameters of the holes in the masonry plate 
(bottom plate), ϕBP, are provided in Table 4.9.  The hole diameter given for the T2-13a bearing is 
a final dimension, after the CEE Shop had increased the size of the holes so that the bearing 
could be installed for the final test on that specimen.  The original dimension was not measured, 
but was likely 1-1/2 in., similar to the T2-11a, which used the same diameter concrete anchor. 
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Figure 4.7 Representative Type II elastomeric bearing 
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Table 4.7 Type II bearing reinforced elastomer geometric properties 
Size 
L W n hri  hrt  ns  hs  TE  
(in) (in)   (in) (in)   (in) (in) 
7c 7 12 5  3/8 1 7/8 4   3/32 2  1/4  
9a 9 12 5  3/8 1 7/8 4   3/32 2  1/4  
11a 11 16 4  1/2 2     3   1/8  2  3/8  
13a 13 20 3  5/8 1 7/8 2   3/16 2  1/4  
 
Table 4.8 Type II bearing reinforced external plate geometric properties 
Size 
LTP  WTP  tTP  LMP  WMP  tMP  LBP  WBP  tBP  
(in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) 
7c 8 14 1 1/2 7 12  3/4 8 22 1/4 1 1/4 
9c 10 14 1 1/2 9 12  3/4 10 22 1/4 1 1/4 
11b 12 18 2 1/4 11 16  3/4 12 27 3/4 1 1/2 
13c 14 22 2 1/2 13 20  3/4 14 31 3/4 1 1/2 
 
Table 4.9 Type II bearing as-built anchor hole dimensions 
 
 
Type II bearings are primarily governed by PTFE friction in the longitudinal direction.  
The typical Type II bearings included in this testing program include a 1/8” PTFE layer of 
unfilled Teflon with a dimpled, unlubricated surface and a 1/16” thick stainless steel mating 
surface.  The design coefficient of friction at room temperature, according to AASHTO (2008), 
is equal to 0.08 with a contact pressure of 0.5 ksi.  The coefficient of friction decreases with 
increasing contact pressure, so this may be considered the maximum friction force that could be 
transmitted in the longitudinal direction.  The estimated shear required to break friction at the 
sliding surface is then 
 sF Wµ=  (4.2) 
Where: 
sµ  = Static (breakaway) coefficient of friction 
Specimen zhole (in) ϕBP (in)
T2-7c [all] 1 1 1/2
T2-9a 1 1/8 1 1/2
T2-11a 1 5/8 1 1/2
T2-13a 1 5/8 1 3/4
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W  = Applied compression load (kips), equal to the average 
compression stress in the elastomer times the plan area of 
the elastomer 
 
Evaluating the expression for the standard detail yields 
 
 ( )0.08* 0.5 *7 *12F ksi in in=  
  
 3.4F kips=   
 
The design fuse capacity of the anchor on each side of the bearing is required to be 0.2 
times the dead load, so in the longitudinal direction, the available fuse capacity of the anchors 
should be more than four times the slip capacity of the Teflon surface.  Even when considering a 
maximum sliding friction coefficient of approximately 0.12 from Constantinou et al. (1990), the 
anchors should not fuse for a pure longitudinal loading case. 
4.2.1.4 Elastomeric Bearing Retainers 
Both Type I and Type II bearings are provided with retainers to restrict transverse motion 
of the bridge superstructure.  Type I retainers are mounted directly to the concrete substructure 
surface, and Type II retainers rest on the bottom steel plate (masonry plate) of the bearing.  In 
both cases, the retainers are fabricated by welding 1/2” thick plates to create a stiffened angle 
shape.  Each retainer is affixed to the substructure with a threaded steel anchor.  For this testing 
program, each anchor was a full-length threaded rod conforming to ASTM F1554, bonded to the 
concrete with HILTI HY 150 Max injected epoxy.  All anchors were specified as Grade 36, and 
required diameters were determined based on this strength.  Anchor designs were chosen to 
conform to the 2008 version of IDOT (2012a) available when the experiments were being 
designed.  The nominal effective capacity in shear (indicated as “F” in the 2008 version of IDOT 
(2012a), but here referred to as the fuse capacity, Vfuse) was taken to be 
 
 0.48fuse b uV A Fφ=  (4.3) 
Where: 
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φ  = Strength reduction factor, normally taken as 1.0 for extreme 
limit states, but substituted with 0.75 to nominally account 
for tension acting together with shear 
bA  = Nominal cross-sectional area of an unthreaded bolt (in
2) 
uF  = Ultimate tensile strength of bolt (ksi) 
 
The 0.48 coefficient represents the combined effects of shear (0.6 relative to tension 
strength) and reduction of area at threads (0.8).  IDOT (2012a) has tabulated values for 
combinations of anchor sizes and grades, so that the process of selecting anchors to act as fuses 
is streamlined.  Once the dead load at a bearing is known, the required fuse capacity is calculated 
as 0.2 times that dead load reaction, and an appropriate anchor size is selected from the table to 
provide the required strength.  IDOT (2012a) also provides standardized retainer sizes correlated 
to anchor diameter.  The anchor sizes and associated retainer dimensions selected based on the 
2008 version of IDOT (2012a) are shown schematically in Figure 4.8, with associated quantities 
listed in Table 4.10. 
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Figure 4.8 Typical Elastomeric Bearing Retainer 
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Table 4.10 Elastomeric bearing retainer geometric properties 
Type Size 
bRET  hRET  dANC  zHOLE  LRET  tRET  
(in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) 
Type I 
7c 4     4 1/4  3/4 2 1/8 
8  1/2 
9c 4     5 3/4 1     2 1/8 
11b 4 3/4 5 3/4 1 1/4 2 3/8 
13c 4 3/4 6 3/4 1 1/4 2 3/8 
Type II 
7c 4     5 1/4  3/4 2 1/8 
9a 4     5 1/4 1     2 1/8 
11a 4 3/4 5 3/4 1 1/4 2 3/8 
13a 4 3/4 6 1/4 1 1/4 2 3/8 
 
Retainers are expected to be limited by failure of the concrete anchor to the substructure.  
The concrete anchor capacity was estimated according to the formulations presented in the 2008 
version of Appendix D of ACI 318-11 (2011).  A minimum capacity may be determined by 
assuming that the ultimate strength of the steel material is at the lower bound permitted by 
ASTM F1554 and also assuming that the concrete is relatively weak, so that extensive crushing 
will develop at the far edge of the retainer from the elastomeric bearing, resulting in a shift of the 
concrete compression resultant closer to the bolt centerline.  This condition is shown 
schematically in Figure 4.9(a).  The other extreme occurs when the anchor material strength is at 
the upper bound of the range specified in ASTM F1554, and the concrete substructure is 
sufficiently strong to resist the overturning moment with little crushing.  This condition would 
tend toward an extreme distribution equivalent to a concentrated load at the edge of the retainer, 
as shown in Figure 4.9(b). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9 Retainer Reaction Distributions 
As an example, when the retainer for a Type I 7c bearing is paired with a concrete anchor 
having an ultimate strength of 58 ksi and a concrete resultant similar to Figure 4.9(a), the shear 
required to “fuse” the connection to the substructure is approximately 8.66 kips, very close to the 
target value of 8.4 kips corresponding to 20% of dead load.  The bolt material could be as high as 
96 ksi in an extreme case, using 80 ksi as a nominal ultimate strength at the upper bound of 
ASTM F1554 Gr. 36, and applying an overstrength factor of 1.2.  If an upper bound material 
strength is paired with a strong substructure corresponding to Figure 4.9(b), the shear required to 
“fuse” the bolt increases from the previous estimate of 8.66 kips to a value of 21.4, 
approximately 2.5 times the fuse capacity estimated for design.  Thus, clarifying the uncertainty 
in the mechanistic response of the retainers up to and including failure was seen to be one of the 
primary goals of the experimental work. 
4.2.2 Low-Profile Fixed Steel Bearings 
Low-profile fixed bearings are composed of a pair of steel plates: a top plate (sole plate) 
welded to the bottom flange of each girder for bridges with rolled or built-up steel I-shapes, and 
a bottom plate (masonry plate) fixed to the concrete substructure with embedded steel anchors.  
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Transverse loads are transmitted from the sole plate to the masonry plate through press-fit steel 
pintles.  At the request of the research sponsors at IDOT, two scenarios were considered: 
concrete anchors weaker than pintles (i.e., “anchor bolt-controlled”, or “weak anchors”), and 
pintles weaker than concrete anchors (i.e., “pintle-controlled”, or “weak pintles”).   
Design checks for the low-profile fixed bearings are the most straightforward of those 
required for this research, because capacity of the bearing should be limited by steel connector 
failure on a shear plane either at the top of the concrete for the anchors, or between the two plates 
for the pintles.  The low-profile fixed bearing designs were performed to be consistent with the 
Type I 7c bearings (the most common bearing size in the initial testing program), with respect to 
imposed dead and total loads.  The total load leads to the required plate thicknesses, and the dead 
load dictates the required fuse capacity of the connectors.  Plate designs followed the standard 
design approach laid out in IDOT (2012a), leading to the plate dimensions shown in Table 4.11.  
Fabrication drawings were prepared for each fusing design option, as shown in Figure 4.10 and 
Figure 4.11. 
 
Table 4.11 Steel low-profile fixed bearing geometric properties 
Fuse 
LTP  WTP  tTP  LBP  WBP  tBP  
(in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) 
Anchor 9 11 1/2 1 1/4 9 18 1/2 1 1/4 
Pintle 9 11 1/2 1 1/4 9 21 1/2 1 1/4 
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Figure 4.10 Anchor bolt-controlled fixed bearing design fabrication drawing 
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Figure 4.11 Pintle-controlled fixed bearing design fabrication drawing 
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A set of four bearings (one for each combination of fuse design option and bridge motion 
simulation) was originally provided by Industrial Steel Construction, Inc.  Pintle material data 
was not readily available for the bearings donated by ISC, so a pair of bearings were purchased 
from The D. S. Brown Company for the pintle-controlled design option tests.  The holes 
provided in the bearings by ISC were smaller than typically specified according to IDOT 
standard details.  Inset distances from the narrow edge to the center of the holes for the anchors 
in the masonry plate, zhole, and diameters of the holes in the masonry plate (bottom plate), ϕBP, 
are provided in Table 4.12.   
 
Table 4.12 Steel low-profile fixed bearing as-built anchor hole dimensions 
 
 
The design equations and tables in the 2008 version of IDOT (2012a) indicated that pintle 
fuse capacity is evaluated at the yield limit state, whereas the bolt fuse capacity is evaluated at 
the ultimate limit state.  Furthermore, the anchor bolts are typically assigned a penalized strength 
reduction factor to account for combined tension and shear loading, as will undoubtedly occur 
for the retainers, and may possibly occur to a limited extent at the fixed bearings, as well. 
Fuse capacities for fixed bearing components are evaluated as follows.  Pintle yield 
capacity for the minimum pintle size is given by 
 
 int int0.6* * *fuse y p le p lesV F A n=  (4.4) 
Where: 
yF  = Yield stress of pintle (ksi) 
intp leA  = Cross-sectional area of a single pintle 
intp lesn  = Number of pintles at a bearing 
so that 
 
 ( )
2* 1.25
0.6*36 * *2
4fuse
in
V ksi
π 
=  
 
 
 
Specimen zhole (in) ϕBP (in)
LPF-ANC 1 3/4 1
LPF-PTL 2 5/8 2
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 53fuseV kips=   
 
The minimum bolt size for concrete anchors is 3/4 in. diameter.  The ultimate strength of 
the minimum concrete anchors, assuming the upper bound of ultimate strength according to the 
ASTM F1554 specification for Grade 36 material, is 
 
 0.6*0.8* * *fuse u bolt boltsV F A n=  (4.5) 
Where: 
uF  = Ultimate stress of bolt (ksi) 
boltA  = Cross-sectional area of a single bolt 
boltsn  = Number of bolts at a bearing 
and the 0.8 factor accounts for shear through the threads, so that 
 
 ( )
2* 0.75
0.6*0.8*80 * *2
4fuse
in
V ksi
π 
=  
 
 
 
  
 34fuseV kips=   
 
Both of these values meet the required fuse capacity of 20% of dead load, where dead 
load is calculated for an equivalent Type I 7c bearing with 500 psi dead load. 
 
 ( )' 0.2* 0.5 *7 *12fuseV req d ksi in in=  (4.6) 
  
 ' 8.4fuseV req d kips=   
 
Based on these calculations, it is estimated that the bolts will rupture prior to the onset of 
yield at the pintles (34 kips < 53 kips).  To force the pintles to yield, a second set of tests will 
include larger concrete anchors at a higher material strength grade.  Bolts with a nominal 
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diameter of 1-1/2 in. and meeting ASTM F1554 Gr 105 were selected for the case with “weak 
pintles”.  In that case, the anchor bolt yield limit is conservatively estimated to be 
 
 0.75*0.6*0.8* * *fuse y bolt boltsV F A n=  (4.7) 
Where: 
yF  = Yield stress of bolt (ksi) 
 
and the 0.75 factor has now been included to provide additional assurance that the pintles 
will undergo severe damage either prior to or in concert with the concrete anchors.  The result is 
 
 ( )
2* 1.5
0.75*0.6*0.8*105 * *2
4fuse
in
V ksi
π 
=  
 
 
 
  
 134fuseV kips=   
 
Pintle ultimate capacity for the minimum pintle size is given by 
 
 int int0.6* * *fuse u p le p lesV F A n=  (4.8) 
Where: 
uF  = Ultimate stress of pintle (ksi) 
intp leA  = Cross-sectional area of a single pintle 
intp lesn  = Number of pintles at a bearing 
so that 
 
 ( )
2* 1.25
0.6*80 * *2
4fuse
in
V ksi
π 
=  
 
 
 
  
 118fuseV kips=   
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So, with the increased material grade and diameter, the concrete anchors are anticipated 
to remain elastic, while the pintles should be forced to rupture in shear. 
4.2.3 Steel Coupon Tests 
Coupon tests were performed for representative samples of all anchors used in the testing 
program.  All elastomeric bearing anchors and the anchors for the fixed bearings were specified 
to meet ASTM F1554 Gr 36, with the exception of the weak pintles tests for the fixed bearings, 
which used Gr 105 material.  Tests were performed using a 100 kip frame at Newmark Structural 
Engineering Laboratory for most specimens, except for the Gr 105 material, which was tested in 
a 600 kip frame.  Anchors were acquired in three sets.   
 
 1st set: shipped with the bearings for the initial testing program (Type I and II 7c, Type I 
13c, low-profile fixed bearings, alternate fuses) 
 2nd set: anchors that were purchased specifically to ensure that Gr 105 material was 
supplied for the weak pintles test (LPF-PTL only) 
 3rd set: shipped with the bearings for the testing program expansion (Type I 9c / 11b, 
Type II 9a, 11a, 13a) 
 
An anchor is shown mounted in the 100 kip machine in Figure 4.12, and a closer view of 
the strain measurement instrumentation (extensometers with gage lengths of 2 in. and 8 in.) is 
shown in Figure 4.13.  Test data for the full tests, suitable to establish ultimate material strengths 
prior to rupture, are shown in Figure 4.14 through Figure 4.18.  For most tests, samples that were 
originally 24 in. long were cut to 16 in. reduced lengths prior to performing the tests.  Specimen 
1 in Figure 4.15, tested using only ASTM guidelines, was tested as a 24 in. long specimen, hence 
the larger perceived elongation to failure.  Some early tests were performed only using the 
required testing parameters stated in ASTM E8 (2008) and ASTM F1554 (2007), which only 
indicate stress rate and cross-head rate as testing parameters.  Later, the testing protocol was 
modified to incorporate pauses as recommended in Galambos (1998) to permit static and 
dynamic yield stresses to be distinguished during tests.  Legends in the plots indicate when only 
the ASTM guidelines were followed to perform tests.  The key data from the tests for purposes 
of the testing program is the ultimate strengths, which influence the fuse capacities observed in 
experiments.  The average ultimate strength for each set of specimens is presented in Table 4.13. 
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Table 4.13 Average ultimate strength for threaded anchor material 
dANC (in) Fu (ksi) Notes 
3/4 73.3 7c / LPF bearing anchor, 1st set 
1     74.4 9a/c bearing anchor, 3rd set 
1 1/4 69.4 13c bearing anchor, 1st set 
1 1/4 70.4 11a/b, 13a bearing anchor, 3rd set 
1 1/2 143.5 Weak pintle LPF anchor, 2nd set 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Threaded anchor test, specimen mounted in grips 
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Figure 4.13 Threaded anchor test, strain measurement instrumentation 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Tension test data, 3/4 in. diameter specimens, 1st set 
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Figure 4.15 Tension test data, 1 in. diameter specimens, 3rd set 
 
Figure 4.16 Tension test data, 1-1/4 in. diameter specimens, 1st set 
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Figure 4.17 Tension test data, 1-1/4 in. diameter specimens, 3rd set 
 
Figure 4.18 Tension test data, 1-1/2 in. diameter specimens, 2nd set 
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4.3 Testing Frame 
This section describes the arrangement of the testing assembly which was used to 
perform the experiments.  The design of the various components in the assembly was performed 
to meet the estimated force, displacement, and velocity demands of the experiments in order to 
simulate seismic effects for large magnitude earthquakes, within the capabilities of the hydraulic 
equipment available in the laboratory.  The experiments were performed on the Newmark 
Structural Engineering Laboratory (NSEL) strong floor, with the footprint shown in Figure 4.19.  
Elevation views of the complete experimental assembly are shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 
4.21.   
Bearings are loaded through connections to a built-up welded steel plate fixture, shown in 
Figure 4.22 through Figure 4.24. The built-up fixture mimics the size of a light W30 steel beam, 
and has been designed to attach to the bottom flange of an existing W14x211 loading beam.  Top 
and bottom plate thicknesses are 3/4 in. each, and all other plates are 1/2 in. thick.   
 
Figure 4.19 Experimental footprint plan view 
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Figure 4.20 Experimental assembly, south elevation 
 
Figure 4.21 Experimental assembly, west elevation 
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The bolt pattern for the connection of the built-up fixture to the loading beam, shown in 
Figure 4.22, has been laid out to permit rotation of the built-up section relative to the loading 
beam axis depending on whether an experiment is meant to represent a longitudinal or transverse 
simulated bridge motion. 
 
 
Figure 4.22 Built-up steel plate fixture, top view 
The bottom plate has eight (8) holes for 1 in. diameter studs to connect bearing sole 
plates, as shown in Figure 4.23, although most bearings only used the interior four (4) holes.  
Only the Type I 13c and Type II 13a used all eight holes.  Side views showing end plates and 
stiffeners are shown in Figure 4.24. 
 
Figure 4.23 Built-up steel plate fixture, bottom view 
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Figure 4.24 Built-up steel plate fixture, side views oriented parallel to (a) simulated 
longitudinal bridge direction and (b) simulated transverse bridge direction 
A view of the testing frame at the conclusion of the tests, positioned at the west end with 
a view oriented toward the southeast, is shown in Figure 4.25.  Figure 4.25 captures the free end 
loading beam, the vertical actuators, the bracing assemblies that constrain the loading beam to 
plane motion, and a concrete pad (used for substructure simulation) tied down to the strong floor.  
Figure 4.26 shows the remainder of the testing assembly that was not visible in Figure 4.25.  The 
end of the horizontal actuator on the left side of Figure 4.26 connects to the far end of the loading 
beam in Figure 4.25.  The far (east) end of the horizontal actuator reacts against an assembly of 
steel framing and concrete abutments, which are tied down to the strong floor. 
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Figure 4.25 Experimental assembly, viewed from northwest 
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Figure 4.26 Horizontal actuator, viewed from southwest 
The W14 loading beam was constrained to a vertical plane by butting channel assemblies 
with roller bearings against side plates welded to the loading beam flanges, as shown in Figure 
4.25.  Due to tight tolerances and slight misalignments, the roller bearings tended to become 
overloaded, particularly at the east brace assemblies.  In the interval of time before the 
earthquake simulation tests were performed, the roller bearings at the east braces were replaced 
with sheets of PTFE.  Horizontal load effects were primarily simulated by a horizontal actuator.  
The horizontal actuator had a 220 kip force capacity and 30 in. stroke capacity, which were 
sufficient to meet the preliminary design requirements for the testing program of 125 kips and 25 
in. total stroke.  To provide smooth transitions when reversing load through the horizontal 
actuator, the actuator was connected to a pretensioned steel frame.  The frame, consisting of HSS 
12 x 8 x 5/8 members with 1 in. to 1-1/4 in. diameter threaded rods used for pretensioning, was 
capable of transmitting the required forces through abutments which were tied down to the 
NSEL strong floor. 
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The final component of the superstructure simulation was the assembly of the overhead 
steel frame, which was composed of several available components at NSEL.  Vertical load acting 
on the bearing specimens was a combination of the weight of the loading beam and a portion of 
the horizontal actuator (a total weight of between 5 and 6 kips) and loads generated by vertically 
oriented, servo-hydraulic actuators.  Each vertical actuator had a nominal capacity of 100 kips 
and a total stroke of 20 in.  The load path from the vertical actuators that maintain gravity load 
and impose rotational constraints on the loading beam flows primarily through pairs of W18 x 
119 x 10’-0” beams, with two beams supporting each vertical actuator.  Each pair of beams 
frames into W12 x 65 columns which are pretensioned at their bases to the strong floor.  The 
pairs of W18 beams are also tied by pairs of W27 x 146 and W 30 x 90 beams, as shown in 
Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.25.  Finally, the columns are braced using HSS diagonals oriented in 
planes parallel to the loading beam axis to ensure lateral stability of the frame. 
The primary consideration for the experiments was the combination of desired 
displacements (for the Type I bearings) and velocities (for the Type II bearings).  To achieve the 
target displacements, a large stroke was required.  The only actuators at NSEL capable of 
providing the stroke sufficient for the maximum displacement targets in the testing program were 
those used in the testing program.  The entire scale of the actuator was relatively large, so that a 
large force capacity accompanied the large displacement stroke.  Because the actuator was 
single-ended, the force capacity rating of 220 kips was representative of tension capacity, but the 
peak force capacity in compression was 270 kips, and this value indicated the maximum oil flow 
area for the actuator.  The pump pressure for the laboratory was 3000 psi, from which the 
maximum area of oil flow was deduced to be 90 in2. 
The vertical actuators were driven by the same pump system as the horizontal actuator, so 
the full capacity of the hydraulic pump supply was not available exclusively for the horizontal 
actuator in a test.  Using a similar approach to deduce the area of oil flow for the single-ended 
vertical actuators, the maximum force capacity of 145 kips per actuator indicated that the 
combined area of the vertical actuators was 96.7 in2.  The change in position is relatively small, 
however, so the influence of the vertical actuators on the hydraulic system is relatively minor.  
Displacement and velocity records were determined for the horizontal and vertical actuators 
using the geometry of the test frame.  Conservatively combining peak velocities for horizontal 
and vertical actuators, the total flow required per 1 in/sec velocity increment is approximately 
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24.5 gpm for lossless flow and sinusoidal motion of the horizontal actuator.  Using a 
conservative inflation of 1.13 to account for various sources of hydraulic losses, the required flow 
per 1 in/sec velocity increment rises to 32.5 gpm.   
If the full 90 gpm capacity of the NSEL hydraulic pump supply is available to the 
actuators, these values translate into an ideal peak velocity of 3.7 in. / sec for a sinusoidal record, 
assuming lossless hydraulic flow.  A conservative estimate would be approximately 2.8 in. / sec 
for a sinusoidal record, accounting for hydraulic losses.  Only tests performed near the end of the 
experimental program had access to the full capacity, and tests were then performed to a peak 
velocity of 4 in. / sec with reasonable agreement between command and response for the 
actuators.  At the beginning of the testing program, however, the flow rate was primarily limited 
by the use of a 2-stage servovalve with a flow rate capacity of 16.5 gpm, corresponding to a 
lossless peak velocity of about 0.7 in. / sec.  Accordingly, tests T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR, T1-7c [3] 
(2)-L-C-ISR, and T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR were conducted with peak velocity targets of 0.7 in. / 
sec.   
After upgrades had been installed for the test setup, including larger hoses to connect to 
the hydraulic supply, a larger hydraulic service manifold, a 90 gpm 3-stage servovalve, and a 
larger actuator manifold to regulate flow between end caps, the peak reliable velocity increased 
to about 2.5 in. / sec.  The available velocity should theoretically have been higher, but whether a 
limitation was introduced at wiring and connections, or at the actuator controller, the solenoid 
valves (which had been swapped, from DC current to AC current) did not fully open to permit 
the full flow rate.  All Type II 7c ISR tests were conducted with this rate limitation.  After the 
controller for the horizontal actuator was upgraded from an old Instron 8500 Plus to a new MTS 
Flex Test 40 and the solenoid valves were changed back from AC current to DC current, the full 
flow rate was realized, and the earthquake simulation tests and all ISR tests for the testing 
extension were conducted at 4 in. / sec. 
4.4 Concrete Substructure Simulation Units 
A concrete surface was needed to capture elastomer-concrete friction interaction.  
Therefore, 7 ft x 4 ft concrete substructure simulation units were used to simulate bridge pier 
caps and abutments for the initial testing program.  The pads were made 2 in. wider in each 
direction for the expansion tests to allow easier placement of reinforcing.  Reinforcing grids were 
constructed of #4 epoxy coated A706 reinforcing bars (with epoxy coated bars used per request 
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of the research sponsor to match standard construction practice in Illinois).  Grids were 
composed of long bars and short bars as shown in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28. 
 
 
Figure 4.27 Long bars for typical concrete pad reinforcing grids 
 
Figure 4.28 Short bars for typical concrete pad reinforcing grids 
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A typical complete reinforcing grid is shown in Figure 4.29.  The image also shows 
anchor installation positions for all Type I 7c transverse, Type II 7c, and low-profile fixed 
bearings that are performed on pads with the reinforcing grid shown.  The solid rectangular box 
centered on the pad is the initial position for the sole plate of the Type I 13c bearing, and the 
dashed rectangular boxes show the peak displacement positions for the Type I 13c test (+/− 12.5 
in.).  If the retainers were installed for the Type I 13c bearing with the standard reinforcing 
layout, the reinforcing would interfere with the installation of the anchors.  Therefore, 
specialized grids were constructed for the concrete pad that was used for the transverse Type I 
13c test (necessary to avoid interference of anchor locations and reinforcing) as well as the 
testing extension (to make efficient use of the concrete pads for varying bearing sizes and 
configurations).  The specialized grid layouts are shown in Figure 4.30 through Figure 4.33.  The 
reinforcing is shown as-placed in forms for the first pour of concrete in Figure 4.34 through 
Figure 4.36.  Two grids were placed for each pad, each with about 1 in. of cover from the top and 
bottom surfaces of the pad.     
 
  
Figure 4.29 Complete typical reinforcing grid for concrete pads  
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Figure 4.30 Reinforcing grid for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
  
Figure 4.31 Reinforcing grid for Pad ID X1 
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Figure 4.32 Reinforcing grid for Pad ID X2 
  
Figure 4.33 Reinforcing grid for Pad ID X3 
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Figure 4.34 Reinforcing grid in form, viewed from long side of form  
  
Figure 4.35 Reinforcing grid in form, viewed from short side of form  
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Figure 4.36 Reinforcing grid in form, upper and lower grids  
The thicknesses of the substructure simulation units varied to accommodate different 
bearing heights so that the superstructure simulation components (actuators, framing, etc.) 
remained at approximately the same height for all tests.  Concrete thickness ranged from 11-1/2 
in. at a minimum to 16 in. thick at a maximum.  In all cases, the unit being used for a test was 
anchored with pretensioned rods to the NSEL strong floor to prevent sliding before conducting 
tests on the pad.  A total of 10 tie-down anchors were used for each pad, with approximately 170 
kips of pretension per anchor.  The slip coefficient had not been firmly established for concrete 
pads tied down to the NSEL strong floor, but at a maximum imposed shear of 125 kips, the slip 
coefficient would need to be less than 0.08 in order for slip to occur. 
A key consideration for the testing program was to ensure that the bearing surface of the 
substructure simulation units was similar to that produced at bridges in the field.  To that end, the 
2007 version of the IDOT Specifications (2012b) (in effect at the time the first concrete was 
poured) was consulted, and the bearing surfaces received a brushed finish per IDOT (2012b) 
503.15(c): 
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This guidance is somewhat vague, and the characterization of “uniform, slightly 
roughened surface” is subjective.  To correlate the surface roughness to a recognized 
measurement system, the surfaces were visually classified as having a rating of 3 or 4 using 
concrete surface profile chips produced by the International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI, 
1997).  Even this approach retains a degree of subjectivity, but it represents a reasonable 
compromise between more precise measurement methods and the cumbersome quality control 
requirements such methods would necessarily require in order to be effective.   
The concrete used for the pads conformed to Class SI specifications, which is the 
standard concrete mix used for bridge substructures by IDOT (2012b).  The specifications call 
for a strength of 3500 psi at 14 days.  Cylinders were cast and cured in both wet and dry 
conditions for each concrete pour.  Three cylinder samples were tested for each curing condition 
at 7, 14, and 28 days, and then again when a test was performed on a pad which involved rupture 
of embedded anchors to obtain representative concrete strength for the time the experiment was 
performed.  Cylinders that were wet cured for the first two pours were removed from the curing 
room on March 15, 2011, so that even the specimens from the second pour had cured in 
controlled temperature and humidity conditions for a year.  Plots of concrete compression 
strength are provided for dry and wet cured specimens for the first 28 days and for all tests 
throughout the experimental program in Figure 4.37 through Figure 4.48.  Results tend to be 
variable because of rotating personnel performing the tests over time, with varying levels of 
familiarity with the process, in addition to the natural variability expected for concrete sampling 
and testing. 
Bearing Seats. Seats for bridge bearings shall be finished smooth at the proper 
plane and elevation with a steel trowel within 1/8 in. (3 mm) of the specified 
elevation before the bearings are placed. After the water sheen has disappeared, 
the surface shall be given a final finish by brushing with a whitewash brush. The 
brush shall be drawn across the seat longitudinally with the bridge deck, with 
adjacent strokes slightly overlapping, producing a uniform, slightly roughened 
surface with parallel brush marks. 
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A summary of the testing pads used for the complete testing program is provided in Table 
4.14 and Table 4.15, indicating pour dates, concrete thickness, surface roughness, tests 
performed on each pad, and age of the pad at the time each test was performed. 
 
 
Figure 4.37 Concrete compression strength, 1st pour, dry cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.38 Concrete compression strength, 1st pour, dry cured, all tests  
 
Figure 4.39 Concrete compression strength, 1st pour, wet cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.40 Concrete compression strength, 1st pour, wet cured, all tests  
 
Figure 4.41 Concrete compression strength, 2nd pour, dry cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.42 Concrete compression strength, 2nd pour, dry cured, all tests  
 
Figure 4.43 Concrete compression strength, 2nd pour, wet cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.44 Concrete compression strength, 2nd pour, wet cured, all tests  
 
Figure 4.45 Concrete compression strength, 3rd pour, dry cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.46 Concrete compression strength, 3rd pour, dry cured, all tests  
 
Figure 4.47 Concrete compression strength, 3rd pour, wet cured, 28 days  
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Figure 4.48 Concrete compression strength, 3rd pour, wet cured, all tests  
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Table 4.14 Concrete pad usage sequencing 
 
 
Best Est. (Alt)
T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 7/21/2010 168
T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 7/22/2010 169
T1-7c [1] (3)-L-M-QS 7/23/2010 170
T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS 9/10/2010 219
T1-7c [1] (5)-L-M-QS 9/13/2010 222
T1-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 9/14/2010 223
T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS 9/14/2010 223
T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR 9/16/2010 225
T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS 9/20/2010 229
T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS 9/30/2010 239
T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 10/5/2010 244
T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 10/7/2010 246
T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR 10/12/2010 251
T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 10/14/2010 253
RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 10/31/2010 270
RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS 11/3/2010 273
T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS 11/15/2010 285
T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 11/17/2010 287
T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR 11/17/2010 287
T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 12/17/2010 317
T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 12/21/2010 321
T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 1/20/2011 351
T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 1/26/2011 357
T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 1/28/2011 359
RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 2/23/2011 385
RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 3/3/2011 393
T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 3/9/2011 399
T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 3/10/2011 400
T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 3/10/2011 400
T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 3/16/2011 406
T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 4/6/2011 427
T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 4/7/2011 428
T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 4/11/2011 432
T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 4/11/2011 432
T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 4/11/2011 432
T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 5/10/2011 461
4 12 4 5 T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 11/21/2011 656
Pour 
Date
RoughnessThickness
(in)
14 5/8
14 5/8
14 5/8
2/
3/
20
10
41
42
Age 
(days)
43
DateTestPad ID
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Table 4.15 Concrete pad usage sequencing (cont’d) 
  
 
 
 
Best Est. (Alt)
LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 12/16/2011 640
LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 1/6/2012 661
LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 1/23/2012 678
LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 2/15/2012 701
5 14 5/8 3 2 T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 3/1/2012 716
T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS 3/20/2012 735
T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS 3/21/2012 736
T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR 3/28/2012 743
T1-7c [6] (1)-L-EQ-QS 3/30/2012 745
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR 4/11/2012 757
T1-9c-T-C-QS 5/3/2012 41
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 5/11/2012 49
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 5/11/2012 49
T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 5/25/2012 63
T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 5/29/2012 67
T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 5/29/2012 67
T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 6/1/2012 70
T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 6/15/2012 84
T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 6/18/2012 87
T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 6/19/2012 88
T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS 6/20/2012 89
T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 6/20/2012 89
T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 6/20/2012 89
T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS 6/21/2012 90
T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 6/21/2012 90
T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 6/22/2012 91
T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 6/29/2012 98
T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 7/2/2012 101
T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 7/3/2012 102
T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 7/10/2012 109
T1-11b-T-C-QS 7/31/2012 130
ALT-WT-T-C-QS 11/16/2012 238
11 1/2
13
Pour 
Date
Pad ID Roughness TestThickness
(in)
16
16
14 5/8
13
54X2
3/
16
/2
01
0
3/
23
/2
01
2
34X1
65X3
7 3 2
56
236
Age 
(days)
8
Date
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4.5 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 
A sensor and control overview schematic is presented in Figure 4.49.  Sensors were 
grouped into two subsets: those acquired jointly by the control PC and the datalogger PC, and 
those that were acquired only at the datalogger PC.  Data acquisition was performed at the 
control PC using a National Instruments DAQCard-6036E and BNC 2110 for all tests prior to 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS.  Beginning with T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, the control DAQ acquired data 
through a National Instruments USB-6259 BNC.  Data acquisition was performed at the NSEL 
datalogger with a dual chassis National Instruments SCXI-1001 through a PCI-MIO-16XE-50 
card.  The dual chassis was equipped with: 
 
 Eight (8) sets of SCXI-1520 modules and SCXI-1314 terminal blocks 
 Capable of acquiring data for eight (8) strain gage channels, each set 
 One (1) set of SCXI-1540 module and SCXI-1315 terminal block 
 Capable of acquiring data for eight (8) AC LVDTs 
 Two (2) sets of SCXI-1102C modules and BNC-2095 rack-mounted terminal 
 Capable of acquiring data for thirty two (32) single-ended BNC inputs, each set 
 
Sensors acquired jointly by the control PC and the datalogger PC were: 
 With DAQCard-6036E and BNC 2110 at control PC: 
 Force measurement from actuator controllers (3 @ 1 load cell / actuator) 
 Displacement measurement from horizontal actuator controller (1 LVDT / 
Temposonics) 
 Inclinometer mounted to web of loading beam above bearing specimen 
 VSP: Vertical string pot mounted to frame passing over beam, attachment to top of 
loading beam above bearing 
 HSP 1-2: Horizontal string pots mounted to frames at east side of concrete pad, 
attachment to studs mounted to north and south sides of bearing sole plate (2 @ 1 ea. 
side of bearing) 
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Figure 4.49 Sensor and control overview schematic
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 Additional sensors acquired with USB-6259 BNC at control PC: 
 Displacement measurement from vertical actuator controllers (2 @ 1 Temposonics / 
actuator) 
 HSP 3-6: Horizontal string pots mounted to frames at east side of concrete pad, FOR 
TYPE I: attachment to needles inserted in elastomer near base (4 @ 1 ea. corner of 
bearing), FOR TYPE II: attachment to studs, 1ea. side of ea. elastomer external plate 
(4 @ 1 ea. side of ea. of 2 plates) 
 
Sensors acquired only by the datalogger PC were: 
 With DAQCard-6036E and BNC 2110 at control PC: 
 Displacement measurement from vertical actuator controllers (2 @ 1 Temposonics / 
actuator) 
 HSP 3-6: Horizontal string pots mounted to frames at east side of concrete pad, FOR 
TYPE I: attachment to needles inserted in elastomer near base (4 @ 1 ea. corner of 
bearing), FOR TYPE II: attachment to studs, 1ea. side of ea. elastomer external plate 
(4 @ 1 ea. side of ea. of 2 plates) 
 
 For all tests: 
 N / S Slip SP: Horizontal string pots mounted to blocking at west end of loading 
beam, attachment to sole plate (2) 
 Channel brace assembly strain gages (24 @ 6 gages / 4 braces) 
 
 For tests with retainers (see Figure 4.50): 
 E / W Ret SP 1-4: Horizontal string pots attached to studs on retainer, used to 
measure X-direction translation and overturning rotation of retainer (4 / retainer @ 2 
each high (1-2) and low (3-4)) 
 Ret Stiffener Rosettes: 0-45-90 rosettes mounted each side of each stiffener near toe 
(12 / retainer @ (3 gages / side) * (2 sides / stiffener) * (2 stiffeners / retainer)) 
 N / S LVDT: LVDTs mounted to bracket arms on sides of retainer, vertical motion of 
retainer / corroboration of rotation (2 / retainer @ 1 / side of retainer) 
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Figure 4.50 Retainer sensors  
 
 For tests with fixed bearings, for all fixed bearings: 
 Rosettes: 0-45-90 rosettes mounted to top surface of masonry plate between anchors 
and corners of sole plate (12 / bearing) 
 
 For tests with fixed bearings, longitudinal orientation only: 
 Linear strain gages: Additional beyond rosettes, 5 gages on each long side of bearing 
between anchors (10 / bearing) 
4.6 Testing Procedures and Protocols 
4.6.1 Resolution of Bearing Forces and Displacements 
A schematic for determining resultant bearing displacement and force is presented in 
Figure 4.51.    
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Figure 4.51 Bearing resultant displacement and force resolution schematic
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The following section presents the calculations placed in “formula nodes” in LabVIEW 
for the evaluation of current sole plate positions and resultant forces acting at the top of the sole 
plate.  
The calculations used to evaluate current position components were: 
 
1. Initialize while loop iterations 
2. Calculate current Y-component of horizontal string pot extensions accounting for 
current DY of bearing 
3. Calculate current X-component of horizontal string pot extensions using known 
total extensions, Y-components, and Z-components 
4. Calculate current DX of bearing from X-components of horizontal string pots 
  
 
delta_V_i_prev = delta_V_i_curr; 
delta_H_i_prev = delta_H_i_curr; 
 
 
d_y_hi = delta_V_i_curr + TV1 * (1-cos(theta)); 
 
 
d_x_h1i = sign(d_x_h10) * sqrt( L_h1*L_h1  - (d_y_h10 + d_y_hi)*(d_y_h10 + d_y_hi) 
- d_z_h10*d_z_h10 ) - d_x_h10; 
 
d_x_h2i = sign(d_x_h20) * sqrt( L_h2*L_h2  - (d_y_h20 + d_y_hi)*(d_y_h20 + d_y_hi) 
- d_z_h20*d_z_h20 ) - d_x_h20; 
 
 
delta_H_i_curr = ( d_x_h1i + d_x_h2i )/2 - TV1 * sin(theta); 
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5. Calculate current X-component of vertical string pot extension accounting for 
current DX of bearing 
6. Calculate current Y-component of vertical string pot extension using known total 
extension, X-component, and Z-component 
7. Calculate current DY of bearing from Y-component of vertical string pot 
8. Evaluate incremental variation of DX and DY for current iteration and check if 
variations are less than tolerance 
9. If Step 8 is within tolerance, accept current DX and DY, else, return to Step 2 and 
repeat steps 
  
 
d_x_vi = delta_H_i_curr - ( GV1 + GV2 ) * sin(theta); 
 
 
d_y_vi = sign(d_y_v0) * sqrt( L_v*L_v - ( d_x_v0 + d_x_vi )*( d_x_v0 + d_x_vi ) - 
d_z_v0*d_z_v0 ) - d_y_v0; 
 
 
delta_V_i_curr = d_y_vi + ( GV1 + GV2 ) *  (1-cos(theta)); 
 
 
V_conv_chk =  min(abs(delta_V_i_curr - delta_V_i_prev), abs( ( delta_V_i_curr - 
delta_V_i_prev ) / delta_V_i_prev)); 
H_conv_chk =  min(abs(delta_H_i_curr - delta_H_i_prev), abs( ( delta_H_i_curr - 
delta_H_i_prev ) / delta_H_i_prev)); 
 
 
while ( ( V_conv_chk > delta_V_tol ) || ( H_conv_chk > delta_H_tol ) ) 
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Actuators are assigned numeric IDs 1, 2, and 3 for the horizontal, west vertical, and east 
vertical actuators, respectively.  For example, d_x_20 is the initial (ending in “0”) X-direction 
distance (“d_x”) measured from the far end to the near end of the actuator (far and near relative 
to the bearing) for the west vertical actuator (ID “2”).  The current displacement relative to the 
initial position at the start of the test for this same actuator is d_x_2, so that the total length (“L”) 
of the actuator measured in the X-direction is L_x_2 = d_x_20 + d_x_2, and will be positive 
when the lower (near) end of the actuator is located to the east (+X) of the upper (far) end.  The 
force (“F”) acting through the actuator load cell is F_2.  Forces were calibrated to be positive in 
tension for all actuators.   
The calculations used to evaluate current resultant forces were: 
 
1. Calculate actuator end displacement components 
 
float d_x_1; 
d_x_1 = delta_H - GH2 * (1-cos(theta)) - GV1 * sin(theta); 
 
float d_y_1; 
d_y_1 = delta_V + GH2 *  sin(theta) - GV1 * (1-cos(theta)); 
 
float d_x_2; 
d_x_2 = delta_H + GH1 * (1-cos(theta)) - ( GV1 + GV3 ) * sin(theta); 
 
float d_y_2; 
d_y_2 = delta_V - GH1 * sin(theta) - ( GV1 + GV3 ) * (1-cos(theta)); 
 
float d_x_3; 
d_x_3 = delta_H - GH1 * (1-cos(theta)) - ( GV1 + GV3 ) * sin(theta); 
 
float d_y_3; 
d_y_3 = delta_V + GH1 * sin(theta) - ( GV1 + GV3 ) * (1-cos(theta)); 
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2. Calculate current actuator lengths 
  
 
float L_x_1; 
L_x_1 = d_x_10 + d_x_1 ; 
 
float L_y_1; 
L_y_1 = d_y_10 + d_y_1 ; 
 
float L_1; 
L_1 = sqrt( L_x_1 * L_x_1 + L_y_1 * L_y_1 ) ; 
 
float L_x_2; 
L_x_2 = d_x_20 + d_x_2 ; 
 
float L_y_2; 
L_y_2 = d_y_20 + d_y_2 ; 
 
float L_2; 
L_2 = sqrt( L_x_2 * L_x_2 + L_y_2 * L_y_2 ) ; 
 
float L_x_3; 
L_x_3 = d_x_30 + d_x_3 ; 
 
float L_y_3; 
L_y_3 = d_y_30 + d_y_3 ; 
 
float L_3; 
L_3 = sqrt( L_x_3 * L_x_3 + L_y_3 * L_y_3 ) ; 
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3. Calculate forces 
 
Moments were not calculated during the tests, but were evaluated during post-processing.  
Using consistent nomenclature for the terms in the preceding equations, the moment was 
calculated according to 
 
The moment is indicated as “no_WGT” because the moment has not been corrected to 
account for the eccentricity of the weight of the loading beam and actuator.  The moment due to 
eccentric WGT was identified in the datalog as the calculated moment acting just as the bearing 
makes contact with the concrete.   
 
float SUM_F_V; 
SUM_F_V = -1 * ( F_1 * L_y_1 / L_1 ) + (-1) * ( F_2 * L_y_2 / L_2 ) + (-1) * ( F_3 * 
L_y_3 / L_3 ) + WGT; 
// actuator forces are positive in tension, negative in compression, with respect to the 
actuator orientation 
// negative force in the summation is directed downward (i.e., compression in bearing) 
 
float SUM_F_H; 
SUM_F_H = -1 * ( F_1 * L_x_1 / L_1 ) + (-1) * ( F_2 * L_x_2 / L_2 ) + (-1) * ( F_3 * 
L_x_3 / L_3 ); 
// positive force is directed eastward, in the positive X-axis direction 
 
Mom_no_WGT = -1 * ( -1 * F_1 * L_x_1 / L_1 ) * GV1 + 
( -1 * F_1 * L_y_1 / L_1 ) * GH2 + 
-1 * ( -1 * F_2 * L_x_2 / L_2 ) * ( GV1 + GV3 ) +  
-1 * ( -1 * F_2 * L_y_2 / L_2 ) * GH1 + 
-1 * ( -1 * F_3 * L_x_3 / L_3 ) * ( GV1 + GV3 ) + 
( -1 * F_3 * L_y_3 / L_3 ) * GH1; 
// moments are positive when generating a counter-clockwise action on the top of the 
bearing 
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As an example, representative portions of the datalog and calculated resultant values are 
provided in the following figures for T1-11b-T-C-QS.  The data recorded at the initiation of the 
test is shown in Figure 4.52 and Figure 4.53.  In Figure 4.52, the mean values of the actuator 
forces are 0.24 kips and 5.70 kips in tension at the west and east actuators, respectively.  The 
discrepancy in actuator loads reflects the influence of the horizontal actuator weight, which acts 
as a concentrated load applied at the east end of the loading beam.  The total weight of the 
actuator was approximately 3900 lbs, but was partially supported by a jack at the far end.  Figure 
4.53 shows the actuator forces resolved into reaction resultants acting at the top surface of the 
bearing.  The resultant vertical force was offset by an estimated WGT value of −6.14 kips, 
specified at the start of the test, and representing the combination of actuator and loading beam 
weights.  Likewise, the moment has been adjusted to account for the moment resisted by the 
actuators when only WGT is acting (at approximately 300 seconds into the datalog), with a value 
of −196.3 k-in.  That is, the data shown represents Mom_no_WGT + (−196.3 k-in). 
 
 
(a) Vertical actuators (actuators 2 and 3) 
 
(b) Horizontal actuator (actuator 1) 
Figure 4.52 Forces acting through actuator load cells at initiation of test 
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(a) Vertical force 
 
(b) Moment 
 
(c) Horizontal force 
Figure 4.53 Reaction resultants acting on bearing at initiation of test 
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Similar data is presented in Figure 4.54 through Figure 4.57 to represent the typical 
variations in actuator loads and the translation of those loads into resultants for the first complete 
cycle of T1-11b-T-C-QS beginning and ending with −400% ESS.  The horizontal actuator force 
increased progressively up to slip, but did not remain constant after slip in Figure 4.54(a).  The 
total horizontal force, however, did remain approximately constant in Figure 4.55(a).  The 
discrepancy between total horizontal force and horizontal actuator force arose from the 
contribution of the vertical actuators.  The vertical actuators contributed a portion of the 
horizontal load because the lower hinge of the actuator followed the bearing motion, and so the 
vertical inclination oscillated about plumb throughout the test cycle.   
 
 
(a) Horizontal actuator (actuator 1) 
 
(b) Vertical actuators (actuators 2 and 3) 
Figure 4.54 Forces acting through actuator load cells during example cycle, plotted versus 
time 
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(a) Horizontal force 
 
(b) Vertical force 
 
(c) Moment 
Figure 4.55 Reaction resultants acting on bearing during example cycle, plotted versus time 
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The vertical reaction was delivered through the bearing, which traveled through a total 
displacement range of 20 inches during the cycle shown.  As the bearing traveled, the 
deformations of the bearing and the position of the vertical resultant relative to the actuators 
necessitated variations in the actuator loads to maintain equilibrium.  Consequently, while the 
control program adjusted actuator positions to maintain a relatively constant vertical load of 88 
kips within an accepted tolerance of ± 2 kips, as shown in Figure 4.57(b), the east actuator 
provided the larger portion of the vertical load contribution at the –X extent and the west actuator 
provided the larger portion at the +X extent, as shown in Figure 4.56(b). 
 
 
(a) Horizontal actuator (actuator 1) 
 
(b) Vertical actuators (actuators 2 and 3) 
Figure 4.56 Forces acting through actuator load cells during example cycle, plotted versus 
displacement 
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(a) Horizontal force 
 
(b) Vertical force 
 
(c) Moment 
Figure 4.57 Reaction resultants acting on bearing during example cycle, plotted versus 
displacement 
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4.6.2 Customized Control Program 
The three actuators used in the testing frame were driven in position control during the 
experiments. Each actuator was accompanied by a controller: an Instron 8500 Plus for each of 
the three actuators initially, but the horizontal actuator controller was upgraded to an MTS Flex 
Test 40 during the testing program.   The controllers interpret feedback from the internal sensors 
of the actuators and update command signals to regulate the flow of oil, thereby driving the 
piston to prescribed target positions. For all tests, each controller was fed an external waveform 
in the form of analog voltages sent through coaxial cable with BNC connections to auxiliary 
input connectors at the controllers.  These auxiliary input signals were then converted internally 
by the controllers to position commands for each attached actuator.  
The overall testing control objectives, however, were to displace the bearings to 
prescribed horizontal position targets while maintaining a constant simulated vertical gravity 
load. To achieve this, a customized LabVIEW program was developed to sample real-time 
feedback from sensors attached to the specimen and load frame during a test, evaluate the 
displaced configurations of actuators, and use the displaced configurations to resolve the forces 
into horizontal and vertical components.  The vertical load was determined from the combination 
of actuator vertical force components and loading beam weight.  These evaluations were carried 
out as shown in the scripts presented in 4.6.1.  
The horizontal actuator command was adjusted to account for discrepancies between 
current horizontal position and the target value, and, similarly, the vertical actuator commands 
were adjusted to provide more or less vertical load as required to maintain the simulated gravity 
load near the target value for the test.  Identical signals were sent simultaneously to both of the 
vertical actuator controllers so that the position commands would be consistent, and the loading 
beam would remain level.  Thus, slow “quasi-static” (QS) tests were conducted by supplying 
external waveform commands to each actuator according to a mixed-mode control algorithm. 
Additionally, the control PC periodically sent commands to trigger camera captures from a 
separate image acquisition PC at specified increments of displacement along the testing protocol 
record.  The image acquisition PC also continuously processed and recorded video data for later 
tests. 
Tests performed at an increased strain rate (ISR) employed a pre-defined sequence of 
command signals for all the actuators, based on bearing response to actuator commands obtained 
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from a previous similar QS test.  The LabVIEW code to execute the predefined signals varied 
over time.  Initially, polynomial regressions were developed to characterize the coupled 
horizontal and vertical command signals corresponding to converged states.  Later, the horizontal 
signal was mapped to a harmonic form.  For the earthquake simulation tests, the signals were 
specified as vectors, which were read and used to specify updates to command signals at 10 ms 
intervals. 
Vertical convergence for tests conducted before those for the fixed bearings included 
checks to evaluate non-convergence by exceeding a restrictive tolerance, and increased the 
tolerance for the current substep when successive corrections oscillated about a target vertical 
load but fell out of tolerance in each direction.  The tolerance was then reset after the substep 
was complete.  Beginning with tests conducted on fixed bearings, the vertical control algorithm 
was revised to check if the vertical load was outside of tolerance bounds, and if so, apply a single 
minimal position control increment to offset the current discrepancy.  Horizontal displacement 
cycles were defined with quarter cycle steps, where the steps ranged from the initial position of 
the bearing to the full amplitude of cycle.  To maintain mixed-mode convergence of horizontal 
position and vertical load, however, the horizontal position cycles were performed in substeps 
equal to approximately 1% of ERT.  For force-based cycle targets, horizontal substeps were 
consistently set at a displacement increment of 0.0125 in.  The flowcharts shown in Figure 4.58 
and Figure 4.59 illustrate the substep current configuration and convergence evaluation 
procedure. 
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Calculate Next Displacement Command
 ABS(Σ Fv-Σ Fv,target) <= tolΣ Fv
Substep Iteration Update Operations
CONVERGED STATE
ABS(DX-DX,target) <= tolDX
NO
NO
YES
YES
Actuator Displacement 
Algorithm β
Actuator Displacement 
Algorithm α
Substep Iteration Update Operations
Substep Iteration Update Operations
All DOFs within 
tolerance?
NO
YES
Control 
Objective 1
Control 
Objective 2
Mixed-Mode 
Check
 
Figure 4.58 Substep execution flowchart  
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Send Displacement Commands 
to Actuators 
Read:
Vertical & Horizontal 
String Pots
Inclinometer
Load Cells
Calculate:
[1] Bearing Displacements, DX, DY
[2] Total Vertical Force, Σ Fv
Perform Displacement Update Calculations Perform Convergence Checks
Step In Step Out
 
Figure 4.59 Current configuration evaluation flowchart  
4.6.3 Testing Protocols  
The displacement protocol used for fully reversed longitudinal cyclic testing of Type I 
bearings is shown in Figure 4.60.  The protocol was based on two ranges of response.  At low 
levels of shear strain (≤ 50%), ASTM D4014 (2007) requires six cycles of shear deformation, 
and AASHTO M251 (2008) requires four cycles of shear deformation to account for scragging 
effects (i.e., degradation in stiffness resulting from multiple imposed cycles of strain) in the 
elastomer material response.  Based on these guidelines, each of the 25% and 50% cycles 
imposed on Type I bearings during displacement-based protocols was performed seven (7) times 
to ensure that scragging was fully captured, and to provide insight into the degree of scragging 
that may occur over successive cycles.  Exploring the literature relating to pre-qualification and 
characterization tests used for seismic isolation bearings (Shenton 1996; HITEC 1996; AASHTO 
2010), it was found that a common standard requirement was to perform three (3) cycles at a 
design displacement for an isolation bearing.  Consequently, without a known design 
displacement for the bearings in the testing program, a series of cycles were performed with 
three cycles at each new cyclic peak displacement of 100%, 200%, 300%, and 400% Equivalent 
Shear Strain (ESS). 
When retainers were included for transverse tests, a number of initial cycles were added 
to the beginning of the record bounded by force targets rather than displacement targets, as 
shown in Figure 4.61.  The initial force-based cycles are shown as dashed lines, because the 
displacements were unknown prior to carrying out the tests.  The control program applied 
incremental corrective adjustments to horizontal position until the resultant horizontal load was 
within a tolerance (typically 0.5 kips).  This also implies that the displacement record may not be 
symmetric during force-based cycles as shown, as was indeed seen to be the case during 
experiments.  The force-based targets were selected at 25%, 50%, and 70% of the estimated fuse 
force capacity of the specimen.  Three cycles were performed at each target level.  After 
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completing the force-based targets, the record transitioned to the standard displacement-based 
targets, starting at the next higher target than the initial force-based targets had required.  
 
Figure 4.60 Typical cyclic displacement-only protocol for Type I elastomeric bearings 
 
Figure 4.61 Example cyclic force-based protocol for transverse elastomeric bearing tests 
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The testing protocol for the low-profile fixed bearings started with a set of force-based 
cycles similar to those used for the transverse elastomeric bearing tests, with three sets of three 
cycles each, at 25%, 50%, and 70% of the estimated fuse force capacity of the bearing.  After 
completing the initial nine force-based cycles, the testing protocol transitioned to displacement-
based targets.  Benchmark targets equal to 25%, 50%, 100%, 200%, 300%, and 400% of 1-7/8 
in., corresponding to displacement targets used in companion Type I 7c elastomeric bearing tests, 
were imposed in sets of three cycles each.  Additional intermediate cycles were inserted to 
transition between the early benchmark thresholds, with incremental increases of 5%, or 0.1 in., 
per cycle prior to the realization of a fully fused shear plane with pure sliding behavior.  The 
longitudinal weak pintles test was a special case, where the additional cycles were foregone for 
cycles to displacements larger than 1-7/8 in., and the test ended with only two cycles to the 300% 
target, one cycle to 400%, and a final monotonic excursion to create a fully fused state at the 
pintles. 
The Type II bearing tests that included retainers for the transverse direction typically 
followed a protocol similar to the Type I bearing testing protocol including retainers, although 
the follow-up displacement-based cycles were typically restricted to prevent damage to the PTFE 
surface. Mokha et al. (1990) have shown that Teflon slip resistance varies significantly for 
increasing velocities until a plateau is reached at about 4 in. / sec. Consequently, for both 
longitudinal and transverse orientations, the Type II bearings were also tested at higher strain 
rates than used for typical Type I bearing tests, in order to capture the velocity dependence of the 
Teflon sliding surface response. Because Type II bearing response was anticipated to be more 
significantly affected by velocity (rather than peak displacement), the typical Type II test 
protocol included only five pre-slip cycles at 25% and 50% ESS to characterize the elastomer 
response prior to PTFE slip, and then transitioned immediately to a sequence of twelve 
maximum displacement cycles, and concluded with cool down cycles of 50% and 25% ESS.  
The maximum displacement target was limited to 200% ESS for the ISR test in the 
longitudinal orientation with the 7c, but it was held at 400%, similar to corresponding Type I’s, 
in the transverse direction. The longitudinal maximum displacement was set to a lower value 
than for the transverse tests, based on observations of response from initial quasi-static cyclic 
tests up to 400% ESS. For the 9a, 11a, and 13a bearings in the testing program extension, the 
peak displacement was set so that the exposed portion of the Teflon would account for no more 
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than about 20% of the total area. The maximum displacement target for ISR tests on Type II 
bearings, in terms of ESS, therefore varied among bearing specimens, with typical values of 200% 
but increasing to 250% for the 13a bearing and to 400% for the 7c bearing in the transverse 
orientation. The time required to perform each ISR test varied slightly, depending on the 
combination of peak ESS, rubber thickness for individual bearings, and available peak oil flow 
rate at the time of the test.  The protocol for the Type II 9a specimen is shown in Figure 4.62 as a 
representative example of the Type II increased strain rate tests. 
 
Figure 4.62 Example cyclic increased strain rate protocol for Type II 9a elastomeric 
bearing 
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Chapter 5 
Type I Elastomeric Bearing Tests 
5.1 Test Preparation Overview 
A total of ten Type I elastomeric bearings were tested in the experimental program, as 
well as four single retainers acting alone (without a bearing present).  The primary aspects of 
bearing behavior that were of particular interest for Type I bearings were: 
1. Retainer behavior and capacity 
2. Elastomer constitutive response 
3. Slip initiation and sliding response 
4. Sensitivity of shear and friction to deformation rate 
5. Effective damping 
For all tests, the elastomeric bearing was mounted to the steel fixture at the bottom of the 
loading beam with four (or eight, in the case of size 13c bearings) threaded studs installed into 
tapped holes in the sole plate.  The threaded anchors created a positive connection to the loading 
frame, but the elastomer base was unrestrained in the horizontal direction except by friction. 
Displacements and deformations for the elastomeric bearing specimens were measured 
using welded studs at the sole plate and needles driven into the elastomer near the base for string 
pots attachments.  Because characterizing the friction interaction of the bearing with the concrete 
surface was one of the key parameters, a direct attachment to the elastomer base was not 
considered acceptable.  The needles were selected as a minimally invasive attachment, with 
diameters ranging from about 0.05 in. to about 0.075 in, that could be installed near the 
elastomer base.  The eyes of the needles also provided a convenient attachment for the string pot 
lines.  Needles were installed by drilling holes into the elastomer slightly smaller than the 
needles, then driving the needles into the elastomer with gentle application of a dead blow 
hammer.  Needles into the elastomer were installed to avoid interference with internal steel 
shims.  A schematic representation of the measured quantities and attachment locations is 
provided in Figure 5.1, and accompanying data for the heights of needle locations for each 
bearing size are provided in Table 5.1.  A second offset height is listed for the 13c bearing 
because one of the bearings was used for a transverse orientation test after having been used for a 
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longitudinal orientation test.  The attachment is placed slightly away from the previous 
installation location to avoid a potential influence from orthogonally installed needles.  An 
example of the attachments is shown during and after a test on a 7c bearing in Figure 5.2 and 
Figure 5.3.  For the 7c bearings, in particular, being the first tested specimens, the needles were 
located in the second layer of elastomer, so that even if testing led to complete removal of the 
bottom layer of elastomer, the instrumentation attachments should remain intact.   
 
 
Figure 5.1 Elastomer deformation measurement 
Table 5.1 Elastomer attachment base offsets 
 
Bearing Size
Elastomer Layer 
Thickness, hri (in)
Steel Shim 
Thickness, hs (in)
Elastomer Base Instrumentation 
Installation Height, hoffset (in)
7c 3/8 3/32 5/8
9c 3/8 3/32 5/8
11b 1/2 1/8 3/8
13c 5/8 3/16 1/2
13c (2) 5/8 3/16 3/4
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Figure 5.2 Example string pot attachments during test 
 
Figure 5.3 Example string pot attachments, bearing dismounted from test frame 
Anchors were installed in the concrete pad at locations corresponding to the retainer base 
hole positions for the single retainer tests and the transverse orientation tests.  The anchor 
positions were located and marked relative to the edges of the concrete pads, and anchors were 
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installed to a depth of 9 in. in the concrete pad using HILTI HY 150 Max injected epoxy.  When 
a bearing was present, the anchor installation locations accounted for an offset of 1/8 in. between 
the bearing sole plate and the vertical face of the retainer. 
5.2 Type I Bearing Quasi-Static Experiments 
5.2.1 Longitudinal Bridge Motion Experiments 
5.2.1.1 Test T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
The first experiments performed on Type I bearings were conducted to explore 
fundamental shear and sliding characteristics for this bearing type, and also the influence of 
multiple tests on a single bearing allowing for scragging recovery between experiments.  Each 
test was a single monotonic excursion, usually to a peak displacement of 400% ESS.  The first 
bearing specimen is shown installed at the test frame in Figure 5.4.  The bearing was held above 
the concrete surface when tests were not being conducted, so that no loads other than gravity 
self-weight acted on the bearing and no external loading would be present to maintain scragged 
material effects in the elastomer.   
The bearing is shown at the start of the test in Figure 5.5, with an applied load of 42 kips, 
corresponding to an average compression stress of 500 psi on the elastomer footprint.  Bearing 
slip initiated at a displacement of about −4 in., corresponding to an average shear strain of about 
215% along the total elastomer height of 1.875 in., as shown in Figure 5.6.  The transition to 
sliding was gradual, and the bearing relaxed slightly after sliding had begun, but maintained 
about 200% elastomer shear strain through the sliding portion of the response to a peak 
displacement of −7.5 in. from the initial position, as shown in Figure 5.7.  The constitutive shear 
and sliding response of the bearing is shown in terms of applied load in Figure 5.8, and in a non-
dimensional form normalized by instantaneous vertical load in Figure 5.9 to represent the friction 
response of the bearing.  The peak friction coefficient observed during the test was about 0.4, 
falling to a stable mean value of about 0.32 shortly after sliding had initiated. 
The leading edge of the elastomer was visibly worn following the test.  The pre-test 
condition of the leading edge is shown in the undamaged state in Figure 5.10, and in the worn 
state after the test had been completed in Figure 5.11.  Figure 5.12 also shows the worn leading 
edge from an alternate viewpoint, and also shows where particles of the elastomer that had been 
removed from the elastomer through abrasion with the concrete surface during sliding remained 
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on the concrete after the test.  While there had clearly been some removal of material through 
abrasion, the affected area appeared limited to the relatively small region at the leading edge, and 
the rest of the bearing did not show evidence of excessive distress or likely delamination. 
 
Figure 5.4 Installed bearing prior to T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.5 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.6 Peak shear deformation for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.7 Peak displacement for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.8 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.9 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.10 Elastomer leading edge prior to T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.11 Elastomer leading edge following T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.12 Concrete surface following T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
5.2.1.2 Test T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
Following the procedure adopted previously in Kulak and Hughes (1992), the bearing 
was unloaded for approximately a 24 hour period after T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS before performing 
T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS.  After allowing this period for scragging recovery in the elastomer, the 
bearing was retested identically to T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS.  The bearing was once again loaded to 
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42 kips, and a monotonic displacement protocol was imposed to drive the sole plate to a 
maximum displacement of −7.5 in. (−400% ESS).   
The constitutive response for the bearing is shown in Figure 5.13, with a non-dimensional 
representation to illustrate friction resistance in Figure 5.14.  Results from the initial test are 
included in the plots for comparison, showing that the initiation of slip occurred at a similar 
average shear strain in the elastomer, but corresponded to reduced forces relative to the initial 
test.  The effective stiffness from rest to initiation of slip decreased by about 13%, from 4 kips / 
in. to 3.5 kips / in, with the evident decrease in stiffness likely correlated to the worn leading 
edge.  The concrete surface was superficially brushed clean, but some remnants of elastomer and 
secretions of oils appear to have reduced the concrete surface’s effective roughness.  
Consequently, the mean sliding coefficient decreased by about 10%, from 0.32 to 0.29.  The 
effects of abrasion were less severe for the second test, with noticeably less elastomeric material 
remaining on the concrete after the completion of the test, as shown in Figure 5.15. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.14 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.15 Concrete surface following T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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5.2.1.3 Test T1-7c [1] (3)-L-M-QS 
The bearing was allowed to rest in an unloaded configuration following the second test, 
and then a third test was performed on the bearing, identical to the previous two tests.  The 
constitutive response for the bearing is shown in Figure 5.16, with a non-dimensional 
representation to illustrate friction resistance in Figure 5.17.  Results from the previous two tests 
are included in the plots for comparison.  The third test showed excellent initial agreement with 
the second test initially, but deviated to a slightly more softened response just prior to slip.  The 
effective stiffness from rest to initiation of slip decreased by about 11%, from 3.5 kips / in. to 3.1 
kips / in from the second to the third test.  The average sliding friction resistance decreased 
slightly from that observed in the second test, with a reduction of 4%, from 0.29 to 0.28. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (3)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.17 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (3)-L-M-QS 
5.2.1.4 Test T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS 
Following the repeated monotonic tests to −400% ESS, a sequence of additional 
monotonic tests were conducted to +400% ESS with various permutations of testing parameters.  
For the first test, the testing protocol and parameters were identical to those used for the first 
three tests in terms of compression load and loading rate, so that the only difference was the 
directionality of the monotonic excursion.  The wear at the previous leading edge of the 
elastomer could not have a significant influence on results, because the previous leading edge 
became the trailing edge and lifted off from the concrete at large bearing deformations, as shown 
in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18 Peak shear deformation for T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS 
The constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.19, together with the results from the 
previous three tests (mapped from the third quadrant to the first quadrant for purposes of 
comparison with T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS).  Similarly, the friction response is shown in Figure 
5.20.  The horizontal stiffness was about 12% less than that observed for T1-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS, 
reflecting the inherent uncertainty present in the elastomer molecular matrix, rather than reduced 
stiffness associated with wear.  Sliding initiated at an average shear strain of about 210%, similar 
to the previous tests, and the sliding friction was also similar to the previous tests, with a mean 
sliding friction coefficient of about 0.31. 
The constitutive response shows a rapid decrease in horizontal load at an ESS of about 
+360%.  Review of individual channel data suggests that the feedback from the position control 
transducer (an LVDT) mounted to the horizontal actuator to act as the servohydraulic control 
feedback was apparently generating a noisy feedback signal to the controller, leading to rapid, 
relatively large oscillations in the horizontal position, and, consequently, the horizontal load.  
The oscillations of horizontal position and load, and the accompanying fluctuations in vertical 
load as the vertical actuators were adjusted to maintain a consistent vertical load, led to a 
significant accumulation of slip and a relief of the shear demands acting in the elastomer.  
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Additionally, the test was paused with the bearing top plate held for a several hours at 
approximately the maximum displacement for the test to avoid interaction with other tests being 
conducted in the structural lab at the time.  This permitted the bearing to relieve additional shear 
stress through gradual slip, and the final displacement upon unloading was about 1 in. larger than 
the previous tests. 
 
 
Figure 5.19 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.20 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS 
5.2.1.5 Test T1-7c [1] (5)-L-M-QS 
The bearing was retested with a monotonic excursion to +400% ESS, except that the 
vertical load was reduced to 31.5 kips, corresponding to an average compression stress of 375 psi 
acting on the elastomer footprint. The constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.21, together 
with the results from the previous test, which was conducted with an average compression stress 
of 500 psi.  Similarly, the friction response is shown in Figure 5.22.  The horizontal stiffness was 
about 3.0 kips / in. from rest to the initiation of slip, 14% less than that observed for T1-7c [1] 
(4)-L-M-QS.  Sliding initiated at an average shear strain of about 200%, with a mean sliding 
resistance about 19% less than that observed during the preceding test (10.6 kips compared to 
13.2 kips), but a mean sliding coefficient of friction about 8% greater, at 0.34.  The inverse 
relationship between applied compression stress and friction coefficient is consistent with 
observations by previous research (Schrage, 1981; McDonald et al., 2000). 
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Figure 5.21 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (5)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.22 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (5)-L-M-QS 
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5.2.1.6 Test T1-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
A second repeated test to a monotonic excursion of +400% ESS was conducted with the 
vertical load reduced to 16.8 kips, corresponding to an average compression stress of 200 psi 
acting on the elastomer footprint.  The constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.23, together 
with the results from the previous two tests, which were conducted with average compression 
stresses of 500 psi and 375 psi.  The friction response is shown in Figure 5.24.  The horizontal 
stiffness was about 2.7 kips / in. from rest to the initiation of slip, 22% less than that observed for 
T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS.  Sliding initiated at an average shear strain of about 145%, with a mean 
sliding resistance about 45% less than that observed during T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS (7.3 kips 
compared to 13.2 kips), but a mean sliding coefficient of friction about 40% greater, at 0.44.   
 
 
Figure 5.23 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.24 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
5.2.1.7 Test T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS 
Test T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS was performed to verify the bearing performance after the 
preceding tests with a compression load similar to T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS (42 kips, 500 psi).  
This test was also used to define the control command signals for an increased strain rate test, 
T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR. The constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.25, together with the 
results from the previous tests to monotonic +400% ESS excursions, and the friction response is 
shown in Figure 5.26.  Visually, the tangent shear stiffness was lower for T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS 
when compared to T1-7c [1] (4)-L-M-QS through the majority of the shear deformation response.  
However, the linear shear stiffness was only 5% lower when measured from rest to the initiation 
of slip at about 215% shear strain, because the response began to stiffen from about 170% shear 
strain.  The sliding response was effectively identical to the prior test, with a decrease of about 3% 
to a mean sliding resistance of 12.8 kips and a mean sliding coefficient of friction of 0.30. 
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Figure 5.25 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.26 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS 
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5.2.1.8 Test T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS 
Test T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS was performed after an increased strain rate monotonic test 
(T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR). These test results confirmed that the bearing response was not 
compromised by any emergent characteristics when subjected to an increased shear strain rate.  
The constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.27, together with the results from the previous 
tests to monotonic +400% ESS excursions with average compression stress of 500 psi, and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 5.28.  The constitutive response appears nearly identical to 
that observed for T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS until shear strains exceed about 150%.  The linear shear 
stiffness was about 7% lower than for T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS when measured from rest to the 
initiation of slip at about 230% shear strain (increased from about 215% shear strain for the 
previous two tests with 500 psi compression stress).  The sliding response was effectively 
identical to T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS, with a decrease of about 4% to a mean sliding resistance of 
12.3 kips and a mean sliding coefficient of friction of 0.29.   
 
 
Figure 5.27 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.28 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS 
5.2.1.9 Test T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS 
Test T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS was among several supplementary tests performed using the 
first bearing specimen to investigate control parameter alternatives and adjustments to control 
hardware.  All preceding tests had been conducted using an LVDT mounted to the side of the 
horizontal actuator to provide a feedback signal for control of the servohydraulic actuator.  The 
LVDT had a maximum stroke of 7.5 in., and also exhibited a nonlinear relation between 
instrument position and electrical output at the controller for the actuator.  To avoid the extents 
of the LVDT range, where the signal saturated rapidly, each of the preceding tests was 
performed by shifting the horizontal actuator by about 1.5 in. in the opposite direction of the 
monotonic excursion, so that the peak displacement would only require the LVDT feedback to 
operate up to 6 in., rather than its full 7.5 in. stroke.  For T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS, an inverter was 
constructed to interface between the controller and the internal displacement transducer installed 
in the actuator.  No offset was used for the test, and the bearing was displaced to 500% ESS 
rather than 400% ESS.   
The results are reasonably consistent with previous tests, as seen in the force-
displacement response in Figure 5.29 and the non-dimensional response for friction in Figure 
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5.30.  The linear shear stiffness was about 2% higher than for T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS when 
measured from rest to the initiation of slip at about 240% shear strain (increased from about 230% 
shear strain for T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS).  The sliding response was also effectively identical to 
T1-7c [1] (9)-L-M-QS, with an increase of about 1% to a mean sliding resistance of 12.5 kips 
and a mean sliding coefficient of friction of 0.29.  The bearing is shown after being dismounted 
from the test frame in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32.  In Figure 5.31, the wear of the base edge is 
evident with the vertical lines appearing to terminate at the lowest shim.  The lines were 
originally drawn to the base of the bearing, but the base edge was removed during testing by 
abrasion with the roughened concrete surface.  Figure 5.32 shows that the most significant wear 
occurred near the leading edges, with only minor visible abrasion for the majority of the base. 
 
 
Figure 5.29 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.30 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (10)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.31 Bearing T1-7c [1] after dismounting from test frame, −X (west) face 
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Figure 5.32 Base of bearing T1-7c [1] after dismounting from test frame 
5.2.1.10 Test T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
The bearing pad condition prior to installation of T1-7c [2] is shown in Figure 5.33 and 
Figure 5.34.  Some portion of elastomer surface material and oils leach into the concrete surface 
over time and with successive abrasive slip excursions, as seen from the darkened regions of the 
concrete surface in Figure 5.33.  The majority of larger elastomer particles that remained on the 
concrete surface after each test were swept from the testing region of the pad between each test, 
leaving only a few small particles, as seen in Figure 5.34.  Test T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS was the 
first cyclic test performed on a Type I bearing.  The bearing was loaded to an average 
compression stress of 200 psi on the elastomer footprint (16.8 kips), and then subjected to the 
typical cyclic displacement protocol.  Images are presented in Figure 5.35 through Figure 5.42 to 
illustrate stages of the observed response, beginning with the initial condition (only simulated 
gravity load applied) in Figure 5.35, and concluding with the bearing raised from the concrete 
surface to reveal the extent of elastomer particles transferred to the concrete surface through 
abrasion in Figure 5.42.   
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Figure 5.33 Extents of previous testing on concrete pad prior to T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.34 Concrete pad surface condition prior to T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 5.35 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.36 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −25% ESS 
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Figure 5.37 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −50% ESS 
 
Figure 5.38 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −100% ESS 
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Figure 5.39 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −200% ESS 
 
Figure 5.40 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −300% ESS 
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Figure 5.41 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −400% ESS 
 
Figure 5.42 Bearing and concrete pad immediately after T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Sole plate displacements up to 100% shear strain, as shown in Figure 5.36 through Figure 
5.38, were accommodated solely by shear deformation.  For this range of displacement demand, 
the elastomer exhibited a minor hysteretic response, as shown in Figure 5.43.  The figure also 
includes projections of effective linear stiffness for the last cycle at each displacement demand 
level (25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain), illustrating the influence of elastomer softening on 
effective stiffness with increasing displacement demand.  The stiffness values of the dashed lines 
are 5.5, 4.9, and 3.9 kips / in. for 25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain demand cycles, respectively.  
Shear moduli corresponding to these observed stiffnesses are 124, 108, and 87 psi. 
 
 
Figure 5.43 Shear deformation cycles for T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
Sliding was observed for the cyclic excursions to peak displacements at and above 200% 
ESS, as shown in Figure 5.39 through Figure 5.41.  Full constitutive response for T1-7c [2] (1)-
L-C-QS is shown in Figure 5.44 in terms of horizontal force and displacement, and in Figure 
5.45 in a non-dimensional form to provide a visualization of friction sliding resistance.  Sliding 
resistance degraded slightly with accumulated slip travel, but generally exhibited a stable sliding 
response with a maximum friction coefficient of 0.56, and a mean friction coefficient of about 
0.43 over a cumulative slip travel of about 120 inches.  The average shear strain range, from 
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unloading at reversal to initiation of slip, was about 225%, indicating that the bearing would 
likely tolerate peak displacements from an unloaded state up to approximately 110% shear strain 
without slip when the bearing is loaded to 200 psi average compression stress. 
 
 
Figure 5.44 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 5.45 Friction response for T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
5.2.1.11 Test T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
Test T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS was a cyclic test performed using the Type I bearing specimen 
that had previously been subjected to the cyclic displacement protocol while supporting an 
average of 200 psi on the elastomer footprint.  The test was conducted on the same concrete pad 
used previously for monotonic tests on T1-7c [1], as well as T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS, T1-7c [3] 
(1)-L-C-QS, and T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR.  For T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS, the bearing was loaded to 
an average compression stress of 800 psi on the elastomer footprint (67.2 kips). Images are 
presented in Figure 5.46 through Figure 5.54 to illustrate stages of the observed response, 
beginning with the initial condition (only simulated gravity load applied) in Figure 5.46, and 
concluding with the bearing returned to an approximate net horizontal load of zero in Figure 5.54.  
The distinction is drawn in terms of net horizontal load because the bearing vertical load was not 
uniformly distributed across the base.  The north (−Z direction, located on the far side of the 
bearing relative to the camera position) carried a greater proportion of the load.  Consequently, 
the shear strain varied for large displacements, when the south edge of the elastomer began to 
slip prior to the north edge as a result of the reduced friction restraint associated with the lower 
vertical load. 
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Figure 5.46 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.47 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −25% ESS 
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Figure 5.48 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −50% ESS 
 
Figure 5.49 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −100% ESS 
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Figure 5.50 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −200% ESS 
 
Figure 5.51 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −300% ESS 
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Figure 5.52 Bearing configuration at 1st excursion to −400% ESS 
 
Figure 5.53 Bearing configuration at 2nd excursion to +400% ESS 
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Figure 5.54 Bearing at end of T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
Sole plate displacements up to 200% shear strain were accommodated solely by shear 
deformation.  The hysteretic response of the elastomer was significantly more pronounced for the 
bearing at 800 psi compression stress than had been observed previously with the same specimen 
at 200 psi compression stress, and the response observed for shear deformation cycles prior to 
slip is shown in Figure 5.55.  The figure also includes projections of effective linear stiffness for 
the last cycle at each displacement demand level (25%, 50%, 100%, and 200% shear strain), 
illustrating the diminishing trend from the influence of elastomer softening on effective stiffness 
as the bearing response begins to exhibit stiffening at large shear strains.  The stiffness values of 
the dashed lines are 6.7, 5.1, 4.4, and 4.2 kips / in. for 25%, 50%, 100%, and 200% shear strain 
demand cycles, respectively.  Shear moduli corresponding to these observed stiffnesses are 150, 
114, 97, and 93 psi. 
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Figure 5.55 Shear deformation cycles for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
Full constitutive response for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 5.56 in terms of 
horizontal force and displacement, and in Figure 5.57 in a non-dimensional form to provide a 
visualization of friction sliding resistance.  The test was terminated early to permit facility 
maintenance personnel to address a plumbing issue, requiring that the building water supply be 
interrupted, which also compromised the cooling system for the hydraulic pump.  Therefore, 
only one complete cycle to 400% ESS was completed, and the test was terminated once the 
bearing had been unloaded from the second excursion to +400% ESS.  Sliding resistance was 
stable, as had been observed previously when the bearing was tested with 200 psi compression 
stress, with a maximum friction coefficient of 0.26, and a mean friction coefficient of about 0.23 
over a cumulative slip travel of about 35 inches (in addition to the previous 120 inches of travel 
accumulated with 200 psi average compression stress).  The average shear strain range, from 
unloading at reversal to initiation of slip, was about 434%, indicating that the bearing would 
likely tolerate peak displacements from an unloaded state up to approximately 215% shear strain 
without slip when the bearing is loaded to 800 psi average compression stress. 
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Figure 5.56 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.57 Friction response for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
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The response characteristics described for this test represent the mean apparent behavior, 
but there was significant variation internal to the bearing.  Through the 100% peak strain cycles, 
there was little apparent influence on the response.  At the configuration shown in Figure 5.48 
(the final 50% peak strain cycle), for instance, the estimated shear strain determined from the 
difference of the top plate measurements and elastomer attachment measurements was −55% at 
the far side of the bearing, versus −52% at the near side, a differential of 3%.  The difference was 
more apparent, but still minor, at the configuration shown in Figure 5.49 (the final 100% peak 
strain cycle), where the estimated shear strains were −100% at the far side of the bearing, versus 
−95% at the near side, for a difference of 5%.  A directionality influence was also beginning to 
become noticeable by the 100% peak strain cycles.  When the bearing reached peak +X 
displacement in the half-cycle prior to Figure 5.49, the estimated shear strains were +106% at the 
far side of the bearing and +93% at the near side, for a difference of 13% between north and 
south estimated shear strains compared to 5% at the succeeding peak –X configuration.   
For the last cycle with 200% peak strain, the estimated shear strains were +218% at the 
far side of the bearing and +154% at the near side.  This was a significant difference of 64% 
between north and south estimated shear strains at the peak +X displacement for the last cycle 
(half-cycle prior to Figure 5.50), compared to a previous discrepancy of 13% for the 100% 
cycles.  The bearing had begun to slip at the southern edge, while still retaining full friction 
restraint at the northern edge because of varying compression along the elastomer base.  By the 
last 300% cycle, the peak shear strain at the north edge was about 253% shear strain, with a 
difference of 132% shear strain at the south edge, and at +400% ESS, the peak strain and 
difference had risen to 257% and 156% respectively (see Figure 5.53).  The residual discrepancy 
is also visible in Figure 5.54, where the near side of the elastomer is deformed to approximately 
–40% shear strain, while the far side of the elastomer is not fully unloaded from the final +400% 
ESS excursion, and remains deformed to about +90% shear strain, even though the net horizontal 
load on the bearing is about –0.83 kips. 
The estimated shear strain at the north and south sides of the bearing is shown versus the 
sole plate displacement in Figure 5.58.  In the pre-slip cycles up to 100% shear strain, the 
estimated shear strains at the north and south sides are similar, and agree with the sole plate 
displacement (i.e., all deformation is accommodated by shear).  As the strain demand increases, 
the south side begins to slip, and a gradient of shear strain manifests between the two sides of the 
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bearing.  After completing the test, the north side had visibly incurred greater abrasion damage 
than had the south side.  The edge of the bottom shim had been exposed, but only on the north 
side where there had been higher compression and shear stresses between the elastomer and 
concrete, as seen in Figure 5.59. 
 
 
Figure 5.58 Estimated shear strain at opposite lateral edges of elastomer during T1-7c [2] 
(2)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 5.59 Base of bearing T1-7c [2] after completing T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
5.2.1.12 Test T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
Test T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS was performed between T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS and T1-7c [2] 
(2)-L-C-QS.  The bearing was loaded to an average compression stress of 500 psi on the 
elastomer footprint (42 kips), and then subjected to the typical cyclic displacement protocol.  
Images are presented in Figure 5.60 through Figure 5.67 to illustrate stages of the observed 
response, beginning with the initial condition (only simulated gravity load applied) in Figure 
5.60, and concluding with the bearing raised from the concrete surface to reveal the extent of 
elastomer particles transferred to the concrete surface through abrasion in Figure 5.67.   
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Figure 5.60 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.61 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −25% ESS 
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Figure 5.62 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −50% ESS 
 
Figure 5.63 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −100% ESS 
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Figure 5.64 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −200% ESS 
 
Figure 5.65 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −300% ESS 
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Figure 5.66 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −400% ESS 
 
Figure 5.67 Bearing and concrete pad immediately after T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Sole plate displacements up to 100% shear strain, as shown in Figure 5.61 through Figure 
5.63, were accommodated solely by shear deformation.  For this range of displacement demand, 
the elastomer exhibited a moderate hysteretic response, as shown in Figure 5.68.  The figure also 
includes projections of effective linear stiffness for the last cycle at each displacement demand 
level (25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain), illustrating the influence of elastomer softening on 
effective stiffness with increasing displacement demand.  The stiffness values of the dashed lines 
are 5.1, 4.3, and 3.4 kips / in. for 25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain demand cycles, respectively.  
Shear moduli corresponding to these observed stiffnesses are 115, 95, and 76 psi. 
 
 
Figure 5.68 Shear deformation cycles for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
The response began to transition during the 200% ESS cycles for two reasons.  First, as 
was also observed to a greater extent during T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS, there was a variation in 
vertical stress acting on the elastomer base, and consequently a variation in friction restraint.  
The discrepancy between the two sides was not as pronounced for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS as it 
was for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS, but the south (+Z) edge did evidence a reduced strain / increased 
slip response relative to the north (-Z) edge, as seen in Figure 5.69, which shows the estimated 
shear strain at the north and south sides of the bearing versus the sole plate displacement.  Slip 
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corresponded to about 180% and 200% to 220% shear strain at the north side of the bearing for 
+X and –X displacements, respectively, whereas the south side only reached about 140% and 
180% shear strain for similar applied displacements. 
 
 
Figure 5.69 Estimated shear strain at opposite lateral edges of elastomer during T1-7c [3] 
(1)-L-C-QS 
A second influence for the 200% cycle response occurred when the test was paused 
temporarily when the bearing first exceeded about 150% shear strain.  The tests were paused 
periodically as needed when cameras encountered communication errors with the image 
acquisition server, and had to be reset.  This instance was one of the clearest examples of 
walking observed in the experimental program.  The bearing happened to be near the slip 
threshold when the random camera error occurred, and an accelerated walking effect produced a 
noticeable change in the bearing configuration and associated response.  During a pause of about 
9 minutes while the actuators held constant position-controlled commands, the elastomer base 
crawled forward, accumulating slip, relieving shear strain, and resulting in a clear decrease in 
horizontal load recorded at the actuator load cells.  Two images, one each before and after the 
camera error (separated by about 10 minutes), show the deformed configurations of the bearing 
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prior to the pause (Figure 5.70 (a)) and just as the test resumed (Figure 5.70 (b)) with partially 
relieved shear strain. 
 
  
(a) Prior to walking (b) Test resumed 
Figure 5.70 Bearing configuration before and after suspension of test 
The expanded shear deformation response is shown in Figure 5.71, considering the 
bearing response to be effectively shear dominant during the 200% cycles, with negligible slip 
(excepting the walking during the pause).  The linear stiffness line corresponding to the last half-
cycle of the 200% set of cycles (i.e., to the deformation shown in Figure 5.64) has a stiffness of 
2.9 kips / in., corresponding to 65 psi (compared to 3.4 kips / in. and 76 psi at 100%). 
 
Figure 5.71 Shear deformation cycles for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS expanded to 200% ESS 
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Sliding was observed unequivocally for the cyclic excursions to peak displacements at 
and above 300% ESS, as shown in Figure 5.65 and Figure 5.66.  Full constitutive response for 
T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 5.72 in terms of horizontal force and displacement, and 
in Figure 5.73 in a non-dimensional form to provide a visualization of friction sliding resistance.  
Sliding resistance was approximately constant as slip travel accumulated, with a maximum 
friction coefficient of 0.31, and a mean friction coefficient of about 0.25 over a cumulative slip 
travel of about 60 inches.  The average shear strain range, from unloading at reversal to initiation 
of slip, was about 400%, indicating that the bearing would likely tolerate peak displacements 
from an unloaded state up to approximately 200% shear strain without slip when the bearing is 
loaded to 500 psi average compression stress. 
 
Figure 5.72 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 5.73 Friction response for T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS 
5.2.1.13 Test T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS 
Test T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS was performed on a new concrete pad after tests RET-7c [1]-
T-M-QS and RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS had been conducted on the first pad.  The bearing was loaded 
to an average compression stress of 385 psi on the elastomer footprint (100 kips), and then 
subjected to the typical cyclic displacement protocol.  Images are presented in Figure 5.74 
through Figure 5.80 to illustrate stages of the observed response, beginning with the initial 
condition (only simulated gravity load applied) in Figure 5.74, and concluding with the bearing 
displaced to the final peak excursion in the –X  direction in Figure 5.80.  As commonly observed 
in other similar tests, the elastomer left a significant accumulation of elastomer remnants on the 
concrete surface as portions of the bottom surface were removed by abrasion.  
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Figure 5.74 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS  
 
Figure 5.75 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −25% ESS 
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Figure 5.76 Bearing configuration at 7th excursion to −50% ESS 
 
Figure 5.77 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −100% ESS 
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Figure 5.78 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −200% ESS 
 
Figure 5.79 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −300% ESS 
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Figure 5.80 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −400% ESS 
Sole plate displacements up to 100% shear strain, as shown in Figure 5.75 through Figure 
5.77, were accommodated solely by shear deformation.  For this range of displacement demand, 
the elastomer exhibited a moderate hysteretic response, as shown in Figure 5.68.  The figure also 
includes projections of effective linear stiffness for the last cycle at each displacement demand 
level (25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain), illustrating the influence of elastomer softening on 
effective stiffness with increasing displacement demand.  The stiffness values of the dashed lines 
are 11.2, 9.2, and 8.2 kips / in. for 25%, 50%, and 100% shear strain demand cycles, respectively.  
Shear moduli corresponding to these observed stiffnesses are 135, 111, and 98 psi. 
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Figure 5.81 Shear deformation cycles for T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS  
Sliding was observed for the cyclic excursions to peak displacements at and above 200% 
ESS, as shown in Figure 5.78 through Figure 5.80.  Although the effect was less pronounced for 
T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS than for T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-QS, there was a variation in vertical stress 
acting on the elastomer base, and consequently a variation in friction restraint.  The south (+Z) 
edge experienced a reduced strain / increased slip response relative to the north (-Z) edge, as 
seen in Figure 5.82, which shows the estimated shear strain at the north and south sides of the 
bearing versus the sole plate displacement.  Slip corresponded to about 130% to 160% shear 
strain at the north side of the bearing for both +X and –X displacements, whereas the south side 
only reached about 115% to 140% shear strain for similar applied displacements. 
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Figure 5.82 Estimated shear strain at opposite lateral edges of elastomer during T1-13c [1] 
(1)-L-C-QS 
Full constitutive response for T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 5.83 in terms of 
horizontal force and displacement, and in Figure 5.84 in a non-dimensional form to provide a 
visualization of friction sliding resistance.  Sliding resistance degraded rapidly during the first 
excursions that included slip from a maximum friction coefficient of 0.45 in the initial slip 
excursion and about 0.41 in the succeeding two slip excursions.  Later cycles exhibited a stable 
sliding response, so that the mean friction coefficient was about 0.30 over a cumulative slip 
travel of about 140 inches.  The more rapid friction degradation for this bearing, compared to 
similar quasi-static tests on T1-7c [1] and T1-7c [2], is likely due to the roughness of the sliding 
surface.  Because this test was performed on a new concrete pad, it was unaffected by the 
presence of elastomer remnants or excreted oils from previously tested bearings. The average 
shear strain range, from unloading at reversal to initiation of slip, was about 320%, indicating 
that the bearing would likely tolerate peak displacements from an unloaded state up to 
approximately 160% shear strain without slip when the bearing is loaded to 385 psi average 
compression stress. 
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Figure 5.83 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.84 Friction response for T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS 
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5.2.1.14 Test T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
Test T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS was performed to establish control command signals for an 
increased strain rate test, T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR.  The constitutive response is shown in Figure 
5.85, together with the results from the previous cyclic test performed on T1-13c [1], and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 5.86.  The response shows good agreement with the 
previous cyclic test results.  The monotonic test achieved a peak friction resistance of about 0.36, 
which was lower than the original peak friction coefficient observed when the bearing was tested 
on a new concrete pad, but higher than the friction observed at the end of the cyclic test (about 
0.27 to 0.29).  The increase in friction is likely due to cleaning the concrete pad between tests, 
thereby removing much of the elastomer remnants and restoring a portion of the original 
effective surface roughness.  The friction decreased during over the course of the slip travel so 
that the mean friction coefficient was about 0.31, which agreed well with the mean of about 0.30 
for the previous cyclic test.  Slip initiated at about 160% ESS, with a linear stiffness from the 
initial condition to the initiation of slip equal to about 6.6 kips / in., or an effective linear shear 
modulus of about 79 psi.  This shear response agreed reasonably well with that observed in the 
previous cyclic test for a similar range of shear deformation. 
 
Figure 5.85 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 5.86 Friction response for T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS 
5.2.2 Transverse Bridge Motion Experiments 
Four quasi-static tests were performed to evaluate retainer behavior in the absence of an 
elastomeric bearing.  Two sizes of retainers were evaluated: small and large, corresponding to 7c 
and 13c bearings, respectively.  One monotonic test and one cyclic (loading / unloading / 
reloading) test was performed for a retainer specimen of each size.  Later in the testing program, 
quasi-static cyclic tests were performed on one specimen each of 7c, 9c, 11b, and 13c sizes.  
Additionally, one test was performed on the specimen previously used for the longitudinal bridge 
motion test, with modified retainer designs. 
5.2.2.1 Test RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
The first single retainer test was performed on a retainer identical to those used for 
transverse tests on Type I 7c bearings in the experimental program.  The anchor was 3/4 in. 
diameter, and drilled and epoxied into the concrete to a depth of 9 in.  The steel fixture that was 
typically used to represent a steel girder bottom flange when mounting bearing specimens under 
the loading beam was used instead for this test to simulate the sole plate of a Type I bearing to 
provide the displacement demand to the retainer.  Steel studs mounted to the sloped stiffeners 
provided attachment points for the two string pots typically used to track sole plate translation.  
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Additionally, to ensure that the applied loads and contact mechanics would be reasonably similar 
in a comparison of results obtained from this test and those obtained with a Type I 7c bearing 
installed, the loading beam was lowered until the bottom of the steel fixture was positioned a 
height above the concrete equal to the total rubber thickness height, TE, of a Type I 7c bearing 
(2.25 in.), as shown in Figure 5.87.  RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS was a monotonic test, so no 
preliminary estimate of capacity was required to establish force-based cycles. 
The constitutive force-displacement response of the retainer is shown in Figure 5.88, with 
the displacements offset to account for motion of the loading beam prior to making contact with 
the retainer.  The motion of the retainer consisted of both translational and rotational components.  
Periodically, the steel fixture would slip against the vertical face of the retainer, producing the 
intermittent drops in force apparent beginning at about 0.6 in. displacement.  The retainer is 
shown in a rotated configuration at incipient anchor rupture in Figure 5.89.  The toe of the 
retainer is pressing into the concrete surface to resist the overturning influence of the horizontal 
load applied at a vertical eccentricity of approximately TE,   and the concrete is experiencing 
minor crushing due to the concentrated stress.  When the anchor ruptures, the retainer springs 
forward and away from the steel fixture, as shown in Figure 5.90, suggesting that for a bearing, 
the retainer will likely leave the bearing free to slide without interference after anchor failure.  
The retainer is shown after the completion in the test in Figure 5.91 and Figure 5.92, displaying 
the evidence of where key locations on the vertical face and base experienced significant loads. 
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Figure 5.87 Initial gravity load-only configuration for RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.88 Force-displacement response for RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
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Figure 5.89 Incipient anchor failure for RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.90 Retainer position after anchor failure for RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
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Figure 5.91 Retainer vertical face after completion of RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.92 Retainer base after completion of RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
5.2.2.2 Test RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS 
The second single retainer test was performed with a retainer and anchor identical to 
RET-7c [1].  The steel fixture was also employed identically to RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS, except that 
the displacement protocol was modified to include force-based cycles prior to monotonic 
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pushover to anchor rupture.  Rather than using the nominal capacity published by IDOT, the 
observed capacity from RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS was used to establish the force targets.  Based on an 
estimated peak force capacity of 30 kips, the retainer was loaded in four increasing single half-
cycle (loading / unloading) excursions: 1.5 kips, 7.5 kips, 15 kips, and 21 kips.  The constitutive 
force-displacement response of the retainer is shown in Figure 5.93, with the displacements 
offset to account for motion of the loading beam prior to making contact with the retainer.  As in 
RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS, the motion of the retainer consisted of both translational and rotational 
components, but the slips were less significant with the cyclic test because the built-up friction 
was relieved when the retainer was unloaded.  The retainer is shown in a rotated configuration 
similar to RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS at incipient anchor rupture in Figure 5.94.  The mechanical 
interactions with the steel fixture and concrete are also similar to those observed for RET-7c [1]-
T-M-QS, with scraped paint at the vertical face and toe. 
 
 
Figure 5.93 Force-displacement response for RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.94 Incipient anchor failure for RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS 
5.2.2.3 Test RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
The third single retainer test was performed on a retainer identical to those used for 
transverse tests on Type I 13c bearings in the experimental program.  The anchor was 1-1/4 in. 
diameter, and drilled and epoxied into the concrete to a depth of 9 in.  Similarly to the previous 
single retainer tests, the steel fixture was used to simulate the sole plate of a Type I bearing.  
Steel studs mounted to the sloped stiffeners provided attachment points for the two string pots 
typically used to track sole plate translation.  To ensure that the applied loads and contact 
mechanics would be reasonably similar in a comparison of results obtained from this test and 
those obtained with a Type I 13c bearing installed, the loading beam was lowered until the 
bottom of the steel fixture was positioned a height above the concrete equal to the total rubber 
thickness height, TE, of a Type I 13c bearing (3.875 in.), as shown in Figure 5.95.  RET-13c [1]-
T-M-QS was a monotonic test, so no preliminary estimate of capacity was required to establish 
force-based cycles. 
The constitutive force-displacement response of the retainer is shown in Figure 5.96, with 
the displacements offset to account for motion of the loading beam prior to making contact with 
the retainer.  The rotational component of motion for the retainer was significantly more 
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pronounced for RET-13c [1], compared to that observed for the RET-7c specimens, as shown in 
Figure 5.97.  The configuration is noted as “final loaded” rather than mentioning rupture because 
the anchor did not rupture for this test.  The control protocol was only evaluating displacement, 
because there was no bearing to support vertical load.  The vertical actuator positions were only 
adjusted by the control program to maintain vertical load within a tolerance, so for this test, the 
command was constant after the fixture had been positioned at TE above the concrete surface.  
Consequently, the loading beam path of travel was similar to a pendulum, and as the horizontal 
actuator imposed greater displacements, the loading beam also swung upward.  The test was 
therefore terminated when it became apparent that an anchor rupture was not forthcoming. 
The deformed configuration of the retainer after the completion of the test is shown in 
Figure 5.98 through Figure 5.100.  As seen in Figure 5.99, the permanent rotation of the retainer 
was about 50º from horizontal at the termination of the test.  The crushed concrete and retainer 
were cleared away from the deformed anchor after the test.  The anchor remains intact, although 
significantly rotated to follow the retainer motion, as seen in Figure 5.101.  The plastic 
deformation incurred by the specimen at the toe between the stiffeners is shown in Figure 5.102. 
 
Figure 5.95 Initial gravity load-only configuration for RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
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Figure 5.96 Force-displacement response for RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.97 Final loaded configuration for RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
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Figure 5.98 Test specimen after completion of RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS, oblique vertical face 
view 
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Figure 5.99 Permanent rotation of test specimen after completion of RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.100 Test specimen after completion of RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS, side view 
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Figure 5.101 Permanent deformation of anchor after completion of RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 5.102 Plastic toe deformation after completion of RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS 
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5.2.2.4 Test RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
The fourth and last single retainer test was performed with a retainer and anchor identical 
to RET-13c [1].  The steel fixture was also employed identically to RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS, except 
that the displacement protocol was modified to include force-based cycles prior to monotonic 
pushover to anchor rupture.  Rather than using the nominal capacity published by IDOT, the 
observed capacity from RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS was used to establish the force targets.  Based on 
an estimated peak force capacity of 65 kips, the retainer was loaded in four increasing single 
half-cycle (loading / unloading) excursions: 3.25 kips, 16.25 kips, 32.5 kips, and 45.5 kips.  The 
constitutive force-displacement response of the retainer is shown in Figure 5.103, with the 
displacements offset to account for motion of the loading beam prior to making contact with the 
retainer.  The retainer experienced significant rotation and crushing of concrete at the toe, similar 
to RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS, as shown in Figure 5.104.  Toe plastic deformations were also similar 
to RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS, as shown in Figure 5.105 and Figure 5.106.  RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
differed from RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS in that the anchor did rupture for this test.  The deformations 
in the anchor were induced by a combination of flexure, tension, and shear, resulting in a rupture 
surface at about 1 in. below the concrete surface, which happened to be a depth similar to that 
reached by the toe.  The rupture location was cleaned of loose crushed concrete and the failure 
condition was reconstructed and sequentially disassembled to show the relative positions and 
configurations of components at the failure condition in Figure 5.107 through Figure 5.109. 
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Figure 5.103 Force-displacement response for RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.104 Incipient anchor failure for RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.105 Plastic toe deformation after completion of RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.106 Plastic toe deformation after completion of RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS, oblique view 
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Figure 5.107 Cleaned and reconstructed anchor rupture location after completion of RET-
13c [2]-T-C-QS, with retainer 
 
Figure 5.108 Cleaned and reconstructed anchor rupture location after completion of RET-
13c [2]-T-C-QS, without retainer 
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Figure 5.109 Cleaned and reconstructed anchor rupture location after completion of RET-
13c [2]-T-C-QS, without anchor 
5.2.2.5 Test T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
Test T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS was performed on a new concrete pad, prepared as shown in 
Figure 5.110.  The initial positions of the bearing and retainers were marked with chalk lines, 
and 3/4 in. diameter anchors were installed with approximately 9 in. embedment depth into the 
concrete, one anchor at each retainer initial position.  The steel fixture was mounted under the 
loading beam to simulate transverse bridge motion of a steel girder, and the bearing specimen 
was attached to the fixture with four (4) 1 in. diameter steel studs.  The retainers were then 
placed on the concrete pad and located so that there would be a gap of approximately 1/8 in. 
between the sole plate and the vertical face of the retainer, as shown in Figure 5.111, according 
to IDOT standard details (IDOT, 2012).  With the retainers in place and providing appropriate 
clearance to the sole plate, a square plate washer and nut were installed at each retainer anchor.  
Nuts were installed to 150 ft-lb torque using a calibrated wrench.  The complete bearing 
assembly is shown in Figure 5.112, with the bearing supporting a vertical load of 42 kips (500 
psi on the elastomer area). 
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Figure 5.110 Concrete pad preparation prior to installation of T1-7c [4] 
 
Figure 5.111 Placement of retainer on concrete surface 
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Figure 5.112 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS was conducted with the displacement record shown in Figure 5.113.  
Prior to fusing, the response was severely pinched, with high resistance whenever the sole plate 
contacted the retainers, and relatively little resistance from the elastomer during the transitions 
from +X to –X  displacements.  Constitutive response for the bearing assembly is presented in 
Figure 5.114 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.115.  The first nine cycles 
were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated fuse force 
capacity.  The nominal capacity of each retainer, based on 60 ksi ultimate strength for Gr. 36 
material, and the 0.75 ϕ factor typically employed by IDOT (2012), is 9.5 kips.  However, a 
value of 30 kips was used to define the force-based targets, based on observed retainer capacities 
during RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS and RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS.  Accordingly, the force targets for the 
initial cycles were set to 7.5, 15, and 21 kips.   
To develop the target forces, the bearing displacements were slightly higher in the +X 
than the –X direction because of slip at the oversize retainer base hole to bring the retainer into 
contact with the anchor (note the plateau of about 10 kips at about +25% ESS in Figure 5.114).  
Consequently, although the bearing displacement demand was less than 25% ESS in the –X 
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direction, the displacement in the +X direction was beyond this threshold during the force-based 
cycles, with an offset relative to the –X response of about 25% ESS.  While the bearing imposed 
slight loading on the –X retainer during an initial set of seven cycles to 25% ESS at the 
beginning of the displacement-based cycles, the bearing did not contact the +X retainer.   
The bearing assembly provided a resistance of about 25 kips in each direction for the first 
excursion to 50% ESS in each direction, and between 20 and 25 kips for the succeeding six 
cycles to the same peak displacement.  Both retainers also fused during the first excursion 
beyond 50% ESS to 100% ESS.  The fusing displacements in the two directions echoed the 
previously observed offset from the force-based cycles, with a fuse displacement of −53% ESS 
(−0.99 in.) and fuse capacity of 33.9 kips in the –X direction, and a larger fuse displacement of 
85% ESS (1.60 in.) and fuse capacity of 34.8 kips in the +X direction.  Incipient fusing 
configurations are shown for the first anchor (west retainer) in Figure 5.116 and for the second 
anchor (east retainer) in Figure 5.117.   
 
Figure 5.113 Displacement record for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.114 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS to retainer fusing 
 
Figure 5.115 Non-dimensional response for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS to retainer fusing 
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Figure 5.116 Incipient west retainer failure during T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.117 Incipient east retainer failure during T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
Following fusing of the retainer anchors, the response was dominated purely by 
elastomer shear deformation for the remaining two 100% ESS cycles and the following three 200% 
ESS cycles, as shown in Figure 5.118 and Figure 5.119 in terms of force and non-dimensional 
ratio of horizontal to vertical load, respectively.  The peak shear load was about 15 kips in each 
direction, demonstrating that the peak friction coefficient is greater than at least 0.4. 
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Figure 5.118 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS prior to slip 
 
Figure 5.119 Non-dimensional response for T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS prior to slip 
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Deformed configurations for the sliding excursions are shown in Figure 5.120 through 
Figure 5.123.  Slip was observed in the first excursion from −200% to −300% ESS, at a strain of 
about −234% ESS, as shown in Figure 5.120, and a peak static friction coefficient of about 0.47.  
During reversal to +300% ESS, the bearing exhibited a peak static friction of about 0.42, and 
continued to degrade through succeeding cycles to a stable value of about 0.3 by the end of the 
test.  The bearing was subjected to unusually large displacement demands, relative to the typical 
displacement protocol employed for the testing program.  Only one cycle was performed to 400% 
ESS peak displacements (shown in Figure 5.121).  Instead of repeating the 400% ESS cycle 
twice more, the bearing was subjected to one cycle each with 500% ESS (shown in Figure 5.122) 
and 600% ESS (shown in Figure 5.123) peak displacements.  The larger excursions were 
performed to evaluate whether the remnants of the anchors would have a significant effect on the 
elastomer or the observed force-displacement response.  Data presented in Figure 5.124 and 
Figure 5.125 for the force-displacement and non-dimensional response show that the effects of 
the anchors were not significant. 
 
 
Figure 5.120 Incipient initial slip during T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS (Location 1) 
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Figure 5.121 Bearing configuration at −400% ESS (Location 2) 
 
Figure 5.122 Bearing configuration at −500% ESS (Location 3) 
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Figure 5.123 Bearing configuration at −600% ESS (Location 4) 
 
Figure 5.124 Force-displacement response for full T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 5.125 Non-dimensional response for full T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS test 
Ruptures at the retainer anchors occurred primarily through shear, with failure surfaces 
located near the top surface of the concrete pad, as shown in Figure 5.126 through Figure 5.128.  
The east anchor rupture occurred about 1/4 in. below the concrete surface, and the west anchor 
rupture occurred approximately 1/4 in. above the surface.  Consequently, the bearing was driving 
over a stub of a steel rod when translating in the –X direction.  Surprisingly, this had negligible 
influence on the observed resistance at large displacements in Figure 5.124 and Figure 5.125.  
The concrete surface itself is generally in good condition, with only local damage near the 
anchors and where the toes of the retainers pressed into the concrete.   
The bearing left relatively large pieces of elastomer on the concrete surface after the test, 
in particular when translating in the –X direction, as seen in Figure 5.127.  Local damage at the 
base of the elastomer on the west (−X) side of the bearing was sufficient to expose the bottom 
steel shim, as shown in Figure 5.129, similar to what had been observed after T1-7c [2] (2)-L-C-
QS.  The damage was also visibly more severe on the north as opposed to the south side of the 
bearing, apparently due to misalignments in the loading frame, leading to a gradient of 
compression at the concrete interface.  The damage to the bearing appears to have been more 
significantly influenced by contact and sliding conditions between the elastomer and concrete, 
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rather than by the remnant of the west anchor or the small crater left by the east anchor.  
Retainers did not exhibit plastic deformations to achieve fusing, as seen by the west anchor 
condition in Figure 5.130 after concluding the test.  Consistent with the single retainer tests, the 
retainers showed evidence of slip against the sole plate on the vertical face and sliding of the toe 
against the concrete surface through the removal of paint as seen in Figure 5.131. 
 
 
Figure 5.126 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-7c 
[4]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.127 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-7c 
[4]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.128 Surface condition of concrete pad after T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.129 Elastomer condition at west (−X) side of bearing after T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.130 West (−X) retainer after T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.131 Retainers after T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS 
5.2.2.6 Test T1-9c-T-C-QS 
Test T1-9c-T-C-QS was performed on a new concrete pad, prepared as shown in Figure 
5.132.  The initial positions of the bearing and retainer anchors were marked with chalk lines, 
and 1 in. diameter anchors were installed with approximately 9 in. embedment depth into the 
concrete, one anchor at each retainer initial position.  The steel fixture was mounted under the 
loading beam to simulate transverse bridge motion of a steel girder, and the bearing specimen 
was attached to the fixture with four (4) 1 in. diameter steel studs.  The retainers were then 
placed on the concrete pad and located so that there would be a gap of approximately 1/8 in. 
between the sole plate and the vertical face of the retainer according to IDOT standard details 
(IDOT, 2012).  With the retainers in place and providing appropriate clearance to the sole plate, 
a square plate washer and nut were installed at each retainer anchor.  Nuts were installed to 235 
ft-lb torque using a calibrated wrench.  The complete bearing assembly is shown in Figure 5.133, 
with the bearing supporting a vertical load of 54 kips (500 psi on the elastomer area). 
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Figure 5.132 Concrete pad preparation prior to installation of T1-9c 
 
 
Figure 5.133 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-9c-T-C-QS 
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T1-9c-T-C-QS was conducted with the displacement record shown in Figure 5.134.  As 
observed for other tests with retainers, the response was severely pinched during the initial force-
based cycles, with high resistance whenever the sole plate contacted the retainers, and relatively 
little resistance from the elastomer during the transitions from +X to –X  displacements.  
Constitutive response for the bearing assembly up to fusing of retainers is presented in Figure 
5.135 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.136.  The first nine cycles were based 
on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated fuse force capacity.  The 
nominal capacity of each retainer, based on 60 ksi ultimate strength for Gr. 36 material, and the 
0.75 ϕ factor typically employed by IDOT (2012), is 17 kips.  However, a value of 35 kips was 
used to define the force-based targets, based on observed retainer capacities during RET-7c [1]-
T-M-QS and RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS.   
 
 
Figure 5.134 Displacement record for T1-9c-T-C-QS 
The 30 kip capacity observed from the single retainer tests was scaled to account for the 
larger anchors used for T1-9c, and also the fact that new anchor material had been supplied for 
T1-9c.  The new anchor material had been supplied for the testing program extension, and the 
material was more emphatically requested to conform to Gr. 36.  Hence, the predicted material 
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strength was scaled to account for an actual strength closer to 58 ksi, rather than about 78 ksi, as 
had been observed in material tests for the anchors used in the single retainer tests.  Accordingly, 
the force targets for the initial cycles were set to 8.75, 17.5, and 24.5 kips.   
The bearing assembly response was similar for the two retainers during the force-based 
cycles and the initial sets of displacement-based cycles to 25% ESS and 50% ESS (seven cycles 
at each displacement level).  The retainers fused in the first excursion beyond 50% ESS to 100% 
ESS, but the mechanism was slightly different for the two directions.  The retainer in the –X 
direction reached a peak capacity of 52.7 kips at a displacement of −56% ESS (−1.68 in.) and 
ruptured at a displacement of −64% ESS (−1.93 in.).  The configuration at initial fusing of the –
X retainer is indicated as Location 1 in Figure 5.135 and shown in Figure 5.137.  After the 
anchor ruptured, the toe was sufficiently embedded in the concrete from overturning effects to 
continue to provide some marginal additional resistance beyond elastomer shear deformation as 
the toe was pushed along the concrete surface.  This range of response is indicated as Region 2 in 
Figure 5.135.   
Although the peak capacity of the +X anchor rupture was quite similar to the –X anchor, 
at 52.3 kips (achieved at 79% ESS, or 2.36 in.), the mechanism to achieve the initial fused state 
was more complex.  As the retainer toe crushed the concrete and drove downward, the retainer 
exhibited a significant rigid body rotation.  The bearing sole plate rode up onto the (initially) 
vertical face of the retainer, and lifted free of the concrete.  The anchor rupture occurred at a sole 
plate displacement of about 86% ESS (2.58 in.), indicated as Location 3 in Figure 5.135 and 
shown in Figure 5.138.  The base of the bearing is visibly offset from the initial position bounds 
(chalk lines).  Upon reversal, the bearing reseated in the offset position so that the undeformed 
elastomer position corresponded to an offset of about 88% ESS (2.64 in.), indicated as Location 
4 in Figure 5.135.  The remaining 100% ESS cycles were then composed of deformations of 
about 188% in the –X direction and only 12% in the +X direction. 
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Figure 5.135 Force-displacement response for T1-9c-T-C-QS to initial fusing 
 
Figure 5.136 Non-dimensional response for T1-9c-T-C-QS to initial fusing 
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Figure 5.137 Incipient west retainer failure during T1-9c-T-C-QS (Location 1) 
 
Figure 5.138 Incipient east retainer failure during T1-9c-T-C-QS (Location 3) 
Following initial fusing of the retainer anchors, the response was dominated purely by 
elastomer shear deformation for the remaining two 100% ESS cycles, although the shear in the 
deformation in the –X direction was significantly larger than that in the +X direction.  When the 
peak displacement increased to 200% ESS, secondary fusing response was observed, as shown in 
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Figure 5.139 and Figure 5.140 in terms of force and non-dimensional ratio of horizontal to 
vertical load, respectively.   
In the –X direction, the residual resistance of the bearing assembly at −100% ESS 
(including the retainer, providing resistance only through concrete contact at the toe) was about 
24 kips, with a configuration shown in Figure 5.141 (Location 5).  As the retainer toe was pushed 
through the concrete, the resistance varied significantly resulting from toe-induced local concrete 
damage.  The resistance reached a maximum value of 33.6 kips during this excursion.  At about 
−162% ESS, the retainer sprang forward and free from the bearing, and no longer affected the 
sliding resistance.  The retainer is seen resting on the concrete a short distance from the bearing 
in Figure 5.142 (Location 6).  Although the bearing experienced sliding during this excursion, 
the complexity of the mechanical interaction of the bearing, retainer, and concrete do not permit 
the sliding resistance of the elastomer to be readily identified. 
During the reversal to +200% ESS, the bearing deformed purely in shear until contacting 
the retainer on the +X side of the bearing.  The initial configuration just as the bearing is 
reaching the previous maximum +X displacement (100% ESS, Location 7) is shown in Figure 
5.143.  The residual resistance of the bearing assembly at +100% ESS (including the retainer, 
providing resistance only through concrete contact at the toe) was about 15 kips (Location 7).  
As the sole plate continued to displace in the +X direction, the resistance increased both by 
additional shear strain in the elastomer and additional resistance developed at the toe of the 
retainer.  The resistance reached a maximum value of 27.6 kips during this excursion at a 
displacement of about 128% ESS, with a configuration as shown in Figure 5.144.   
Contrary to the –X direction, the retainer response in the +X direction was primarily 
rotational (pivoting about the toe) instead of translational (toe driving laterally along the top 
surface of the concrete).  As the sole plate continued to translate in the +X direction, the sole 
plate rode up onto the retainer, similarly to the behavior immediately prior to +X retainer anchor 
rupture, and lifted free from the concrete surface, as shown in Figure 5.145 (Location 9).  The 
elastomer block was unloaded along most of its height, but did carry a significant shear 
component from the horizontal reaction at the retainer heel to the sole plate.  Meanwhile, the 
vertical load was transmitted entirely through the edge of the sole plate onto the heel of the 
retainer.   
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Upon reversal, the retainer rotated back towards its initial configuration and lowered the 
bearing until the elastomer again reseated on the concrete, as shown in Figure 5.146.  The shear 
carried through the upper portion of the elastomer was still present, and as the vertical load 
began to be transferred back into the elastomer, rather than through the retainer, the frictional 
restraint between the underside of the sole plate and the heel of the retainer dropped to a level 
lower than the stored shear in the upper portion of the elastomer.  Eventually, when the critical 
friction balance was reached, the elastomer thrust the retainer away from the bearing, freeing the 
retainer (see Figure 5.147), and permitting unrestrained sliding for the elastomer.  The bearing 
began to exhibit the typical sliding response for Type I bearings after the secondary fusing had 
occurred, with a peak friction of about 0.39 corresponding to the deformed configuration shown 
in Figure 5.148 (Location 12). 
 
 
Figure 5.139 Force-displacement response for T1-9c-T-C-QS through secondary fusing 
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Figure 5.140 Non-dimensional response for T1-9c-T-C-QS through secondary fusing 
 
 
Figure 5.141 Initial configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS 
(Location 5) 
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Figure 5.142 Final configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS 
(Location 6) 
 
Figure 5.143 Initial configuration during 1st excursion from +100% to +200% ESS 
(Location 7) 
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Figure 5.144 Configuration at peak secondary fuse capacity (Location 8) 
 
Figure 5.145 Final configuration during 1st excursion from +100% to +200% ESS 
(Location 9) 
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Figure 5.146 Reseated configuration during 1st excursion from +200% peak ESS, prior to 
retainer release (Location 10) 
 
Figure 5.147 Reseated configuration during 1st excursion from +200% peak ESS, following 
to retainer release (Location 11) 
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Figure 5.148 Incipient slip after secondary fusing (Location 12) 
The constitutive response for the complete test is shown in terms of force-displacement 
and non-dimensional ratio of horizontal to vertical force in Figure 5.149 and Figure 5.150.  As 
observed in other tests, once stable sliding had initiated, the friction response decreased rapidly 
and stabilized so that the mean friction coefficient with respect to slip observed over the course 
of the test was about 0.26, and the typical shear strain range from reversal to slip initiation was 
about 315%, indicating that the bearing could be expected to tolerate peak deformations of at 
least 150 – 155% without sliding when subjected to a 500 psi average vertical compression stress.  
The bearing is shown in the stable deformed configuration at the final peak +X excursion in 
Figure 5.151.  In the figure, the sole plate contacts the heel of the +X retainer.  This interaction 
causes a slight upswing in the constitutive response in the +X direction at large displacements, 
but only reaches an effective friction (i.e., total of elastomer friction and retainer / concrete 
interaction) of about 0.3.  The bearing transferred portions of elastomer to the concrete surface 
through abrasion during the test, and left a significant accumulation of elastomer on the concrete 
surface after the test was complete, as seen in Figure 5.152.  The transfer of elastomer appears to 
have diminished the effective roughness of the sliding surface, resulting in the gradual loss of 
sliding friction resistance throughout the test. 
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Figure 5.149 Force-displacement response for full T1-9c-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 5.150 Non-dimensional response for full T1-9c-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 5.151 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to +400% ESS 
 
Figure 5.152 Concrete surface condition following T1-9c-T-C-QS 
Ruptures at the retainer anchors occurred primarily through shear, with failure surfaces 
located near the top surface of the concrete pad, as shown in Figure 5.153 through Figure 5.156.  
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The +X anchor rupture occurred approximately 3/8 in. below the concrete surface, leaving a 
shallow crater.  The −X anchor rupture occurred about 1/4 in. above the concrete surface, leaving 
a stub of the threaded steel rod projecting up in the path of the elastomer.  Both bottom edges had 
incurred some damage during the test, as shown in Figure 5.157 and Figure 5.158.  The source of 
the damage for the bottom edge on the east side is not clear, but it is suspected that shards of 
crushed concrete may have been trapped at the damaged portion when the bearing experienced 
lift-off and reseating.  The source of damage for the bottom edge of the elastomer at the west 
side, however, was clearly the anchor stub.  Each layer of elastomer for the bearing was 
nominally 3/8 in. thick, so the exposed segment of the ruptured anchor extended through most of 
the bottom elastomer layer thickness.  The bottom shim was exposed along the path of the west 
anchor as a result of the interaction during sliding.   
The concrete exhibited significantly more local damage at retainer toes for T1-9c-T-C-
QS than was observed for similar transverse tests on T1-7c and T-11b specimens.  The primary 
significance of the concrete damage was with respect to implications of retainer behavior and 
bearing / retainer interaction than in terms of sliding friction because the protocol did not 
displace the bearing far enough to travel over the crushed concrete zones.  Retainers exhibited 
only minor plastic deformations to achieve fusing, as seen by the east anchor toe curvature in 
Figure 5.159.  While the final stages of retainer behavior were more complex than for some other 
tests, the retainers also showed the typical evidence of slip against the sole plate on the vertical 
face and sliding of the toe against the concrete surface through the removal of paint as seen in 
Figure 5.160. 
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Figure 5.153 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-9c-
T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
 
Figure 5.154 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-9c-
T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
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Figure 5.155 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-9c-
T-C-QS, after brushing surface clean 
 
Figure 5.156 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-9c-
T-C-QS, after brushing surface clean 
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Figure 5.157 Elastomer condition at east (+X) side of bearing after T1-9c-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.158 Elastomer condition at west (−X) side of bearing after T1-9c-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.159 East (+X) retainer after T1-9c-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.160 Retainers after T1-9c-T-C-QS 
 
5.2.2.7 Test T1-11b-T-C-QS 
Test T1-11b-T-C-QS was performed on a new concrete pad, prepared as shown in Figure 
5.161.  The initial positions of the bearing and retainers were marked with chalk lines, and 1-1/4 
in. diameter anchors were installed with approximately 9 in. embedment depth into the concrete, 
one anchor at each retainer initial position.  The steel fixture was mounted under the loading 
beam to simulate transverse bridge motion of a steel girder, and the bearing specimen was 
attached to the fixture with four (4) 1 in. diameter steel studs.  The retainers were then placed on 
the concrete pad and located so that there would be a gap of approximately 1/8 in. between the 
sole plate and the vertical face of the retainer according to IDOT standard details (IDOT, 2012).  
With the retainers in place and providing appropriate clearance to the sole plate, a square plate 
washer and nut were installed at each retainer anchor.  Nuts were installed to 280 ft-lb torque 
using a calibrated wrench.  The complete bearing assembly is shown in Figure 5.162, with the 
bearing supporting a vertical load of 88 kips (500 psi on the elastomer area). 
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Figure 5.161 Concrete pad preparation prior to installation of T1-11b 
 
 
Figure 5.162 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-11b-T-C-QS 
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T1-11b-T-C-QS was conducted with the displacement record shown in Figure 5.163.  As 
observed for other tests with retainers, the response was severely pinched prior to fusing, with 
high resistance whenever the sole plate contacted the retainers, and relatively little resistance 
from the elastomer during the transitions from +X to –X  displacements.  Constitutive response 
for the bearing assembly up to fusing of retainers is presented in Figure 5.164 in terms of force, 
and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.165.  The first nine cycles were based on horizontal force 
targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated fuse force capacity.  The nominal capacity 
of each retainer, based on 60 ksi ultimate strength for Gr. 36 material, and the 0.75 ϕ factor 
typically employed by IDOT (2012), is 26.5 kips.  However, a value of 60 kips was used to 
define the force-based targets, based on observed retainer capacities during RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS 
and RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS.   
The 30 kip capacity observed from the single retainer tests was scaled to account for the 
larger anchors used for T1-11b, and also the fact that new anchor material had been supplied for 
T1-11b.  The new anchor material had been supplied for the testing program extension, and the 
material was more emphatically requested to conform to Gr. 36.  Hence, the predicted material 
strength was scaled to account for an actual strength closer to 58 ksi, rather than about 78 ksi, as 
had been observed in material tests for the anchors used in the single retainer tests.  Accordingly, 
the force targets for the initial cycles were set to 15, 30, and 42 kips.   
The fuse capacity was similar for the two retainers, both in terms of force and 
displacement.  After completing the force-based cycles, the protocol transitioned to the typical 
displacement protocol with seven cycles each at 25% ESS and 50% ESS.  The long pause before 
the 100% ESS cycles was not directly related to the bearing, but because the pause was required 
for an unrelated issue, the bearing was held at a constant position in a configuration selected to 
have little shear load.  The retainers fused in the first excursion beyond 50% ESS to 100% ESS.  
In both directions, there was a slight slip at the interface of the sole plate and vertical retainer 
face, followed by rupture of the anchor at a slight increase in horizontal displacement.  The 
retainer in the –X direction reached a peak capacity of 78.5 kips at a displacement of −56% ESS 
(−1.39 in.) and ruptured at a displacement of −58% ESS (−1.45 in.).  Similarly, the retainer in the 
+X direction reached a peak capacity of 78.5 kips at a displacement of 58% ESS (1.45 in.) and 
ruptured at a displacement of 63% ESS (1.59 in.).  Incipient fusing configurations are shown for 
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the first anchor (west retainer) in Figure 5.166 and for the second anchor (east retainer) in Figure 
5.167.   
 
 
Figure 5.163 Displacement record for T1-11b-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.164 Force-displacement response for T1-11b-T-C-QS to retainer fusing 
 
Figure 5.165 Non-dimensional response for T1-11b-T-C-QS to retainer fusing 
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Figure 5.166 Incipient west retainer failure during T1-11b-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.167 Incipient east retainer failure during T1-11b-T-C-QS 
Following fusing of the retainer anchors, the response was dominated purely by 
elastomer shear deformation for the remaining two 100% ESS cycles and the following three 200% 
ESS cycles, as shown in Figure 5.168 and Figure 5.169 in terms of force and non-dimensional 
ratio of horizontal to vertical load, respectively.  The peak shear load was about 40 kips, and the 
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demonstrating that the peak observed friction resistance indicated that the static friction 
coefficient was greater than 0.5.   
Deformed configurations for the sliding excursions are shown in Figure 5.170 and Figure 
5.171 to illustrate peak elastomer shear and stable sliding deformations, respectively. The 
constitutive response for the complete test is shown in terms of force-displacement and non-
dimensional ratio of horizontal to vertical force in Figure 5.172 and Figure 5.173.  Slip was 
observed in the first excursion from −200% to −300% ESS, at a strain of about −247% ESS, as 
shown in Figure 5.170, and a peak static friction coefficient of about 0.53.  During reversal to 
+300% ESS, the bearing exhibited a peak static friction of about 0.47, and continued to degrade 
through succeeding cycles to a stable value of about 0.27 by the end of the test, with a 
configuration as shown in Figure 5.171.  The bearing transferred portions of elastomer to the 
concrete surface through abrasion during the test, and left a significant accumulation of 
elastomer on the concrete surface after the test was complete, as seen in Figure 5.174.  The 
transfer of elastomer appears to have diminished the effective roughness of the sliding surface, 
resulting in the gradual loss of sliding friction resistance throughout the test. 
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Figure 5.168 Force-displacement response for T1-11b-T-C-QS prior to slip 
 
Figure 5.169 Non-dimensional response for T1-11b-T-C-QS prior to slip 
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Figure 5.170 Incipient initial slip during T1-11b-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.171 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to +400% ESS 
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Figure 5.172 Force-displacement response for full T1-11b-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 5.173 Non-dimensional response for full T1-11b-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 5.174 Concrete surface condition following T1-11b-T-C-QS 
Ruptures at the retainer anchors occurred primarily through shear, with failure surfaces 
located near the top surface of the concrete pad, as shown in Figure 5.175 through Figure 5.178.  
Both anchor ruptures left a short segment of anchor projecting above the surface of the concrete.  
The bottom edges of the elastomer at the east and west sides incurred slight damage when sliding 
over the anchor remnants, as shown in Figure 5.179 and Figure 5.180, but the damage was not 
sufficient to expose the lowest shim and the constitutive response was not visibly influenced by 
the interaction.  The concrete remained in generally good condition, with only small regions of 
crushed concrete at retainer toes.  Retainers did not exhibit plastic deformations to achieve fusing, 
as seen by the west anchor condition in Figure 5.181 after concluding the test.  Consistent with 
the single retainer tests, the retainers showed evidence of slip against the sole plate on the 
vertical face and sliding of the toe against the concrete surface through the removal of paint as 
seen in Figure 5.182. 
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Figure 5.175 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
11b-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
 
Figure 5.176 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
11b-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
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Figure 5.177 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
11b-T-C-QS, after brushing surface clean 
 
Figure 5.178 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
11b-T-C-QS, after brushing surface clean 
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Figure 5.179 Elastomer condition at east (+X) side of bearing after T1-11b-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.180 Elastomer condition at west (−X) side of bearing after T1-11b-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.181 West (−X) retainer after T1-11b-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.182 Retainers after T1-11b-T-C-QS 
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5.2.2.8 Test T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
Test T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS was performed on a new concrete pad, prepared as shown in 
Figure 5.183 and Figure 5.184.  The initial positions of the bearing and retainer anchors were 
marked with chalk lines, and 1-1/4 in. diameter anchors were installed with approximately 9 in. 
embedment depth into the concrete, one anchor at each retainer initial position.  The steel fixture 
was mounted under the loading beam to simulate transverse bridge motion of a steel girder, and 
the bearing specimen was attached to the fixture with eight (8) 1 in. diameter steel studs.  The 
retainers were then placed on the concrete pad and located so that there would be a gap of 
approximately 1/8 in. between the sole plate and the vertical face of the retainer according to 
IDOT standard details (IDOT, 2012).  With the retainers in place and providing appropriate 
clearance to the sole plate, a square plate washer and nut were installed at each retainer anchor.  
Nuts were installed to approximately 280 ft-lb torque using a calibrated wrench.  The complete 
bearing assembly is shown in Figure 5.185 and Figure 5.186, with the bearing supporting a 
vertical load of 100 kips (385 psi on the elastomer area). 
 
 
Figure 5.183 Bearing footprint and retainer positioning for anchor installation 
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Figure 5.184 Anchors installed in concrete pad prior to installation at test setup 
 
Figure 5.185 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.186 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, oblique view 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS was conducted with the displacement record shown in Figure 5.187.  
As observed for other tests with retainers, the response was severely pinched during the initial 
force-based cycles, with high resistance whenever the sole plate contacted the retainers, and 
relatively little resistance from the elastomer during the transitions from +X to –X  displacements.  
Constitutive response for the bearing assembly up to the peak force capacity at 100% ESS is 
presented in Figure 5.188 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.189.  The first 
nine cycles were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated 
fuse force capacity.  The nominal capacity of each retainer, based on 60 ksi ultimate strength for 
Gr. 36 material, and the 0.75 ϕ factor typically employed by IDOT (2012), is 26.5 kips.  
However, a value of 70 kips was used to define the force-based targets, based on observed 
retainer capacities during RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS and RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS.  Accordingly, the 
force targets for the initial cycles were set to 17.5, 35, and 49 kips.   
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Figure 5.187 Displacement record for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
To develop the target forces, the bearing displacements were slightly higher in the –X 
than the +X direction, attributable to a larger rigid body rotation of the –X retainer to reach the 
49 kip target.  Both retainers provided the target resistance of 35 kips at about 12% ESS.  But 
when the target increased to 49 kips, the +X retainer reached the targeted force level at elastomer 
deformations of about 18% to 20% ESS, whereas the  –X retainer toe began to crush the concrete, 
resulting in a larger rotational deformation component, and elastomer shear strains of about 33% 
to 37%.  As a result, the initial seven cycles to 25% shear strain did not involve contact with the 
–X retainer, while the +X retainer provided a peak resistance of about 55 kips.  The response was 
approximately symmetric for the cycles to displacements greater than 25%.  The bearing 
assembly peak forces were about 70 kips at +50% ESS versus about 60 kips at –50% ESS, and 
about 94 kips in each direction at –100% ESS (Location 1) and +100% ESS (Location 2).  The 
force levels observed when imposing a displacement of 100% ESS constituted the peak 
resistance for the bearing assembly in each direction during the test.  Deformed configurations 
for these force levels are shown in Figure 5.190 through Figure 5.192.  The original position of 
the end of the LVDT bracket arm is indicated in Figure 5.191 to provide visual reference for the 
translation and rotation of the –X retainer.  The –X retainer visibly remains positioned in a 
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rotated configuration after the bearing has reversed to load the +X retainer in Figure 5.192.  This 
rotated configuration is indicative of the local crushing of concrete at the retainer toe, combined 
with a plastic flexural deformation of the anchor and also plastic flexure of the retainer base plate 
between the stiffeners. 
 
 
Figure 5.188 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 100% ESS 
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Figure 5.189 Non-dimensional response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 100% ESS 
 
Figure 5.190 Peak force capacity in –X direction at 1st excursion to –100% ESS during T1-
13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 1) 
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Figure 5.191 Peak force capacity in –X direction at 1st excursion to –100% ESS during T1-
13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 1), oblique view 
 
Figure 5.192 Peak force capacity in +X direction at 1st excursion to +100% ESS during T1-
13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 2) 
Progressing from the 100% ESS cycles into the 200% ESS cycles, the rigid body 
rotations of the retainers became even more pronounced, but the anchors did not rupture.  Instead, 
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the anchors continued to bend along with the retainer rotations.  Constitutive response for the 
bearing assembly through the 200% ESS sole plate displacement cycles is presented in Figure 
5.193 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.194.  The bearing achieved the 
maximum force capacity for the 200% ESS cycles in each direction when the sole plate initially 
contacted the retainer at 100% ESS.  This configuration is shown in Figure 5.195, and is 
effectively identical to the configuration shown in Figure 5.190.  As the sole plate translates to 
increasingly large displacements, the retainer rotates, and the bottom edge of the sole plate 
begins to transmit vertical load through the retainer, rather than the elastomer.  Then, as the 
elastomer is unloaded vertically, the frictional resistance between the concrete and elastomer 
decreases, and the elastomer slides forward until the upper portion of the elastomer meets the 
heel of the rotated retainer.  This configuration is identified as Location 4, and shown in Figure 
5.196 and Figure 5.197. 
Because the bearing experienced lift-off to reach –200% ESS, the bearing begins to 
reload from an offset position at about –175% ESS, indicated as Location 5, and shown in Figure 
5.198.  The peak sliding resistance occurs with the first transition to sliding under full vertical 
load at the bearing translates from Location 5 to Location 6, with a peak coefficient of friction of 
about 0.44.  A similar mechanical response relative to the first –200% ESS excursion is observed 
in the first excursion to +200% ESS, as shown in Figure 5.199 for Location 6 and Figure 5.200 
for Location 7.  Following bearing reversal for the second excursion to –200% ESS, the peak 
coefficient of friction decreases slightly to about 0.42.  When the bearing reaches –200% ESS for 
the second time (Location 8), the retainer has remained in the displaced configuration, and so 
lift-off is not observed, as shown in Figure 5.201.  The absence of lift-off is also confirmed in the 
constitutive response by the shift in the unloading / reloading response so that the horizontally 
unloaded configuration occurs at about –125% ESS instead of Location 5. 
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Figure 5.193 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 200% ESS 
 
Figure 5.194 Non-dimensional response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 200% ESS 
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Figure 5.195 Peak shear strain in –X direction during 1st excursion to –200% ESS during 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 3) 
 
Figure 5.196 Final configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS 
(Location 4) 
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Figure 5.197 Final configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS 
(Location 4), oblique view 
 
Figure 5.198 Reseated and horizontally unloaded configuration after 1st excursion to −200% 
ESS (Location 5) 
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Figure 5.199 Peak shear strain in +X direction during 1st excursion to +200% ESS during 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 6) 
 
Figure 5.200 Final configuration during 1st excursion from +100% to +200% ESS 
(Location 7) 
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Figure 5.201 Final configuration during 2nd excursion from −100% to −200% ESS 
(Location 8) 
The resistance afforded by the retainer continues to degrade as displacements increase to 
300% ESS, as shown in the constitutive response as shown in Figure 5.202 in terms of force, and 
non-dimensionally in Figure 5.203.  The first excursion from −200% ESS to −300% ESS 
(Location 9 to Location 10) is shown in Figure 5.204 through Figure 5.206.  The retainer 
continues to rotate to a position approximately 90º from the initial upright configuration.  
Remarkably, this deformation does not cause the anchor to rupture in the first excursion to 300% 
ESS.  The bearing does experience lift-off again for the first excursion, similar to the behavior 
observed in the first excursion to 200% ESS displacements.  The behavior is similar when the 
bearing translates to +300% ESS, evidenced by the similarity in the constitutive response 
(horizontal force of about 50 kips at +300% ESS, compared to about 42 kips at −300% ESS).   
When returning to −300% ESS for a second time, the heel of the retainer catches against 
the sole plate (Location 11, Figure 5.207), and the anchor finally experiences rupture (Location 
12, Figure 5.208).  The response is similar in the +X direction.  The retainer is rotated to 
approximately 90º after the first excursion, as shown in Figure 5.209 for Location 13, and the 
bearing assembly picks up a relatively small load by engaging the retainer (Location 14, Figure 
5.210) prior to anchor rupture (Location 15, Figure 5.211).  The remaining 300% ESS cycle is 
then the typical elastomer response observed in other tests, constituted of elastomer shear and 
slip on the concrete. 
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Figure 5.202 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 300% ESS 
 
Figure 5.203 Non-dimensional response for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS through 300% ESS 
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Figure 5.204 Initial retainer contact during 1st excursion to –300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-
T-C-QS (Location 9) 
 
Figure 5.205 Final configuration during 1st excursion to −300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-
C-QS (Location 10) 
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Figure 5.206 Final configuration during 1st excursion to −300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-
C-QS (Location 10), oblique view 
 
Figure 5.207 Bearing configuration at incipient anchor rupture during 2nd excursion to 
−300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 11) 
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Figure 5.208 Bearing configuration immediately after anchor rupture during 2nd excursion 
to −300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 12) 
 
Figure 5.209 Retainer deformed configuration prior to bearing contact during 2nd 
excursion to +300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 13) 
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Figure 5.210 Initial bearing contact with retainer during 2nd excursion to +300% ESS 
during T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 14) 
 
Figure 5.211 Bearing configuration immediately after anchor rupture during 2nd excursion 
to +300% ESS during T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (Location 15) 
The constitutive response for the complete test is shown in terms of force-displacement 
and non-dimensional ratio of horizontal to vertical force in Figure 5.212 and Figure 5.213.  The 
response was generally characterized by stable sliding response, although the resistance 
increased slightly as the bearing travelled over the anchor remnants, as shown in Figure 5.214 
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and Figure 5.215.  The friction increase when traveling over the anchor remnants was sufficient 
to return the effective friction to value consistent with initial sliding (about 0.4).  The mean 
friction coefficient with respect to slip observed over the course of the test was about 0.30, and 
the typical shear strain range from reversal to slip initiation was about 240%, indicating that the 
bearing could be expected to tolerate peak deformations of at about 120% without sliding when 
subjected to 385 psi average vertical compression stress.  The bearing transferred portions of 
elastomer to the concrete surface through abrasion during the test, and left a significant 
accumulation of elastomer on the concrete surface after the test was complete, as seen in Figure 
5.216.  The transfer of elastomer appears to have diminished the effective roughness of the 
sliding surface, resulting in the gradual loss of sliding friction resistance throughout the test. 
 
 
Figure 5.212 Force-displacement response for full T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 5.213 Non-dimensional response for full T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 5.214 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to −300% ESS, oblique view 
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Figure 5.215 Bearing configuration at 3rd excursion to +300% ESS, oblique view 
 
Figure 5.216 Concrete surface condition following T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
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Ruptures at the retainer anchors occurred in tension at the anchor head, but directed 
horizontally after the anchor had been bent by approximately 90º.  Anchor remnants are shown 
in Figure 5.217 and Figure 5.218 at the conclusion of the test.  In both cases, the anchor rupture 
occurred near the nut, but the anchor had elongated and the surrounding concrete had crushed 
such that several inches of threaded rod were exposed parallel to the sliding path of the elastomer.  
Both transverse sides of the bearing had incurred some damage during the test, as shown in 
Figure 5.219 and Figure 5.220.  The sources of damage were similar in both directions, both in 
terms of the source of damage and the characteristics with which the damage manifested.  Initial 
damage occurred in the 200% to 300% ESS cycles when the retainers rotated significantly, the 
bearings experienced lift-off, and the retainer heels pressed against the upper portions of the 
elastomer.  The interaction with retainer heels led to local damage to the uppermost steel shim, 
elastomer surface ruptures near upper shims, and a permanent bulge of the uppermost elastomer 
layer (likely with some partial delamination).  During the 300% and 400% ESS cycles, the 
elastomer travelled over the remnants of ruptured anchors, which tore the elastomer away from 
the bottom shim at the interaction location and also caused the bottom shim to plastically deform 
so that it curved over the anchor remnant, as shown in Figure 5.221.   
The concrete exhibited significantly more local damage at retainer toes for T1-13c [2]-T-
C-QS than was observed for similar transverse tests on T1-7c, T1-9c, and T-11b specimens.  The 
crushed concrete permitted significant rotations by retainers, but retainers also exhibited 
significant plastic deformations to achieve fusing.  The plastic deformations were primarily 
constrained to the base plate of the retainer at the toe, with little flexural deformation of the 
stiffeners, as seen by the plan view of the retainers in Figure 5.222 and the east anchor toe 
curvature in Figure 5.223.  The retainers for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS exhibited a unique interaction 
with the bearing as a result of large rigid body rotations.  Not only did the retainers show the 
typical evidence of slip against the sole plate on the vertical face and unusually severe interaction 
by crushing of the concrete at the toe, but the heel also acquired blackened swathes showing 
where the heel had been pressed with significant force against the side of the retainer.  These 
characteristics are shown in Figure 5.224. 
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Figure 5.217 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-13c 
[2]-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
 
Figure 5.218 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
13c [2]-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
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Figure 5.219 Elastomer condition at east (+X) side of bearing after T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.220 Elastomer condition at west (−X) side of bearing after T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.221 Bottom shim deformed by anchor interaction at east (+X) side of bearing after 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.222 Retainers after T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, plan view 
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Figure 5.223 East (+X) retainer after T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, elevation view 
 
Figure 5.224 Retainers after T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
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5.2.2.9 Test T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
Test T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS was performed to investigate the behavior of alternate 
retainer designs.  The concrete pad had been used previously for T1-9c-T-C-QS, so that the 
concrete was damaged at the locations where the anchors were to be installed.  Where concrete 
crushing had occurred, a high strength, low shrinkage cementitious concrete repair patch mix 
(Rapid Set® Cement All™) was used to replace the damaged material.  The east (+X) anchor 
rupture had occurred slightly below the concrete surface, so the concrete repair patch could be 
placed directly with only surface cleaning for preparation.  The west (–X) anchor rupture had left 
a short stub of the anchor extending above the concrete surface, so that portion of the anchor was 
cut off before installing the concrete repair patch at that location.  Figure 5.225 through Figure 
5.230 show the concrete surface before and after concrete surface repairs.  Anchors matching 
those used for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (i.e., 1-1/4 in. diameter provided in the same shipment from 
the bearing manufacturer as those used with T1-13c [2]) were installed at the locations indicated 
in Figure 5.230.  Similar to the previous test on T1-13c [2], the anchors were installed with 9 in. 
embedment depth into the concrete, with one anchor at each retainer initial position.   
The retainers used for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS had experienced severe rotations, precipitated 
by crushing of concrete at the toe.  To reduce the concrete stress at the toe, the base width was 
extended from the typical design dimension of 4-3/4 in. to 8 in. at the +X retainer and 6 in. at the 
–X retainer.  The retainers were also constructed differently than typical IDOT designs, which 
are built-up welded components composed of 1/2 in.  For each modified retainer, a relatively 
long section of L 8x8x1/2 was cut into an 8 in. segment and then stiffeners were cut from 
adjacent sections of the original L and welded to the 8 in. segment to create the stiffener after 
trimming the edges of the L legs as needed to provide a height of 7 in (matching original 
retainers) and a 6 in. base width in the case of the –X retainer.  The hole size and position for the 
anchor was kept the same as for standard IDOT designs for each modified retainer. 
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Figure 5.225 East (+X) ruptured anchor from T1-9c-T-C-QS 
  
Figure 5.226 Concrete repair patch over east (+X) ruptured anchor from T1-9c-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.227 West (–X) ruptured anchor from T1-9c-T-C-QS 
  
Figure 5.228 Concrete repair patch over west (–X) ruptured anchor from T1-9c-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.229 Concrete pad surface prior to repairs 
  
Figure 5.230 Repaired concrete pad with new anchor installation locations marked 
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Figure 5.231 +X retainer prepared for test 
 
Figure 5.232 –X retainer prepared for test 
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The steel fixture was mounted under the loading beam to simulate transverse bridge 
motion of a steel girder, and the bearing specimen was attached to the fixture with eight (8) 1 in. 
diameter steel studs.  Bearing specimen T1-13c [1] had previously been subjected to a set of 
three longitudinal tests: one quasi-static cyclic test to 400% ESS, one monotonic quasi-static 
pretest to 400% ESS, and one increased strain rate test to 400% ESS.  For T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-
QS, the bearing was oriented so that the west side of the bearing for the longitudinal tests became 
the south side for the transverse test.  Figure 5.233 shows a view of the underside of the bearing 
mounted under the loading beam prior to T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS.  There was visible damage 
from abrasion with the concrete in the previous tests, as shown in Figure 5.233, but this was 
considered acceptable, because the primary objective of this test was to evaluate the transverse 
response and capacity of modified anchor designs, which were anticipate to reach ultimate 
strength without requiring large sliding excursions.  The complete bearing assembly is shown in 
Figure 5.234 and Figure 5.235, with the bearing supporting a vertical load of 100 kips (385 psi 
on the elastomer area).  The retainers in the figure were located and nuts were installed at epoxy 
anchors similar to T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS.   
 
Figure 5.233 North (–Z) side of T1-13c [1] mounted under loading beam 
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Figure 5.234 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.235 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS was conducted with the displacement record shown in Figure 
5.236.  As observed for other tests with retainers, the response was severely pinched during the 
initial force-based cycles, with high resistance whenever the sole plate contacted the retainers, 
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and relatively little resistance from the elastomer during the transitions from +X to –X  
displacements.  Constitutive response for the bearing assembly up to the peak force capacity at 
100% ESS is presented in Figure 5.237 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally in Figure 5.238.  
The first nine cycles matched those used for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS (i.e., three cycles each at 17.5, 
35, and 49 kips).  
 
 
Figure 5.236 Displacement record for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
After completing the force-based cycles, the protocol transitioned to the displacement 
protocol at 50% ESS cycles.  The displacement-based protocol used for this test differed from 
that used typically with only three cycles at 50% ESS, then two cycles each at 100% and 200% 
ESS, and finally one cycle each at 300% and 400% cycles.  The test concluded with an excursion 
to the maximum actuator stroke in the –X direction.  The bearing assembly peak forces were 
about 111 kips at the first excursion to –100% ESS versus 90 kips at +64% ESS.  The peak 
capacity in the –X direction (for the retainer with 6 in. base width) was observed with a concrete 
crushing mechanism similar to those in T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, as shown in Figure 5.239 and Figure 
5.240.  In the +X direction (for the retainer with 8 in. base width) the peak capacity conformed to 
the desired fuse behavior, with an abrupt drop in capacity dictated primarily by the strength of 
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the steel anchor component.  The bearing configuration at incipient +X anchor rupture is shown 
in Figure 5.241. 
 
 
Figure 5.237 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS through 100% ESS 
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Figure 5.238 Non-dimensional response for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS through 100% ESS 
 
Figure 5.239 Peak force capacity in –X direction at 1st excursion to –100% ESS during T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.240 Peak force capacity in –X direction at 1st excursion to –100% ESS during T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
 
Figure 5.241 Incipient anchor rupture in +X direction at 1st excursion to +100% ESS 
during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
Progressing from the 100% ESS cycles into the 200% ESS cycles, the rigid body rotation 
of the –X retainer became more pronounced, exhibiting a response similar to that observed for 
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T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS.  Constitutive response for the bearing assembly through the 200% ESS sole 
plate displacement cycles is presented in Figure 5.242 in terms of force, and non-dimensionally 
in Figure 5.243.  Bearing lift-off was also observed in the first (and only the first) excursion to a 
new –X peak displacement, as in T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS.  Bearing configurations are shown in 
Figure 5.244 through Figure 5.247 to illustrate the bearing and retainer interaction at the first 
excursion to –200% ESS, and Figure 5.248 illustrates the desired stable sliding response in the 
+X direction post-fusing of the retainer.  The permanent displaced configuration of the –X 
retainer when unloaded is also visible in Figure 5.248.   
 
 
Figure 5.242 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS through 200% ESS 
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Figure 5.243 Non-dimensional response for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS through 200% ESS 
 
 
Figure 5.244 Peak shear strain (at –100% ESS) in –X direction during 1st excursion to –200% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.245 Final configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS  
 
Figure 5.246 Peak shear strain (at –100% ESS) in –X direction during 1st excursion to –200% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
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Figure 5.247 Final configuration during 1st excursion from −100% to −200% ESS, oblique 
view  
 
Figure 5.248 Final configuration during 1st excursion from +100% to +200% ESS 
The resistance afforded by the −X retainer continues to degrade as displacements increase 
to −300% ESS, as shown in the constitutive response in Figure 5.249 in terms of force, and non-
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dimensionally in Figure 5.250.  The excursion from −200% ESS to −300% ESS is shown in 
Figure 5.251 through Figure 5.254, and the bearing configuration at +300% ESS is shown in 
Figure 5.255.  It is not clear when the anchor ruptured, but a pair of loud popping sounds 
occurred near −300% ESS.  This may have been when the anchor ruptured, or the sounds may 
correspond to a failure of the epoxy bond between steel and concrete.  The −X retainer for this 
test was the only instance where the embedded portion of the anchor was completely free from 
the concrete after the test.  All other retainer anchor ruptures left a remnant of the anchor 
embedded in the concrete.  The concrete pad for this test was relatively young, although the 
concrete should have gained at least the full design strength by the time of the test.  Still, the fact 
remains that the other concrete pads had several months of curing time prior to retainer tests, 
whereas this pad was cast 49 days before the test (compared to 656 days for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, 
for example). 
As the peak displacement increases to 400% ESS, the –X retainer continues to rotate to a 
position approximately 90º from the initial upright configuration.  The excursion from −300% 
ESS to −400% ESS is shown in Figure 5.256 through Figure 5.259, and the bearing 
configuration at +400% ESS is shown in Figure 5.260.  Lastly, the excursion from −400% ESS 
to the full stroke of the actuator is shown in Figure 5.261 through Figure 5.264.  By the time the 
sole plate forces rotation about the retainer toe in Figure 5.263, the still captures taken during the 
experiment show that a gap opens between the initially embedded portion of the anchor and the 
retainer base, indicating that the upper portion of the anchor and the nut have torn free from the 
bottom portion of the anchor.  In this condition, the retainer begins to provide additional 
resistance, by its embedment in the concrete, but the horizontal actuator stroke limit was reached 
before a full resolution to the retainer behavior could be observed. 
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Figure 5.249 Force-displacement response for full T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 5.250 Non-dimensional response for full T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 5.251 Peak shear strain (at –200% ESS) in –X direction during excursion to –300% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.252 Final configuration during excursion to −300% ESS  
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Figure 5.253 Peak shear strain (at –200% ESS) in –X direction during excursion to –300% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
 
Figure 5.254 Final configuration during excursion to −300% ESS, oblique view  
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Figure 5.255 Final configuration during excursion to +300% ESS 
 
Figure 5.256 Peak shear strain (at –300% ESS) in –X direction during excursion to –400% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.257 Final configuration during excursion to −400% ESS  
 
Figure 5.258 Peak shear strain (at –300% ESS) in –X direction during excursion to –400% 
ESS during T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
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Figure 5.259 Reseated configuration following excursion to −400% ESS, oblique view  
 
Figure 5.260 Final configuration during excursion to +400% ESS 
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Figure 5.261 Peak shear strain (at –400% ESS) in –X direction during final excursion for 
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.262 Final configuration at maximum actuator stroke in –X direction during T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.263 Retainer contact (at approximately –400% ESS) in –X direction during final 
excursion for T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view 
  
Figure 5.264 Final configuration at maximum actuator stroke in –X direction during T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, oblique view  
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The rupture at the +X anchor, as shown in Figure 5.265, was predominantly a shear 
failure similar to transverse tests on T1-7c and T1-11b specimens.  This was the desired fusing 
behavior, so the test confirmed that a simple modification to the bearing dimensions can provide 
a significant improvement in performance for a fusing bearing.  The –X retainer, however, 
showed a similar response to the original retainers, with extensive crushing of concrete at the 
retainer toe, large rigid body rotation, and flexural deformation in the anchor, as seen in Figure 
5.266.  The anchor was completely free of the concrete at the end of the test, so that it could be 
removed completely from its installation position (as opposed to leaving a portion of the anchor 
embedded in the concrete).  The anchor deformed state is shown in Figure 5.267, where the 
lower portion can be seen to be significantly curved in plastic flexure, and the top portion is free 
from the lower portion with what is essentially a tension rupture. 
The elastomer experienced visible damage on both sides of the bearing.  On the +X side, 
the damage was due to a stub of ruptured anchor extending above the concrete surface by about 
3/8 in.  Each layer of elastomer is about 5/8 in. thick for the bearing, so this was not sufficient to 
expose the lowest steel shim.  The localized tearing of the elastomer is shown in Figure 5.268 for 
the +X side of the bearing.  The damage was more significant on the –X side, as shown in Figure 
5.269 and Figure 5.270.  The tearing of the elastomer was more extensive, and the lower shim 
was also deformed to accommodate the presence of the anchor at large sliding displacements, 
similar to the condition at the bottom shims for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS.  The condition of the 
retainers after the test is shown in Figure 5.271 through Figure 5.273.  The +X retainer appeared 
unaffected by the test, with only minor abrasions from the sole plate and concrete.  The concrete 
contact area also appeared to be significantly larger than typically seen, on the order of 2 to 3 
inches, for the 8 in. base width retainer, although this cannot be emphatically stated to be true 
with only scale on the steel surface instead of paint to provide more reliable visual confirmation.  
The –X retainer showed the same plastic deformations and surface abrasion and contact patterns 
(including apparent interaction between the heel and the elastomer, consistent with the 
observation of lift-off) as in T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS. 
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Figure 5.265 Concrete surface condition at east (+X) ruptured anchor location after T1-13c 
[1] (4)-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
 
Figure 5.266 Concrete surface condition at west (−X) ruptured anchor location after T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, immediately after completion of test 
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Figure 5.267 West (−X) anchor removed from concrete after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.268 Elastomer condition at east (+X) side of bearing after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.269 Elastomer condition at west (−X) side of bearing after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 5.270 Bottom shim deformed by anchor interaction at west (−X) side of bearing 
after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 5.271 East (+X) retainer after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, elevation view 
 
Figure 5.272 West (−X) retainer after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, elevation view 
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Figure 5.273 Retainers after T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS 
5.3 Type I Bearing Increased Strain Rate Experiments 
5.3.1.1 Test T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR 
Test T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR was conducted to simulate T1-7c [1] (7)-L-M-QS at an 
increased strain rate.  The peak velocity for the test was primarily limited by the hydraulic 
capacity of the horizontal actuator so that the imposed sole plate velocity could not exceed about 
0.7 in. / sec.  The force-displacement response for the ISR test is plotted together with the 
previous QS test in Figure 5.274, and similar data is plotted in Figure 5.275 with the horizontal 
force normalized by the instantaneous vertical force to illustrate peak and sliding friction 
characteristics.  The vertical force varied after the elastomer had slipped on the concrete at about 
240% shear strain, as shown in Figure 5.276.  The primary reason for the variation in vertical 
force is that the actuators were following a set of predefined position commands intended to 
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simulate converged state configurations based on the previous QS test.  When the bearing 
slipped in the ISR test, the elastomer wedged under the sole plate, causing an increased vertical 
reaction.  Thereafter, the bearing configuration was inconsistent with the previous QS test, and 
the vertical load developed in real-time varied significantly from the approximately constant 
vertical load imposed during the QS test.  Because the vertical load varied after slip had occurred, 
the increased stiffness and peak friction observed prior to slip can be inferred to be a result of 
strain rate, rather than vertical compression. 
 
 
Figure 5.274 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR 
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Figure 5.275 Friction response for T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR 
 
Figure 5.276 Vertical load variation during T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR 
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5.3.1.2 Test T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR 
Test T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR was conducted to simulate T1-13c [1] (2)-L-M-QS at an 
increased strain rate.  In most respects, this test resembled T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR, with a peak 
velocity for the test primarily limited by the hydraulic capacity of the horizontal actuator so that 
the imposed sole plate velocity could not exceed about 0.7 in. / sec.  The force-displacement 
response for the ISR test is plotted together with the previous QS test in Figure 5.277, and 
similar data is plotted in Figure 5.278 with the horizontal force normalized by the instantaneous 
vertical force to illustrate peak and sliding friction characteristics.  The vertical force exhibited 
some limited variation in prior to slip, but most of the variation was observed after the elastomer 
had slipped on the concrete at about 190% shear strain, as shown in Figure 5.279.  This test was 
influenced by the same inconsistencies between previous QS and real-time ISR bearing 
configurations as T1-7c [1] (8)-L-M-ISR, but the discrepancies tended to be more pronounced 
with increased load demands for the larger bearing in this test.  Although there was some 
variation of vertical load prior to slip, the peak friction was observed with a vertical load close to 
the initial value for the test (100 kips at 385 psi compression on elastomer).  Because the vertical 
load matched the QS typical vertical load when the bearing experienced slip, the increased 
stiffness to reach the slip threshold and the peak friction can be inferred to be a result of strain 
rate, rather than vertical compression. 
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Figure 5.277 Force-displacement response for T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR 
 
Figure 5.278 Friction response for T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR 
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Figure 5.279 Vertical load variation during T1-13c [1] (3)-L-M-ISR 
5.3.1.3 Test T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR 
Test T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR was conducted to simulate T1-7c [3] (1)-L-C-QS at an 
increased strain rate.  Similar to the monotonic ISR tests on T1 specimens, the peak velocity for 
the test was primarily limited by the hydraulic capacity of the horizontal actuator so that the 
imposed sole plate velocity could not exceed about 0.7 in. / sec.  The force-displacement 
response for the cyclic ISR test is plotted together with the previous QS test in Figure 5.280, and 
similar data is plotted in Figure 5.281 with the horizontal force normalized by the instantaneous 
vertical force to illustrate peak and sliding friction characteristics.  The bearing response was 
further complicated for the cyclic excursions with real-time deformed bearing configurations at 
variance with the configurations observed in the QS test.  The resulting variation in vertical load 
is shown in Figure 5.282 to illustrate how vertical load varied with position, as has been shown 
for the monotonic tests.  The vertical load was highly variable at all horizontal displacements.   
An alternate plot is provided in Figure 5.283 to illustrate how the vertical load varied 
over time.  The vertical axes are normalized, so that the horizontal displacement is plotted as a 
ratio to the maximum displacement for the test (i.e., cycles are at 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 
and 1 to range from 25% to 400% ESS relative to 400% ESS).  The vertical load is normalized 
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by the target vertical load of 42 kips, corresponding to 500 psi average compression on the 
bearing.  Negative values indicate compression, so that a value of -1 corresponds to the bearing 
supporting a compression load equal to the target load.   
 
 
Figure 5.280 Force-displacement response for T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR  
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Figure 5.281 Friction response for T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 5.282 Vertical load variation during T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR relative to position 
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Figure 5.283 Vertical load variation during T1-7c [3] (2)-L-C-ISR through time 
5.4 Type I Bearing Earthquake Simulation Experiments 
5.4.1 Global Modeling Overview 
A special subset of two experiments were performed at increased strain rates using 
predicted bearing demands, accounting for global bridge response to ground motion, obtained 
from OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2011) modeling of global bridge response when subjected to 
synthetic ground motions, one each for longitudinal and transverse ground motion input.  
General characteristics of the model and detailed descriptions of component behavior are 
described in detail in LaFave et al. (2013) and in Filipov (2012).  A visualization of the bridge 
used to generate the simulated earthquake bearing demands is provided in Figure 5.284.  The 
bridge utilized to evaluate bearing demands had three continuous spans of composite steel 
girders, with span lengths of 50 ft for each span.  Type I elastomeric bearings were provided at 
all bearing locations except those at Pier 2, which were modeled as low-profile fixed steel 
bearings.     
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Figure 5.284 Visualization of OpenSees bridge model 
Abutments were pile-supported, and included modeling of reinforced concrete backwalls 
and soil backfill, as shown in Figure 5.285 and Figure 5.286.  Intermediate substructures were 15 
ft tall column piers, with four (4) 3 ft diameter columns per pier, and pile supported foundations.  
The element and section models for a typical column are shown in Figure 5.287, and the 
hysteretic response for a column subjected to cyclic excursions into the plastic range of response 
are shown in Figure 5.288.   
 
 
Figure 5.285 Sketch of abutment construction [from LaFave et al. (2013)] 
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Figure 5.286 Composite abutment model for OpenSees [from LaFave et al. (2013)] 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.287 Column with plastic hinge zones for OpenSees modeling at (a) element and (b) 
section levels  [from LaFave et al. (2013)] 
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Figure 5.288 Composite abutment model for OpenSees [from LaFave et al. (2013)] 
In both longitudinal and transverse bridge motion cases, the bearings at abutments were 
modeled as Type I 7c’s, matching the physical specimens to be tested experimentally.  The 
modeling characteristics for the elements and component models in OpenSees are shown in 
Figure 5.289 and Figure 5.290.  Shear and sliding response characteristics incorporated into the 
global model for each bearing of interest reflected quasi-static pretests performed on the 
specimens with the values given in Table 5.2 through Table 5.4 (see the List of Symbols for 
definitions of symbols in the tables).  For the transverse bridge motion simulation, the retainer 
response was modeled based on the previous quasi-static cyclic Type I 7c transverse test (T1-7c 
[4]-T-C-QS).   
 
 
Figure 5.289 Composite bearing model construction for OpenSees [from LaFave et al. 
(2013)] 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.290 Bearing (a) shear and friction and (b) retainer component models [from 
LaFave et al. (2013)] 
 
Table 5.2 Elastomer shear modeling parameters 
  
 
 
Table 5.3 Elastomer sliding modeling parameters 
 
 
 
Table 5.4 Retainer modeling parameters 
 
 
 
5.4.2 Control Signal Generation 
The sequence of events that generated the command signals for the actuators in the 
earthquake simulation tests is outlined in the following sections.   
A hrt Geff Kh,eff 
in2 in psi k / in
T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR 84 1.875 82.2 3.68
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR 84 1.875 73.1 3.27
Test
Test μSI μK μSP 
T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR
0.50.450.6
gap EE Fy EP Fu 
in ksi kips ksi kips
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR 0.25 353.8 13.4 19.7 28.9
Test
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5.4.2.1 Conduct Quasi-Static Horizontal Pretest(s) 
At the experimental testing frame: Conduct tests intended to have a minimum impact on 
the bearing behavior during the earthquake simulation test while providing representative data to 
characterize the shear deformation, slip threshold, and sliding characteristics of the bearing 
sufficient to enable reasonably reliable prediction of bearing behavior in OpenSees.  See sections 
5.4.3.1, 0, and 5.4.4.1. 
5.4.2.2 Data Processing 
In MATLAB: Process the data obtained for 5.4.2.1 to obtain representative modeling 
parameter values for shear modulus and friction coefficients.  
5.4.2.3 Evaluate Bridge Response 
In OpenSees: Update default data used by OpenSees to match data generated in 5.4.2.2.  
Run OpenSees using the updated bearing properties for a suite of synthetic ground motion 
records (Fernandez and Rix, 2008) developed to represent a relatively deep soft soil column at 
the northern end of the Mississippi Embayment, specifically at Paducah, KY.  The relatively 
deep soil tends to generate an amplified response for higher period structures, and so was 
expected to represent a conservative assessment of the bearing performance for the soft shear and 
sliding system.  The selected ground motions to establish signals for control were the sixth 
ground motion record in the suite (“Paducah, KY 975 06”) for the longitudinal orientation, and 
the first ground motion in the suite (“Paducah, KY 975 01”) for the transverse orientation.  Both 
records were selected from the records developed to represent a 975 year return period event.  
The records were scaled to simulate the seismic hazard adopted by AASHTO (2009) for Cairo, 
IL (see LaFave et al., (2013) for additional details).  Accordingly, the original longitudinal 
motion record was scaled by 1.87, and the transverse motion record was scaled by 1.86.  
Furthermore, as a result of various aspects of the global bridge system (most notably the 
backwall and backfill resistance and the relatively high strength of the fixed bearings), the 
longitudinal motion did not initially exhibit a large sliding response.  The longitudinal motion 
was scaled by an additional 1.75 factor (total amplification of 1.87*1.75 = 3.27) to ensure that 
the bearing would be subject to significant sliding.  Datasets were obtained from OpenSees 
recorders for forces and displacements in each principal direction (longitudinal / transverse / 
vertical) at the bearing of interest for each experiment, along with a corresponding time log. 
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5.4.2.4 Conduct Quasi-Static Vertical Pretests 
At the experimental testing frame: Conduct tests to establish required vertical command 
signals corresponding to the range of vertical loads represented in the OpenSees bearing results 
for the range of horizontal position demands encompassed in the OpenSees bearing response 
results.  The horizontal positions ranged from −11 in. to +8 in. for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR, and 
the range was expanded to +9 in. for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR.  At each position, the bearing was 
loaded to 0.5 kips, then cycled to a compression of 55 kips and unloaded to 0.5 kips for three 
cycles.  After completing the cycles at one position, the bearing was lifted free from the concrete 
surface, shifted by a position increment of 1 in., and the loading and unloading cycles were 
repeated, until all vertical loading and unloading cycles had been performed at all required 
position increments.   
5.4.2.5 Final Signal Generation 
In MATLAB: Conduct a sequence of steps to map the OpenSees data to command 
signals for the experiment.   
1. Expand the time scale of the OpenSees data so that the peak velocity for the 
bearing will be reduced to 4 in. / sec, the peak velocity capability of the horizontal 
actuator.  OpenSees time scales were expanded by a factor of 12.9533 for T1-7c 
[5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR and 8.4624 for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR. 
2. Linearly interpolate the time-expanded OpenSees data at increments of 0.01 
second for the expanded time scale.  The LabVIEW control program executed one 
update iteration to the command signals sent to the controllers at a maximum rate 
of approximately 100 Hz.   
3. Map the horizontal position and vertical load record from OpenSees (expanded 
and interpolated) to vectors of command signals for each actuator.  The vertical 
load mapping is performed, approximately accounting for position, as follows: 
a. Identify lower position bound among discrete vertical load pretest position 
increments (e.g., for a current position of 2.5 in. in the OpenSees 
expanded and interpolated record  2 in.) 
b. Identify upper position bound (e.g., for a current position of 2.5 in. in the 
OpenSees expanded and interpolated record  3 in.) 
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c. Linearly interpolate required command signal to vertical actuators at lower 
position bound from vertical pretest data obtained in 5.4.2.4 
d. Linearly interpolate required command signal to vertical actuators at upper 
position bound from vertical pretest data obtained in 5.4.2.4 
e. Linearly interpolate required command signal at current position in 
OpenSees expanded and interpolated record between values obtained at 
lower and upper position bounds 
 
Horizontal position commands were mapped from target displacements in the expanded 
and interpolated OpenSees record using a linear correlation between position and electrical 
signal appropriate for the internal displacement transducer of the actuator.   
5.4.3 Longitudinal Orientation Simulation 
5.4.3.1 Test T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS 
A new concrete pad was used for the earthquake simulation tests.  The first test 
performed on the pad was a longitudinal bridge motion simulation to characterize shear stiffness 
of the bearing.  The test specimen was mounted under the loading beam, and loaded to 17 kips 
compression (202 psi average on the bearing footprint), then subjected to a set of three fully 
reversed cycles to 100% ESS.  The observed constitutive response is shown in Figure 5.291.  
The effective stiffness, Kh,eff, was determined from the test data.  The effective shear modulus, 
Geff, was then back-calculated from the observed stiffness, and supplied to OpenSees to 
characterize the pre-slip behavior of the bearing.  The elastomer deposited a residue of surface 
oils and additives such as carbon black on the concrete as shown in Figure 5.292.  The unusual 
distribution of the deposited material is believed to result from natural variations in the surface 
profiles of the concrete and elastomer, and also the relatively low level of compression applied to 
the bearing. 
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Figure 5.291 Shear deformation cycles for T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.292 Concrete surface condition after T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS 
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5.4.3.2 Test T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS 
After the vertical pretests had been completed, the bearing surface appeared as shown in 
Figure 5.293.  T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS was a single cycle with sufficient displacement to initiate 
slip, yielding the results plotted in Figure 5.294.  Initially, for T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS, the 
preliminary bearing selected for simulation in the OpenSees model carried a load of about 17 
kips.  As the modeling data and results were reviewed, an alternate bearing was selected which 
had a higher load (25.9 kips, 308 psi average on elastomer footprint, near the parapet).  In the 
response plot, a comparison of the response of T1-7c [5] (1)-L-EQ-QS relative to T1-7c [5] (2)-
L-EQ-QS must consider that response is given as a ratio of vertical load, which increased by 
approximately 50% for the second test. 
The bearing is shown at incipient slip in Figure 5.295 and Figure 5.296.  When concrete 
pads were placed on the strong floor, they were situated so that they were approximately level on 
a layer of Hydrocal.  This test pad happened to be sloped, with a higher south side.  
Consequently, the bearing stress distribution was higher on the south side, and the north side 
experienced more slip at a lower compression.  Although the friction resistance likely varied 
significantly across the surface of the elastomer, the primary characteristic of interest was a 
single representative value for the bearing as a whole.  Thus, based on this test data, the friction 
resistance was specified in OpenSees with a coefficient of 0.45 for sliding, and an increase of 
about 30% to 0.6 for initial static breakaway when subjected to dynamic load.  The elastomer 
continued to deposit a residue of surface materials and portions of elastomer on the concrete as a 
result of the slip cycle, as shown in Figure 5.297.  This image is representative of the concrete 
surface condition at the start of the earthquake simulation test. 
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Figure 5.293 Concrete surface condition prior to T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.294 Slip response for T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.295 Bearing configuration at incipient slip during T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS, south 
view 
 
Figure 5.296 Bearing configuration at incipient slip during T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS, north 
view 
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Figure 5.297 Concrete surface condition after T1-7c [5] (2)-L-EQ-QS 
5.4.3.3 Test T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-ISR 
This section will discuss the ground motion excitation and the agreement between the 
displacements and forces from OpenSees and those observed in the experiment.  The record 
utilized to excite the bridge model in OpenSees is shown in the final scaled form in Figure 5.298.  
The amplitude scaling is consistent with the input to OpenSees, and the duration scaling is 
consistent with the experiment input.     
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Figure 5.298 Scaled earthquake record for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
The resulting displacement demand acting on the elastomer sole plate and the vertical 
force record are shown in Figure 5.299 and Figure 5.300, respectively.  The vertical force varied 
significantly during the earthquake as a result of interactions of the superstructure with the 
backwalls.  When the bridge struck the backwall near the simulated bearing (moving in the −X 
direction of the experiment), the bridge experienced uplift of the bearings at the abutment.  An 
excerpt of the force record is shown in Figure 5.301 to illustrate the effect.  In the figure, the 
vertical load varies rapidly from 0.5 kips to about 60 kips.  The minimum load of 0.5 kips was 
enforced when processing the record for experiment input, but OpenSees data indicated tension 
in the bearing (the bearing element was not modeled with the capability for lift-off).  This 
extreme variation in force was required to obtain a record with significant sliding, because 
backwalls often restrain bearing displacements to primarily shear deformations and little sliding 
in the OpenSees model. 
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Figure 5.299 Horizontal displacement record for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.300 Vertical force record for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.301 Vertical force partial record for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
The most significant information that was derived from this test related to effective 
damping.  A partial record of the constitutive response is presented in Figure 5.302 to illustrate 
the presence of damping in the response.  The OpenSees model ignores damping in the elastomer, 
instead modeling the material as a linear elastic element.  The physical bearing specimen, 
however, is displaying loops of dissipated hysteretic energy.  Although the plot only represents 
the first 190 seconds of the record, the effect is continuous throughout the test, and the bearing is 
constantly dissipating energy through hysteresis when it is not sliding.  The cumulative effects of 
the observed damping for this experiment are described in 5.5.5 to accompany the damping data 
for other tests in the experimental program. 
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Figure 5.302 Pre-slip partial record of horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [5] 
(3)-L-EQ-QS 
The horizontal displacement control functioned very well, but the agreement between the 
vertical load in the computational and experimental records possessed easily perceptible 
discrepancies.  In general, the data show reasonable agreement between the computational record 
and the experimental results in terms of constitutive response, as shown in Figure 5.303 and 
Figure 5.304.  The friction force tended to be lower for the experiment than the computational 
model at similar positions, but the friction at sliding showed reasonably good agreement.  This 
mixed success suggests that the friction input to OpenSees was selected well based on the pre-
test, but the discrepancies in the vertical load between that predicted by OpenSees and the load 
actually imposed in real-time in the experiment led to discrepancies in the horizontal force 
records. 
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Figure 5.303 Horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.304 Ratio of horizontal force to vertical force versus displacement for T1-7c [5] 
(3)-L-EQ-QS 
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The instances where agreement was most lacking tended to be related to the backwall 
interactions.  The constitutive response for the first 277 seconds of the record are shown in 
Figure 5.305 and Figure 5.306.  The first key region to note is the lower left corner of the plots.  
This region of response corresponds to lift-off of the physical specimen when the OpenSees 
model predicted tension demands at the concrete interface.  The disagreement between the 
computational modeling and physical mechanisms leads to horizontal offsets in the experiment 
versus computational response, so that the experiment shear response tends to be traced parallel, 
but offset to the upper left of the computational record.   
The discrepancy also leads to secondary effects, such as the experimental coefficient of 
friction reaching a maximum of about 0.8 at a displacement of −2 in. in Figure 5.306.  There are 
two influences at work in that situation.  First, the bearing is gaining shear strain after all strain 
had been relieved during lift-off, whereas the computational model is predicting that the 
elastomer has had to first unload from a strained configuration, and so underestimates the shear 
strain demand at that point in the record.  Second, the vertical load is still low, with only about 
50 psi of compression acting on the elastomer.  Consistent with other observations for the 
response of elastomers on concrete, the coefficient of friction increases inversely proportional to 
applied compression stress.  Following from the sliding that initiates at this instance, the 
elastomer resistance remains low and limited by friction.  The OpenSees model continues on to 
higher shear strains with higher accompanying compression, and so delays the onset of sliding. 
Thus, there are mechanistic explanations for the discrepancies observed between the 
computational model and the experiment.  The experiment does provide useful insight into the 
significance of damping in the overall response, and the test also confirms that a bearing that was 
not designed for seismic demands can be expected to survive even a very strong earthquake 
(recall the scaling factor was 1.75 relative to the hazard at Cairo, IL, which is the strong even 
when compared to many other regions of the New Madrid Seismic Zone).  The bearing and 
concrete surface condition are shown in Figure 5.307. 
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Figure 5.305 Post-slip partial record of horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [5] 
(3)-L-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.306 Post-slip partial record of ratio of horizontal force to vertical force versus 
displacement for T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.307 Bearing and concrete surface condition after T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS 
5.4.4 Transverse Orientation Simulation 
5.4.4.1 Test T1-7c [6] (1)-T-EQ-QS 
The concrete surface was brushed clean after conducting T1-7c [5] (3)-L-EQ-QS, but 
much of the material that had leached into the concrete surface remained after a superficial 
cleaning, as shown in Figure 5.308.  The bearing was installed at the steel fixture, but anchors 
were not initially installed.  Although the grouped together as T1-7c [6] (1)-T-EQ-QS, there were 
technically two tests performed to evaluate shear and sliding characteristics for the bearing.  
Both tests included three cycles at 100% ESS to characterize shear deformation, and one cycle at 
200% ESS to evaluate slip resistance.  The tests were conducted several days apart (Friday and 
Monday), allowing for scragging recovery.  The first test was conducted with an estimated load 
of 17 kips (200 psi on the elastomer area), and the second test was conducted with a load verified 
in the OpenSees model as 18.4 kips (220 psi on the elastomer area).  This pair of tests provides 
reassurance that the bearing shear and friction response properties are unlikely to change 
significantly with a succeeding test to simulate earthquake motion. 
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The data obtained from the tests is shown in Figure 5.309.  As for the previous 
longitudinal specimen, the effective stiffness, Kh,eff, was determined from the test data, and the 
effective shear modulus, Geff, was then back-calculated from the observed stiffness, and supplied 
to OpenSees to characterize the pre-slip behavior of the bearing.  Pretests were carried out to 
establish the vertical response of the bearing and testing frame at a range of positions, and then 
anchors were installed for the retainers, as shown in Figure 5.310. 
 
 
Figure 5.308 Concrete surface condition prior to installation of T1-7c [6] 
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Figure 5.309 Shear and sliding characterization tests for T1-7c [6] (1)-T-EQ-QS 
  
Figure 5.310 Anchors installed for retainers for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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5.4.4.2 Test T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR 
This section will discuss the ground motion excitation and the agreement between the 
displacements and forces from OpenSees and those observed in the experiment.  The record 
utilized to excite the bridge model in OpenSees is shown in the final scaled form in Figure 5.311.  
The amplitude scaling is consistent with the input to OpenSees, and the duration scaling is 
consistent with the experiment input.     
 
Figure 5.311 Scaled earthquake record for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
The resulting displacement demand acting on the elastomer sole plate and the vertical 
force record are shown in Figure 5.312 and Figure 5.313, respectively.  The variation in vertical 
force was minor for the transverse orientation, without the backwall interactions as in the 
longitudinal direction.  An excerpt of the force record is shown in Figure 5.314 to illustrate the 
variation in vertical load more clearly.  In the range of 30 to 40 seconds, the retainers fuse.  The 
interaction of retainers and bearing generates a real variation in load, but OpenSees did not have 
a mechanism to capture the effect, and so the vertical load remained approximately constant 
throughout the record.  After the retainer have fused, the experiment exhibits variations in 
vertical load caused by limitations in control capability.  Variations of 1 to 2 kips from a target 
load were common for most tests, even when tested at quasi-static rates. 
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Figure 5.312 Horizontal displacement record for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.313 Vertical force record for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.314 Vertical force partial record for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
The horizontal displacement control functioned very well, as in the longitudinal case, and 
the vertical load again possessed easily perceptible discrepancies between the computational and 
experimental records.  As in the longitudinal case, the data show reasonable agreement between 
the computational record and the experimental results on the whole in terms of constitutive 
response, as shown in Figure 5.315 and Figure 5.316.  The influence of the retainers makes the 
friction response difficult to discern, so the test results will now be presented in pre-fuseing and 
post-fusing sections.     
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Figure 5.315 Horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
 
Figure 5.316 Ratio of horizontal force to vertical force versus displacement for T1-7c [6] 
(2)-T-EQ-QS 
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The behavior prior to fusing of retainers is shown in Figure 5.317.  The retainer modeling 
parameters appear to have been reasonably consistent with the physical specimens used during 
the test.  One difference, however, was that the apparent ductility of the retainers was noticeably 
larger in the experiment than predicted by the model.  This may in part be due to the physical 
arrangement of the specimen.  The anchors were installed at a distance slightly farther apart than 
intended.  In an attempt to place the retainers to provide, as closely as possible, the typical 1/8 in. 
gap specified by IDOT standard details, the retainers were placed so that the anchors were flush 
against the far sides of the holes relative to the bearing.  The retainer installation positions are 
shown in Figure 5.318 and Figure 5.319.  The apparent force capacity was also slightly lower for 
the east anchor than had been modeled, but the decrease in perceived capacity may be a result of 
impact amplification, with the bearing returning at maximum velocity from the peak −X 
displacement. 
 
 
Figure 5.317 Pre-fusing horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.318 Installation position for west (−X) anchor 
  
Figure 5.319 Installation position for east (+X) anchor 
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The behavior following fusing of retainers is shown in Figure 5.320 and Figure 5.321.  
The friction modeling parameters appear to have been reasonably well selected, but the vertical 
load control led to discrepancies in the computational and experimental results.  The 
experimental results tend to show a higher sliding force capacity when translating in the −X 
direction, yet a higher coefficient of friction when translating in the +X direction, compared to 
the computational record.  Considering the oscillatory vertical load for the post-fusing section of 
the response (see Figure 5.313), the likeliest explanation is that the bearing load increased when 
moving in the −X direction, correlating to higher friction forces, and that the bearing load 
decreased when moving in the +X direction, correlating to higher friction coefficients. 
 
 
Figure 5.320 Post-fusing horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.321 Post-fusing ratio of horizontal force to vertical force versus displacement for 
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
This test also provided useful information to evaluate the significance of hysteretic 
damping relative to effective damping of friction sliding.  A partial record of the constitutive 
response is presented in Figure 5.322 to illustrate the presence of damping in the response.  The 
OpenSees model ignores damping in the elastomer, instead modeling the material as a linear 
elastic element.  The physical bearing specimen, however, is displaying loops of dissipated 
hysteretic energy.  Although the plot only represents a window of response covering 100 seconds 
of the record, the effect is continuous throughout the test, and the bearing is constantly 
dissipating energy through hysteresis when it is not sliding.  The cumulative effects of the 
observed damping for this experiment are described in 5.5.5 to accompany the damping data for 
other tests in the experimental program. 
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Figure 5.322 Post-fusing partial record of horizontal force versus displacement for T1-7c [6] 
(2)-T-EQ-QS 
This experiment provided a validation of the fusing paradigm proposed as the preferred 
approach, with abrupt ruptures of the steel anchors restraining the retainers.  Furthermore, this 
experiment captures the predicted response to a strong earthquake in a region of relatively high 
seismic hazard (a scaling factor 1 relative to the hazard at Cairo, IL).  Bearing damage was 
minimal following the test.  Images are provided in F through F to illustrate the concrete and 
bearing immediately after the completion of the test, damage to the elastomer during the test, and 
the concrete condition at ruptured anchors. 
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Figure 5.323 Concrete surface condition after T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
  
Figure 5.324 East (+X) anchor remnant after T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.325 West (−X) anchor remnant after T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
  
Figure 5.326 Elastomer base after T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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Figure 5.327 East edge of elastomer base after T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-QS 
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5.5 Discussion of Type I Bearing Test Results 
5.5.1 Transverse Fuse Response and Capacity 
Fuse force capacity is defined as the peak force capacity observed during the experiments 
for each bearing assembly, and was observed to be significantly higher in the transverse 
compared to the longitudinal direction.  Transverse fuse force capacity is derived from both 
retainer resistance and elastomer shear deformation, although IDOT design practice in effect 
when the experiments were conducted neglected the contribution of elastomer shear.  To 
evaluate the retainers with respect to the original design basis, then, the retainer data is shown in 
Figure 5.32 in terms of force versus displacement, and key data are summarized in Table 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.328 Single retainer tests, horizontal force versus displacement 
Table 5.5 Summary data for single retainer tests 
   
Fu 
(ksi)
Dia. 
(in)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Fu 
(ksi)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Overstrength 
Ratio
Vfuse
Nn 
RET-7c [1]-T-M-QS -X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 29.6 3.10 1.14
RET-7c [2]-T-C-QS +X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 32.1 3.36 1.24
RET-13c [1]-T-M-QS +X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 66.3 2.50 0.97
RET-13c [2]-T-C-QS -X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 72.5 2.73 1.06
Adjusted ObservedNominal
Test Dir
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In Table 5.5, fuse force capacity is indicated as Vfuse.  The Nominal capacities correspond 
to estimates published in the IDOT Bridge Manual, assuming that Gr 36 material was used for 
the anchors (as was requested from the bearing supplier).  The values tabulated by IDOT follow 
typical engineering design practice, and assume a material strength near the minimum permitted 
by the material specification.  For Gr 36 material, ASTM F1554 permits ultimate strength to 
range from 58 ksi to 80 ksi, and the IDOT tabulated values appear to have assumed an ultimate 
strength of 60 ksi.  The material strength observed in uniaxial tension tests for anchor material 
samples supplied with the bearings ranged from 69.4 ksi to 73.3 ksi for the first set of bearings, 
and from 70.4 to 74.4 ksi for the additional material supplied for the testing program extension.  
All of the single retainer tests were part of the original testing program, and the Adjusted column 
scales the Nominal capacities to account for the observed material strength (shown in the shaded 
cells of the table) according to the material strength observed for each anchor size. Nominal and 
Adjusted capacities are shown with orange dashed lines and red dotted lines, respectively, in 
Figure 5.32 to correspond to the values in the table.  Observed fuse capacities report the 
maximum force level observed during the test.  The Overstrength Ratio in the Observed column 
is the ratio of the Observed to the Nominal Vfuse. 
The last field in the Observed column is a normalized Vfuse capacity, presented as the 
ratio of the observed horizontal force capacity to the theoretical maximum tension capacity of the 
anchor, Nn, calculated according to Appendix D of ACI (2011), assuming that the tension 
capacity of the anchor is determined purely by the steel, rather than any concrete-related failure 
modes (e.g., break-out, pull-out). 
 n u bN F A=  (5.1) 
Where: 
Fu =  Ultimate tension strength (ksi) 
Ab = Effective anchor cross-sectional area (in2) 
Fu corresponds to the value in the Adjusted column, representing the actual material 
strength, and the area, Ab, for threaded anchors is taken equal to 0.8 times the nominal cross-
sectional area of the anchor to account for threads.  Although the failure mechanism was a result 
of combined shear, tension, and flexural demands acting on the anchor, the contribution of the 
shear resistance as the retainer toe is driven against and into the concrete surface produced a total 
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resistance in excess of the maximum that could have been estimated using the anchor strength 
alone. 
To evaluate how the retainers will perform when paired with a bearing, the horizontal 
displacement is recharacterized in terms of ESS for the associated bearing size, as shown in 
Figure 5.329.  The retainer ruptures occurred at displacements corresponding to about 80% to 
150% shear strain.  Unless the bearing is lightly loaded, the elastomer is generally not slipping at 
this strain level, so the elastomer contribution to transverse capacity is expected to be less than 
the slip resistance, and will be approximately linearly related to the effective shear stiffness, Kh,eff, 
times the ultimate displacement required to precipitate rupture. 
 
 
Figure 5.329 Single retainer tests, horizontal force versus ESS of associated bearing 
Vertical load was not regulated as part of the control scheme for single retainer tests, but 
the retainers did experience a roll-over restraint from friction of the vertical face against the steel 
fixture, which translated into an induced vertical reaction directed upward on the load frame.  
The vertical loads developed during the test are plotted versus displacement in Figure 5.330.  For 
the Type I 7c bearing tests, the induced vertical load is about 13 to 15 kips, which is significantly 
less than the simulated gravity load that will be applied to the 7c bearing during the transverse 
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test (42 kips).  For the Type I 13c bearing tests, however, the induced vertical load of about 120 
kips exceeds the load that will be applied to the bearing (100 kips).  With the bearing in place, 
the control scheme will maintain a load of 100 kips, regardless of which component is carrying 
the load, so the bearing can be expected to lift free of the concrete as the vertical load is 
gradually transferred from the bearing to the retainer. 
 
 
Figure 5.330 Single retainer tests, vertical force versus horizontal displacement 
Complete bearing assemblies were tested for transverse response and capacity, yielding 
the results summarized in Table 5.6.  Nominal and Adjusted column values are determined 
identically to those in Table 5.5.  Observed fuse capacities report the maximum force level 
observed during the test, which implicitly includes the contribution of the elastomer to the total 
shear resistance and therefore reflects the load per bearing that should be anticipated for design 
of substructures to ensure capacity protection during a major seismic event. As for the single 
retainer tests, the observed fuse capacity is also supplied as a normalized value relative to the 
nominal tension capacity of the anchor, Nn. The observed fuse capacity was generally about 1.1 
to 1.4 times the ultimate tension capacity of the anchor.  Comparing the results for the 7c 
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retainers with those of complete assemblies, the retainer is seen to be the dominant influence for 
determining the transverse fuse capacity.   
 
Table 5.6 Summary data for Type I transverse fuse force capacities 
   
 
It should be noted that although the dispersion of fuse capacities relative to nominal 
tension capacity does not reflect a clear difference in mechanism, the response characteristics of 
the bearing assemblies did indeed vary significantly.  The 7c bearings (both quasi-static and 
earthquake simulation), 11b bearing, and the +X alternate retainer used with T1-13c [1] 
displayed a preferable fusing mechanism, with an abrupt transition to demarcate the bound 
structural behavior between non-isolated and isolated response.  The mechanism was also 
primarily dictated by the steel anchor, rather than by concrete failure at the retainer toe, which 
provides an added measure of reliability.  Lastly, the cases with lift-off (9c and 13c except for 
+X alternate retainer) included interaction of the retainer heel with the elastomer.  The elastomer 
generally held up well in the tests, but the highly random and violent nature of actual earthquake 
motions may result in greater damage and potential destruction of the bearing, and from there 
progressive damage and collapse of the structure. 
5.5.2 Elastomeric Shear Deformation 
Elastomer shear deformation is described in terms of effective apparent shear stiffness, 
Kh,eff, which is defined as the measured linear stiffness from the initiation of a ramp until a 
Fu 
(ksi)
Dia. 
(in)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Fu 
(ksi)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Overstrength 
Ratio
Vfuse
Nn 
+X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 34.8 3.65 1.34
-X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 33.9 3.56 1.31
+X 60 1 17.0 74.38 21.0 52.3 3.08 1.12
-X 60 1 17.0 74.38 21.0 52.7 3.11 1.13
+X 60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 78.5 2.96 1.14
-X 60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 78.5 2.96 1.14
+X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 94.1 3.55 1.38
-X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 94.2 3.56 1.38
+X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 90.0 3.40 1.32
-X 60 1.25 26.5 69.37 30.6 111.1 4.19 1.63
+X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 33.7 3.54 1.30
-X 60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 30.7 3.21 1.18
Nominal Adjusted Observed
Test Dir
T1-7c [6] (2)-T-EQ-ISR
T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS
T1-9c-T-C-QS 
T1-11b-T-C-QS 
T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS 
T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS
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deviation of the response from linear shear strain to a sliding response.  The associated effective 
apparent shear modulus, Geff, is determined according to 
 
 , 1000
1
h eff rt
eff
K h lbG
A kip
=  (5.2) 
Where: 
Kh,eff =  Effective apparent linear shear stiffness of elastomeric 
bearing, including nonlinear effects in material and 
geometric response (kips / in.) 
hrt =  Total elastomer thickness (in.), identical to Equivalent 
Rubber Thickness (ERT) in IDOT nomenclature, equal to 
the sum of thicknesses of individual layers of elastomer for 
a particular bearing 
A = Elastomer footprint area (in.2) 
 
The shear characteristics are noted as “effective” and “apparent” because they do not in 
general represent fundamental material properties. In addition, they are not reflective of the exact 
shape of the shear response curve, which will exhibit a sequence of stiff, softened, and secondary 
stiffening segments rather than truly linear elastic behavior. However, these effective apparent 
values are expected to be more practically valuable than fundamental material properties when 
characterizing appropriate properties for complete bridge models, which are anticipated to 
employ simplified linear elastic components to represent Type I elastomeric bearings. An 
effective linear shear modulus of approximately 75 to 80 psi appeared to be reasonable for large 
shear strain response, sufficient to induce slip at approximately 150% to 225% shear strain at 
average compression stresses of 200 to 500 psi, respectively, in the monotonic tests.  
 
General trends observed in the monotonic tests were that the shear stiffness tended to 
degrade with repeated tests, even when allowing approximately 24 hours to recover from 
scragging in the elastomer. The decrease in stiffness with succeeding tests is suspected to be the 
result of chamfering of the leading edge of the elastomer through abrasion against the concrete 
surface. It was also observed that the apparent shear modulus tends to decrease with increasing 
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shear strain. The larger the shear strain at slip, the less the initial stiffening branch contributes to 
the two-point linear shear stiffness estimate. 
For longitudinal cyclic tests, the bearings exhibited a shear response over a range of 
approximately ±100% shear strain at 200 psi compression, increasing to approximately ±250% 
shear strain at 800 psi compression.  The variation of shear response for the bearings tested in a 
longitudinal orientation is shown in Figure 5.331.  The data are shown in a normalized form in 
Figure 5.332 as the ratio of the experimentally observed shear modulus and the shear modulus 
reported by the bearing manufacturer.  Both plots show trends relative to shear strain range, 
meaning the difference in apparent shear strain for a strain segment of a ramp.  If, for example, 
the strain demand is increasing from 100% to 200% ESS, the shear strain range will be 300% if 
the bearing does not slip.  Alternatively, if the bearing does slip, the shear strain range will be the 
sum of the 100% unloaded shear strain and the shear strain imposed to induce slip prior to 
reaching 200%.  Lastly, if a test is paused, particularly if the pause occurs with high shear strains, 
the walking of the bearing during the pause would influence the estimated linear shear modulus.  
Therefore, pauses are treated similarly to slip initiations with respect to estimating shear strain 
ranges. 
A significant decrease in shear stiffness was correlated with the shear strain range for the 
individual ramps during a test. For the initial ramps of the tests, with imposed shear strain ranges 
of about 50% (from −25% to +25%), the effective apparent shear modulus ranged from about 
110 to 150 psi, including both scragged and unscragged conditions during seven reversed cycles 
of shear displacements. These results agree with the data supplied by the bearing manufacturer, 
which indicated that the shear modulus obtained from ASTM D4014, Annex A, was 124 psi. As 
the shear strain demands increase, the initial stiff branch becomes progressively more 
overshadowed by the softened secondary stiffness. Consequently, shear moduli assumed for 
modeling parameters to reflect high strains should be significantly reduced from the values 
stipulated in the testing data of bearing suppliers. The ratio of apparent shear moduli to the 
manufacturer’s reported value ranges from a maximum of around 0.8 to a minimum of about 0.5 
for ramps that transition to sliding. 
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Figure 5.331 Variation of effective apparent shear modulus for Type I bearings during 
longitudinal cyclic tests 
 
Figure 5.332 Variation of normalized effective apparent shear modulus for Type I bearings 
during longitudinal cyclic tests 
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For transverse cyclic tests, the bearings exhibited a similar trend as for the longitudinal 
case.  The variation of shear response for the bearings tested in a transverse orientation is shown 
in Figure 5.333.  The data are shown in a normalized form in Figure 5.334 as the ratio of the 
experimentally observed shear modulus and the shear modulus reported by the bearing 
manufacturer.  The 9c and 11b bearings, were supplied for the testing program extension, and 
were manufactured with a different batch of elastomer.  The shear modulus reported by the 
manufacturer for those two bearings was 137 psi, instead of 124 psi. The higher shear strains 
observed for the transverse orientation at low strain levels (less than about 100% shear strain 
range) are of dubious reliability, because the bearing was interacting with the retainers at those 
levels.  The unloading stiffness of the retainer influenced the perceived unloading stiffness of the 
bearing.  For the transverse orientation, the ratio of apparent shear moduli to the manufacturer’s 
reported value falls in a range similar to that observed for the longitudinal orientation, although 
the transverse direction is slightly stiffer, with normalized values from a maximum of around 0.8 
to a minimum of about 0.55 for ramps that transition to sliding. 
 
 
Figure 5.333 Variation of effective apparent shear modulus for Type I bearings during 
transverse cyclic tests 
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Figure 5.334 Variation of normalized effective apparent shear modulus for Type I bearings 
during transverse cyclic tests 
Transverse and longitudinal responses of similar Type I bearings are compared in Figure 
5.335 and Figure 5.336. In both cases, the shear stiffness is higher in the transverse orientation 
when compared with the results obtained from the longitudinal test orientation. The variation in 
effective apparent shear modulus is shown in Figure 5.337, corresponding to the test results 
presented in Figure 5.335 and Figure 5.336. In Figure 5.337, marker shapes correspond to test 
orientation, with circular markers for longitudinal tests and triangular markers for transverse tests. 
Markers are hollow for the smaller 7c bearing, and in-filled for the larger 13c bearing. The 
triangular markers tend to fall above the circular markers, while maintaining a similar 
degradation in stiffness with increasing shear strain demand.  
The discrepancy between observed shear stiffness responses for alternate orientations is 
likely a result of the relative significance of trailing edge curling and leading edge abrasion 
chamfering between the two cases. Curling is restrained by rotational stiffness of the combined 
elastomer and shims, and the increased depth in the transverse orientation is expected to reduce 
curling by affording greater flexural stiffness. Furthermore, while penetration from the outer 
edge of the area influenced by leading edge abrasion should be similar in the two cases, the 
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proportionate influence on the bearing is greater for the bearing in the longitudinal direction than 
for the transverse direction. Another commonality in the two figures is the relatively minor 
influence of anchors following fusing. The increases in resistance when the bearings are 
traveling over the remnants of the failed anchors are slight in both cases. 
 
 
Figure 5.335 Force versus displacement of Type I 7c bearings in longitudinal and 
transverse orientations 
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Figure 5.336 Force versus displacement of Type I 13c bearings in longitudinal and 
transverse orientations 
 
Figure 5.337 Effective apparent shear modulus for Type I bearings in longitudinal and 
transverse orientations 
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5.5.3 Friction Resistance 
Mean slip resistance is the measured resisting force during sliding, averaged over the 
sliding travel during a given test. The coefficients of friction are determined from the ratio of 
horizontal to vertical force at each data point during slip, with the mean value determined with 
respect to slip travel, similar to the slip resistance value. A peak friction coefficient of about 0.35 
and a typical sliding coefficient of about 0.3 appear to be reasonable general assumptions for 
Type I sliding response observed from the monotonic tests.  Monotonic longitudinal tests with 
varying average compression stress confirmed that the coefficient of friction is an inversely 
related function of the imposed compression.  
Friction coefficients were calculated at 5% ESS increments for sliding segments of 
longitudinal and transverse cyclic tests, yielding the data presented in Figure 5.338 and Figure 
5.339, respectively. These data are essentially an extraction and compilation of only the sliding 
segments from the non-dimensional constitutive plots in the preceding sections. The inverse 
relation of compression load and friction resistance can be seen most clearly in the abrupt shift 
from T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS, which had an average compression stress of 200 psi, to T1-7c [2] 
(2)-L-C-QS, performed on the same bearing as T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS but with an average 
compression of 800 psi. There is also a slight degradation in friction resistance with accumulated 
slip travel, seen most clearly for T1-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS, which had long sliding segments because 
of a relatively light average compression of 200 psi on the elastomer area, and for T1-13c [1] (1)-
L-C-QS, which had relatively large peak displacements in the testing protocol corresponding to 
increased elastomer thickness (with maximum displacement demands of ±12-1/2 in., compared 
with ±7-1/2 in. for the other tests shown).   
T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS was also conducted on a new concrete pad, whereas the T1-7c 
longitudinal tests were conducted on the same pad that had been used for control program testing 
and initial monotonic tests.  It is suspected that the initial transfer of elastomer and surface 
residue of other materials (e.g., wax) contributed to the relatively rapid initial decrease in friction 
resistance for the T1-13c [1] compared to the T1-7c’s.  This effect is also common among the 
transverse bearing tests, which were typically conducted on a new pad for each test.  The 
transverse tests also tended to exhibit greater variability of apparent friction resistance at large 
slip travel as the elastomeric component of the bearing came into contact with fused anchor 
remnants or displaced retainers. 
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To illustrate the variation of observed friction with compression stress, the datapoints 
corresponding to those presented in Figure 5.338 are shown in Figure 5.340, plotted versus 
compression stress rather than accumulated slip.  The range of friction coefficients observed for 
individual compression levels in Figure 5.340 is caused by repeated cyclic slip travel.  The 
sliding friction, μ, can be characterized approximately, accounting for both slip travel and 
compression stress, by 
 540.18
3900
slip
EQ
δ
µ
σ
= + −∑  (5.3) 
Where: 
σEQ  =  Average compression stress acting at elastomer-concrete 
interface during an earthquake (psi) 
slipδ∑  =  Accumulated elastomer slip displacement (in.) 
 
This expression captures both the inverse proportionality of the friction resistance with 
compression stress, and the observed degradation with slip.  The expression is intended to 
capture typical sliding response, so an amplification factor of approximately 1.5 should be 
applied to this value to estimate an initial breakaway coefficient, or perhaps even as high as 2 if 
the surface is especially rough, as was the case for the T1-11b transverse test. 
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Figure 5.338 Variation of sliding friction coefficient with cumulative Type I bearing slip for 
longitudinal tests 
 
Figure 5.339 Variation of sliding friction coefficient with cumulative Type I bearing slip for 
transverse tests 
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Figure 5.340 Variation of friction coefficient with average compression stress for quasi-
static Type I longitudinal tests 
A smooth transition between the relatively discrete quasi-static compression levels was 
observed during the ISR tests because the testing apparatus was following a pre-defined 
sequence of position commands for the individual actuators rather than iteratively measuring 
bearing position and load and adjusting to within convergence tolerances, as had been done for 
QS tests. Data from the ISR tests are presented together with QS data in Figure 5.341. All QS 
test data are shown using the same marker type and color. For the ISR tests, the breakaway 
coefficients of friction are indicated with enlarged and in-filled markers.  
The sliding friction observed during ISR tests appears to agree reasonably well with the 
sliding friction observed during QS tests. The QS tests tended to gradually transition to a sliding 
response, with the elastomer crawling slowly along the concrete to relieve the internal stresses in 
the elastomer. The crawling was more rapid and pronounced for higher elastomer shear strains so 
that pauses in tests would correlate to rapid relief of shear strain through sliding for a few 
seconds, with much slower crawling of elastomer on concrete for the remainder of the pause. 
Based on these observations, the friction coefficients observed during QS tests ought to be 
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regarded as more representative of sliding friction coefficients, while breakaway coefficients 
should be anticipated to be higher than the values observed during QS tests. 
 
 
Figure 5.341 Variation of friction coefficient with average compression stress for Type I 
longitudinal tests 
5.5.4 Rate-dependency for Shear and Slip 
Two monotonic tests and one cyclic test were performed at an increased strain rate (ISR) 
on Type I bearings. In each case, a quasi-static (QS) test was performed first, and the converged 
states of the actuator command signals were mapped to a sinusoidal displacement record on a 
compressed timeline, such that the peak horizontal velocity during the ISR test would make use 
of the full hydraulic capacity of the actuator pump and control system available at the time of the 
test. For the tests investigating the longitudinal response of Type I bearings, the hydraulic 
capacity limited the maximum velocity to approximately 0.7 in. / sec.  In each case, the effective 
shear modulus and maximum friction increased as strain rate increased. The data for the 
monotonic tests are summarized in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, and the trends of effective shear 
modulus with shear strain range for similar QS and ISR cyclic tests are shown in Figure 5.342. 
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Table 5.7 Comparison of Quasi-Static vs. Increased Strain Rate:  
Effective Apparent Linear Shear Modulus (psi) for Monotonic Tests 
   
 
Table 5.8 Comparison of Quasi-Static vs. Increased Strain Rate:  
Peak Friction (Breakaway) Coefficient for Monotonic Tests 
   
 
 
Figure 5.342 Variation of effective apparent shear modulus with shear strain range for 
Type I quasi-static vs. increased strain rate cyclic tests 
The response for the cyclic test was complex.  The T1-7c [3] bearing began to experience 
slight slipping when approaching 200% shear strain during the ISR test, and the vertical load fell 
to about 50% to 80% of the targeted vertical load.  The force-displacement response shows a 
significant increase in horizontal load for the initial 200% excursions when comparing QS and 
ISR, and the coefficient of friction also increases for the ISR compared to that observed during 
the QS test.  Because the friction coefficient between elastomer and concrete is inversely related 
to compression stress, it is unclear to what extent the increased friction coefficient is due to strain 
QS ISR % diff
7c 71.8 87.2 21.4%
13c 79.0 100.4 27.1%
QS ISR % diff
7c 0.31 0.43 38.0%
13c 0.36 0.48 33.9%
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rate as opposed to compression stress.  However, because the horizontal force also increased, it is 
clear that there is some degree of strain rate dependency influencing the results.  Furthermore, 
when the bearing was subjected to 400% ESS excursions, the vertical load climbed significantly, 
so that the load was generally 100% to 200% of the target load.  The coefficient of friction 
decreased during these excursions, consistent with the typical friction response of elastomer on 
concrete with increasing load.  The peak force to transition to sliding when unloading from 400% 
excursions was about 30% to 40% higher for the ISR test than the QS test. 
5.5.5 Damping 
Effective viscous damping values associated with the shear deformation hysteresis for a 
range of peak cyclic shear demands during longitudinal tests are shown in Figure 5.343, where 
the damping was estimated according to the Guide Specification for Seismic Isolation Design 
(AASHTO 2010).  The effective damping, ξ, was calculated from the test data, consistent with 
the expressions presented in AASHTO (2010), as: 
 
, , ,max,2
H X
h eff i X i
F dD
K D
ξ
π
= ∫  (5.4) 
Where: 
H XF dD∫  =  Energy dissipated in a single cycle (cycle i), beginning at 
reversal from peak excursion displacement to return of sole 
plate to peak excursion (k-in) 
FH  =  Resultant horizontal force acting from loading frame on 
bearing assembly, taken as positive when directed in the 
+X (East) direction (kips) 
DX  =  Horizontal displacement of bearing sole plate, taken as 
positive when directed in the +X (East) direction (in.) 
Kh,eff,i  =  Effective apparent linear shear stiffness of elastomeric 
bearing, including nonlinear effects in material and 
geometric response, for the i-th cycle (kips / in.) 
DX,max,i  =  Peak value for excursion displacement, DX, during cycle i 
(in.) 
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The integration to evaluate energy dissipation per cycle was performed using the 
trapezoidal method on the experimentally obtained data, taking the FH and DX data as the 
ordinate and abscissa values, respectively.  The effective stiffness, Kh,eff,i, was calculated as the 
linear stiffness from the peak + DX to the peak – DX points for cycle i.  The two-branch shear 
stiffness response of the bearings also influences the effective damping observed as a function of 
peak cyclic ESS. At low levels of shear strain, the initial stiffened branch significantly increases 
the available damping of the bearing, in conjunction with the applied load. Relatively heavily 
loaded bearings exhibited effective damping up to nearly 20% of critical for cycles with peak 
shear strains of 25%. As strain increases, the effective damping is reduced as the linear stiffness 
converges toward the secondary shear stiffness, and the initial stiffened branch becomes a less 
significant influence on the overall response. The effective damping converged to approximately 
5% to 10% for all loading cases with peak shear strains of about 100%. Beyond 100%, sliding 
will initiate at a shear strain limit depending on the applied load. The effective damping then 
begins to increase dramatically when the response includes sliding, as indicated with hollow 
markers in the figure (as opposed to filled markers indicating shear deformation only).  
The influence of rate effects on damping was difficult to characterize, because vertical 
load also fluctuated simultaneously during ISR tests.  In the 50% and 100% cycles of T1-7c [3] 
(2)-L-C-ISR, for example, the vertical load was slightly higher than the target value and the 
bearing did not slip.  The response was similar to the associated QS test, except that the material 
damping observed for the bearing was slightly higher.  It is unclear to what extent the increased 
damping may have been a result of rate effects as opposed to increased load.  For large seismic 
events, the estimated damping evaluated according to AASHTO (2010) would primarily reflect 
the energy dissipation associated with sliding of the bearings on the substructure. However, 
based on the results obtained from the earthquake simulation test for the longitudinal bridge 
direction, the hysteretic component of the elastomer material response contributed about 20% of 
the total energy dissipation, which would normally be neglected using an elastic-perfectly plastic 
constitutive model for bearing response. This proportion was determined by evaluating the total 
energy dissipated during the experiment and deducting the portion associated with slip.  The 
stated figure may underestimate the hysteretic component for this test, because the longitudinal 
earthquake simulation was also influenced by significant fluctuations in vertical load for the 
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bearing, in some cases causing the bearing to briefly lift off from the concrete surface, and these 
instances would be perceived as slip in the data. 
 
 
Figure 5.343 Variation of effective damping with peak shear strain for Type I longitudinal 
orientation tests 
Effective damping values for transverse tests are shown in Figure 5.344 and Figure 5.345. 
As with the longitudinal orientation, the damping values are seen to increase significantly at 
large displacements when sliding has initiated. Contrary to the longitudinal tests, there are many 
additional data points clustered in the small displacement range for the transverse tests because 
of the nine initial force-based cycles (three each at 25%, 50%, and 70% estimates of retainer 
force capacity). These low-displacement damping values are noticeably lower than similar values 
for longitudinal motion, typically falling at or below 5% in the transverse direction, compared 
with 10% to 20% in the longitudinal direction. The transverse damping values for small 
displacements reflect the increased force capacity and effective stiffness, coupled with a pinched 
hysteresis, prior to fusing of the retainers.  
The pinching effects are also seen in Figure 5.345 with the pattern of decreased damping 
at cycles following the first excursions to new displacement demands. Specifically, cycles 1, 4, 
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and 7 for the initial 25%, 50%, and 70% force-based cycles, and cycles 10 and 17 for the initial 
25% and 50% ESS displacement-based cycles, exhibit higher damping than the succeeding 
cycles at equal displacement demands. By cycle 24, the first 100% cycle, retainers have typically 
failed and the bearing response is transitioning to a sliding response similar to that observed with 
longitudinal orientation tests. Although retainer failure occurs during the second 300% cycle 
(cycle 31) for T1-13c [2]-T-C-QS, the retainer has been pushed so far that there is significant 
sliding required for the bearing to travel between the retainers. The combination of degraded 
retainer force capacity and large cyclic peak displacement results in relatively low effective 
stiffness compared with the cyclic hysteretic energy dissipation, and the overall response at 200% 
and 300% displacement levels is therefore less dominated by pinching effects. 
The transverse earthquake simulation test offered additional insights into anticipated 
energy dissipation. As with the longitudinal case, the data indicated that a significant portion of 
the dissipated energy should be attributed to the hysteretic response of the elastomer material.  
Focusing on the portion of the test after the second retainer had failed, so that the response could 
be entirely characterized by elastomer shear and sliding on the concrete surface, the total energy 
dissipated in the experiment was more than 300% above that predicted from sliding in the 
OpenSees model (only at the bearing under consideration). For this portion of the test, the 
hysteretic elastomer material component accounted for about 50% of the total energy dissipated 
in the experiment. Additionally, the bearing experienced multiple small slippages, so that the 
total sliding energy in the experiment was about twice the anticipated sliding energy dissipation 
for the OpenSees analysis. When the full test is evaluated, the OpenSees model indicates that 
about 55% of the total energy for the full earthquake record is expended prior to fusing of the 
retainers, but the large energy dissipation post-fusing for the experiment reduced the pre-fusing 
proportion to about 25% of the total energy.  This rather large shift in proportion suggests that 
the bridge displacements may be significantly smaller when accounting more accurately for 
bearing constitutive behavior with a bilinear model rather than a linear model for elastomer shear 
response. 
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Figure 5.344 Variation of effective damping with peak shear strain for Type I longitudinal 
orientation tests 
 
Figure 5.345 Variation of effective damping with peak shear strain for Type I longitudinal 
orientation tests 
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Chapter 6 
Type II Elastomeric Bearing Test Results 
6.1 Type II Experiments Overview 
A total of seven Type II bearing specimens were included in the testing program.  Tests 
were performed to simulate both longitudinal and transverse bridge motion.  Connections to the 
testing frame and concrete pad were similar for all Type II bearing tests, regardless of bearing 
orientation.  The lower portion of the bearing was located in its approximate position on the 
concrete pad to avoid interference with rebar while installing anchors, and align the bearing 
under the loading beam centerline.  The positions of anchors were marked and anchors were 
installed to a depth of 9 in. in the concrete pad using HILTI HY 150 Max injected epoxy.   
The masonry plate was placed on an elastomeric leveling pad at the anchor locations, and 
nuts were tightened onto the anchors to the maximum installation torque specified in the epoxy 
installation instructions using a calibrated torque wrench, regardless of whether retainers were 
included in the test.  The sole plate was then placed on the PTFE surface of the bearing and the 
loading beam was lowered so that the studs in tapped holes in the top of the sole plate passed 
through the holes provided in the bottom of the steel fixture.  The headed studs provided a 
positive connection between the sole plate and the loading beam, and the concrete anchors 
provided a similar connection between the masonry plate and the concrete pad.  The only means 
of transmitting loads at the sliding interface between the stainless steel surface (welded to the 
underside of the sole plate) and the PTFE sheet (adhered to the top of the elastomeric portion of 
the bearing) was normal compression and tangential friction. 
There were four aspects of bearing behavior that were of particular interest for Type II 
bearings: 
1. Retainer behavior and capacity 
2. PTFE response for large sole plate displacements 
3. PTFE response at increased strain rates 
4. Unseating of sole plate and post-unseating behavior 
For tests performed on 7c bearings (in the early stage of the experiments), individual 
bearings were generally used to investigate each of these aspects separately.  For later tests 
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(those on 9a, 11a, and 13a bearings), the bearing was subjected to strategically sequenced 
orientations and limitations of demands. 
6.2 Type II 7c Experiments 
6.2.1 Longitudinal Orientation 
6.2.1.1 Test T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
Test T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS was the first Type II bearing experiment, and was carried out 
on a new concrete pad.  To streamline the sequence of events when performing subsequent tests, 
anchors were installed for upcoming single retainer tests at the same time as the anchors for the 
Type II bearing (see Figure 6.1). Although the available images taken during the experiments 
suggest that the sole plate may have contacted the anchors for the single angle tests, it was 
confirmed visually during the experiments that this was not the case.  Bearing specimen T2-7c [1] 
is shown in Figure 6.2, with instrumentation attachments partially installed, and in Figure 6.3 
with the attachments completed and the bearing specimen placed on the concrete pad. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Concrete pad preparation prior to T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 6.2 Specimen for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS in preparation for test 
 
Figure 6.3 Specimen for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS, side view 
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Figure 6.4 Specimen for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS, top view 
Pairs (north / south) of string pot attachments (see Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4) were 
installed at the sole plate, elastomer top plate, and masonry plate, so that individual components 
of motion could be identified as sole plate slip, elastomer deformation, and masonry plate sliding.  
Threaded studs were installed in the sole plate at the tapped holes indicated in Figure 6.4, and 
used to secure the sole plate to the steel fixture during the test, as seen in Figure 6.5.  The bearing 
was loaded to 42 kips in compression, corresponding to 500 psi average stress on the elastomer 
area, and 700 psi on the PTFE surface.  Maintaining this simulated gravity load, the sole plate 
was subjected to a monotonic ramp to a peak displacement of −350% ESS (−6.5265 in.), and 
then returned to the original position.  The bearing configuration at peak displacement is shown 
in Figure 6.6.  The test was originally intended to reach a peak displacement of −400% ESS 
(−7.5 in.), as had been performed for the similarly sized Type I bearings in earlier tests, but the 
rotation of the elastomer brought the vulcanized top plate and PTFE surface close to the 
attachment brackets for the string pots measuring sole plate displacement.  The test was 
consequently restricted to prevent the brackets from making contact with the PTFE. 
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Figure 6.5 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
 
Figure 6.6 Peak displacement for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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The force-displacement response obtained for the Type II bearing in the longitudinal 
direction during T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS is shown in Figure 6.7.  The sole plate displacement was 
accommodated by shear in the elastomer block up to a peak displacement of −1.52 in. (−81.1% 
shear strain), at which point slip occurred at the PTFE surface.  The peak static friction observed 
during the test was 0.150, and the sliding friction immediately after slip was about 0.062.  The 
sliding resistance began to decrease at ESS values exceeding about −200%, corresponding to 
increased normal stresses acting at the sliding interface as the portion of PTFE supporting 
contact decreased with increasing sole plate displacement, and the elastomer rotated to 
accommodate the moment induced by the eccentric vertical load.  The maximum ratio of 
horizontal to vertical load observed during the ramp to return to the initial position was higher 
than the peak static friction resistance, and almost three times the sliding friction resistance, at 
0.178.  This secondary peak corresponds to the sole plate driving in reverse against the rotated 
elastomer top plate.  The PTFE condition following T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS is shown in Figure 
6.8.  The surface is in generally good condition, but does show some slight abrasion. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 6.8 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 
6.2.1.2 Test T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 
Following the initial monotonic test, the sole plate was dismounted from the steel fixture, 
and the stud attachments to track the sole plate horizontal displacement were installed at the 
centers of the north and south faces of the plate, as shown in Figure 6.9.  The stainless steel plate 
was also seen to be slightly polished following the test in the region that had been in contact with 
the PTFE.  The edges of the stainless steel plate that were outside the contact zone to the north 
and south appeared duller by comparison.  The bearing at the initial gravity-loaded condition for 
T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS, with the adjusted sole plate string pot attachments, is shown in Figure 
6.10.  During this test, the bearing was subjected to single cycles in a series of amplitudes: 25%, 
50%, 400%, 200%, 100%, 50%, and 25% ESS.  The displacement record from the test is shown 
in Figure 6.11, and the force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.12, overlaid on the data 
obtained from the monotonic test.   
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Figure 6.9 Dismounted sole plate in preparation for T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.10 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.11 Displacement record for T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.12 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 
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Location 0 on the plot corresponds to the bearing as shown in Figure 6.10.  Sliding 
initiated at a displacement of about +57% shear strain, upon reaching a peak static friction 
resistance of 0.126.  At Location 1 (see Figure 6.13), the sole plate reached a displacement of 
approximately +200%, and the sliding resistance began to slowly decrease as the PTFE surface 
was progressively exposed as the contact area decreased at the sliding interface, and the 
elastomer top plate began to rotate.  When the displacement reached Location 2 (see Figure 6.14), 
the elastomer was subject to a large moment from the eccentric vertical load, manifested in the 
elastomer top plate rotation, and the associated bulging of the elastomer on the compression side 
of the bearing, and the concave elastomer deformation between the shims and the elastomer top 
plate on the tension side of the bearing.  The sole plate made contact as an effective knife-edge 
on the rotated elastomer top plate and PTFE surface.  Both the sole plate and masonry plate were 
8 in. long in the direction of sole plate travel, so at a displacement of +7.5 in. (+400% ESS), the 
overlap of the sole plate projected onto the masonry plate was only 0.5 in, and the bearing was at 
the threshold of stability.   
 
 
Figure 6.13 Bearing configuration at Location 1 
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Figure 6.14 Bearing configuration at +400% ESS (Location 2) 
Remarkably, the bearing survived this displacement demand.  The sole plate drove the 
elastomer top plate in the –X direction, and the displacement was accommodated by 
deformations in the elastomer until reaching Location 3 (see Figure 6.15) at approximately +160% 
ESS and a peak ratio of horizontal to vertical force of about 0.182.  As the sole plate traveled 
from Location 2 to Location 3, the control program continued to update the vertical actuator 
positions to maintain a constant vertical load within tolerance.  Accordingly, the sole plate 
gradually rose through the displacement range, and the elastomer top plate rotated back toward 
horizontal.  At Location 3, the configuration permitted the elastomer top plate to fully rotate to 
horizontal and the PTFE to slide under the sole plate, relieving a significant portion of the 
elastomer shear strains so that the equilibrium force fell to Location 4, with a sliding friction of 
about 0.062. 
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Figure 6.15 Bearing configuration at peak shear strain during reversal from +400% ESS 
(Location 3) 
 
Figure 6.16 Shear strain in elastomer relieved after slip initiates during reversal from +400% 
ESS (Location 4) 
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Figure 6.17 Bearing configuration at −400% ESS (Location 5) 
 
Figure 6.18 Bearing configuration at peak shear strain during reversal from −400% ESS 
(Location 6) 
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Figure 6.19 Shear strain in elastomer relieved after slip initiates during reversal from −400% 
ESS (Location 7) 
6.2.1.3 Test T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 
Test T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS was similar to T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS with respect to 
instrumentation and vertical load.  Sliding initiated slightly later than for T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS, 
at a displacement of about +86% shear strain, upon reaching a peak static friction resistance of 
0.162.  During T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS, the bearing was subjected to incrementally increasing peak 
cyclic displacement demands between 200% and 400% ESS.  The displacement record for the 
test is shown in Figure 6.20.  The bearing did not reach the +400% ESS target, as it had in the 
previous test, because the sole plate unseated from the elastomeric portion of the bearing.  The 
force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 6.21, and the bearing 
configuration is shown at sequential peak +X displacements in Figure 6.22 through Figure 6.26 
corresponding to locations indicated in the force-displacement plot.  The PTFE surface after 
unseating is shown in Figure 6.27.  Rotation of the elastomer led to a high stress concentration 
and a critical shearing reaction acting on a slender strip of the PTFE near 400% ESS.  This 
condition led to the rupture and localized delamination of the edge of the PTFE sheet, which also 
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permitted the elastomer top plate to snap back to horizontal and resulted in unseating of the sole 
plate. 
 
Figure 6.20 Displacement record for T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.21 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.22 Bearing configuration at Location 1 (+200% ESS) 
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Figure 6.23 Bearing configuration at Location 2 (+250% ESS) 
 
Figure 6.24 Bearing configuration at Location 3 (+300% ESS) 
 
Figure 6.25 Bearing configuration at Location 4 (+350% ESS) 
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Figure 6.26 Bearing configuration at Location 5 (Unseated, +380% ESS) 
 
Figure 6.27 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 
6.2.1.4 Test T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 
The frayed edges on the east side of the PTFE surface of T2-7c [1] were removed 
following T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS.  When unseating occurred, the stud attachments provided for 
string pots to measure displacements at the top of the elastomer were broken off by the sole plate.  
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Prior to running another test on the same bearing, studs were mounted to the north and south 
faces of the elastomer top plate using a two-part mixed epoxy so that elastomer deformations 
could be measured as in previous tests.  A quasi-static test was performed to a peak cyclic 
displacement demand of 200% ESS.  The displacement record for T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS is 
shown in Figure 6.28, and the force-displacement is plotted overlaid on previous test data in 
Figure 6.29.  The results show excellent agreement with previous tests for this restricted sole 
plate displacement range, with an average sliding friction of approximately 0.75.  There was not 
a significant difference of the peak static friction and the sliding friction for T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-
QS. Bearing conditions at the beginning and end of the test are shown in Figure 6.30 and Figure 
6.31, respectively.  The PTFE wear is only slightly more evident at the end of the test, but the 
force-displacement data do not indicate that the visual wear caused significantly different sliding 
response. 
 
Figure 6.28 Displacement record for T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.29 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.30 Bearing condition before Test T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.31 Bearing condition after Test T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 
6.2.1.5 Test T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS were mapped to a predefined control 
signal record for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was 
performed with a target peak sinusoidal velocity of 2.5 in. / sec.  The bearing was loaded to the 
same vertical load as previous tests on the bearing (42 kips), but the actuator command signals 
followed the predefined record, rather than being iteratively adjusted to reach converged states of 
horizontal displacement and vertical load as in the previous quasi-static tests.  The increased 
strain rate test comprised five cycles at each of the displacement levels imposed during T2-7c [1] 
(4)-L-C-QS.  Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR are shown in Figure 
6.32.  Force-displacement and friction response plots are shown in Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34, 
respectively.  As expected of PTFE, the friction resistance increased with strain rate.  The PTFE 
wear is significantly advanced during T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR, as seen in Figure 6.35.  Portions of 
the PTFE also remained on the stainless steel surface after completion of the test, as seen in 
Figure 6.36.  Even with significant wear, the mechanical sliding response was consistent 
throughout the test. 
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Figure 6.32 Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.33 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.34 Friction response for T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.35 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.36 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
6.2.1.6 Test T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
A new bearing was installed so that the increased strain rate response of the bearing could 
be evaluated without the influence of prior PTFE damage.  The original stainless steel surface, 
prior to testing, is shown in Figure 6.37, and the PTFE surface is shown in Figure 6.38 and 
Figure 6.39.  There was a slight accumulation of contaminants (dust, grit) on the PTFE surface 
prior to preparing the bearing for the test.  It is unknown how much of the contaminants were 
present upon delivery, and how much accrued while being stored and relocated multiple times in 
the structural engineering laboratory prior to testing.  The PTFE and stainless steel surfaces were 
cleaned with a damp cloth to remove most of the accumulation of contaminants prior to 
installing the bearing at the test frame.   
Similar to T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS, the bearing was loaded to 42 kips in the vertical 
direction, and a quasi-static test was performed to a peak cyclic displacement demand of 200% 
ESS.  The displacement record for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 6.40, and the force-
displacement is plotted in Figure 6.41, overlaid on the data from obtained during quasi-static 
tests on the T2-7c [1] bearing specimen.  The sliding response of the T2-7c [2] specimen agrees 
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very well with that observed during the T2-7c [1] tests.  The sole plate displacement was 
accommodated by shear in the elastomer block up to a peak displacement of 1.57 in. (83.6% 
shear strain), at which point slip occurred at the PTFE surface.  The peak static friction observed 
during the test was 0.193 immediately prior to slip.  Immediately after slip, the sliding friction 
was about 0.083, and decreased with succeeding cycles to an average value of approximately 
0.65. 
 
Figure 6.37 Stainless steel surface for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS prior to test 
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Figure 6.38 PTFE surface for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS prior to cleaning  
 
Figure 6.39 PTFE surface for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS after to cleaning  
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Figure 6.40 Displacement record for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.41 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.42 PTFE surface condition after T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 
6.2.1.7 Test T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS were mapped to a predefined control 
signal record for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was 
performed with a target peak sinusoidal velocity of 2.5 in. / sec, similar to T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR.  
The bearing was loaded to the same vertical load as previous tests on the bearing (42 kips).  The 
increased strain rate test comprised five cycles at both the 25% and 50% ESS displacement 
levels imposed during T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS, followed by twelve cycles at 200% ESS, and 
concluding with a repeat of the initial five cycles at the 50% then the 25% ESS levels.  
Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR are shown in Figure 6.43.  Force-
displacement and friction response plots are shown in Figure 6.44 and Figure 6.45, respectively.  
As with the previous increased strain rate test on PTFE, the friction resistance increased with 
strain rate.  The PTFE wear advanced only moderately during T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR, as seen in 
Figure 6.46.  As with T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR, portions of the PTFE also remained on the stainless 
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steel surface after completion of the test, as seen in Figure 6.47.  Even with significant wear, the 
mechanical sliding response was consistent throughout the test. 
 
Figure 6.43 Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.44 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.45 Friction response for T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.46 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.47 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 
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6.2.1.8 Test T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
After running the increased strain rate test at a target peak velocity of 2.5 in. / sec, the test 
was repeated with the predefined signals mapped to a target peak velocity of 3.0 in. / sec.  At the 
time of the test, the connection from the controller to the hydraulic service manifold did not 
provide sufficient current to fully open the solenoid valves.  Consequently, although an oil flow 
rate of 90 gpm was nominally available, limited by the pump capacity and the servovalve, the 
hydraulic service manifold reduced the effective flow rate to a perceptibly lower level, as evident 
from the peak velocities of approximately 2.8 in. / sec during the 200% ESS amplitude cycles.  
The actuator was also single-ended, so that the peak velocity varied with direction of motion, 
limiting the peak velocity to approximately 2.4 in. / sec when the sole plate was traveling in the 
+X direction, as seen in Figure 6.48.   
The discrepancy between commands and physical actuator displacements, and the 
increased responsiveness of the vertical actuators relative to the horizontal actuator created an 
unsynchronized set of actuator displacements, resulting in demands on the bearing significantly 
different than those of the converged states in the quasi-static pretest.  Evidence of this statement 
is provided in Figure 6.49, which shows how the vertical load varied with horizontal position for 
the quasi-static pretest (generally varying from 40 to 44 kips for a target of 42 kips), relative to 
the increased strain rate tests.  Even when the horizontal actuator was capable of reaching the 
target velocity, the smaller vertical actuators were more responsive to commands, and the load 
varied from about 35 kips to 50 kips.  For T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR, the discrepancy of horizontal 
actuator target and actual positions in time created a more pronounced variation of vertical load, 
with a maximum load of about 70 to 75 kips when the sole plate displaced in the +X direction.  
Even though the vertical load varied by such a wide margin, the force-displacement and friction 
responses were quite stable, as seen in Figure 6.50 and Figure 6.51.  The PTFE wear was more 
pronounced after T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR, as seen in Figure 6.52, but was still intact, with no 
visible delamination or other significant damage.  The stainless steel surface appeared effectively 
identical to the condition after T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR, as seen in Figure 6.53. 
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Figure 6.48 Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.49 Vertical load variation during T2-7c [2] (#)-L-C tests 
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Figure 6.50 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.51 Friction response for T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.52 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.53 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
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6.2.1.9 Test T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
The final test performed on the concrete pad that had been used for Type II 7c bearing 
tests with longitudinal orientations investigated the unseating behavior of the Type II 7c’s.  For 
this test, the original bearing (T2-7c [1]) was reinstalled on the concrete pad.  The initial 
condition of the bearing is shown viewed from the southwest and southeast prior to the start of 
the test in Figure 6.54 and Figure 6.55.  The anchors were expected to play a significant role 
during reversal post-unseating, so the retainers were installed to capture typical stiffness 
characteristics for the response of the concrete anchors with the masonry plate.  The retainers 
were installed with the vertical faces directed outward to avoid interference with the string pot 
attachments to the sole plate.  The string pot attachments to the elastomer top plate were also 
modified from those used during T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS and T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR.  The 
attachments were made similar to those used for T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS, to avoid possible 
interaction with ruptured anchors or with the string pot lines to the sole plate in the unseated 
configuration.   
  
 
Figure 6.54 Bearing viewed from southwest prior to T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
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Figure 6.55 Bearing viewed from southeast prior to T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
This bearing had previously unseated in the +X direction during T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS, 
and so the bearing sole plate was driven in the –X direction until unseating from the elastomer 
top plate.  The bearing is shown at incipient unseating in Figure 6.56 through Figure 6.58, with a 
significantly rotated elastomer top plate, and immediately after unseating with the elastomer top 
plate unloaded and snapped back to a horizontal orientation in Figure 6.59 through Figure 6.61.  
The bearing had passed into an unstable configuration at a displacement of about 330% ESS, and 
unseating occurred at about 395% ESS.  After unseating, the control program extended the 
vertical actuators until the vertical load was within a tolerance of the target load (42 kips).  For 
the experiment, the edge of the steel fixture imposed a vertical load on the elastomer top plate 
and remaining PTFE, as shown in Figure 6.62 and Figure 6.63.  For a bridge, this condition is 
also valid, except that the bearing may not be subject to the moment imposed during the 
experiment, because the bottom flange of the girder may extend over the full length of the 
bearing, unless the bearing is at an abutment and the unseating occurs when moving away from 
the abutment backwall. 
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Figure 6.56 Bearing at incipient unseating, viewed from southwest 
 
Figure 6.57 Bearing at incipient unseating, viewed from southeast 
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Figure 6.58 Bearing at incipient unseating, viewed from northwest 
 
Figure 6.59 Bearing immediately after unseating, viewed from southwest 
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Figure 6.60 Bearing immediately after unseating, viewed from southeast 
 
Figure 6.61 Bearing immediately after unseating, viewed from northwest 
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Figure 6.62 Bearing supporting vertical load after unseating, viewed from southwest 
 
Figure 6.63 Bearing supporting vertical load after unseating, viewed from northwest 
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After reloading the bearing with the original vertical load, the sole plate was displaced in 
the reverse direction of the unseating, so that horizontal loads from the actuators were 
transmitted from the sole plate in bearing against the elastomer top plate, through the vulcanized 
bonds to the elastomer block, and finally to the masonry plate and anchors into the concrete.  
Large deformations were induced in the elastomer without compromising the internal bonds of 
the elastomer and shims, or the exterior bonds to the top plate or the masonry plate.  The 
elastomer deformed configuration prior to anchor failure is shown in Figure 6.64 and Figure 6.65.  
The masonry plate slid in the +X direction approximately 1 in. prior to anchor failure.  This 
movement first closed the gap between the anchors and the masonry plate holes, then induced 
plastic shear deformations in the anchors.  The elastomer top plate displaced approximately 4.75 
in. relative to the masonry plate.  If only four of the total five elastomer layers are considered 
effective along the height of the elastomer in carrying shear from the sole plate to the masonry 
plate, this displacement corresponds to a shear strain of about 316%. 
 
 
Figure 6.64 Bearing prior to elastomer rupture, viewed from southeast 
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Figure 6.65 Bearing at incipient anchor failure, viewed from northwest 
The peak load was limited by rupture of the north anchor.  When the north anchor 
ruptured, the masonry plate rotated on the on the concrete pad, as seen in Figure 6.66.  Initially, 
this configuration relieved a portion of the elastomer shear.  The sole plate was positively 
connected to the testing frame, and so did not rotate, leading to a stress concentration at the 
southwest corner of the elastomer.  Rupture initiated at the corner of the elastomer, and 
progressed to the north and east through the bottom layer of elastomer.  The south face of the 
elastomer block is shown sliding off the edge of the masonry plate during rupture of the 
elastomer in Figure 6.67.  The test was stopped prior to rupture propagating through the full 
width of the elastomer.  The north edge of the elastomer is seen to remain intact when the 
bearing reaches the maximum unseated displacement for the test in Figure 6.68.  After unloading 
the elastomer, the portion of the elastomer that had not ruptured rotates the block back to a 
configuration close to the initial configuration prior to elastomer rupture in Figure 6.69.  The 
complete force-displacement response for the sole plate is shown in Figure 6.70, with the anchor 
rupture and elastomer rupture zones indicated on the plot. 
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Figure 6.66 Bearing immediately after anchor failure, viewed from northwest 
 
Figure 6.67 Bearing after elastomer rupture, viewed from southeast 
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Figure 6.68 Bearing at maximum unseated displacement, viewed from northwest 
 
Figure 6.69 Bearing unloaded after test, viewed from northwest 
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Figure 6.70 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [1] (6)-L-M-QS 
6.2.2 Transverse Orientation 
6.2.2.1 Test T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
The first transverse bridge motion simulation test performed on a Type II 7c bearing was 
an exploratory test to investigate the potential for elastomer top plate rotation at large 
displacements, reusing the bearing that had previously been subjected to increased strain rate 
tests simulating longitudinal bridge motion.  The PTFE surface was visibly worn after the ISR 
tests, and portions of the PTFE had also been transferred to the stainless steel surface.  Prior to 
conducting the transverse orientation test, new string pot attachment studs needed to be installed 
on the bearing plates, so the sole and masonry plates were dismounted from the test frame.  
While the bearing plates were dismounted, the sliding surfaces were also cleaned off using wet 
and dry paper towels to return the sliding surface condition to a state closer to that of the bearing 
before the longitudinal orientation tests.    The PTFE and stainless steel surfaces are shown 
before and after cleaning in Figure 6.71 through Figure 6.74.   
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Figure 6.71 PTFE condition after T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.72 PTFE condition prepared for T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.73 Stainless steel condition after T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.74 Stainless steel condition prepared for T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Because the bearing was being subjected to an eccentric vertical load about its strong axis 
for transverse bridge motion, the bearing was more likely to tolerate the original target sole plate 
displacement of 400% ESS than the previous tests simulating longitudinal motion.  To 
investigate the bearing response at large displacements, the displacement protocol shown in 
Figure 6.75 was imposed on the specimen.  The displacement record comprised an initial cycle 
to a 25% ESS amplitude, succeeded by progressive cyclic amplitudes increasing by 50% ESS 
from 50% to 400% ESS.  The test concluded with one final 25% cycle.   
The force-displacement response obtained from the test is shown in Figure 6.76.  A peak 
static friction of 0.15 was reached at a shear strain of about 77%, with sliding friction in 
succeeding cycles generally between 0.06 and 0.085.  The bearing is shown in the initial gravity 
load-only condition, at the peak +X displacement, and at the peak –X displacement in Figure 
6.77 through Figure 6.79. As seen in the figures, the sole plate displacement to 400% ESS still 
maintains an overlap of roughly half the PTFE area for the transverse direction, whereas the 
same displacement in the longitudinal direction reduces the overlap of the sole plate and PTFE to 
a small strip, and that overlap only exists because of elastomer shear and flexural deformation 
(see Figure 6.17).  There was a slight tendency to develop elastomer top plate rotations when the 
bearing displaced in the +X direction, but the response was deemed reasonably minor so that the 
400% ESS target could be used for the ISR test.  Images of the bearing PTFE and stainless steel 
surface conditions following the test are shown in Figure 6.80 and Figure 6.81, showing that the 
PTFE surface incurred moderate visible wear during the test, but the wear did not correlate to a 
significant variation in PTFE sliding response. 
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Figure 6.75 Displacement record for T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.76 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.77 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.78 Bearing configuration at peak +X displacement (+400% ESS) 
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Figure 6.79 Bearing configuration at peak −X displacement (−400% ESS) 
 
Figure 6.80 PTFE condition after T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.81 Stainless steel condition after T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 
6.2.2.2 Test T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 
Based on the results of T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS, a quasi-static pretest was performed on a 
new bearing, T2-7c [3], to a peak sole plate displacement of 7.5 in. (400% ESS).  The initial 
conditions of the PTFE and stainless steel surfaces are shown in Figure 6.82 and Figure 6.83.  
The displacement record is shown in Figure 6.84, and contains two peak amplitude cycles to 400% 
ESS, together with one cycle each of 25% and 50% at both the beginning and end of the test.  
The force-displacement response obtained from the test is shown in Figure 6.85.  A peak static 
friction of 0.20 was reached at a shear strain of about 92%, with an average sliding friction when 
traveling in the positive direction of about 0.07.  The response is noticeably less smooth when 
sliding initiates during reversal from the peak +X displacements.  In these regions of response, 
the PTFE was undergoing delamination.   
The delamination initiated as a ripple propagated along the elastomer top plate by the sole 
plate (see Figure 6.86).  The PTFE surface did not appear significantly damaged upon a return to 
+400% ESS (see the PTFE surface in Figure 6.87), but during the second reversal from the peak 
+X displacement, the delamination led to buckling of the PTFE away from the elastomer top 
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plate, as shown in Figure 6.88.  The delaminated portion of the PTFE sheet was pinched and 
stretched by the sole plate, so that the PTFE extended significantly beyond the edge of the 
elastomer top plate (see Figure 6.89) by the end of the second reversal from +400% ESS.  The 
PTFE sheet also experienced localized tearing in the delaminated and pinched portion of the 
sheet, as seen from the south side of the bearing in Figure 6.90.  The permanent deformations 
from buckling and stretching of the PTFE are seen in contrast to the portion of the sheet that 
remained adhered to the elastomer top plate in Figure 6.91. 
 
 
Figure 6.82 PTFE condition before T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.83 Stainless steel condition before T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.84 Displacement record for T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.85 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.86 PTFE delaminating during first reversal from +400% ESS 
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Figure 6.87 PTFE at incipient buckling during second reversal from +400% ESS 
 
Figure 6.88 Buckled PTFE during second reversal from +400% ESS 
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Figure 6.89 Elongated PTFE during second reversal from +400% ESS 
 
Figure 6.90 PTFE condition after completion of T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS, viewed from south 
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Figure 6.91 PTFE condition after completion of T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS, viewed from 
northwest 
6.2.2.3 Test T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 
Because the T2-7c [2] had already demonstrated that 400% ESS cycles could be 
performed without delamination of the PTFE in T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS, the T2-7c [2] specimen 
was reinstalled and subjected to the same displacement record as had been applied in T2-7c [3] 
(1)-T-C-QS, as shown in Figure 6.92.  The force-displacement response observed during the 
second transverse test on 7c [2] is shown in Figure 6.93.  The peak static friction decreases from 
0.15 in the previous test to about 0.12 in this test, and the peak shear strain corresponding to 
initial slip also falls from 77% to 57%. 
Although the bearing had previously survived sole plate excursions to 400% ESS during 
T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS without visible damage, the PTFE sheet incurred minor damage when 
subjected to the same displacements in T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS.  Minor localized delaminations 
formed at the adhesive interface between the PTFE and the elastomer top plate, leading to 
pinching and tearing of the PTFE by the sole plate, corresponding to the slightly increased 
resistance seen in the response in Figure 6.93 when the sole plate was traveling from about +200% 
ESS to 0% ESS during the second cycle to peak displacements.  Figure 6.94 shows the bearing 
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during the test when the PTFE is incurring damage, and Figure 6.95 and Figure 6.96 show the 
bearing and torn segments of PTFE after the completion of the test. 
 
Figure 6.92 Displacement record for T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.93 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.94 PTFE damage during second reversal from +400% ESS 
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Figure 6.95 PTFE condition after completion of T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS, viewed from south 
 
Figure 6.96 Fragments of torn PTFE after completion of T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 
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6.2.2.4 Test T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS were mapped to a predefined control 
signal record for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was 
performed with a target peak sinusoidal velocity of 2.5 in. / sec, similar to T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 
and T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR performed previously in the longitudinal orientation.  The bearing 
was loaded to the same vertical load as previous tests on the bearing (42 kips).  The increased 
strain rate test comprised five cycles at both the 25% and 50% ESS displacement levels imposed 
during T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS, followed by twelve cycles at 400% ESS (rather than 200% for 
previous longitudinal tests), and concluding with a repeat of the initial five cycles at the 50% 
then the 25% ESS levels.  Displacement and velocity records for Test T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR are 
shown in Figure 6.97.  Force-displacement and friction response plots are shown in Figure 6.98 
and Figure 6.99, respectively.  As with the previous increased strain rate test on PTFE, the 
friction resistance increased with strain rate.  In contrast to previous tests on 7c bearings in a 
longitudinal orientation (and limited to 200% ESS), the force-displacement response is less 
stable for multiple cycles.  The reason for this discrepancy is that the PTFE continued to incur 
damage throughout the test, leading to complete delamination and rupture of approximately half 
of the PTFE surface, as seen in Figure 6.100 through Figure 6.102.  The stainless steel surface 
did not show signs of damage, and appeared to have continued to be polished during the test by 
sliding against the PTFE, with small portions of the PTFE adhering to the steel after the test, as 
seen in Figure 6.103. 
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Figure 6.97 Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.98 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.99 Friction response for T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.100 PTFE surface condition following T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.101 Large portion of PTFE removed from elastomer top plate during T2-7c [2] 
(6)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.102 Remaining portion of PTFE on elastomer top plate 
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Figure 6.103 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 
6.2.2.5 Test T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
As in the case of T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR, an additional increased strain rate test was 
performed on the bearing with a peak target velocity of after the 3.0 in. / sec after the test with a 
peak target velocity of 2.5 in. / sec.  Similar flow rate limitations persisted for T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-
ISR as during T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR.  Displacement and velocity records for Test T2-7c [2] (7)-
T-C-ISR are shown in Figure 6.104.  The associated force-displacement and friction response 
plots are shown in Figure 6.105 and Figure 6.106, respectively.  A unique aspect of this test was 
that only about half of the PTFE was present at the start of the test, and the portion that was 
present was removed within the first few peak displacement cycles.  Therefore, most of the 
force-displacement and friction response characteristics are representative of steel-on-steel 
sliding between the stainless steel at the sole plate and the exposed etched surface at the 
elastomer top plate.  The initial vertical load was imposed while the partial PTFE was present, 
and the predefined commands drove the actuators to positions relative to that initial 
configuration.  Consequently, without the PTFE present, the elastomer relieved vertical 
compression by expanding upward until making contact with the stainless steel surface.   
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Figure 6.107 shows the vertical load variation for the transverse configuration during the 
quasi-static pretest and the increased strain rate tests.  The first two cycles for T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-
ISR showed similar extreme variations in vertical load to those generated during T2-7c [2] (3)-L-
C-ISR previously.  However, after the first two cycles, when the PTFE had been fully removed 
and the elastomer had expanded to relieve compression, the vertical load was often quite low 
relative to the target vertical load.  The elastomer top plate surface following T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-
ISR is shown in Figure 6.108, and the delaminated remnant of the PTFE that had initially been 
present at the test is shown in Figure 6.109.  The stainless steel surface is not significantly scored 
or otherwise damaged during the test, as seen in Figure 6.110, likely because the vertical loads 
tended to be relatively low at the interface.  
 
Figure 6.104 Displacement and velocity records for T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.105 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.106 Friction response for T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.107 Vertical load variation during T2-7c [2] (#)-T-C tests 
 
Figure 6.108 Elastomer top plate surface condition following T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.109 Remaining PTFE delaminated during T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.110 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-7c [2] (7)-T-C-ISR 
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6.2.2.6 Test T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
The test with retainers was performed last for the Type II 7c bearings simulating 
transverse bridge motion, after having completed quasi-static and increased strain rate tests in the 
absence of retainers.  Because the PTFE had been damaged for both the T2-7c [2] and T2-7c [3] 
specimens in the prior transverse orientation tests, a new bearing was installed on the concrete 
pad to investigate bearing assembly response and fuse capacity with retainers.  The PTFE and 
stainless steel surfaces of the bearing are shown in Figure 6.111 and Figure 6.112, respectively.  
The complete bearing assembly is shown in Figure 6.113, with the bearing supporting a vertical 
load of 42 kips (500 psi on the elastomer area).   
The bearing was subjected to the displacement record shown in Figure 6.114.  The first 
nine cycles were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated 
fuse force capacity.  This was the first test conducted with an elastomeric component supporting 
vertical load and acting together with the retainers.  The estimated fuse capacity for T2-7c [4] 
(1)-T-C-QS was set based on the results observed for the RET-7c tests described in the previous 
chapter.  In the RET-7c tests, the observed capacity (approximately 30 kips) exceeded the 
ultimate tension strength of the anchors that had been obtained from coupon tests (approximately 
24 to 29 kips).   
To provide a margin of safety against early failure, the nominal capacity was scaled to 
about 60% of the previously observed capacity and set to 20 kips.  This penalization was 
intended to provide a lower bound of the estimated capacity to account for a potentially shear-
dominant failure mechanism at the anchor.  Accordingly, the force targets for the initial cycles 
were set to 5, 10, and 14 kips.  During the last sequence of force-based cycles, the bearing 
displacement demand was approximately 50% ESS.  After completing the force-based cycles, 
the control transitioned to a displacement-based protocol, with three cycles at 100% ESS 
amplitude, then increasing to 150% ESS.  The anchors ruptured in the first 150% ESS cycle, 
after which one additional cycle was completed to 150% ESS in the absence of the retainers, and 
one final cycle was performed to 200% ESS, reaching the typical lower bound peak 
displacement demand imposed during previous Type II 7c tests. 
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Figure 6.111 PTFE surface condition before T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
  
Figure 6.112 Stainless steel surface condition before T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.113 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.114 Displacement record for T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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The bearing configuration is shown at each of the 5, 10, and 14 kip horizontal load levels 
in Figure 6.115 through Figure 6.117.  Retainer displacements were primarily horizontal during 
the force-based cycles and were accommodated by sliding on the masonry plate.  During the 
force-based cycles, the horizontal load was resisted by a combination of shear deformations in 
the elastomer and by shear and flexural deformations along the height of the anchors extending 
above the concrete within the anchor holes provided in the masonry plate.  At larger 
displacements, anchor deformations led to contact of the upper portion of the anchors with the 
edges of the masonry plate holes.  Retainer displacements then incorporated a rotational 
component, with the retainer toes pivoting on the edge of the masonry plate, and the anchors 
developing a tension component to resist the retainer rotation.  This condition is shown in Figure 
6.118 and Figure 6.119 for the west retainer and in Figure 6.120 for the east retainer.  The force-
displacement response and associated non-dimensional representation are shown in Figure 6.121 
and Figure 6.122.  Anchor ruptures occurred at sole plate displacements of 2.14 and –2.20 in., 
corresponding to 114 and –118% ESS, respectively.  Peak loads observed during the test were 
18.2 kips and –22.5 kips, corresponding to 43% and –54% of the applied vertical load. 
 
 
Figure 6.115 Bearing configuration at –5 kip horizontal load during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.116 Bearing configuration at –10 kip horizontal load during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.117 Bearing configuration at –14 kip horizontal load during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.118 Incipient west retainer failure during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, southwest view 
 
Figure 6.119 Incipient west retainer failure during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, south view 
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Figure 6.120 Incipient east retainer failure during T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.121 Force-displacement response for T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.122 Non-dimensional response for T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
The masonry plate and exposed PTFE is shown on the concrete pad after the completion 
of T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS in Figure 6.123.  The anchors effectively “lock-in” the masonry plate 
on the concrete substructure.  The deformed anchors and the rupture surface orientations are 
shown in elevation view in Figure 6.124 through Figure 6.127 after prying the masonry plate 
from the concrete pad.  The retainer vertical and bottom surfaces are shown in Figure 6.128, 
illustrating where the sole plate contacted the vertical faces and where the retainer bases slid 
against the masonry plate. 
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Figure 6.123 PTFE surface condition after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.124 Ruptured anchor at east (+X) side of bearing after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, 
masonry plate hole beyond 
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Figure 6.125 Ruptured anchor at east (+X) side of bearing after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, side 
view of anchor 
 
Figure 6.126 Ruptured anchor at west (−X) side of bearing after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, 
masonry plate hole beyond 
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Figure 6.127 Ruptured anchor at west (−X) side of bearing after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS, side 
view of anchor 
 
Figure 6.128 Retainers after T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS 
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6.3 Type II 9a Experiments 
6.3.1 Test T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
The Type II 9a specimen is shown as-delivered in Figure 6.129.  PTFE and stainless steel 
sliding surfaces as-delivered are shown in Figure 6.130 and Figure 6.131.  The concrete pad was 
prepared for both transverse and longitudinal orientations of the Type II 9a specimen as shown in 
Figure 6.132.  Anchors were strategically located in the concrete pad because the pad would be 
used for Type II 11a and 13a specimen tests after the 9a specimen tests were complete.  The first 
test performed on the Type II 9a specimen was conducted in a transverse orientation to 
investigate retainer response and capacity.  The complete bearing assembly is shown in Figure 
6.133, with the bearing supporting a vertical load of 54 kips (500 psi on the elastomer area).   
The bearing was subjected to the displacement record shown in Figure 6.134.  The first 
nine cycles were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated 
fuse force capacity.  The estimated fuse force capacity was determined according to IDOT 
procedures, using 75% of the nominal shear strength of the anchor.  Mill reports submitted with 
the anchors indicated that ultimate strength for the anchors should be approximately 66 ksi.  The 
nominal shear capacity of a threaded anchor with this ultimate strength is about 25 ksi, and 75% 
of this value, rounded down to the nearest kip, estimated the fuse capacity to be about 18 kips.  
Accordingly, the force targets for the initial cycles were set to 4.5, 9, and 12.6 kips.   
During the last sequence of force-based cycles, the bearing displacement demand was 
less than 25% ESS.  After completing the force-based cycles, the control transitioned to a 
displacement-based protocol, with one cycle each at 25%, followed by cycles from 50% to 200% 
ESS incrementally increasing by 50% ESS per cycle, and concluding with a single 25% cycle 
following the 200% cycle.  Due to an oversight, the initial direction of the displacement-based 
cycles (cycles being in +X direction) did not match the force-based cycles (cycles begin in –X 
direction).  The anchors ruptured at sole plate displacements of 2.17 and −2.24 in., corresponding 
to +116% ESS and −119% ESS, after having reached peak capacities of +40.0 kips and −37.6 
kips, corresponding to 71% and 72% of the applied vertical load, at +78% ESS and −91% ESS, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 6.135 and Figure 6.136. 
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Figure 6.129 Specimen for T2-9a tests as-delivered 
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Figure 6.130 PTFE surface condition of T2-9a specimen as-delivered 
 
Figure 6.131 Stainless steel surface condition of T2-9a specimen as-delivered 
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Figure 6.132 Concrete pad preparation prior to T2-9a tests 
 
Figure 6.133 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.134 Displacement record for T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
 
Figure 6.135 Force-displacement response for T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.136 Non-dimensional response for T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Incipient failure of the first anchor (east retainer) is shown in Figure 6.137, and incipient 
failure of the second anchor (west retainer) is shown in Figure 6.138.  The peak displacement 
(200% ESS) is shown in the +X and –X directions in Figure 6.139 and Figure 6.140, respectively.  
The PTFE surface condition following the test is shown in Figure 6.141.  The portion of the 
PTFE that appears dark is due to contaminants (as seen in the as-delivered condition in Figure 
6.130 previously), rather than abrasive wear of the surface.  Anchor failure conditions are shown 
at the east and west sides of the bearing in Figure 6.142 and Figure 6.143.  The west anchor in 
particular appears to have failed due to combined tension and shear demands.  The retainers 
conditions after the test are shown in Figure 6.144, indicating where the retainers had interacted 
with the sole plate and the masonry plate. 
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Figure 6.137 Incipient east retainer failure during T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.138 Incipient west retainer failure during T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.139 Peak +X displacement during T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.140 Peak –X displacement during T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.141 PTFE surface condition after T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.142 Ruptured anchor at east (+X) side of bearing after T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.143 Ruptured anchor at west (−X) side of bearing after T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.144 Retainers after T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS 
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6.3.2 Test T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 
A quasi-static pretest was performed on the T2-9a bearing in the transverse orientation 
following the test to evaluate the bearing assembly response with retainers.  The bearing was 
loaded to 54 kips, corresponding to 500 psi on the elastomer plan area, as had been applied in the 
previous test on the T2-9a specimen.  Peak displacement targets were limited to 200% ESS, 
which was intended to maintain contact over approximately 80% of the PTFE surface at 
maximum sliding displacements.  The displacement record is shown in Figure 6.145.  The 
observed force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.146, and the PTFE surface condition 
following the test is shown in Figure 6.147.  Comparison of the PTFE condition in Figure 6.147 
with that seen in Figure 6.141 shows that the wear of the PTFE was not significant. 
 
Figure 6.145 Displacement record for T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.146 Force-displacement response for T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.147 PTFE surface condition after T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 
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6.3.3 Test T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS were mapped to a control signal sequence 
for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was performed with a 
target peak velocity of 4 in. / sec.  The displacement and velocity data recorded during the test 
are shown in Figure 6.148.  The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.149, and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 6.150.  The friction response was consistent with other ISR 
tests performed on Type II bearings, and with previous research performed on the friction 
response of PTFE, where the quasi-static response was generally within specifications required 
by IDOT (friction coefficient less than 0.07) and the ISR test showed increased friction 
resistance with velocity at the PTFE interface.  Also consistent with previous ISR tests on PTFE, 
the PTFE surface showed visible wear after the ISR test (see Figure 6.151), and the stainless 
steel surface was polished where the mating surfaces had been in contact but also retained 
patches of PTFE corresponding to the dimpled sliding surface (see Figure 6.152). 
 
 
Figure 6.148 Displacement and velocity records for T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.149 Force-displacement response for T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.150 Friction response for T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.151 PTFE surface condition following T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.152 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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6.3.4 Test T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 
After performing the ISR test on the Type II 9a bearing, the bearing was lifted from the 
concrete pad, the previous anchors that had ruptured during the test with retainers were cut off at 
the concrete surface, and the bearing was repositioned on the concrete surface so that the 
longitudinal response could be evaluated at large displacements, including unseating and post-
unseating reversal.  The displacement record for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 6.153.  
The protocol included three cycles at both the 25% and 50% ESS levels, then transitioned to 
incrementally increasing single cycles, increasing by 25% ESS per cycle from 75% to 250% ESS, 
then increasing by 50% per cycle from 300% to 450%.  After the cycle to 450% ESS, the sole 
plate was driven to unseating at a displacement of about +10.8 in. (575% ESS). 
 
 
Figure 6.153 Displacement record for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 
The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.154 up to the 350% ESS cycle.  
The horizontal load is also shown normalized by the vertical load to illustrate the friction 
response in Figure 6.155.  The PTFE is largely intact during this range of displacement demands, 
although visible damage to the PTFE begins to appear as early as the ramp to +150% ESS.  The 
bearing is shown in the initial gravity-only configuration in Figure 6.156.  The bearing is shown 
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at a sole plate displacement of +225% (corresponding to Location 1 in the force-displacement 
plot), with localized PTFE damage indicated, in Figure 6.157.  Figure 6.158 shows a more 
detailed image of the local PTFE damage between Location 1 and Location 2.  It appeared that a 
burr may have existed at the welded edge of the stainless steel plate to the thick steel sole plate, 
which cut a furrow into the PTFE, because the damage appears to be constrained to a line 
parallel to the sole plate motion.  Figure 6.159 and Figure 6.160 show the PTFE damage when 
the sole plate reaches +350% ESS.  A large segment of the PTFE was torn away from the rest of 
the sheet during reversal from +350% ESS (see Figure 6.161), so that part of the etched surface 
of the elastomer top plate was exposed as far as midway across the sheet in the direction of 
motion for the test (see Figure 6.162). 
 
Figure 6.154 Force-displacement response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS up to 350% ESS 
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Figure 6.155 Friction response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS up to 350% ESS 
 
Figure 6.156 Initial gravity load-only configuration (Location 0) for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 
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Figure 6.157 Bearing configuration at +225% ESS (Location 1) 
 
Figure 6.158 Local PTFE damage (intermediate between Locations 1 and 2) 
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Figure 6.159 Bearing configuration at +350% ESS (Location 2) 
 
Figure 6.160 Local PTFE damage (Location 2) 
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Figure 6.161 Bearing configuration during reversal at +225% ESS (Location 3) 
 
Figure 6.162 Bearing configuration during reversal at −350% ESS (Location 4) 
The force-displacement and friction response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS are shown up to 
unseating in Figure 6.163 and Figure 6.164.  The bearing configuration is shown at a sole plate 
displacement of +400% in Figure 6.165 and Figure 6.166.  The elastomer middle plate is rotating 
at this sole plate displacement level, but the influence of the plate rotation is overshadowed by 
the effect of the PTFE damage evolution.  The plate appears to be returning to horizontal when 
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the sole plate reverses to about +275% ESS from +400% ESS, but then the resistance begins to 
increase due to the sole plate trapping a portion of the damaged PTFE.  The resistance increases 
until the PTFE ruptures and delaminates from the elastomer top plate, manifested in the rapid 
change in elastomer shear strain from Figure 6.167 to Figure 6.168.  At this point in the test, the 
response begins to be dominated by steel-on-steel sliding and stick-slip effects.  The drop in 
resistance from Location 8 to Location 9 in the force-displacement plot is a result of steel-on-
steel slip, and is shown in Figure 6.169 and Figure 6.170.  The peak cycle displacement prior to 
unseating is shown in Figure 6.171, with a clear rotation of the elastomer top plate.  The reversal 
represents the transition from the rotated configuration to a level elastomer top plate after 
removal of PTFE, and includes another steel-on-steel slip in Figure 6.172 and Figure 6.173 that 
reduces the sliding friction for the steel-on-steel response to the range of 0.10 to 0.15.  The peak 
–X cyclic displacement is shown in Figure 6.174, with a less pronounced rotation at the 
elastomer top plate than that observed in Figure 6.171.  This is likely a result of the lower friction 
response leading up to the displaced configuration, so that the elastomer is not as severely 
deformed in shear, and is therefore less susceptible to the influence of the eccentric sole plate 
reaction.  The steel-on-steel sliding in the +X direction had a friction resistance between 0.15 and 
0.20, and did not include an abrupt slip.  The sole plate was driven to unseating after the 450% 
ESS cycle, correlating to Location 14 in the force-displacement plot and the deformed 
configuration shown in Figure 6.175. 
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Figure 6.163 Force-displacement response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS up to unseating 
 
Figure 6.164 Friction response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS up to unseating 
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Figure 6.165 Bearing configuration at +400% ESS (Location 5) 
 
Figure 6.166 Extensive PTFE damage at +400% ESS (Location 5) 
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Figure 6.167 Bearing configuration at incipient PTFE delamination (Location 6) 
 
Figure 6.168 Bearing configuration immediately after PTFE delamination (Location 7) 
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Figure 6.169 Bearing configuration at incipient steel-on-steel slip (Location 8) 
 
Figure 6.170 Bearing configuration immediately after steel-on-steel slip (Location 9) 
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Figure 6.171 Bearing configuration at +450% ESS (Location 10) 
 
Figure 6.172 Bearing configuration at incipient steel-on-steel slip (Location 11) 
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Figure 6.173 Bearing configuration immediately after steel-on-steel slip (Location 12) 
 
Figure 6.174 Bearing configuration at −450% ESS (Location 13) 
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Figure 6.175 Bearing configuration at incipient unseating (+575% ESS, Location 14) 
The complete force-displacement response for T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 
6.176, including unseating and post-unseating reversal.  The bearing is shown immediately 
following unseating in Figure 6.177, and with the full vertical load loaded through the steel 
fixture onto the edge of the elastomer top plate in Figure 6.178.  The entire height of the 
elastomer is initially effective when the sole plate begins to travel in the –X direction, for a 
displacement of about 200% shear strain to reach Location 17 in the force-displacement plot (see 
Figure 6.179).  At that point, the steel fixture slides forward along the top of the elastomer top 
plate, and the sole plate begins to transfer shear directly through bearing against the side of the 
elastomer top plate and the upper portion of the elastomer block (see Figure 6.180).  With a 
shorter effective height of elastomer carrying shear from the sole plate to the masonry plate, the 
response stiffens in the loading branch from Location 18 to Location 19.  The maximum force 
capacity is limited by failure of the north anchor.  The bearing configuration immediately before 
and after the anchor failure is shown in Figure 6.181 and Figure 6.182.  The rotated masonry 
plate leads to a stress concentration at the corner shared by the unseated sole plate and intact 
anchor, similar to the effect observed for the Type II 7c specimen in an unseated configuration.  
The bearing is shown in Figure 6.183 when the elastomer is rupturing internally and tearing free 
from the masonry plate and in Figure 6.184 when the elastomeric block is completely 
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delaminated from the masonry plate.  The bearing condition at the completion of the test, after 
unloading all load from the elastomer, is shown in Figure 6.185 and Figure 6.186. 
 
 
Figure 6.176 Force-displacement response for complete T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS test 
 
Figure 6.177 Bearing configuration immediately after unseating (Location 15) 
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Figure 6.178 Bearing configuration with full vertical load after unseating (Location 16) 
 
Figure 6.179 Bearing configuration at approximately 200% ESS reversed travel after 
unseating (Location 17) 
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Figure 6.180 Bearing configuration with sole plate in contact with elastomer top plate after 
unseating (Location 18) 
 
Figure 6.181 Bearing at incipient north anchor failure after unseating (Location 19) 
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Figure 6.182 Bearing immediately after north anchor failure after unseating (Location 20) 
 
Figure 6.183 Bearing elastomer rupturing (Location 21) 
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Figure 6.184 Bearing elastomer fully delaminated from masonry plate (Location 22) 
 
Figure 6.185 Unloaded bearing at completion of test 
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Figure 6.186 Reinforced elastomer block and masonry plate after T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 
The reinforced elastomer block is shown in Figure 6.187, with the delaminated bottom 
layer of elastomer separated from the lowest internal steel shim.  The imprint of the sole plate is 
also evident near the top of the elastomer block.  The stacked original components of the bearing 
are shown in Figure 6.188 after dismounting and relocating the components from the test frame 
and concrete pad.  The post-test condition of the base of the elastomer block and the masonry 
plate are shown in Figure 6.189.  The stainless steel and etched elastomer top plate surfaces are 
shown in Figure 6.190, where it is evident that the scoring of the etched surface of the elastomer 
top plate and the stainless steel is constrained to a narrow band parallel to the imposed sole plate 
displacements. 
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Figure 6.187 Reinforced elastomer block with ruptured and delaminated bottom layer 
 
Figure 6.188 West face of T2-9a after dismounting from test frame and concrete 
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Figure 6.189 Rupture and delamination surface of T2-9a masonry plate after dismounting 
from concrete 
 
Figure 6.190 Stainless steel and elastomer top plate surfaces after T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 
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6.4 Type II 11a Experiments 
6.4.1 Test T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
The first test performed on the Type II 11a specimen investigated the retainer response 
and capacity, similar to previous tests on the 9a specimen.  The Type II 11a and 13a specimens 
were shipped separately from other specimens, and are shown as-delivered in Figure 6.191.  
Only two anchors needed to be installed for the Type II 11a specimen, because all tests were to 
be carried out in the transverse orientation.  The bearing is shown after installation of anchors in 
the concrete pad in Figure 6.192, and the initial conditions of the PTFE and stainless steel sliding 
surfaces are shown in Figure 6.193 and Figure 6.194, respectively.  The complete bearing 
assembly is shown in Figure 6.195, with the bearing supporting a vertical load of 88 kips (500 
psi on the elastomer area).   
The bearing was subjected to the displacement record shown in Figure 6.196.  The first 
nine cycles were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated 
fuse force capacity, with the estimated fuse capacity determined using material strength data 
from mill reports for anchors and the response observed in the T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS bearing test.  
The pure shear capacity of one of the 1-1/4 in. anchors was approximately 39 kips, and a similar 
estimate for the 1 in. anchors used with the 9a specimen was about 25 kips.  The lesser of the two 
observed fuse force capacities for the 9a specimen was about 37.5 kips, and the estimated 
elastomer contribution was about 4.5 kips, indicating an approximate anchor contribution of 33 
kips.  Scaling the 39 kip estimate by the ratio of 33 kips to 25 kips yielded an estimated anchor 
fuse capacity of about 50 kips.  The elastomer contribution was neglected when setting the force-
based cycle targets, so that the horizontal force target values were 12.5 kips, 25 kips, and 35 kips. 
During the last sequence of force-based cycles, the bearing displacement demand was 
approximately between 25% and 50% ESS.  Consequently, when the control transitioned to a 
displacement-based protocol after completing the force-based cycles, the initial target was set to 
50% ESS for three cycles.  Subsequent cycles included two cycles at 100% ESS amplitude, one 
cycle each at 150% and 200% ESS, and three 25% ESS cycles at the conclusion of the test.  The 
anchors ruptured in the first 100% ESS cycle.  The force-displacement response and associated 
non-dimensional representation are shown in Figure 6.197 and Figure 6.198.  Anchor ruptures 
occurred at symmetric sole plate displacements of 1.38 and –1.38 in., corresponding to 69% ESS.  
Peak loads observed during the test were 53.9 kips and –58.0 kips, corresponding to 62% and 65% 
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of the applied vertical load.  The bearing configurations at incipient retainer failures are shown in 
Figure 6.199 and Figure 6.200 and at peak displacements (200% ESS) in Figure 6.201 and 
Figure 6.202. 
Wear of the PTFE was not significant during T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS, as seen in Figure 6.203.  
The anchor rupture mechanisms were primarily shear mechanisms, as seen in Figure 6.204 and 
Figure 6.205, and somewhat less ductile than the mechanisms observed for the Type II 7c and 9a 
specimens, evidenced by the decreased area at the retainer toes showing abrasion from 
interaction with the masonry plate in Figure 6.206.  The increased ductility for previous 
specimens appears to be correlated to the size of the anchor relative to the masonry plate anchor 
holes.  The larger holes for 7c and 9a specimens appear to have permitted the retainers to rotate 
and the anchors to develop more significant tension components with larger lateral deformations 
of anchors. 
 
Figure 6.191 Specimens for T2-11a and T2-13a tests as-delivered 
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Figure 6.192 Bearing installed at concrete pad prior to T2-11a tests 
 
Figure 6.193 PTFE surface condition of installed T2-11a specimen  
prior to T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.194 Stainless steel surface condition of installed T2-11a specimen  
prior to T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.195 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.196 Displacement record for T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.197 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.198 Non-dimensional response for T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
 
Figure 6.199 Incipient west retainer failure during T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.200 Incipient east retainer failure during T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.201 Peak –X displacement during T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.202 Peak +X displacement during T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.203 PTFE surface condition after T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.204 Ruptured anchor at east (+X) side of bearing after T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.205 Ruptured anchor at west (−X) side of bearing after T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.206 Retainers after T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS 
6.4.2 Test T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 
A quasi-static pretest was performed on the T2-11a bearing in the transverse orientation 
following the test to evaluate the bearing assembly response with retainers.  The bearing was 
loaded to 88 kips, corresponding to 500 psi on the elastomer plan area, as had been applied in the 
previous test.  Peak displacement targets were limited to 200% ESS, which was intended to 
maintain contact over approximately 80% of the PTFE surface at maximum sliding 
displacements.  The displacement protocol is shown in Figure 6.207.  The observed force-
displacement response is shown in Figure 6.208, and the PTFE surface condition following the 
test is shown in Figure 6.209.  Comparison of the PTFE condition in Figure 6.209 with that seen 
in Figure 6.203 shows that the wear of the PTFE was not significant. 
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Figure 6.207 Displacement record for T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.208 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.209 PTFE surface condition after T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 
6.4.3 Test T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS were mapped to a control signal sequence 
for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was performed with a 
target peak velocity of 4 in. / sec.  The displacement and velocity data recorded during the test 
are shown in Figure 6.210.  The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.211, and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 6.212.  The friction response was consistent with other ISR 
tests performed on Type II bearings, and with previous research performed on the friction 
response of PTFE, where the quasi-static response was generally within specifications required 
by IDOT (friction coefficient less than 0.07) and the ISR test showed increased friction 
resistance with velocity at the PTFE interface.  Also consistent with previous ISR tests on PTFE, 
the PTFE surface showed visible wear after the ISR test (see Figure 6.213), and the stainless 
steel surface was polished where the mating surfaces had been in contact but also retained 
patches of PTFE corresponding to the dimpled sliding surface (see Figure 6.214). 
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Figure 6.210 Displacement and velocity records for T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.211 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.212 Friction response for T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.213 PTFE surface condition following T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.214 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
6.4.4 Test T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS 
A repeat of the quasi-static pretest was performed on the T2-11a bearing in the transverse 
orientation following the increased strain rate test to evaluate the effect of the ISR test on the 
PTFE response for subsequent tests.  Test T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS was identical to T2-11a (2)-T-C-
QS, with the only difference between the tests being the wear incurred at the PTFE during T2-
11a (3)-T-C-ISR.  The observed force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.215, and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 6.216.  The results show excellent agreement with the 
previous quasi-static test, indicating that the wear seen at the PTFE surface resulting from the 
ISR test did not have a significant influence on the mechanical response of the sliding interaction. 
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Figure 6.215 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.216 Friction response for T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS 
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6.4.5 Test T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 
The Type II 11a specimen was the only Type II bearing tested to unseating in the 
transverse direction, because the longitudinal direction was judged to be more susceptible to 
unseating.  The shorter length of the bearing in the longitudinal orientation was more likely to 
lead to significant rotation of the elastomer top plate and instability at large sole plate 
displacements.  The test to investigate transverse unseating comprised a pair of monotonic ramps.  
The first monotonic ramp began from the typical initial position, with the sole plate centered 
over the elastomer and PTFE, as shown in Figure 6.217.  The sole plate was displaced to a 
maximum of −14.5 in. as shown in Figure 6.218, limited by the command capability of the 
actuator controller (where a command signal of −10 V corresponded to −15 in. maximum 
command capability).  The bearing is shown unloaded after the first monotonic ramp in Figure 
6.219.  There was no apparent permanent damage to the bearing after the first monotonic ramp.   
After unloading, the sole plate was repositioned at an initial −8 in. offset, as shown in 
Figure 6.220.  The sole plate was displaced in the –X direction to unseating.  The bearing 
became unstable at a displacement of about −15.4 in. (−772% ESS), and fully unseated at a 
displacement of −16.2 in. (−812% ESS).  The bearing configuration at incipient unseating is 
shown in Figure 6.221, and the condition of the bearing after unloading at the conclusion of the 
test is shown in Figure 6.222.  The west (–X) edge of the elastomer top plate is plastically 
deformed and sloping downward after the unseating test.  Detailed images of the west bearing 
edge after unseating are shown in Figure 6.223 through Figure 6.225.  The elastomer bulged 
outward to accommodate the plastic compressive deformation at the top plate, which was 
measured to have an inclination of about 8º relative to the eastern side of the plate.  The force-
displacement response and friction response for the two monotonic ramps are shown in Figure 
6.226 and Figure 6.227, respectively, with empty markers for the second ramp to unseating.   
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Figure 6.217 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 
 
Figure 6.218 Bearing configuration at −14.5 in. sole plate displacement 
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Figure 6.219 Bearing unloaded after first monotonic ramp 
 
Figure 6.220 Initial offset gravity load-only configuration for T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 
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Figure 6.221 Bearing configuration at incipient unseating 
 
Figure 6.222 Bearing unloaded after unseating 
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Figure 6.223 Side of elastomer block at plastically deformed plate 
 
Figure 6.224 Measurement of plastically deformed plate edge inclination 
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Figure 6.225 Plastically deformed plate edge inclination 
 
Figure 6.226 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 
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Figure 6.227 Friction response for T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 
6.4.6 Test T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
An irregular set of excursions was imposed on the bearing in the test succeeding the 
unseating test.  The sole plate was restricted to +X direction excursions in an attempt to 
investigate the response of the bearing to large cyclic displacements in the transverse direction, 
in particular, how much displacement would be tolerated prior to failure of the PTFE.  The test 
was divided into two segments: (1) an initial segment with incrementally increasing 
displacement demands and partial reversals, and (2) a monotonic displacement to full horizontal 
actuator retraction and reversal.  Displacement records for each part are shown in Figure 6.228 
and Figure 6.229.   
The first part of the test began with sets of three fully reversed cycles each to 25% and 50% 
ESS.  After the initial cycles, the displacement targets began to increment by 50% ESS to new 
peak displacements with a 100% ESS reversal after reaching each new excursion up to 300% 
ESS (6 in.).  The two reversals after reaching 300% ESS to 150% ESS did not result in PTFE 
failure, and the reversal was stopped when the sliding response merged with that observed in 
previous cycles.  The PTFE experienced partial delamination and buckling away from the 
elastomer top plate during the reversal from 400% ESS.  Once the PTFE had begun to 
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delaminate, the cyclic portion of the test was deemed complete, and the actuator was run to a full 
retraction to verify the available displacement.  Using the observed displacement limit from the 
end of the cyclic part of the test, the displacement target for the second part of the test was set to 
11.25 in.  This displacement approached full retraction for the actuator when accounting for an 
initial retraction of about 3.125 in. at the start of the test. 
The force-displacement and friction response for both segments of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS are 
shown in Figure 6.230 and Figure 6.231, respectively, with filled markers for the first segment 
and open markers for the second segment of the test.  The bearing configuration with full vertical 
load at the start of the test is shown in Figure 6.232.  The slope of the plastically deformed 
elastomer top plate on the west (−X) side of the bearing is evident in the image.  Reversal loads 
increased slightly for the cycles toward the end of the record.  In previous tests, this phenomenon 
would have been considered indicative of the influence of rotational flexibility in the elastomer 
block.  For this test, however, the increased loads appear to be correlated to a residual slope of 
the elastomer top plate following the unseating test.  The maximum +X displacement for which 
reversal did not cause delamination is shown in Figure 6.233.  The elastomer top plate does not 
appear to have rotated significantly in the figure, and the sliding resistance appears to have 
returned to the range observed for smaller displacements when the sole plate returns to a 
displacement of 150%, as shown in Figure 6.234.  As seen in the figure, this position 
corresponds to the edge of the sole plate reaching the location on the elastomer top plate where 
the plastic decline begins near the edge of the elastomer top plate. 
PTFE delamination was visible during the reversal from 400% ESS.  The local 
delamination of the PTFE at the west side of the bearing is shown in Figure 6.235 for the bearing 
during the interval between the first and second segments of the test.  After unloading the 
bearing, returning the sole plate to the original initial position, reloading the bearing to full 
vertical load, driving the sole plate to a displacement of 11.25 in., and reversing the sole plate 
displacement, a significant portion of the elastomer incurred severe damage, ultimately rupturing, 
so that approximately half of the original PTFE surface was removed.  The PTFE failure during 
the second segment of the test is shown in Figure 6.236, and the bearing condition following the 
completion of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS is shown in Figure 6.237. 
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Figure 6.228 Displacement record for first part of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
 
Figure 6.229 Displacement record for second part of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
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Figure 6.230 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
 
Figure 6.231 Friction response for T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
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Figure 6.232 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
 
Figure 6.233 Bearing at +350% ESS (+7 in.) sole plate displacement 
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Figure 6.234 Bearing at reversal to +150% ESS (+3 in.) sole plate displacement 
 
Figure 6.235 Initial PTFE delamination after first segment of test, viewed from northwest 
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Figure 6.236 PTFE delamination during reversal from max displacement 
 
Figure 6.237 PTFE condition after completion of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS 
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6.4.7 Test T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS 
A set of irregular tests were imposed on the bearing after T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS in an 
attempt to fully remove the PTFE from the elastomer top plate.  These tests are referred to 
collectively as a single test with multiple parts, because they were conducted with the same 
objective, and with little time passing between individual segments.  The displacement records 
for each part are shown in Figure 6.238 through Figure 6.241, and the associated force-
displacement and friction response plots are shown in Figure 6.242 and Figure 6.243, 
respectively, overlaid on the data obtained from T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS.  The response obtained 
during T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS is generally representative of steel-on-steel sliding.  The sole plate was 
only minimally effective at removing the PTFE remaining on the +X side of the elastomer top 
plate, likely due to the residual slope mentioned in previous sections.  The elastomer top plate 
surface condition after complete removal of the PTFE at the end of T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS is shown 
in Figure 6.244. 
 
 
Figure 6.238 Displacement record for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS, Part 1 
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Figure 6.239 Displacement record for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS, Part 2 
 
Figure 6.240 Displacement record for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS, Part 3 
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Figure 6.241 Displacement record for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS, Part 4 
 
Figure 6.242 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS 
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Figure 6.243 Friction response for T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS 
  
Figure 6.244 Elastomer top plate condition after completion of T2-11a (7)-T-I-QS 
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6.4.8 Test T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
A quasi-static pretest was performed on the T2-11a bearing in the transverse orientation 
after all of the PTFE had been removed from the elastomer top plate.  As for all previous tests 
conducted on the T2-11a specimen, the bearing was loaded to 88 kips, corresponding to 500 psi 
on the elastomer plan area.  In planning the test, the peak displacement was intended to capture a 
larger displacement range than had been used for the previous quasi-static pretest and increased 
strain rate test when PTFE was present.  This was intended to reflect realism in that the PTFE 
would likely survive small displacement cycles, and would only be removed from the elastomer 
top plate if the sliding displacement demands were relatively large.  The initial peak 
displacement was set at 500% ESS (10 in.).  After completing one cycle to this displacement, the 
response was observed to be significantly different between the +X and –X excursions, and was 
expected to be problematic for a succeeding increased strain rate test.  Consequently, the peak 
displacement was reduced to 300% (6 in.).  This target was also larger than the displacement 
imposed while PTFE was present (200%, 4 in.).    
The displacement protocol is shown in Figure 6.245.  Observed force-displacement 
response and friction response are shown in Figure 6.246 and Figure 6.247, respectively.  The 
peak during the reversal from +500% ESS appears to be a more pronounced effect than that 
observed for reversals near the end of T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS, with the abruptness of slip at the 
elastomer top plate caused by the steel-on-steel sliding interface.  Images before and after the 
abrupt slip are shown in Figure 6.248 and Figure 6.249.  As in T2-11a (6)-T-I-QS, the slip 
corresponds to the arrival of the edge of the sole plate at the initiation of the plastic decline in the 
elastomer top plate.  Elastomer top plate and stainless steel surface conditions following the test 
are shown in Figure 6.250 and Figure 6.251, respectively.  The stainless steel surface appears to 
have incurred damage so that there are shallow troughs aligned with the direction of the plate 
displacement after being subject to abrasion against the etched surface of the elastomer top plate 
(note the alternating light and dark reflective lines oriented transverse to the camera angle).  
Even so, the sliding friction is quite low, only rising to a coefficient of friction of about 0.1. 
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Figure 6.245 Displacement record for T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.246 Force-displacement response for T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.247 Friction response for T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.248 Bearing configuration before abrupt slip during reversal from +500% ESS 
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Figure 6.249 Bearing configuration after abrupt slip during reversal from +500% ESS 
 
Figure 6.250 Elastomer top plate surface condition after T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.251 Stainless steel surface condition after T2-11a (8)-T-C-QS 
6.4.9 Test T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 
The final test performed on the T2-11a specimen was an increased strain rate test, using 
the converged states obtained from the cycles to excursions not exceeding 300% ESS in T2-11a 
(8)-T-C-QS.  The displacement and velocity data recorded during the test are shown in Figure 
6.253.  Only five cycles were performed at the peak displacement, rather than the typical twelve 
imposed on PTFE.  The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.253, and the friction 
response is shown in Figure 6.254.  The response was characterized by violent stick-slip releases 
throughout the test.  Although the bearing response was violent, the bearing did not appear to 
incur damage beyond that generated in previous tests sufficient to compromise the integrity of 
the bearing for vertical and lateral load demands.  The peak friction coefficient was about 0.3, 
significantly higher than that observed with PTFE, but a reasonable value for steel-on-steel slip.  
The variation in vertical compression was appreciable, but not significantly greater than that 
generated during the previous increased strain rate test with PTFE, as shown in Figure 6.255.  
The elastomer top plate surface did not appear significantly damaged beyond the condition at the 
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start of the test (see Figure 6.256), but the stainless steel surface had incurred significant scoring 
(see Figure 6.257). 
 
Figure 6.252 Displacement and velocity records for Test T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.253 Force-displacement response for Test T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.254 Friction response for Test T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.255 Variation in vertical load during Test T2-11a (9)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.256 PTFE surface condition following T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.257 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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6.5 Type II 13a Experiments 
6.5.1 Test T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
The first test performed on the Type II 13a specimen investigated the retainer response 
and capacity, similar to previous tests on 9a and 11a specimens.  The specimen is shown as-
delivered in the previous section (see Figure 6.191).  PTFE and stainless steel sliding surfaces as-
delivered are shown in Figure 6.258 and Figure 6.259.  The concrete pad was prepared for both 
transverse and longitudinal orientations of the Type II 13a specimen as shown in Figure 6.260.  
Anchors were strategically located in the concrete pad because the pad to avoid reinforcing and 
anchors used for previous Type II 9a and 11a specimen tests.  The first test performed on the 
Type II 13a specimen was conducted in a transverse orientation to investigate retainer response 
and capacity.  The complete bearing assembly is shown in Figure 6.261, with the bearing 
supporting a vertical load of 100 kips (385 psi on the elastomer area).   
The bearing was subjected to the displacement record shown in Figure 6.262.  The first 
nine cycles were based on horizontal force targets equal to 25%, 50%, and 70% of an estimated 
fuse force capacity.  The anchors for the 13a specimen were the same size as those for the 
previous 11a specimen, so the same force-based targets were employed again for the 13a 
specimen with retainers.  The numerical values for the force-based targets were 12.5, 25, and 35 
kips.  During the last sequence of force-based cycles, the bearing displacement demand was 
approximately between 25% and 50% ESS.  Consequently, when the control transitioned to a 
displacement-based protocol after completing the force-based cycles, the initial target was set to 
50% ESS for three cycles.  Subsequent cycles included two cycles at 100% ESS amplitude, one 
cycle each at 150%, 200%, and 250% ESS, and three 25% ESS cycles at the conclusion of the 
test.  The anchors ruptured at sole plate displacements of 1.71 and −1.42 in., corresponding to 
+91% ESS and −76% ESS, after having reached peak capacities of +59.7 kips and −56.8 kips, 
corresponding to 59% and 58% of the applied vertical load, respectively, as shown in Figure 
6.263 and Figure 6.264.  The peak load corresponded approximately to the sole plate 
displacement at rupture for the +X direction, but was slightly less, at −63% ESS for the –X 
direction.  The bearing configurations at incipient retainer failures are shown in Figure 6.265 and 
Figure 6.266 and at peak displacements (250% ESS) in Figure 6.267 and Figure 6.268. 
Wear of the PTFE was not significant during T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS, as seen in Figure 6.269.  
The anchor rupture mechanisms were primarily shear mechanisms, as seen in Figure 6.270 and 
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Figure 6.271, similar to the mechanisms observed for the Type II 11a specimen and somewhat 
less ductile than the mechanisms observed for the Type II 7c and 9a specimens, evidenced by the 
decreased area at the retainer toes showing abrasion from interaction with the masonry plate in 
Figure 6.272.  The increased ductility for previous specimens appears to be correlated to the size 
of the anchor relative to the masonry plate anchor holes.  The larger holes for 7c and 9a 
specimens appear to have permitted the retainers to rotate and the anchors to develop more 
significant tension components with larger lateral deformations of anchors. 
 
 
Figure 6.258 PTFE surface condition of T2-13a specimen as-delivered 
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Figure 6.259 Stainless steel surface condition of T2-13a specimen as-delivered 
 
Figure 6.260 Concrete pad preparation prior to T2-13a tests 
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Figure 6.261 Initial gravity load-only configuration for T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.262 Displacement record for T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.263 Force-displacement response for T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.264 Non-dimensional response for T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.265 Incipient west retainer failure during T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.266 Incipient east retainer failure during T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.267 Peak –X displacement during T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.268 Peak +X displacement during T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.269 PTFE surface condition after T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.270 Ruptured anchor at east (+X) side of bearing after T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.271 Ruptured anchor at west (−X) side of bearing after T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.272 Retainers after T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS 
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6.5.2 Test T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 
A quasi-static pretest was performed on the T2-13a bearing in the transverse orientation 
following the test to evaluate the bearing assembly response with retainers.  The bearing was 
loaded to 100 kips, corresponding to 385 psi on the elastomer plan area, as had been applied in 
the previous test.  Peak displacement targets were limited to 250% ESS, which was intended to 
maintain contact over approximately 80% of the PTFE surface at maximum sliding 
displacements.  The displacement record is shown in Figure 6.273.  The observed force-
displacement response is shown in Figure 6.274, and the PTFE surface condition following the 
test is shown in Figure 6.275.  Comparison of the PTFE condition in Figure 6.275 with that seen 
in Figure 6.269 shows that the wear of the PTFE was not significant. 
 
Figure 6.273 Displacement record for T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 
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Figure 6.274 Force-displacement response for T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.275 PTFE surface condition after T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 
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6.5.3 Test T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
The converged states from T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS were mapped to a control signal sequence 
for the horizontal and vertical actuators, and an increased strain rate test was performed with a 
target peak velocity of 4 in. / sec.  The displacement and velocity data recorded during the test 
are shown in Figure 6.276.  The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.277, and the 
friction response is shown in Figure 6.278.  The friction response was consistent with other ISR 
tests performed on Type II bearings, and with previous research performed on the friction 
response of PTFE, where the quasi-static response was generally within specifications required 
by IDOT (friction coefficient less than 0.07) and the ISR test showed increased friction 
resistance with velocity at the PTFE interface.  Also consistent with previous ISR tests on PTFE, 
the PTFE surface showed visible wear after the ISR test (see Figure 6.279), and the stainless 
steel surface was polished where the mating surfaces had been in contact but also retained 
patches of PTFE corresponding to the dimpled sliding surface (see Figure 6.280). 
 
Figure 6.276 Displacement and velocity records for T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.277 Force-displacement response for T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.278 Friction response for T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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Figure 6.279 PTFE surface condition following T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
 
Figure 6.280 Stainless steel surface condition following T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 
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6.5.4 Test T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 
Similar to the final test performed on the Type II 9a bearing, the bearing was lifted from 
the concrete pad after performing the ISR test, the previous anchors that had ruptured during the 
test with retainers were cut off at the concrete surface, and the bearing was repositioned on the 
concrete surface so that the longitudinal response could be evaluated at large displacements, 
including unseating and post-unseating reversal.  When the 13a bearing was repositioned to 
simulate longitudinal bridge motion, the bearing rested on the anchors rather than the concrete 
(see Figure 6.281).  IDOT standard details (IDOT, 2012a) call for holes in retainers to be 1/4 in. 
larger than the nominal diameter of anchors, and holes in masonry plates (for both Type II and 
low-profile fixed bearings) to be 1/2 in. larger than the nominal diameter of anchors.  For the 
Type II bearings, the 9a had 1 in. diameter anchors, and the 11a and 13a specimens had 1-1/4 in. 
diameter anchors, but the holes provided for anchors in the masonry plates of all three bearings 
were 1-1/2 in. diameter.  The masonry plate was removed from the concrete pad by CEE shop 
personnel, and the holes for the anchors were opened slightly to a diameter of about 1-3/4 in.  
The bearing is shown in Figure 6.282 resting on the concrete after being reinstalled by the CEE 
shop personnel, with inset images showing the close fit of the anchors in the masonry plate holes. 
The displacement record for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 6.283 for the cyclic 
segment of the test, and in Figure 6.284 for the unseating and reversal segment.  The test was 
divided into two segments because the top plate width, at 14 in., could potentially require more 
actuator control stroke than was available (where a command signal of +10 V corresponded to 15 
in. maximum command capability).  The protocol included three cycles at both the 25% and 50% 
ESS levels, then transitioned to incrementally increasing single cycles, increasing by 25% ESS 
per cycle from 75% to 250% ESS, then increasing by 50% per cycle from 300% to 600%.  After 
the cycle to 600% ESS, the test was reset, with an offset of +8 in. at the sole plate.  The 
displacements given in Figure 6.284 are relative to this offset position, so that the maximum 
displacement for the sole plate was about 13.6 in. (8 in. offset + 5.6 in. travel during test), 
corresponding to about 724% ESS. 
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Figure 6.281 Bearing T2-13a prior to opening masonry plate holes 
 
Figure 6.282 Bearing T2-13a after opening masonry plate holes 
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Figure 6.283 Displacement record for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS, cyclic 
 
Figure 6.284 Displacement record for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS, unseating and reversal 
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The force-displacement response is shown in Figure 6.285 for the cyclic segment of the 
test, up to removal of the PTFE.  The horizontal load is also shown normalized by the vertical 
load to illustrate the friction response in Figure 6.286.  The PTFE is intact and undamaged during 
this range of displacement demands until reversal from +550% ESS.  The initial configuration at 
the start of the test is shown in Figure 6.287, with the bearing supporting 100 kips (385 psi on the 
elastomer area).  The test was temporarily halted for an extended period of time at an offset sole 
plate configuration.  The pause timing was selected so that the shear at the sliding interface and 
in the elastomer was approximately zero (see Figure 6.288).  Elastomer top plate rotations begin 
to influence the force-displacement response at sole plate displacements of approximately 300%, 
but without causing damage to the PTFE.  The bearing configuration is shown in Figure 6.289 at 
a sole plate displacement of +550% ESS, with the PTFE visibly still intact and undamaged. 
The PTFE incurs severe damage rapidly during reversal from +550% ESS.  Figure 6.290 
shows the bearing with shear deformation in the elastomer while the PTFE is trapped in front of 
the sole plate, and Figure 6.291 shows the bearing configuration with the shear relieved in the 
elastomer and a large portion of delaminated and ruptured PTFE fallen to the concrete surface to 
the side of the bearing.  A large portion of the etched surface of the elastomer top plate is 
exposed in Figure 6.292 as a result of the PTFE damage.  A similar phenomenon occurs when 
the bearing reverses from −550% ESS, shown in Figure 6.293, with temporarily increased loads 
corresponding to delamination and tearing of the remaining PTFE sheet.  Most of the PTFE is 
removed from the bearing when the sole plate reaches +600% ESS, as shown in Figure 6.294.  
The bearing is shown reversing from +600% ESS in Figure 6.295, with a strip of PTFE near the 
camera being delaminated and folded in front of the sole plate.  At −600% ESS (see Figure 
6.296), the response is representative of steel-on-steel sliding, but the sliding resistance is not 
significantly different from that observed in previous cycles with intact PTFE.  The PTFE is 
completely removed during reversal from −600% ESS, corresponding to Location 9 in the force-
displacement plot, and shown in Figure 6.297. 
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Figure 6.285 Force-displacement response for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS up to 600% ESS 
 
Figure 6.286 Friction response for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS up to 600% ESS 
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Figure 6.287 Initial gravity load-only configuration (Location 0) for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 6.288 Bearing configuration during long pause near start of test 
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Figure 6.289 Bearing configuration at +550% ESS (Location 1) 
 
Figure 6.290 Bearing configuration during reversal from +550% ESS, while delaminating 
PTFE (Location 2) 
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Figure 6.291 Bearing configuration during reversal from +550% ESS, after significant 
PTFE delamination and rupture (Location 3) 
 
Figure 6.292 Bearing configuration at −550% ESS (Location 4) 
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Figure 6.293 Bearing configuration during reversal from −550% ESS, while delaminating 
PTFE (Location 5) 
 
Figure 6.294 Bearing configuration at +600% ESS (Location 6) 
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Figure 6.295 Bearing configuration during reversal from +600% ESS, nearing complete 
removal of PTFE (Location 7) 
 
Figure 6.296 Bearing configuration at −600% ESS (Location 8) 
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Figure 6.297 Bearing configuration nearing return to initial position from −600% ESS, 
after complete removal of PTFE (Location 9) 
The force-displacement response for the complete T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS test, including 
unseating and reversal, is shown in Figure 6.298.  The initial configuration with the offset sole 
plate is shown in Figure 6.299.  An initial unseating slip occurred when the edge of the sole plate 
neared the edge of the etched region of the elastomer top plate, as shown in Figure 6.300.  The 
sole plate caught on the sloped edge of the elastomer top plate, so the bearing was unstable, but 
not fully unseated.  Full unseating required an additional displacement of 44% ESS to a 
maximum of +724%, as shown in Figure 6.301.  The bearing configurations immediately after 
unseating and with full vertical load applied in the post-unseating configuration are shown in 
Figure 6.302 and Figure 6.303.  The bearing sustained large concentrated shear strains prior to 
anchor failure, but the elastomer did not delaminate internally or at the masonry plate.  The 
bearing is shown immediately before and after the north anchor ruptured in Figure 6.304 and 
Figure 6.305.  The 7c and 9a bearings that had be subjected to similar conditions had 
experienced elastomer rupture at similar conditions, but the 13a elastomer remained intact, and 
the south anchor ruptured prior to failure of the elastomer.  The bearing is shown at incipient 
rupture of the south anchor in Figure 6.306.  The bearing slid on the concrete following the 
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second anchor rupture, with a coefficient of friction of approximately 0.3, consistent with the 
sliding response observed for low-profile fixed bearings with shear failures at anchors and 
sliding at a steel-on-elastomer interface.  The increase of load beyond Location 18 in the force-
displacement plot was caused by the masonry plate coming in contact with the hold down 
bearing plates at the perimeter of the concrete pad, and is not representative of a physical 
phenomenon that would occur at a bridge substructure.  The bearing is shown unloaded after the 
completion of the test in Figure 6.308  
 
Figure 6.298 Force-displacement response for complete T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS test 
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Figure 6.299 Initial offset gravity load-only configuration for T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS  
(Location 10) 
 
Figure 6.300 Bearing configuration at initial unseating slip (+680% ESS, Location 11) 
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Figure 6.301 Bearing configuration at incipient unseating (+724% ESS, Location 12) 
 
 
Figure 6.302 Bearing configuration immediately after unseating (Location 13) 
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Figure 6.303 Bearing configuration with full vertical load after unseating (Location 14) 
 
Figure 6.304 Bearing at incipient north anchor failure after unseating (Location 15) 
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Figure 6.305 Bearing immediately after north anchor failure after unseating (Location 16) 
 
Figure 6.306 Bearing at incipient south anchor failure after unseating (Location 17) 
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Figure 6.307 Bearing engaging concrete pad strong floor anchor bearing plates while 
sliding (Location 18) 
 
Figure 6.308 Unloaded bearing at completion of test 
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6.6 Discussion of Type II Bearing Test Results 
6.6.1 Retainer Fuse Capacity 
Fuse capacities observed for Type II bearing assemblies subjected to transverse bridge 
motion are summarized in Table 6.1. As in the Type I bearing results sections, the fuse capacities 
are presented with nominal, adjusted (in shaded cells to indicate observed values from ancillary 
tension tests), and observed quantities. The observed capacities were lower than those obtained 
for Type I’s but were higher than initial estimates from IDOT design equations. The difference in 
capacity between Type I and Type II bearings is primarily due to the condition at the retainer 
toes. Toes of Type I bearings are driven down and into the concrete of the substructure through 
overturning. Type II retainers stand on top of bearing masonry plates instead of being placed 
directly on concrete. When horizontal load is applied, the retainer toe slips off the edge of the 
steel plate, and resistance is provided primarily through shear strength at the threaded anchor, 
with a minor contribution from friction between the retainer and the masonry steel plate.  
Table 6.1 Summary data for Type II transverse fuse capacities 
  
 
Summary data for the friction response observed during the transverse Type II tests with 
retainers are presented in Table 6.2. The values are consistent with expected properties for 
sliding of PTFE on stainless steel. The maximum permissible friction coefficient, according to 
IDOT Standard Specifications (2012b), is 0.07, and the mean friction values conform to this 
limit, although the initial friction break-off coefficient is slightly higher than the specified limit.  
Additional commentary is provided in Section 6.6.3 regarding the friction response of Type II 
bearings. 
Fu 
(ksi)
Dia. 
(in)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Fu 
(ksi)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Vfuse 
(kips)
Overstrength 
Ratio
Vfuse
Nn 
60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 18.2 1.91 0.70
60 0.75 9.5 73.26 11.7 22.5 2.35 0.87
60 1 17.0 74.38 21.0 40.0 2.36 0.86
60 1 17.0 74.38 21.0 37.6 2.21 0.80
60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 53.9 2.04 0.78
60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 58.0 2.19 0.84
60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 59.7 2.25 0.86
60 1.25 26.5 70.35 31.1 56.8 2.14 0.82
Observed
Test
T2-7c [4] (1)-T-C-QS
T2-9a (1)-T-C-QS
T2-11a (1)-T-C-QS
T2-13a (1)-T-C-QS
Nominal Adjusted
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Table 6.2 Summary data for friction response of Type II tests with retainers 
 
 
6.6.2 Elastomeric Shear Deformation 
The elastomeric components of the Type II bearings exhibited a rate-sensitive response to 
shear loading. Linear stiffness is presented for individual ramps in QS and ISR tests for 
longitudinal and transverse 7c tests and transverse 9a, 11a, and 13a tests in Figure 6.309 through 
Figure 6.311. In the figures, the shear modulus for similar shear strain ranges is higher for the 
ISR relative to the QS tests, by approximately 20% and 45% for the longitudinal 7c and 
transverse “a” height bearings, respectively, at a shear strain range of about 50%.  Coincidentally, 
the unadjusted shear modulus obtained from QS testing appears to be a reasonable estimate of 
the shear modulus at an increased strain rate because the PTFE friction also increases with strain 
rate. Consequently, the strain demand also increases with increasing strain rate, and the linear 
shear modulus is inversely related to strain demand. The net effect appears to be a balancing of 
stiffening and softening influences for the elastomeric compound used in the bearing specimens 
at the rates employed for the experimental program. 
7c 9a 11a 13a Avg
Max Friction 0.102 0.099 0.088 0.109 0.100
Mean Friction 0.057 0.072 0.069 0.072 0.067
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Figure 6.309 Effective apparent shear modulus for Type II 7c, longitudinal orientation 
 
Figure 6.310 Effective apparent shear modulus for Type II 7c, transverse orientation 
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Figure 6.311 Effective apparent shear modulus for Type II 9a, 11a, 13a, transverse 
orientation 
6.6.3 PTFE Friction Response 
Friction resistance for several of the initial Type II 7c bearing tests fell outside of IDOT 
specifications, which limit the maximum permissible friction coefficient at a PTFE sliding 
surface to 0.07.  Sliding friction tended to be close to the maximum permitted value, generally in 
the range of about 0.06 to 0.08.  Static friction at incipient sliding, however, was frequently 
higher, as shown in Table 6.3, in particular for the 7c specimens. Although the 7c bearings 
tended to exhibit unacceptably high peak friction values, these bearings may be more 
representative of realistic field conditions.   
The likely reason for the increased friction response for the 7c bearings is that the sliding 
surfaces were not carefully protected prior to use in tests.  When the bearings were relocated as 
other laboratory activities required, shop personnel generally did not attempt to protect the 
stainless steel or PTFE surfaces, or keep the bearings together in units.  Instead, sole plates and 
masonry plates were treated as independent and unrelated pieces, and were stacked and 
rearranged in whatever way was convenient.  During conversations with the contact at the 
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bearing supplier, common field conditions were mentioned to often treat Type II bearings 
similarly to the manner the test specimens were handled in the laboratory.   
It is also notable that the friction response for the 9a, 11a, and 13a specimens was closer 
to the specification limit for the quasi-static pretests used to define the command signals for 
increased strain rate tests.  For the 9a and 13a bearings, the peak friction increased significantly 
in a proportionate sense for the quasi-static tests performed after the increased strain rate tests, 
but the 11a peak friction decreased slightly for the repeated quasi-static pretest.  The values 
suggest that contaminants which were distributed across the PTFE during increased strain rate 
tests were inconsequential for continued tests in the transverse orientation, but led to increased 
sliding resistance when the sole plate displacement direction was changed to a longitudinal 
orientation. 
Table 6.3 Quasi-static peak friction response for Type II bearings 
 
 
Calculations of friction resistance correlated to mean slip rate extracted for sliding 
segments of Type II 9a, 11a, and 13a ISR tests are shown in Figure 6.312. Each data point 
represents an average of the slip resistance observed over a 5% ESS slip displacement increment. 
The dominant feature, as seen in the various constitutive plots for individual bearing tests at 
increased strain rates, is a marked increase in friction resistance at the PTFE sliding interface for 
ISR versus QS tests. The coefficient of friction increases with instantaneous velocity within the 
individual ISR tests, and it also exhibits significant inherent variability.   
Test
Friction 
Coefficient
Slip Disp. 
(in.)
Slip Strain 
(%)
T2-7c [1] (1)-L-M-QS 0.150 1.52 81.1
T2-7c [1] (2)-L-C-QS 0.126 1.07 57.1
T2-7c [1] (3)-L-C-QS 0.162 1.60 85.5
T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 0.193 1.57 83.6
T2-7c [2] (4)-T-C-QS 0.154 1.45 77.3
T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 0.123 1.07 57.3
T2-7c [3] (1)-T-C-QS 0.202 1.72 91.7
T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 0.106 0.93 49.5
T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 0.155 1.39 74.2
T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 0.097 0.86 42.8
T2-11a (4)-T-C-QS 0.091 0.80 40.0
T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 0.105 0.64 34.0
T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 0.146 0.86 46.1
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Figure 6.312 Friction coefficients for Type II 9a, 11a, and 13a, transverse orientation 
Table 6.4 Friction response summary data for Type II ISR vs. QS tests 
   
 
Aggregated summary friction data for the ISR versus QS tests are provided in Table 6.4. 
The mean friction coefficient for all QS tests is 0.069, and the mean for the ISR tests is 0.14. The 
Mean c.o.v.
% Diff (ISR 
vs QS)
T2-7c [1] (4)-L-C-QS 0.076 15%
T2-7c [2] (1)-L-C-QS 0.065 15%
T2-7c [2] (5)-T-C-QS 0.064 18%
T2-9a (2)-T-C-QS 0.074 5%
T2-11a (2)-T-C-QS 0.064 9%
T2-13a (2)-T-C-QS 0.068 11%
T2-7c [1] (5)-L-C-ISR 0.135 17% 77%
T2-7c [2] (2)-L-C-ISR 0.142 9% 117%
T2-7c [2] (3)-L-C-ISR 0.140 6% 115%
T2-7c [2] (6)-T-C-ISR 0.132 14% 106%
T2-9a (3)-T-C-ISR 0.148 7% 99%
T2-11a (3)-T-C-ISR 0.137 9% 113%
T2-13a (3)-T-C-ISR 0.154 8% 124%
Test
Friction Coefficient
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range of two standard deviations for the ISR tests would be bracketed by (0.11, 0.17) at a 10% 
c.o.v., or by (0.084, 0.20) at a 20% c.o.v. 
6.6.4 Large Displacement Response 
Each of the bearing sizes investigated in the testing program was subjected to large sole 
plate excursions, including unseating of the sole plate at the sliding interface.  When Type II 
bearings are subjected to large longitudinal sole plate displacements, the elastomer deforms in 
flexure as well as shear, leading to rotations at the elastomer top plate, knife-edge contact of the 
sole plate trailing edge on the PTFE, and a susceptibility to instability and unseating.  When 
short elastomer heights are combined with PTFE sliding surfaces, large displacement response is 
likely to be more significantly influenced by PTFE damage, with temporary increases in sliding 
resistance while removing the PTFE, and transitioning to steel-on-steel sliding after the PTFE 
has been removed.   
For bearings with moderate elastomer heights (e.g., 7c), the response may also lead to 
progressive instability, culminating with unseating.  This is because the load to return the rotated 
elastomer top plate to a horizontal configuration is higher than the sliding resistance, and the 
mechanical response of the bearing at large displacements with a sloping elastomer top plate is 
inherently unstable (decreasing horizontal load with increasing displacement).  Therefore, if the 
reversal load is not sufficient to return the elastomer top plate to horizontal, cyclic demands may 
progressively shift the sole plate to an unseated configuration. 
Summary values for the Type II bearing unseating tests are provided in Table 6.5 and 
Table 6.6. The first fields in Table 6.5 list the displacements at which instability and unseating 
occur. Instability is the first instance at which the calculated horizontal load crosses zero (i.e., 
where an external horizontal force is required to act in the opposite direction from the current 
displacement direction to maintain equilibrium with simulated vertical load and mechanical 
forces developed in the deformed elastomer). Values are provided in terms of both absolute 
displacement and ESS. For Type II bearings, the nominal displacement capacity is 100% ESS, 
according to the IDOT Bridge Manual (IDOT 2012a). All limits for instability are far in excess 
of the nominal displacement capacity for the respective bearings.  
Plate overlap in Table 6.6 is determined according to the measured relative positions of 
the top and middle plates. For 7c and 9a bearings, the values represent the combination of the 
PTFE overlap and the tapered edge of the middle plate (1 in. for 7c, 1-1/2 in. for 9a). The shaded 
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cell for the 13a is an approximate value, determined visually from a video capture during the 
experiment and examination of the specimen after the test. The sole plate experienced a slight 
slip from the etched region where the PTFE had been applied, and caught on the tapered edge of 
the elastomer top plate at the instability limit. The value shown represents the overlap of the top 
plate on the tapered edge of the middle plate during the deformation from the instability limit to 
unseating. The peak loads are the recorded maximum values at incipient failure of the first 
anchor for each test, and the maximum average shear stress is determined by dividing the peak 
load by the nominal elastomer area. 
Table 6.5 Type II instability and unseating limits 
  
Table 6.6 Type II unseating plate overlap and reversal peak loads 
  
 
 
Dx (in.) ESS (%) Dx (in.) ESS (%)
T2-7c [1] (6)-L-I-QS 6.2 330 7.4 395
T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 10.8 575 10.8 578
T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 15.4 772 16.2 812
T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 12.7 680 13.6 724
Displacement to:
Instability UnseatingTest
T2-7c [1] (6)-L-I-QS 1.7 40.3 0.48
T2-9a (4)-L-C-QS 1.9 64.4 0.60
T2-11a (5)-T-M-QS 0.28
T2-13a (4)-L-C-QS 0.875 122.2 0.47
Max. Avg. 
Shear Stress 
(ksi)
Plate Overlap 
at Unseating 
(in.)
Peak 
Load (k)
Test
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Chapter 7 
Low-Profile Fixed Steel Bearing Tests 
7.1 Test Preparation Overview 
A set of four tests were performed on low-profile fixed (LPF) steel bearing specimens.  
Each bearing consisted of a pair of steel plates.  According to standard practice in the state of 
Illinois, the sole plate is typically welded to the bottom flange of a steel girder.  To simulate this 
typical field condition, the sole plates were sequentially welded to the bottom of the steel fixture 
in preparation for a test, as shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, and cut free from the fixture after 
a test was complete so that the next fixed bearing plate could be welded in its place or the sole 
plate of an elastomeric bearing specimen could be bolted to the fixture. 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Welds connecting steel fixture to sole plate, transverse to beam span 
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Figure 7.2 Welds connecting steel fixture to sole plate, parallel to beam span 
To install an LPF bearing, the steel fixture with welded sole plate was mounted 
underneath the loading beam, and the beam was positioned in the X-direction so that the bearing 
initial position was centered on the concrete pad.  The masonry plate and elastomeric leveling 
pad were placed on the concrete pad (masonry plate footprints and approximate locations relative 
to the concrete pad reinforcing bars are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4), and adjusted in the 
Z-direction so that the pintles (press-fit into the masonry plate) aligned with the holes in the 
bottom of the sole plate.  The outline of the masonry plate position was marked on the concrete 
surface, and the loading beam was detached from the actuators, raised, and shifted to the side to 
permit installation of the concrete anchors (see Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6).  Keeping the masonry 
plate in place, the anchors were drilled and anchored into the concrete pad using HILTI HY 150 
Max injected epoxy (see Figure 7.7 through Figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.3 Bearing footprint dimensions and anchor-to-rebar distances for weak anchor 
LPF designs 
  
Figure 7.4 Bearing footprint dimensions and anchor-to-rebar distances for weak pintle 
LPF designs 
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Figure 7.5 Detached horizontal actuator 
 
Figure 7.6 Detached vertical actuators and laterally shifted loading beam 
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Figure 7.7 Masonry plate prepared for anchor installation 
  
Figure 7.8 Drilling holes into concrete 
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Figure 7.9 Injecting epoxy into drilled holes 
  
Figure 7.10 Installing anchors into epoxy 
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After the anchors were installed, the loading beam was shifted back to its original 
position and reattached to the actuators, while the masonry plate was removed from the concrete 
pad and strain gages were attached.  The masonry plate was then replaced on the concrete pad, 
and nuts were tightened onto the anchors to the maximum installation torque specified in the 
epoxy installation instructions using a calibrated torque wrench.  Hilti documentation for HY 150 
Max addresses anchor diameters up to 1-1/4 in. diameter, for which the standard embedment is 
given as 11-1/4 in., and the maximum tightening torque for embedment less than the standard 
embedment is 280 ft-lb.  For the pintle-controlled design cases with 1-1/2 in. diameter anchors 
and 9 in. embedment, a 300 ft-lb torque was judged to be a reasonable extrapolation.   
Two concrete pads were used for the LPF tests, one pad each for the anchor bolt-
controlled (weak anchors) and pintle-controlled (weak pintles) design cases.  For each design 
case, the longitudinal orientation was tested first, because the anchors were located outside the 
footprint of the bearing masonry plate for the subsequent transverse orientation test, and the 
longitudinal test travel (±7.5 in.) would have overlapped with the installation locations for the 
anchors used in transverse tests if the order had been reversed. 
7.2 Test LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
The first LPF test was designed to simulate longitudinal bridge motion limited by the 
capacity of the anchors into the concrete.  The initial condition with gravity load only is shown in 
Figure 7.11. The fuse capacity was estimated to be 32 kips according to typical IDOT practice, 
based on the pure shear capacity of a pair of anchors, equally sharing the imposed shear, and 
possessing an ultimate tensile strength of approximately 75 ksi.  The ultimate strength used for 
the calculation of estimated fuse capacity was based on tension tests performed using samples of 
the provided anchors.  The test commenced with a triple set of force-based targets in shear, at 
25%, 50%, and 70% of the estimated fuse capacity, corresponding to force targets of 8, 16, and 
22.4 kips.   
After completing the force-based cycles, the control transitioned to displacement-based 
targets, with values corresponding to those used for the Type I 7c elastomeric bearings.  The 
target values were 0.46875 in., 0.9375 in., 1.875 in., 3.75 in., 5.625 in., and 7.5 in.  The 
displacement protocol was modified on-the-fly during the experiment, after noting that the first 
displacement target was approximately 400% of the previous displacement to reach 70% of the 
estimated fuse force capacity.  Each of the benchmark displacements was retained, with three 
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cycles performed at each displacement level, but the displacement target was incremented 
gradually at 0.1 in. per cycle prior to complete fusing of anchors.  That is, the displacement 
protocol was modified to include targets of 0.55 in., 0.65 in., 0.75 in., and 0.85 in. between the 
first two benchmark displacement targets.  The fuse capacity was observed in the first excursion 
to −0.46875 in., near the end of the ramp, and full fusing was achieved in the first excursion to 
−0.85 in., as shown in Figure 7.12. 
After completing three cycles at ±0.9375 in., intermediate cycles were performed to 
cyclic amplitudes of 1 in., 1.05 in., 1.1 in., and 1.25 in.  The anchor ruptures were not visually 
dramatic, but audible “pops” and the sliding hysteresis evident in the control program were 
sufficiently convincing to transition to the larger displacement targets without further 
intermediate cycles between benchmark targets.  The complete hysteresis obtained for the test is 
shown in Figure 7.13 with respect to horizontal force, and in Figure 7.14 as a ratio of horizontal 
to vertical force.  The vertical load recorded throughout the test in the control program ranged 
from 34.5 kips to 48.6 kips, with a target of 42 kips.  In recognition of the extremely high 
vertical stiffness of the bearing, loads within ±5 kips of the target (37 to 47 kips) were accepted 
as converged states for purposes of control.   
Sliding occurred at the interface of the masonry plate and the elastomeric leveling pad.  
The pad stayed essentially in the same position, but did appear to walk slightly in the +X 
direction and curled upward from the concrete surface with successive cycles as the bearing 
displacements increased.  The sliding friction coefficient observed after full fusing was generally 
in the range of 0.25 to 0.35 when the bearing was near the initial position and tended to diminish 
slightly at large displacements, except for the –X direction, where the decrease in resistance was 
followed by a renewal of the typical sliding resistance near the initial position.  The phenomenon 
appears to be related to the proportion of the elastomeric leveling pad supporting the masonry 
plate.  The edge of the steel masonry plate began to drop downward and dive slightly into the 
concrete when the imposed bearing displacement was almost equal to the width of the 
elastomeric leveling pad.  Figure 7.15 shows a video capture of the bearing at a –7.5 in. 
displacement, and Figure 7.16 shows the surface condition of the pad following the experiment 
where the masonry plate had contacted the concrete surface. 
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Figure 7.11 Initial gravity load-only configuration for LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.12 Force-displacement response to fully fused state  
for LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
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Figure 7.13 Force-displacement response for complete LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS test 
 
Figure 7.14 Ratio of horizontal to vertical force versus displacement response for complete 
LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS test 
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Figure 7.15 Bearing at peak –X displacement during LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.16 Concrete surface condition at edge of masonry plate travel during  
LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
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7.3 Test LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
The second LPF test was designed to simulate transverse bridge motion limited by the 
capacity of the anchors into the concrete.  The concrete pad was negligibly damaged by LPF-
ANC [1]-L-C-QS, so that the concrete surface only required a light brushing to remove remnants 
of the previous elastomeric pad (see Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18) prior to positioning the 
masonry plate and installing anchor bolts similarly to LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS.  The initial 
condition with gravity load only is shown in Figure 7.19. The force-based initial targets were 
maintained at 8, 16, and 22.4 kips, as in LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS.  
After completing the force-based cycles, the control transitioned to displacement-based 
targets, increasing incrementally in steps of 0.09375 in. (equal to 5% ESS relative to the 
benchmark values ranging from 25% to 400%).  The minimum displacement cycle had an 
amplitude of 0.28125 in., and the incremental increases continued up to the 0.9375 in. amplitude 
cycles, after which only the benchmark amplitudes were used, similar to LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS.  
The fuse capacity was observed in the first excursion to −0.46875 in., near the end of the ramp, 
and full fusing was achieved near the end of the ramp to +0.75 in., as shown in Figure 7.20. 
 
 
Figure 7.17 Concrete surface immediately after removal of LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS masonry 
plate and elastomeric pad 
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Figure 7.18 Brushed concrete surface prior to installation of LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.19 Initial gravity load-only configuration for Test LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
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The complete hysteresis obtained for the test is shown in Figure 7.21 with respect to 
horizontal force, and in Figure 7.22 as a ratio of horizontal to vertical force.  The variation in 
vertical load was similar to LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS, with values logged by the control program 
ranging from 35.7 kips to 49.0 kips.  Also similar to LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS, sliding occurred at 
the interface of the masonry plate and the elastomeric leveling pad.  The sliding resistance was 
more consistent with respect to position, because most of the bearing was supported on the pad, 
for all displacement amplitudes.  The bearing is shown at the last displacement to +7.5 in. in 
Figure 7.23. 
 
 
Figure 7.20 Force-displacement response to fully fused state  
for LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 7.21 Force-displacement response for complete LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 7.22 Ratio of horizontal to vertical force versus displacement response for complete 
LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 7.23 Bearing at peak +X displacement during LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
7.4 Test LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
The tests performed on the bearings designed as pintle-controlled were performed on a 
new concrete pad after the completion of the anchor bolt-controlled bearing tests.  The sole plate 
dimensions, welded connection to the steel mounting fixture, and pintle size and quantity were 
nominally identical to those used for the anchor-bolt controlled tests.  The concrete anchors were 
both larger (1-1/2 in. vs. 3/4 in. diameter) and stronger (ASTM F1554, Gr. 105 vs. Gr. 36) than 
those used for the anchor-bolt controlled tests.  The bearing configuration at the beginning of 
LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 7.24.  A schematic plan view of the bearing is also 
shown in the lower right-hand corner of the figure, with a circular marker for each shear transfer 
element (pintle or anchor).   
The fuse capacity was estimated using mill report data for the pintles, and the force-based 
targets were set at 30.25 kips, 60.5 kips, and 84.7 kips.  Similarly to the protocol used for LPF-
ANC [2]-T-C-QS, the control transitioned to displacement-based targets increasing 
incrementally in steps of 0.09375 in. (equal to 5% ESS relative to the benchmark values ranging 
from 25% to 400%).  The minimum displacement cycle had an amplitude of 0.65625 in., and the 
incremental increases continued up to the 1.875 in. amplitude cycles, after which only the 
benchmark amplitudes were used.   
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Figure 7.24 Initial gravity load-only configuration for LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
The peak load capacity was observed during the incremental steps at displacements of 
about +1 in. and −1 in.  The load capacity degraded slowly thereafter until the first component 
failure at the south concrete anchor (near the camera), observed during a ramp to a target of 
−1.59375 in.  The condition at incipient anchor failure is shown in Figure 7.25.  The concrete 
was visibly damaged near the anchor, and the masonry plate was rolling in the direction of the 
loading beam travel to close the gap at between the masonry and sole plate.  
After the south anchor had ruptured, the load path for shear transmitted from the loading 
frame to the concrete shifted so that the majority of the load passed through the remaining 
concrete anchor.  The Z-direction eccentricity of the anchor relative to the axis passing through 
the horizontal actuator and loading beam induced a couple at the pintles, so that the north pintle 
carried a greater proportion of the load than the south pintle.  Consequently, the north pintle 
ruptured first, in the first excursion to −3.75 in.  The condition at incipient pintle failure is shown 
in Figure 7.26, and the loading history through the first two component ruptures is shown in 
Figure 7.27. 
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Figure 7.25 Incipient south anchor failure during LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.26 Incipient north pintle failure during LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
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Figure 7.27 Force-displacement response to second rupture  
for LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
With only the north anchor and south pintle remaining intact, the masonry plate swung in 
an arcing path, rotating about the remaining anchor.  It was apparent that achieving complete 
fusing, either through failure of the remaining pintle or anchor, would require unexpectedly large 
displacements.  Accordingly, the displacement protocol was modified during the test, so that 
only two cycles were performed to an amplitude of 5.625 in., followed by one cycle to 7.5 in., 
and concluding with a final half-cycle to a peak displacement of −12.5 in.  The south pintle 
ruptured at a displacement of approximately −8.05 in.  The condition at the peak final half-cycle 
displacement is shown in Figure 7.28.  The full hysteretic response obtained during LPF-PTL 
[1]-L-C-QS is shown in Figure 7.29 with respect to horizontal force, and in Figure 7.30 as a ratio 
of horizontal to vertical force.  The masonry plate and concrete surface following LPF-PTL [1]-
L-C-QS are shown in Figure 7.31, and the interacting faces of the sole and masonry plates after 
being dismounted from the test frame and concrete pad are shown in Figure 7.32. 
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Figure 7.28 Peak final half-cycle displacement during LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.29 Force-displacement response for complete LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS test 
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Figure 7.30 Ratio of horizontal to vertical force versus displacement response for complete 
LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS test 
 
Figure 7.31 Masonry plate and concrete surface after LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
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Figure 7.32 Sole plate and masonry plate after LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
7.5 Test LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
The final LPF test was designed to simulate transverse bridge motion limited by the 
capacity of the pintles into the concrete.  The concrete pad was significantly damaged by LPF-
PTL [1]-L-C-QS, so that the concrete surface required minor repairs prior to installing the 
bearing for LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS.  The surface was initially brushed and loose concrete was 
removed from the south anchor location, leaving a small crater as shown in Figure 7.33.  The 
crater was filled in using Rapid Set® Cement All™, a fast-curing, high-strength (approximately 
3,000 psi after 1 hour, 6,000 psi after 1 day), low-shrinkage concrete patch mix for small scale 
concrete repairs (see Figure 7.34).  The north anchor was cut off at the concrete surface (see 
Figure 7.35) to avoid interference with instrumentation lines for the masonry plate, but no other 
modifications or repairs were performed at the north anchor from LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS.  The 
initial condition with gravity load only is shown in Figure 7.36. The force-based initial targets 
were maintained at 30.25 kips, 60.5 kips, and 84.7 kips, as in LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS.  
After completing the force-based cycles, the control transitioned to displacement-based 
targets, increasing incrementally in steps of 0.09375 in. (equal to 5% ESS relative to the 
benchmark values ranging from 25% to 400%).  The minimum displacement cycle had an 
amplitude of 0.5625 in., and the incremental increases continued up to the 1.875 in. amplitude 
cycles, after which only the benchmark amplitudes were used.  Peak force capacity was observed 
near the end of the first excursion to −0.9375 in.  Similar to LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS, the load 
capacity degraded slowly with successive cycles after the peak capacity was achieved, as shown 
in Figure 7.37. 
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Figure 7.33 Concrete surface after removal of loose concrete following  
LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS  
 
Figure 7.34 Concrete patch mix infill following LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS  
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Figure 7.35 Masonry plate positioned for LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS  
 
Figure 7.36 Initial gravity load-only configuration for LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 7.37 Force-displacement response to fully fused state  
for LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
The full fusing capacity corresponded to localized damage in the concrete surrounding 
the embedded anchors, eventually leading to ruptures in the anchors below the concrete surface.  
The upper portions of the anchors were dragged through the concrete by the masonry plate (see 
Figure 7.38), so that increasingly more concrete was damaged and loosened.  Each new peak 
excursion amplitude evidenced an increase in resistance resulting from the damage generated by 
the fractured upper portions of the anchors dragging through previously undamaged concrete, 
followed by cycles with consistent sliding resistance at all displacements in succeeding cycles 
with constant amplitude, as shown in Figure 7.39.  The sliding resistance relative to vertical load 
is also shown for the complete test in Figure 7.40.  As the experiment progressed, the loosened 
concrete gradually shifted, rearranged, and consolidated in the space between the fractured faces 
of each of the anchors, eventually expelling the upper portions of the fractured anchors from the 
masonry plate.  Figure 7.41 shows the anchors just prior to complete expulsion.   
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Figure 7.38 Ruptured anchors dragging through concrete 
 
Figure 7.39 Force-displacement response for complete LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS test 
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Figure 7.40 Ratio of horizontal to vertical force versus displacement response for complete 
LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS test 
 
Figure 7.41 Anchors prior to expulsion 
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Examination of the pintles following the test showed that they had been plastically 
deformed, although they had remained intact.  The bearing masonry plate is shown with the sole 
plate lifted clear at the end of the test in Figure 7.42, and the pintles are shown in detail in Figure 
7.43.  Further evidence of the ruptured upper portions of the anchors traveling through the 
concrete was observed when the masonry plate was lifted from the concrete surface to reveal the 
elastomeric leveling pad and crushed concrete after the test, as shown in . 
 
 
Figure 7.42 End of LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.43 Pintles after LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
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Figure 7.44 Elastomeric pad and concrete condition after LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS 
7.6 Discussion of LPF Bearing Test Results 
7.6.1 Fuse Mechanisms 
For both LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS and LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS, fusing was characterized by 
pure shear ruptures of concrete anchors.  The concrete pad is shown in Figure 7.45, after being 
relocated from the testing frame.   
 
 
Figure 7.45 Concrete pad after anchor bolt-controlled design tests 
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For both LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS and LPF-PTL [2]-T-C-QS, however, fusing was 
complicated by localized concrete failure near the embedded anchors.  During LPF-PTL [1]-L-
C-QS, the first component rupture occurred at a concrete anchor, rather than at a pintle as 
intended.  The concrete pad for the pintle-controlled design tests is shown in Figure 7.46 through 
Figure 7.49.   
 
Figure 7.46 Concrete pad after LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.47 South anchor failure schematic for LPF-PTL [1]-L-C-QS 
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Figure 7.48 Concrete pad after pintle-controlled design tests, viewed from +X (east) side 
 
Figure 7.49 Concrete pad after pintle-controlled design tests, viewed from −Z (north) side 
The rebar layout in the concrete pad is not believed to have had a significant impact on 
the fuse capacity or post-fusing response for either of the pintle-controlled design tests.  Rather, 
the progressive damage to the concrete initiating at the anchor boundary and spreading outward 
with successive cycles is believed to be the more significant determinant for the observed 
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response.  During both tests, the masonry plate was observed to rotate slightly about an axis 
parallel to the Z-axis, suggesting that the anchors were resisting tension in addition to shear.  The 
mechanical demands were also exacerbated by the lack of lateral support at damaged concrete.  
Consequently, the fractured portion of the anchors experienced structural demands similar to an 
intermediate condition between a fixed-fixed and a fixed-pinned axially loaded member, with 
partial rotational restraint afforded by the masonry plate interacting with the concrete surface.   
7.6.2 Nominal Fuse Capacity Estimate 
The nominal fuse capacity, Vfuse, for steel fixed bearings can be estimated according to: 
 0.6fuse EQ u bV P n F Aµ φ= +  (7.1) 
Where: 
µ   = Friction coefficient  
EQP   = Vertical load supported by bearing during an earthquake 
(kips) 
n   = Number of load transfer elements at a shear plane 
φ   = Strength reduction factor 
uF   = Ultimate tensile stress of load transfer elements (ksi) 
bA   = Effective cross-sectional area of a load transfer element (in
2) 
 
Fuse capacity calculations described in the IDOT Bridge Manual (2012) typically assume 
that friction is negligible (i.e., set 0µ ≈ ). The strength reduction factor, φ , used when 
calculating the estimated capacity, is taken here as unity, rather than the 0.75 used in the nominal 
anchor capacities to reflect combined loading at retainers. The factor of 0.6 is included in the 
equation to convert the tension capacity to shear capacity. Additionally, a factor of 0.8 is 
included within the bA  term when evaluating threaded steel anchors, to account for the reduced 
area at the threads, compared to a factor of 1 for pintles to reflect that the full nominal area is 
effective in shear. With the assumption of 0µ ≈ , fuse capacities may be estimated, as 
summarized in Table 7.1, by using only the second term of equation (7.1) for each shear transfer 
plane (pintles between top and bottom plates, or anchors between bottom plate and concrete). 
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Table 7.1. Summary Data for Fixed Bearing Estimated Fuse Capacities 
 
 
Table 7.1 shows (in italics) the yield capacities of elements that are not intended to be 
critical for each case, estimated using lower bounds of material yield strength for the specified 
material. The anticipated fuse capacity for the weak anchors test was determined using a material 
strength obtained from coupon tests of the anchor material (shown in the shaded cells of the 
table). The coupon tests indicated that the yield and ultimate tensile strengths were 
approximately 50 ksi and 73 ksi.  Accounting for the relatively high anchor material strength, the 
anchors were still expected to control the weak anchor tests’ fuse capacities, at about 59% of the 
lower bound of the minimum pintle yield capacity.  
 Documentation supplied by the bearing manufacturer also indicated that although M270 
/ Gr 36 (A709) material had been used for the sole and masonry plates, the material used for the 
pintles was M222 (A588), with an average ultimate tensile strength of 81.6 ksi according to the 
mill report. This average value from the mill report was used when calculating the estimated fuse 
capacity for the pintles in the weak pintle tests (shown in bold). Coupons matching the anchors 
supplied for the weak pintle tests were tested, and exhibited yield and ultimate tensile strengths 
of approximately 120 ksi and 143.5 ksi, meeting the specified material grade requirements.  
Consequently, using the mill report data for the pintles and the coupon test data for the anchors, 
the estimated fuse capacity based on pintle shear strength was 121 kips, or about 59% of the 
estimate for pure shear yielding of the anchors for the weak pintles case. 
Fuse Case
Fuse Element Anchors Pintles Anchors Pintles
f 
n  (elements)
Diameter (in) 3/4 1 1/4 1 1/2 1 1/4
Thread Adj. 0.8 1 0.8 1
A b  (in
2) 0.35 1.23 1.41 1.23
Limit State Rupture Yield Yield Rupture
F y  or F u  (ksi) 73 36 120 81.6
V fuse , est. (kips) 31 53 204 120
Weak Anchors Weak Pintles
1
2
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7.6.3 Friction Resistance 
Contrary to the typical assumption of negligible friction, the observed influence of sliding 
resistance on fixed bearing response was significant relative to the influence of the steel fuse 
components (and, in particular, for the weak anchor cases). Mean values of sliding force, 
together with bracketed minimum and maximum values, and corresponding apparent friction 
coefficients, μ, when normalized by the instantaneous vertical load (approximately 42 kips), are 
shown in Table 7.2 for the individual tests.  The post-fusing response is partitioned from the full 
test results to isolate the sliding resistance in the absence of anchor or pintle element influences. 
 
Table 7.2. Fixed Bearing Friction Resistance 
 
 
Sliding occurred at the interface of the masonry steel plate and the elastomeric leveling 
pad in all cases, although for the weak pintle cases the sliding response was complicated by 
crushing of concrete near the anchors. In the transverse orientation for weak pintles, in particular, 
the thin elastomeric pad was torn and ground into multiple pieces as the fractured anchor 
remnants were dragged through the concrete. Considering the dependency of the weak pintle test 
results on various mechanisms causing concrete damage, the values obtained for the weak pintle 
cases should be considered less reliable than the values for the weak anchor tests. 
7.6.4 Observed Fuse Capacity 
Calculations to compare observed and estimated fuse force capacities, accounting for the 
influence of friction, are provided in Table 7.3. Peak Force is the maximum absolute value of 
shear resistance obtained during each individual test. This force is reduced by the post-fusing 
Long Trans Long Trans
Min 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.07
Mean 0.28 0.27 0.37 0.26
Max 0.41 0.40 0.66 0.74
Min 5.5 4.6 5.6 3.0
Mean 11.9 11.5 15.9 9.7
Max 15.7 15.3 23.2 21.6
Min 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.07
Mean 0.28 0.27 0.37 0.23
Max 0.37 0.35 0.54 0.53
μ
Fuse Case Weak Anchors Weak Pintles
Orientation
Sliding 
Force 
(kips)
Po
st
-f
us
in
g
Fu
ll 
te
st
μ
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sliding resistance values shown in Table 7.2, and then compared to the estimated nominal 
capacity obtained from equation (7.1), to obtain the percent difference of the observed capacity 
relative to the estimated nominal fuse capacity. 
 
Table 7.3. Fixed Bearing Steel Component Resistance 
 
 
The observed capacity inferred for the longitudinal weak anchor test generally possessed 
higher strength than estimated based on the assumptions implicit in Eq. (7.1) and anchor material 
strength obtained from ancillary tests of anchor material.  The difference is likely a result of 
uncertainty in actual material strength of the anchors for the test specimen, and a stress state that 
incorporates minor tension components due to deformations at incipient anchor rupture.  In 
contrast, the transverse weak anchor test exhibited a capacity inferred to be about 22% less than 
the nominal capacity at mean post-fusing sliding resistance.  The likely cause of the difference 
between the longitudinal and transverse tests lies with the installation procedure. The anchors 
were drilled and epoxied into the concrete pad using HILTI HY-150 injected epoxy with the 
masonry plate in place. In both tests, one of the anchors was inadvertently installed with an 
excess of epoxy, resulting in epoxy being pushed upward to fill the space between the anchor 
and the hole in the masonry plate (see Figure 7.50 and Figure 7.51). For the longitudinal test, 
there was sufficient space around the other bolt and the pintles so that the bottom plate could 
rotate slightly in plan and engage both anchors. For the transverse test, however, the anchor with 
excess epoxy had to carry the full shear load (in excess of friction) until deforming sufficiently to 
close the gap at the other bolt hole. Consequently, one of the bolts was carrying a 
disproportionate share of the total shear when the peak capacity was achieved for this bearing, 
Long Trans Long Trans
46.7 35.7 136 143
Max 41.3 31.1 130.7 140.3
Mean 34.9 24.3 120.3 133.6
Min 31.1 20.5 113.0 121.7
31 31 120 120
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Mean 12% -22% 0% 11%
Min 0% -34% -6% 1%
Peak Force (kips)
Steel Capacity 
(kips)
V fuse , est. (kips)
% Difference 
@:
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and the full strength of the other bolt was not realized, resulting in an observed capacity 
noticeably less than the estimated nominal strength.  
 
 
Figure 7.50 Excess epoxy at north anchor only for LPF-ANC [1]-L-C-QS 
 
Figure 7.51 Excess epoxy at west anchor only for LPF-ANC [2]-T-C-QS 
The strengths for the weak pintle cases are surprisingly close to the nominal value, but 
considering that neither orientation exhibited the intended mechanism corresponding to the 
estimated nominal strength, this outcome must be considered coincidental. Although it may be 
possible to proportion a fixed bearing to achieve reliable fusing response from pintle fracture, 
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results from this experimental program indicate that anchor bolt fracture is the more reliable and 
predictable fusing mechanism.   
Furthermore, if the intent is to limit the fuse capacity to 20% of dead load, it is not likely 
that the pintles would be a viable fusing option, unless standardized fabrication details and 
minimum sizes are revisited.  The pintles tested in this experimental program were intended to 
represent the minimum strength that would be expected of any fixed bearings according to 
Illinois standard practice.  Consequently, the pintles were specified to be the minimum size used 
in practice: 1-1/4” in. diameter.  The minimum nominal fuse capacity for this pintle size is 85.4 
kips, assuming 58 ksi as the minimum material strength for Gr. 36 steel.  The dead load reaction 
would need to be 427 kips for this fuse capacity to correspond to the 20% limit.  Using estimates 
for geometric properties that would tend to increase the dead load, such as thick (12 in.) concrete 
deck, wide (10 ft c/c) beam spacing, and heavy (300 plf) bridge girder weight, the tributary span 
corresponding to a dead load of 427 kips would be nearly 240 ft, which is quite a rare span 
length. 
7.6.5 Preferred Fusing Mechanism  
In general, the anchor bolt-controlled designs appear to be more reliable in terms of 
predicted capacity, and therefore preferable to pintle-controlled designs.  However, anchor bolt-
controlled designs are also sensitive to installation procedures.  Care must be taken to prevent 
unsymmetric conditions at anchor locations, due either to excess epoxy, or to installation of 
anchors too close to the edge of holes in the masonry plate.  It should be noted that the minimum 
friction resistance observed during the fixed bearing tests was about 0.18 for the anchor bolt-
controlled tests.  This suggests that fixed bearings would provide very close to the 20% target 
fuse capacity even if no anchors were provided.  To limit the force transfer to the substructure, 
the anchors can be reduced or eliminated at most, if not all, bearings.  Shallow (approximately 1-
1/2 in.) shear keys could be provided to restrain walking of the superstructure relative to the 
substructure. 
If a long bridge span were to be supported by fixed bearings designed to fuse at pintles, 
or if the minimum pintle size is permitted to be reduced in the future, a pintle-controlled design 
is still not likely to be preferable to an anchor bolt-controlled design.  The post-fusing response 
of a pintle-controlled design will be more complex than an anchor bolt-controlled design.  In the 
longitudinal direction, the sole plate could unseat from the masonry plate, and then induce a 
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higher secondary load when the edge of the unseated sole plate drives against the side face of the 
masonry plate during reversal.  The rounded surface of the sole plate also makes the post-
unseating response difficult to predict, because the rounded surface will likely sink partially into 
the surface of the substructure until the vertical stress is dissipated to a level supportable by the 
concrete in bearing.  The transverse response is potentially complex, as well.  If the pintles fail 
prior to the anchors when the motion is predominantly transverse to the bridge span direction, the 
sole plate will slide until making contact with the nut and the portion of the anchor extending 
above the masonry plate.  In that condition, either the anchor resisting the motion of the sole 
plate may be overloaded and fail, or the anchor may transmit load to the masonry plate, which 
would then act as a drag strut to engage the second anchor.  Regardless of which mechanical 
response occurs, the anchor bolt-controlled design offers a clearer and more reliable fusing 
mechanism for the shear restraint elements. 
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Chapter 8 
Alternate Fuse 
8.1 Overview 
An alternate fuse design is proposed and investigated in ALT-WT-T-C-QS to replace 
retainers typically used for transverse bridge motion restraint.  The alternate fuse assembly 
described in this chapter is the third alternate investigated in the experimental program. The first 
two alternates were those investigated in T1-13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS, which considered minor 
adjustments to typical retainer designs used by IDOT with increased base width in the transverse 
bridge direction to reduce the influence of concrete crushing at the retainer toe. Both of the 
modified retainer designs were intended to maintain the general behavioral characteristics 
generally targeted by IDOT, i.e., rupture of a steel anchor element at a relatively low level of 
horizontal load. The third alternate departs significantly in design and response from typical 
retainers and the two previous alternates.  
The design was conceived as a modification of shear fuse links studied by Ma et al. 
(2011). Ma et al. used steel plates with openings cut to reduce the plate to a set of parallel shear-
flexure elements, as shown in Figure 8.1.   
 
 
Figure 8.1 Typical butterfly fuse 
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Ma et al. (2011) demonstrated that “butterfly” fuses provided superior response, 
compared to “slitted” fuses. The primary benefit of the non-prismatic butterfly configuration is 
that the plastic hinge location is shifted away from regions with abrupt changes in geometry. Ma 
et al. (2011) targeted a 1:3 ratio for the a:b dimensions, which should concentrate the plastic 
hinging behavior of the links at the quarter points of the link span, L. 
 
8.2 Design 
8.2.1 Conceptual Development 
The third alternate fuse design, herein referred to as ALT-WT, was designed with the 
intent of mimicking the behavior of butterfly fuses, to an extent. In Ma et al. (2011) and in 
research performed incorporating butterfly fuses as energy dissipating fuse elements in a coupled 
rocking frame system (Deierlein et al., 2011; Eatherton et al., 2010), the fuses are symmetric. 
The previously-employed configuration described in these research programs incorporated a 
boundary condition that provided full flexural fixity on each side of the fuse.   Initial discussions 
were broached with the IDOT Technical Review Panel (TRP) regarding feasibility of potential 
alternative fuse designs during a quarterly review held on May 22, 2012.  During that meeting, 
IDOT was presented with a preliminary design sketch for discussion, as shown in Figure 8.2, to 
illustrate the option of using shear fuse component based on the butterfly fuse concept. 
 
Figure 8.2 Preliminary alternative fuse design schematic 
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The IDOT TRP reviewed the proposed designs, and identified the butterfly fuse as the 
most preferable among those discussed.  Preliminary calculations were performed internally at 
IDOT, and the sketch shown in Figure 8.3 was provided to afford a sense of scale and proportion 
for common bridge designs.   The estimated shear yield capacity for a W16x45 at the reduced 
length section of 8.5 inches was about 88 kips for Fy = 50 ksi steel.  Additionally, the total dead 
load at each pier for the bridge in the companion global modeling analyses (see Section 5.4.1) 
was about 343 kips.  At the typical IDOT target fuse capacity of 20% of dead load, the desired 
fuse force would be about 67 kips.  These values were used as references when finalizing the 
design. 
 
Figure 8.3 IDOT proposed revision to preliminary alternative fuse design 
As the design continued to evolve, it was considered that the use of a diaphragm as a drag 
strut would be simpler to implement in practice than requiring full fixity at the top of the fuse 
component.  Consequently, the final configuration selected for ALT-WT was modified to reflect 
an assumption that a diaphragm will transfer the accumulated shear load tributary to a 
substructure unit, but that the diaphragm will not provide flexural fixity at the top of the fuse 
element. 
In accordance with the mechanical response characteristics of the butterfly fuses, ALT-
WT was designed to represent one half of a butterfly fuse. Thus, the top of the fusing component 
corresponds to the inflection point at the center of the fuse link spans for a full butterfly fuse of 
the type shown in Figure 8.1.  Rather than use a flat plate, a WT 5x22.5 section was selected so 
that the flanges could be anchored to the concrete substructure. Portions of the stem were 
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selectively cut-out to create a section similar to a half fuse, as shown in Figure 8.4. Effective full 
butterfly fuse dimensions are shown in Figure 8.5.     
 
 
Figure 8.4 WT cut-out elevation 
 
Figure 8.5 Effective butterfly fuse dimensions 
The experimental specimen design simulates a diaphragm connection with approximately 
2 inches of clear space on each side of the fuse stem.  This configuration is intended to represent 
a fuse component oriented transverse to the bridge span, so that the bridge can both expand and 
contract up to 2 inches without contacting the fuse component in service.  The design was 
performed over several iterations to arrive at a combination of fuse fin edge slope and load 
transfer bar size.  The slope must not be so large (close to vertical) that load transfer bars will not 
have sufficient space to fit between adjacent fins.  Alternatively, if the slope is too small (close to 
horizontal), the fuse link will become increasingly susceptible to lateral torsional buckling of the 
fins acting as beams with very large depth-to-width ratios.  In that case, the fuse response could 
potentially have greater sensitivity to geometric imperfections (and potential installation damage 
and errors) than material strength variability.   
The dimensions were selected to achieve plastic flexure of the fins as vertically-oriented 
cantilevers.  However, consistent with the quasi-isolation paradigm, the experiment was also 
intended to explore if and how the fuse design would permit effectively isolated sliding response 
of the superstructure when the fuse demand exceeded the peak force capacity and the diaphragm 
imposed large displacement demands on the fuse.  It was postulated that there could be a range 
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of large displacement transition responses.  The fins could experience predominantly twisting 
deformations prior to rupture, which might then lead to complicated flexural response at a 
skewed orientation intermediate between strong and weak axis.  Alternatively, the fins could 
rupture in shear and/or flexure.  The relatively large depth-to-width ratio suggested that there 
would be at least some degree of twisting deformation prior to rupture. 
8.2.2 Fabrication Drawings 
Fabrication drawings for the ALT-WT assembly and components are shown in Figure 8.6 
through Figure 8.9.  The shear load is transmitted by 1-1/2 in. x 2 in. sections of rectangular steel 
bar (see Figure 8.6) spanning 4 in. between the faces of parallel steel angles (shown in Figure 
8.7). The parallel angles are welded continuously to the bottom of the steel fixture typically used 
to connect bearings to the loading beam, and positioned so that holes provided for bolts at the 
ends of the loading bars align.  When the loading bars are mounted between the angles, the 1-1/2 
in. sides bear against the tops of the fuse fins.  The tops of the cut-out fins are held to a constant 
width (2 in., as shown in Figure 8.8) to provide a parallel face upon which the bars can impose 
shear loading on the test specimen.  Consequently , the effective height of the fuse, h, is offset by 
3/4 in. from the top of the WT, half the height of the bars, to correspond to the centroid of the 
bars and connecting bolts at the angles, resulting in an effective height of 4-1/4 in.  The complete 
assembly is shown in Figure 8.9.  
 
 
Figure 8.6 ALT-WT loading bars 
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Figure 8.7 ALT-WT steel fixture with welded angles 
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Figure 8.8 ALT-WT WT fuse component 
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Figure 8.9 ALT-WT assembly 
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8.2.3 As-Drawn Predicted Capacity Calculations 
The force capacity of the fuse assembly was estimated according to equations presented 
in Ma et al. (2011). With an a:b ratio of 1:3, the predicted location of maximum flexural strain is 
at 1/2 of the height from the centerline of the loading bars to the bottom of the cut-outs. 
Accounting for the varying section modulus and moment, the load to reach first yield is 
determined by 
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=  (8.1) 
Where: 
n   =  Number of links (fins)  
b   =  Width of fin at base (in.) 
t   =  Thickness of plate (in.) 
yF   =  Yield strength of steel (ksi) 
effL   =  Effective length of link 
For ALT-WT, the values of n and b are 4 and 3-25/32 in., respectively, as shown in 
Figure 8.11. The value of t corresponds to the stem thickness of the WT, which is 0.350 in. for a 
WT 5x22.5. The yield strength of the steel is assumed to be 50 ksi for A992 steel, and the 
effective length is 6 in., as shown in Figure 8.5. The resulting value of Qy is 49.4 kips. Plastic 
moment capacity is 3/2 times yield moment capacity for a rectangular cross-section, so the load 
corresponding to full plastic flexure is 
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Accordingly, the estimated ultimate load, Qp, is 74.1 kips. 
Evaluating the threaded steel anchor rods into the concrete as pure shear elements, 
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Where: 
n =  Number of anchors  
danc =  Nominal anchor diameter (in.) 
yF   =  Yield strength of steel (ksi) 
 
Discounting the total number of anchors by 2 to allow for a localized flexural uplift, the 
total number of anchors effective in resisting shear, n, is 10. The 0.6 coefficient accounts for the 
relation of shear to tensile strength, and the 0.8 factor accounts for the reduction of area at a 
cross-section including threads. The nominal diameter of the steel anchors is 3/4 in. Based on 
tests performed on samples of the anchors, the yield strength of the steel is approximately 45 ksi. 
The nominal shear yield capacity of the anchor group is therefore estimated to be 95.4 kips. 
Similarly, the nominal tension capacity of two anchors may be estimated using equation 
(8.3), except without applying the 0.6 factor. The nominal tension yield capacity of two anchors 
(n = 2) is 31.8 kips. The tension and compression developed in flexure of adjacent fins should 
equilibrate, and so only the anchors located near the outside edges of the outer fins should 
experience tension. The anticipated tension load is estimated from the stress distribution on the 
critical section when subjected to Qp. With a linear variation of section depth between a and b, a 
1:3 ratio of a:b, and a critical section at the mid-point between a and b, the depth of the critical 
section is 2/3 of b. Taking half of this depth as the portion of the fin subjected to tension when 
experiencing plastic moment, the tension demand is estimated to be 22.1 kips. 
8.2.4 As-built Dimensions and Estimated Capacity 
The dimensions of the fabricated specimen did not conform to the design drawings. The 
top fin width and fin spacing were accurate, but the depth of the cut-outs was not as intended. 
With a total depth of 5 in., 1-1/2 in. to the center of the rounded cut-out, and a 1/4 in. radius, as 
shown in Figure 8.8, the total distance from the top of the stem to the deepest extent of the cut-
out should be 3-3/4 in. However, checking the actual dimension showed that the depth was 
actually 3-1/4 in., as shown in Figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.10 Measured cut-out depth as-built 
 
Figure 8.11 As-drawn (design) and as-built dimensions 
The cut-outs were made to a circle with the correct center and radius, as indicated in the 
design drawings, but the cut-outs were made to the top of the circle, rather than the bottom. 
Dimensions for the design and as-built configurations are shown in Figure 8.11. Projecting the 
sloped faces up to the line of force for the loading bars, the original design drawing would 
provide fins with effective dimensions of 1-5/16 in., 3-25/32 in., and 6 in. for a, b, and L, 
respectively. As-built, the dimensions became approximately 1-3/32 in., 3-13/16 in., and 5 in., 
respectively. To determine the influence of the geometric discrepancy between design and as-
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built conditions, the location of first yield must be determined. Treating the fin as a cantilever, 
the demand moment is 
 
 M Q y=  (8.4) 
Where: 
Q =  Applied shear load (kips)  
y  =  Distance measured vertically from the centroid of the 
applied force, positive downward (in.) 
 
The section modulus for the non-prismatic fin is 
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Where: 
t =  WT stem thickness (in.)  
a  =  Effective minimum fin width (in.) 
m  =  Change in fin width per unit height (in. / in.) 
 
Maximum stress as a function of height is 
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The value of y at which dσ / dy = 0 must be evaluated to determine the maximum stress. 
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This expression will be satisfied when 
 
 ( ) 2 0a my my+ − =  (8.8) 
 
So that the location of the maximum stress due to strong-axis flexure of the fin is 
 
 ay
m
=  (8.9) 
 
For the dimensions in the as-built configuration, the value of y at which maximum 
flexural stress occurs is 0.955 in. below the centroid of the loading bars. Rearranging equation 
(8.6) to solve for the load corresponding to flexural yield strength, substituting equation (8.9), 
and rearranging terms results in 
 
 2
3y
tamnQ σ=  (8.10) 
 
An n term has been included in the equation to account for the presence of multiple fins, 
where n = 4 for the tested specimen. Scaling this value to account for the increase from elastic to 
plastic section modulus in flexure, the estimated peak load capacity becomes 
 
 pQ tamnσ=  (8.11) 
 
Assuming a yield strength for the WT A992 steel, as before, the revised strength of the 
WT fuse increases from 74.1 kips to 87.6 kips, or about 18%.  
8.3 Experiment Procedure 
8.3.1 Instrumentation 
Displacement is measured at three levels of the ALT-WT assembly with string 
potentiometers. The two 50 in. stroke string potentiometers normally attached to the center of the 
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top bearing plate are attached to brackets at the welded angles, and so provide a representative 
measurement of the transverse translation for a bridge superstructure. The four 25 in. stroke 
string potentiometers normally attached near the corners at the base of Type I bearing are 
attached to brackets near the corners of the WT flange, and so provide a measure of slip for the 
WT on the simulated substructure. The third level of displacement was measured near the top of 
two separate fins (west side interior, east side exterior) using 10 in. stroke string potentiometers. 
Additionally, strain gage rosettes were attached at the expected critical section of the two fins 
with 10 in. string potentiometers. Instrumentation components and locations are shown in Figure 
8.12 through Figure 8.14. 
 
 
Figure 8.12 ALT-WT WT instrumentation 
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Figure 8.13 ALT-WT string potentiometer attachment locations 
 
 
Figure 8.14 ALT-WT with all instrumentation attached 
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8.3.2 Predicted Capacity Calculations 
The testing protocol for ALT-WT generally followed the protocol described in Ma et al. 
(2011) for shear strain cyclic amplitudes and strain rates. Ma et al. (2011), in turn, had based 
their testing protocol on AISC Seismic guidelines for eccentrically braced frames. Shear strains 
for control were calculated according to equation (8.12) as the ratio of the difference between the 
average displacement of the top portion of the assembly, determined from the 50 in. string 
potentiometers, and the average slip displacement of the WT portion of the assembly, determined 
from the 25 in. string potentiometers, relative to the effective height, h, of the WT fuse, as shown 
in Figure 8.5. Figure 8.15 shows the locations where each of these components is determined 
during the test. 
 
 
Figure 8.15 ALT-WT control calculation references 
 
 top slipcontrol h
δ δ
γ
−
=  (8.12) 
Where: 
topδ   =  Mean displacement of welded angles determined from 50 
in. string pots (in.)  
slipδ   =  Mean displacement of WT determined from 25 in. string 
pots (in.)  
h   =  Effective height of WT fuse (in.) 
 
There were two notable differences between the protocol used for ALT-WT and that used 
by Ma et al. (2011). First, the number of cycles was reduced to reduce the probability of low-
cycle fatigue. No more than two cycles were performed at any amplitude level. The protocol 
transitioned to single cycles at larger amplitudes (greater than 3% nominal shear strain), and 
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reached a nominal peak shear strain cyclic amplitude of 29%, as in Ma et al. (2011). Second, the 
nominal shear strain targets were increased to account for 1/8 in. gaps provided on each side of 
the loading bars between the faces of the bars and the edges of the fins. With a value of 4-1/4 in. 
for h, the adjustment to target shear strains was 2.94%. The base (used in Ma et al. (2011)) and 
adjusted values are shown versus the anticipated time to perform the test in Figure 8.16, based on 
strain rates indicated in Ma et al. (2011). 
 
 
Figure 8.16 ALT-WT shear strain protocol 
The control program was modified to calculate the slip displacement of the WT, deduct 
the slip from the top plate displacement, and evaluate the strain as the ratio of the relative 
displacement to the effective height, h, of the fuse. This approximate shear strain was used as the 
control feedback for the horizontal actuator control. Additionally, the test was not intended to 
impose a vertical load, but the bars were to maintain a constant elevation while travelling 
horizontally. Therefore, the control code was modified to output a control signal to the vertical 
actuators, based on the current horizontal actuator command. 
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8.3.3 Preparation and Installation 
ALT-WT was tested by mounting the specimen on the same pad and overlapping the 
footprint for T1-11b-T-C-QS. The remnants of the anchors from the Type I retainers extended 
slightly above the surrounding concrete, and the concrete had also experienced minor localized 
crushing at the toes of the retainers, as shown in Figure 8.17. 
 
 
Figure 8.17 Initial concrete pad condition 
Loose concrete debris was cleaned off from the damaged regions where retainers had 
been located. The anchor remnants were cut off at the concrete surface, and the concrete was 
patched with a high strength, low shrinkage cementitious concrete repair paste similar to the 
patch repairs performed between low-profile steel fixed bearing tests. The footprint for the WT 
on the concrete surface was located to ensure that the WT would be centered under the loading 
beam in the direction perpendicular to the direction of travel, and so that the concrete anchors 
would be installed in the spaces between the rebar in the concrete. The WT and elastomeric 
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leveling pad were then placed on the concrete surface, and concrete anchors were installed into 
the concrete through the holes in the WT flange, as shown in Figure 8.18. 
 
Figure 8.18 Concrete anchors installed 
After the WT had been used as a template for positioning of concrete anchors, the WT 
was removed from the concrete pad, some welded studs were removed and replaced, and strain 
gage rosettes were installed at two of the fins as described previously. The WT was then returned 
to the concrete pad, the strain gages were connected to the DAQ wiring, and washers and nuts 
were installed at each anchor. The nuts were tightened with a torque wrench to 100 ft-lb. 
8.4 Experiment Results 
8.4.1 Horizontal Force vs Horizontal Displacement 
The resultant horizontal force acting on the WT is plotted versus the displacement of the 
welded angles in Figure 8.19 and Figure 8.20. The total displacement is influenced by slip of the 
bolts connecting the rectangular bars to the angle legs, deformation of the WT fins, sliding of the 
WT on the elastomeric leveling pad, and deformation of the concrete anchors. The peak load was 
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119 kips in the positive direction at a displacement of 0.97 inches, but the load was also 
maintained at 114 kips up to a displacement of 1.07 in. The response was similar in the negative 
direction, with a peak load of 118 kips at 1.07 in. Strength degraded rapidly beyond these 
displacements, as the fins began to exhibit a torsional buckling response. In the range of 1.25 in. 
to 1.5 in., the fins began to rupture at a height near the bottom of the rectangular loading bars. 
Figure 8.20 shows the response for one final excursion to +/- 10 in., after all fins have ruptured. 
The resistance increases temporarily in short segments of the displacement range when the 
rectangular bars are sliding across the top of the remnants of the fins, but is generally negligible, 
especially when compared to the capacity of the intact fins. 
 
 
Figure 8.19 Horizontal force versus displacement to fusing, measured at angles welded to 
steel fixture 
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Figure 8.20 Horizontal force versus displacement with large excursion, measured at angles 
welded to steel fixture 
8.4.2 Horizontal Force vs Shear Strain 
Shear strain for the WT fins can be estimated from two sets of data. Direct measurement 
of fin displacement is available from 10 in. string potentiometers, with attachments mounted to 
each side of two fins. Figure 8.21 shows the measured shear strain at each of the two 
instrumented fins up to the appearance of twist in the measured data, determined from a 
nontrivial discrepancy in the measured displacement for two string potentiometers attached to 
opposite sides of the same fin. The plot shows that the fins experienced plastic response and 
reached peak shear strains of approximately 1.2% to 1.4% prior to significant twist. Figure 8.22 
shows data from the same instruments, with the plotted data truncated when the first welded stud 
attachment failed at each fin. The data becomes less reliable at higher ranges, as the deforming 
test components may interfere with the string extension. Additionally, the string is attached to a 
bracket extending down from the stud mounted near the top of the fin, not directly to the location 
where displacement measurements are desired. The stud was welded to the fin to correspond 
with the centroid of the applied force, but the bars that imparted the shear load to the fin 
presented an obstacle to direct attachment of a string potentiometer line. The physical 
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arrangement of components necessitated the use of the bracket to provide an attachment point for 
the string, but as the fin experienced plastic flexure deformations, the bracket was also followed 
the rotation of the top of the fin, in addition to the translation. Because the bracket extended 
downward from the stud, the influence of fin rotation on string potentiometer measurements was 
counter to the translation direction. For large deformations, an approximate shear strain 
determined from the motion of the welded angles, which was used for control, and is shown in 
Figure 8.23, is likely to be more reliable than the measurements for the direct attachments to the 
fins. To approximate the true shear strain, the shear strain used for control must be reduced to 
account for the gaps between the loading bars and the fins, equal to about 3% shear strain, and 
also slip of the bolts at the angle legs, equal to about 1.5% shear strain. Prior to accounting for 
these influences, the maximum shear strain available from the WT fuse is estimated to be about 
12% to 14%. With the reductions for gaps and slip, the actual shear strain available from the fuse 
was about 7.5% to 9.5%. 
 
 
Figure 8.21 Horizontal force versus fin shear strain prior to twist 
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Figure 8.22 Horizontal force versus fin shear strain prior to stud weld failures 
 
Figure 8.23 Horizontal force versus control shear strain to fusing 
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8.4.3 Vertical Force vs Horizontal Force 
Although vertical force was not intentionally imposed on the specimen during the test, 
vertical loads developed nonetheless, as shown in Figure 8.24. As the bars drove against the fins, 
the initial response appears to have been to “ride up” the sides of the fins, creating tension as the 
fins were pulled upward. As the bars continued to press into the fins, the fins became pinched 
under the bars, and the induced vertical load reversed from tension to compression. The response 
was symmetric, with a maximum tension of about 12 kips, and a maximum compression of about 
32 kips. 
 
Figure 8.24 Vertical force versus horizontal force 
8.5 Discussion 
8.5.1 Component Coupon Tests 
The purchased length of the WT section was longer than required to fabricate the fuse 
component, so that coupons could be cut and tested to establish material strength for the critical 
component of the fuse assembly. Standard specimens conforming to ASTM E8 (2008) were 
fabricated and tested, providing the data shown in Figure 8.25. The mean static yield strength 
was 55.4 ksi, and the mean ultimate strength was 70.7 ksi. Scaling the revised strength that 
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accounted for the geometric as-built dimensions, the full plastic moment strength of the fins is 
97.1 kips. To achieve the shear capacity observed in the experiments, the plastic moment 
strength would need to strain harden to a uniform plastic stress distribution of 67.6 ksi to fully 
account for the maximum load observed during the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 8.25 Tension coupon test data for WT 5x22.5 stem 
8.5.2 Influence of Vertical Reaction 
As seen in Figure 8.24, a significant vertical reaction developed as the rectangular bars 
drove against the WT fins. The downward load imposed on the contact surface acted counter to 
the moment induced by the shear load. A vertical compression of about 7.5 kips (average of 30 
kips distributed to 4 fins) would reduce the available plastic moment capacity to about 22.5 k-in 
at the critical section, compared to the nominal plastic moment capacity of 23.2 k-in in the 
absence of axial compression. The vertical moment acting at the face of the fin would also 
provide a counter-balancing moment of 7.5 k-in, so that the applied shear load would need to 
generate a total moment of 30 k-in to develop a plastic hinge at the critical section. This moment 
corresponds to an applied shear of 31.4 kips, or 125.5 kips total acting on 4 fins. This seems a 
likely mechanical interaction and response, so that the fins would experience some limited 
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plasticity, but would ultimately twist prior to reaching full plastic moment strength (at 
approximately 94% of the estimated shear load required to counteract the vertical reaction-
induced moment and develop a plastic hinge.) 
8.5.3 Behavior Characterization and Comparison with Prior Research 
The tests reported in Ma et al. (2011) included four variations on butterfly fuses, with b/t 
ratios ranging from 2 to 10, and L/t ratios ranging from 14 to 56. The effective dimensions of the 
fuse component tested as an alternate to the retainers had an effective b/t ratio of about 10.9 and 
an L/t ratio of about 13.6. Ma et al. indicate that the b/t ratio is the more influential of the two 
parameters. The closest comparison is for the Ma et al. specimen with b/t of 10 and L/t of 36. Ma 
et al. appear to have directly incorporated material strength in Qp. Even so, the test data indicate 
that the specimen had a capacity exceeding the predicted shear to develop a plastic hinge by 
about 35% before exhibiting a pinched response. Interestingly, the observed strength for the 
alternate fuse is also about 35% higher than the revised estimate determined accounting for as-
built geometry and static yield stress observed from coupon tests.  It may be that some limited 
strain hardening contributed to the results obtained by Ma et al., and that the counter-acting 
moment induced for the alternate fuse, together with the loss of flexural capacity with imposed 
compression, coincidentally led to similar capacities.  If so, the similarity in the results between 
the alternate fuse and Ma et al. (2011) suggest that a similar degree of overstrength may be 
expected for the alternate fuse, even if the loading apparatus provided in the field is not 
sufficiently stiff to induce the same vertical load observed during the alternate fuse experiment. 
8.6 Conclusions 
The alternate fuse test results show that the alternate design can provide fusing restraint 
with strength and stiffness similar to retainers used with elastomeric bearings.  Rapid strength 
degradation was observed at a displacement of about 1 in. of simulated superstructure 
displacement, and the fins experienced failure at about a displacement of about 1.5 in. In 
comparison, the Type I 7c retainer anchors ruptured at bearing displacements of about 1 to 1.7 
inches, and the Type I 11b retainer anchors ruptured similarly, at about 1.6 to 1.75 inches. The 
length of the alternate fuse can be increased or decreased to modify the number of fins and 
thereby calibrate the fuse peak strength according to project requirements. Additionally, the 
fusing mechanism for the alternate configuration is minimally influenced by concrete strength, 
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whereas the retainers must be carefully designed to avoid crushing of the concrete at the toe 
resulting from overturning.  
The alternate fuse also offers the benefit of replacement following a major seismic event. 
Because the anchors into the concrete do not rupture, a damaged WT can be removed from the 
anchors and replaced with a new part after an earthquake, whereas reinstalling retainers at 
bearings may be problematic with remnants of failed anchors embedded in the substructure. A 
potential drawback of the alternate fuse is that a specialized diaphragm would need to be 
designed and fabricated to interact with the WT component. The test data also suggest that a 
vertical reaction developed at the contact surface of the WT fins may have a significant influence 
on the fuse capacity. Therefore, the vertical stiffness of the specialized diaphragm may also need 
to be a design consideration. Further testing will be required to verify to what extent the fuse 
capacity is dependent on the vertical reaction.   
In addition to the potential influence from the vertical load induced at the specialized 
diaphragm, the diaphragm design may also need to be revised to permit larger displacements of 
the superstructure perpendicular to the length of the fuse.  The experiment assumed that the fuse 
would only be loaded along its length, but if the superstructure experiences oblique earthquake 
motion with a significant longitudinal component, the fuse may be subjected to weak axis direct 
shear and associated flexure, in addition to the demands simulated in the experiment.  Providing 
a similar fuse component in the longitudinal bridge direction may partially address the issue.  An 
orthogonally oriented fuse would need to be designed to permit thermal deformations, so as to 
avoid unacceptably rigid restraint and high loads in the superstructure for service condition, but 
then engage at large displacements during an earthquake.  In this case, the fuse oriented in the 
transverse direction would still be subjected to some degree of weak axis demands.  Further 
consideration and design revisions are warranted to ensure reliable system response. 
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Chapter 9 
Mechanistic Retainer Model for Design 
9.1 Introduction 
Elastomeric bearings generally possessed higher observed capacities relative to predicted 
capacities.  For Type I bearings, in particular, the standardized retainer designs in use by IDOT 
at the time of the testing program resulted in capacities approximately 3 to 4 times the predicted 
value.  This is a significant overstrength factor, which could defeat the fundamental purpose of 
the fuse components – i.e., to provide an upper limit on the magnitude of load that will be 
transmitted from the super- to the substructure during a seismic event.  Additionally, the 
mechanical response of the retainers was significantly different for short (7c / 11b) versus tall (9c 
/ 13c) bearings, with respect to both their interaction with the concrete and the bearing.   
The response observed for the short bearings is recommended as a preferred mechanical 
response.  For tall bearings, the response was influenced by crushing of concrete at the toe, 
which manifests as a hysteretic response with a higher apparent energy dissipation capacity than 
for short bearings.  However, the additional energy dissipation is only available for a single cycle, 
when the concrete at the toe is experiencing crushing, and the subsequent cycles are pinched.  
Furthermore, when the retainer crushes concrete at the toe, it then rotates significantly and the 
transmission of horizontal load occurs through the elastomer and reinforcing shims to the 
retainer heel, rather than through the thick bearing top plate to the initially vertical face of the 
retainer.  Subjecting the reinforced elastomer to a concentrated load from the retainer heel may 
not be advisable, particularly considering that the behavior has only been observed for controlled 
experimental conditions during quasi-static tests, rather than in the more random dynamic 
scenarios typical of earthquakes. 
A proposed design chapter is developed in this chapter to attempt to replicate the 
preferred fusing behavior observed for the short bearings.  The mechanical interactions acting 
between various components of Type I bearing assemblies are decomposed using the available 
test data, including extraction of reaction components acting on and through retainers, and 
identification of mechanical reaction components inferred at the steel anchor and the retainer toe 
reaction on the concrete.  A design procedure is then proposed, based on the observations from 
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the mechanistic contribution investigation.  The procedure is seen to produce a design for 
retainers such that bearings will exhibit the desired fusing behavior, as observed in the tests 
conducted on Type I 13c bearings with standard and revised retainer designs. 
9.2 Analysis of Retainer Reaction Components 
Data for forces applied to a bearing specimen are only available from the actuator load 
cells.  The forces acting at individual load cells were decomposed into orthogonal components 
and combined with the weight of the loading beam and horizontal actuator to determine 
horizontal and vertical load resultants acting on the complete bearing assembly in previous 
chapters.  Consequently, there is no independent data source available to isolate the retainer 
reaction components from the total reaction, and the forces acting on the retainer must be 
inferred from the available data.  In the following sections, response quantities obtained through 
investigation of local retainer force components are presented in a series of tables for the 
bearings with the preferred fusing mechanism (tests T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS, T1-11b-T-C-QS, and T1-
13c [1] (4)-T-C-QS).  The data shown in the tables correspond to the peak load capacity 
observed in the ramp for each retainer during which the retainer anchor ruptured.  For the 
alternate retainers, the west retainer is included to represent a condition at incipient crushing, 
rather than anchor rupture.   
9.2.1 Elastomer Shear Contribution 
A schematic view of the mechanical interaction between a Type I bearing and a retainer 
is shown in Figure 9.1.  In the figure, signs have been assigned consistent with the indicated 
direction of the force vectors.  The FH, FV, and M terms are determined as indicated in Chapter 4 
from the recorded loads and current orientations at individual actuators.  During post-processing 
of the data from a test, indices are identified in the recorded data corresponding to changes in 
mechanical response (e.g., engaging or disengaging contact between bearing and retainer).   
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Figure 9.1 Bearing and retainer reaction interaction schematic 
Typical variations in shear load and moment (determined independently for each 
direction of loading) are extracted from the data by compiling vectors of representative segments 
(those where the bearing elastomer is exhibiting the softened secondary slope) from the overall 
record and linearly interpolating first-order approximations of dFH / dγs and dM / dγs.  Then, 
when contact between the bearing and retainer is identified in the record, the horizontal load in 
the bearing, FBRG,H, is extrapolated from the load prior to contact, and the linear trend of the 
shear stiffness, i.e., 
 ( ), , 0 0HBRG H i BRG H si s
s
dFF F
d
γ γ
γ− −
 
= − − 
 
 (9.1) 
Where: 
,BRG H iF −  = Current horizontal reaction at base of elastomer and index i, 
relative to 0 
, 0BRG HF −  =  Initial horizontal reaction at base of elastomer when 
bearing engages retainer (at index 0) 
H
s
dF
dγ
 
 
 
 = Linear trend of change in horizontal load with respect to 
shear strain in absence of retainer contact 
siγ  = Current shear strain in elastomer at index i, relative to 0 
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0sγ  = Initial shear strain in elastomer when bearing engages 
retainer (at index 0) 
 
The negative sign preceding the second term reflects that the base reaction will act in the 
opposite direction to the horizontal load applied to the top of the bearing from the loading frame 
actuators.  The contribution of elastomer shear to the total bearing assembly fuse force capacity 
for the preferred fusing cases is shown in Table 9.1.  The elastomer generally contributed about 
15% to 20% of the total force at fusing, with shear strains between 50% and 100%, and effective 
shear moduli about 70% to 90% of the value reported by the manufacturer.  For dynamic 
response, the bearing elastomer will probably exhibit a slightly stiffened response, so assuming 
approximately 100% of the shear modulus determined according to ASTM D 4014 to represent 
lesser strains would be a reasonable estimate for future designs.  Also, the proportion of 
elastomer contribution will likely increase significantly if retainer designs are modified to reduce 
the total fusing force transmitted to the substructure. 
 
Table 9.1 Elastomer shear contribution to transverse fuse capacity 
 
 
9.2.2 Reaction of Bearing on Retainer 
The horizontal load acting on the top plate from the retainer, FRET,H, can be determined 
from the sum of horizontal forces, so that 
 , ,RET H i H i BRG H iF F F− − −= − −  (9.2) 
Where: 
,RET H iF −  = Current horizontal reaction from retainer onto bearing at 
index i, relative to 0 
-X 4.9 0.14 0.54 109 0.88
+X 6.5 0.18 0.89 87 0.70
-X 12.7 0.16 0.62 116 0.84
+X 12.3 0.15 0.66 105 0.77
-X 16.5 0.19 0.61 105 0.84
+X 18.8 0.21 0.73 99 0.80
FBRG,H 
(kips)
γs 
(in. / in.)
Geff /
Gmanuf 
FBRG,H /
FH 
Type I 
13c [1]
Type I 7c
Type I 11b
Bearing Dir Geff 
(psi)
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H iF −  =  Current horizontal reaction at top of bearing and index i 
,BRG H iF −  = Current horizontal reaction at base of elastomer and index i 
 
The bearing also develops a vertical reaction, FRET,V, initially due to friction acting to 
restrain overturning of the retainer.  Once the vertical face has slipped against the bearing top 
plate, the resulting geometry leads to an increased vertical load component.  The vertical 
stiffnesses of the bearings in the testing program are high, on the order of 700 to 2000 kips/in.  
Changes in vertical position recorded during the tests were more likely to be the result of a slight 
slope of the concrete surface, either due to finishing, subsequent roughening, or a slight tilt of the 
concrete pad during installation.  Consequently, determining a change in vertical load in the 
bearing associated with a change in vertical position was found to be unsatisfactory.   
Instead, the vertical reaction at the retainer was inferred from the moment acting on the 
bearing.  The moment developed at the top of the bearing in the absence of contact with a 
retainer is due to the combined effects of the shear reaction acting at the base of the elastomer, 
and the vertical reaction with a resultant acting at an offset from the center of the top plate, i.e.,  
 ( ), , ,0 BRG V BRG x BRG H TP EM M F e F t TΣ = = + + +  (9.3) 
Where: 
M  = Moment acting at top of bearing from loading frame 
,BRG VF  =  Vertical resultant force acting at base of elastomer 
,BRG xe  = Eccentricity of vertical reaction relative to center of top 
plate 
,BRG HF  =  Horizontal resultant force acting at base of elastomer 
TPt  = Top plate thickness 
ET  = Total thickness of elastomer 
 
In equation (9.3), the terms for the components of the moment developed in the bearing, 
MBRG, are 
 ( ), , ,BRG BRG V BRG x BRG H TP EM F e F t T= + +  (9.4) 
and the variation in bearing moment with respect to shear strain is 
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 BRG
s s
dM dM
d dγ γ
= −  (9.5) 
When the bearing contacts the retainer, equation (9.3) becomes 
 ( ) ( )0 0 , ,0 2
TP
i BRG si s RET H i TP RET V i
s
WdMM M M F t F DIR
d
γ γ
γ− − −
 
Σ = = + − − + + 
 
 (9.6) 
Where: 
iM  = Current moment at top of bearing and index i, relative to 0 
0BRGM −  =  Initial moment developed in bearing when bearing engages 
retainer (at index 0) 
s
dM
dγ
 
 
 
 = Linear trend of change in moment with respect to shear 
strain in absence of retainer contact 
,RET H iF −  = Current horizontal reaction from retainer onto bearing at 
index i, relative to 0 
,RET V iF −  = Current vertical reaction from retainer onto bearing at index 
i, relative to 0 
DIR  = Directionality flag, 
1:
1:
engaging east retainer
engaging west retainer
+
−
 
TPW  = Top plate plan dimension measured transverse to bridge 
span 
 
The other terms are as indicated in previous equations (9.1) and (9.3).  In equation (9.6), 
the moment arm for the horizontal reaction from the retainer is taken as the full depth of the top 
plate.  When the bearing initially contacts the retainer, there may be a short sliding segment 
where the horizontal reaction centroid is closer to the center of the top plate, as shown with a 
dashed arrow in Figure 9.1.  However, once the retainer slides sufficiently to engage the concrete 
anchor, the retainer will pivot at the toe, rotating and leaning forward, and the contact surface 
will be reduced to a knife-edge condition at the bottom edge of the top plate. 
Summary values at peak force capacity are provided for each bearing, and for each 
direction of loading, in Table 9.2.  Approximately 50 – 65% of the applied horizontal load was 
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developed as a vertical reaction acting on the vertical face of the retainer for the 7c and 11b 
bearings, but the ratio was slightly lower for the 13c.  The surface condition of the retainers may 
have influenced the ratio.  For the alternate retainers tested with the 13c, they were fabricated 
from sections of angles, and the surface layer was mill scale, whereas the retainers tested with 
the 7c and 11b bearings were built-up from plates and painted.  The vertical load imparted to the 
retainer was a redistribution of gravity load from the elastomer, so the direction of the applied 
load acted to resist the overturning effect of the horizontal load. 
Table 9.2 Reactions acting from sole plate on retainer 
 
 
9.2.3 Reaction Components acting on Retainer 
The local loads acting on the retainer can be investigated following the determination of 
reactions acting at the knife-edge condition between the bearing top plate and the retainer 
vertical face.  As shown in Figure 9.2, there are three locations where concentrated loads act on a 
retainer: at the contact between the top plate and the vertical face (FRET,H and FRET,V), at the 
concrete anchor (FANC,H and FANC,V), and at the toe (FTOE,H and FTOE,V).  Only two of these six 
unknowns are available, leaving four unknowns to be determined from the three static 
equilibrium conditions.  To reduce the number of unknowns, the concrete reaction orientation, 
θRXN, was parameterized, leaving FANC,H, FANC,V, and FTOE as unknowns.   
 
-X 31.2 16.3 0.52
+X 29.5 14.4 0.49
-X 67.5 43.8 0.65
+X 67.1 39.6 0.59
-X 72.1 32.9 0.46
+X 72.2 25.3 0.35
FRET,V 
(kips)
FRET,H 
(kips)
Type I 
13c [1]
Type I 7c
Type I 11b
Bearing Dir
FRET,V / 
FRET,H 
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Figure 9.2 Retainer Local Reaction Schematic 
The rigid body motion (DX,RET, DY,RET, and θRET) of the retainer was evaluated from 
cable-extension potentiometer and LVDT data.  Rigid body motions were then incorporated into 
position calculations to describe where reactions acted on the retainer relative to the toe, as 
shown in Figure 9.3.  Locations 0, 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the toe, the centroid of the toe 
reaction, the centroid of the anchor reaction, and the top plate contact location, respectively. 
 
 ( )1 cosRET RXN RETX DIR z θ= −  (9.7) 
 ( )1 sinRET RXN RETY DIR z θ= −  (9.8) 
 ( )( )2 cosRET RET ANC RETX DIR b z θ= − −  (9.9) 
 ( )( )2 sinRET RET ANC RETY DIR b z θ= − −  (9.10) 
 3 ,RET E Y RETY T D= −  (9.11) 
 ( ) ( )( )3 3cos sin tanRET RET RET RET RET RET RETX DIR b Y DIR bθ θ θ= − − +  (9.12) 
 
Where: 
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RETθ  = Rotation of retainer from initial position, taken as positive 
counter-clockwise when viewed from the south (degrees) 
,Y RETD  =  Vertical displacement of retainer, taken as positive when 
directed in the +Y (upward) direction (in.) 
RXNz  = Distance from retainer toe to centroid of concrete reaction 
(always positive) (in.) 
ANCz  = Distance from retainer heel to center of anchor (always 
positive), when retainer has been displaced sufficiently to 
bear against the face of the embedded concrete anchor (in.) 
RETb  = Retainer width measured transverse to bridge span (in.) 
 
 
Figure 9.3 Retainer Local Reaction Positions 
 
The toe reactions are 
 , cosTOE H TOE RXNF F θ=  (9.13) 
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 , sinTOE V TOE RXNF F θ=  (9.14) 
The value for θRXN is parameterized through one quadrant, in the range of [90º, 180º] for 
the east retainer and [0º, 90º] for the west retainer.  Summing moments at the “2” position to 
exclude both of the unknown anchor reaction components, 
 
 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
2 2 1 , 2 3
2 1 , 2 3
0 sin
cos
TOE RXN RET RET RET V RET RET
TOE RXN RET RET RET H RET RET
M F X X F X X
F Y Y F Y Y
θ
θ
Σ = = − + + − − +
− − + − − − +
 (9.15) 
 
And rearranging for the unknown reaction at the toe, FTOE, 
 
 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, 2 3 , 2 3
2 1 2 1sin cos
RET V RET RET RET H RET RET
TOE
RXN RET RET RXN RET RET
F X X F Y Y
F
X X Y Yθ θ
− + − − +
=
− + − − +
 (9.16) 
 
The concrete reactions corresponding to inferred probable orientations (as defined in 
9.2.4)  at peak anchor strength when subjected to combined load effects are presented in Table 
9.3.  The inclination of the reaction resultant relative to horizontal was approximately 55 – 65 
degrees, with an average of about 60 degrees.  Concrete crushing was minor for all cases except 
the −X (west) direction for the T1-13c [1] specimen.  The concrete stress was assumed to be 
distributed linearly over a strip with width determined by visual inspection of the retainer 
specimens after completing tests.  Consequently, zRXN was assumed to be 1/3 of the strip width.  
The estimated average compression stress induced at a toe, fc,avg, was then determined as 
 
 
( )( )
,
, 3
TOE V
c avg
RXN RET
F
f
z L
=  (9.17) 
 
The fc,avg values were low for the 7c and +X direction 13c [1] specimens, with estimated 
stresses approximately equal to or less than the minimum 14 day specified strength (3.5 ksi) for 
the Class SI concrete mix used for the concrete pads.  The estimated stresses for the other cases 
were significantly higher, with values approximately 40% to 60% higher than the strength 
estimated from compression cylinder tests.  The estimated stress for the 13c [1] −X retainer is 
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slightly higher than that calculated for the 11b specimen, but the behavior is significantly 
different.  The 13c [1] −X retainer experienced significant concrete crushing at the toe and large 
rigid body rotations, whereas the 11b retainers experienced relatively minor crushing and 
rotation effects.  Reviewing the positioning of retainers and rebar near the top of the concrete pad 
suggests that the high stresses estimated for the 11b specimen may not be reliable for general 
design.  The toes of the 11b retainers happened to be located directly above rebar, as shown in 
Figure 9.4.  The −X (west) direction retainer for the 13c [1] specimen, however, was located 
more than 4 inches away from the nearest rebar, as shown in Figure 9.5.   
 
 
Figure 9.4 11b bearing retainer positions relative to rebar 
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Figure 9.5 13c [1] bearing alternate retainer positions relative to rebar 
Although two different concrete pads were used for the tests, the pads were poured at the 
same time and with the same concrete mix from a single mixer truck.  The age of the concrete 
was 49 days for the test on the 13c [1] specimen, and 130 days for the 11b specimen.  The 
concrete tests suggest that the concrete strength is either approximately equal or potentially even 
less for the test on the 11b specimen compared to the test on the 13c [1] specimen. 
 
Table 9.3 Concrete reactions at retainer toes 
 
 
-X 52.5 28.2 17.2 0.48 22.4 0.77 3.2
+X 57.2 30.3 16.4 0.46 25.5 0.64 3.6
-X 64.2 62.5 27.2 0.34 56.3 0.48 6.3
+X 65.5 67.5 28.0 0.35 61.4 0.46 6.8
-X 60.0 84.0 42.0 0.47 72.7 0.58 7.3
+X 53.6 61.5 36.5 0.40 49.4 0.74 2.5
FTOE, V 
(kips)
FTOE, H 
(kips)
FTOE 
(kips)
θRXN 
(deg)
fc,avg 
(ksi)
FTOE,H /
FH 
FTOE,H / 
FTOE, V 
Type I 
13c [1]
Type I 7c
Type I 11b
Bearing Dir
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9.2.4 Anchor Reaction Components 
Summing forces in the horizontal and vertical directions yields the anchor reaction 
components. 
 
 , , cosANC H RET H TOE RXNF F F θ= −  (9.18) 
 , , sinANC V RET V TOE RXNF F F θ= −  (9.19) 
 
The horizontal and vertical components can be transformed into tension and shear 
reactions on the anchors, FANC,n and FANC,v, respectively. 
 
 , , ,sin cosANC n ANC H RET ANC V RETF F Fθ θ= −  (9.20) 
 ( )( ), , ,sin cosANC v ANC V RET ANC H RETF DIR F Fθ θ= − +  (9.21) 
 
The reaction components are unknown because the values are dependent on the concrete 
reaction components at the toe, and the toe reaction orientation, θRXN, was treated as an unknown 
parameter in the previous expressions.  A mechanically probable toe reaction orientation and 
associated configuration of reaction components at both the toe and anchor is inferred to coincide 
with a combination of normal and shear components of the anchor reactions equating to unity 
according to the relation presented in ACI 318 (2011), Appendix D.  A variable, Φ, is substituted 
in equation (9.22) to reflect the dependency of the equation on the assumed orientation of the toe 
reaction, rather than using the fixed value of unity presented in ACI 318. 
 , ,ANC n ANC v
n n
F F
N V
ς ς
   
Φ = +   
   
 (9.22) 
Where: 
Φ  = Interaction check value 
,ANC nF  =  Normal component of anchor load demand 
,ANC vF  = Shear component of anchor load demand 
nN  = Nominal strength of anchor in pure tension 
nV  = Nominal strength of anchor in pure shear 
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ς  = Exponent used when combining tension and shear for 
interaction check 
 
Nominal strengths for threaded anchors, Nn and Vn, are evaluated consistently with 
procedures commonly employed in ACI (2011) and AASHTO (2008).  Equations may be 
presented differently depending on the reference, but the underlying approach is consistent.  
Tension strength is determined by multiplying ultimate tensile strength by the effective area of 
the anchor, and the value is reduced with a multiplier of 0.6 for shear strength.   
 n u bN F A=  (9.23) 
 0.6n u bV F A=  (9.24) 
Where: 
uF  =  Ultimate tension strength (ksi) 
bA  = Effective anchor cross-sectional area (in
2) 
The area, Ab, for threaded anchors is taken equal to the “stress area” presented in ASTM 
F 1554 (ASTM, 2007), which accounts for the reduction of area at threaded sections.  The sigma 
value used to determine the probable orientation of the concrete reaction was 5/3, as noted in the 
commentary of ACI Appendix D (2011). 
Inferred anchor reaction components are shown in Table 9.4.  The anchors contributed 
approximately 35% to 50% of the total horizontal load, and the mechanisms tended to be 
governed primarily by shear, with shear utility values of approximately 0.75 to 0.95.  Significant 
tension can also be resisted in combination with the shear, in accordance with the limits for 
combined loading established in ACI 318 (2011). 
 
Table 9.4 Steel anchor reaction components 
 
-X 14.0 0.39 6.0 6.8 13.6 0.28 0.93
+X 13.1 0.36 11.1 12.7 11.5 0.52 0.78
-X 40.3 0.50 12.5 18.0 38.2 0.26 0.93
+X 39.1 0.49 21.9 27.8 35.2 0.41 0.86
-X 30.1 0.34 39.8 43.8 24.1 0.67 0.62
+X 35.7 0.39 24.2 27.8 33.0 0.43 0.85
FANC, v 
(kips)
FANC, n 
(kips)
FANC, V 
(kips)
FANC, H 
(kips)
FANC,H /
FH 
Type I 
13c [1]
Type I 7c
Type I 11b
FANC, v /
Vn 
Bearing Dir
FANC, n /
Tn 
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9.3 Proposed Retainer Design Method 
A proposed design procedure based on observations from experiments is presented in 
Figure 9.6.  The objective of the procedure is to produce retainer designs that are likely to exhibit 
the desired anchor fusing mechanism, while avoiding excessive rotations resulting from concrete 
crushing at the retainer toe.  The procedure is iterative, premised on the assumption that an 
anchor size has already been selected.  Terms used in the flowchart correspond to those given in 
the equations of Section 9.2.  It is assumed that retainer rotations will be small, so terms that 
included θRET have been simplified assuming that sin(θRET) and cos(θRET) are approximately 0 
and 1, respectively.  Two new terms are included in the flow chart: μvert and θRXN,lim.   These 
terms are used to bound conservative estimates for the resultant orientations at the sole plate and 
concrete interaction regions of the retainer, respectively.  Conservative estimates are those that 
assume minimum contribution from the anchor, and maximum contributions from other sources 
of resistance so that a maximum concrete reaction demand is anticipated during the design 
process. 
The first step of the procedure is to select a trial retainer width, bRET.  A lower bound of 4 
inches was used for sample calculations, and the value was adjusted in increments of 1/8 in. until 
the design procedure requirements were satisfied.  Once a trial bRET value has been selected, the 
X and Y terms to relate positions of reaction results can be calculated.  Judgement is required to 
establish the XRET1 dimension, because the width of the concrete compression contact strip is 
unknown at the toe.  A value of 1.5 in. was used for sample calculations, so that zRXN was taken 
as 0.5 in.  Values of XRET2 were determined based on the standard hole positioning relative to the 
retainer heel shown in IDOT (2012a).  Next, an initial value of FRET,H must be selected.  For 
sample calculations, an initial value of unity was assumed.  Note that, for sample calculations, 
the +X direction of motion was assumed.  This assumption assured that values would correspond 
to the figures shown in Section 9.2.  For example, the initial assumption for FRET,H was a value 
of −1, so that, in Figure 9.2, a force directed toward the retainer as shown would have a value of 
−(−1) = 1. 
After selecting a trial value of FRET,H, the vertical forces acting at the toe and vertical face 
must be determined.  For relatively tall configurations which evaluate to “TRUE” at the first 
decision block, the full capacity of the vertical reaction will be utilized, and any additional 
resisting moment will be developed at the toe.  For sample calculations, the value of μvert was 
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assumed to be 0.65 (the maximum value in Table 9.2).  For relatively short configurations, the 
full assumed capacity of μvert will not be needed.  If the full value is used, the vertical force at the 
face of the retainer will exceed that developed at the toe, suggesting that a vertical compression 
would need to be carried by the anchor, which is not mechanically consistent with the observed 
behavior. 
Following the determination of the vertical reactions at the toe and vertical face of the 
retainer, the horizontal toe reaction is inferred from the vertical component.  It is assumed that 
the maximum possible horizontal component will be developed.  The maximum ratio of 
horizontal to vertical reaction components approaches 0.8 in Table 9.3, and so the limiting 
(shallowest inclination) concrete reaction orientation is taken as  
 
 1arctan 128.7
0.8RXN
θ  = = ° − 
  
 
The decision block ensures that the horizontal concrete reaction is not overestimated so 
that the anchor would be assumed to be carrying a load opposing the concrete reaction. 
With the vertical and horizontal reactions determined at both the vertical retainer face and 
the toe, the anchor reaction components are determined using equilibrium constraints, and the 
concrete stress and anchor combined loading are evaluated to determine utility relative to the 
nominal capacity in each case.  Nominal capacity for the anchor is determined using equation 
(9.22) in Section 9.2.4 and an ultimate tension stress of 80 ksi for ASTM F 1554 Grade 36 steel.  
For sample calculations, the objective is to identify the maximum load that can be transmitted 
through the retainer to the substructure, so the value used for ς is increased from 5/3 to 2, which 
is the upper bound maximum indicated in the commentary of ACI 318 Appendix D (2011).   
The value of fc,lim was set at 3.5 ksi (equal to the 14 day required strength).  This value 
may be conservative (underestimating concrete strength), but the 11b test results may not be 
generally representative of all field conditions as a result of the rebar placement.  Also, it should 
be noted that this procedure assumes a linear stress distribution, so that an average stress of 3.5 
ksi will correspond to a peak stress of 7 ksi at the edge of the toe.  Compression cylinder tests 
indicated that expected strength in the range of 5 to 6 ksi would not be unreasonable, and 
AASHTO recognizes in Section 5.7.5 that bearing stresses can exceed nominal compression 
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cylinder strength with permitted amplifications of 1.3 to 1.7 times the nominal compression 
strength.  Therefore, the average stress of 3.5 for the toe compression strip seems to be a 
reasonable estimate. 
The first utility check verifies whether the maximum of the utility values is outside of the 
acceptable tolerance bounds.  For the sample calculations, the tolerance limit was set to 0.01, 
meaning that the maximum utility value was required to be within the range of [0.99, 1.01] for 
the FRET,H value to be accepted.  Successive iterations were performed by scaling the current 
FRET,H value by the inverse of the maximum utility value, and generally achieved convergence 
within 2 to 3 iterations.  Once the limiting FRET,H value had been determined, the controlling 
limit was checked.  If the retainer capacity was limited by concrete stress at the toe, the retainer 
width was increased and the iterations were repeated to find an updated FRET,H value. 
Results for sample calculations performed for Type I 9c and 13c bearings are presented in 
Table 9.5 through Table 9.10.  The Type I 9c bearing tested in the experimental program was 
provided with a 1 in. diameter anchor, and a retainer with a base width of 4 inches.  According to 
the alternate design procedure, the retainer with should have been increased by about 50%, to at 
least 6-1/8 in.  The Type I 13c bearing was provided with 1-1/4 in. diameter anchors, and was 
tested with standard retainers having 4-3/4 in. widths.  A second test was also performed with a 
Type I 13c bearing using modified retainer designs with base widths of 6 in. and 8 in.  The 
calculations indicate that the retainer width should be a minimum of 8 inches to ensure that 
concrete failure will not significantly affect the retainer response, and the experiment 
corroborated this assertion.  Both the 4-3/4 in. and 6 in. wide retainer sizes experienced 
significant concrete crushing at retainer toes, but the 8 in. wide retainer exhibited the preferred 
anchor rupture mechanism as desired, with minimal local damage to concrete at the toe. 
In addition to the assessments of required geometric configurations to obtain a preferred 
transition mechanism to effectively isolated response, the tables also include an estimation of the 
total fuse capacity and a characterization of the fuse capacity relative to the gravity load at an 
assumed compression stress of 500 psi.  For both bearings, the effective shear modulus is 
estimated to be 130 psi (approximately accounting for offsetting influences of strain softening 
and dynamic stiffening), and the anchor fusing is assumed to occur at a shear deformation of 100% 
shear strain.  For comparison, 13c bearing with alternate retainers, tested at a quasi-static rate, 
ruptured the +X retainer at a strain of 73%, and an effective shear modulus of 99 psi, as indicated 
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in Table 9.1.  The anchor still provides the majority of the total resistance for all cases except the 
13c bearing with 5/8 in. diameter anchors.  It is also noteworthy that even for the smallest anchor 
size, the effective coefficient of friction is significantly higher than intended according to IDOT 
standard practice, which targets a 0.2 effective coefficient.  The minimum values were 0.75 and 
0.44 for the 9c and 13c bearings respectively.  These values suggest that IDOT may wish to 
consider omitting or limiting the use of retainers to only a subset of bearings. 
 
Table 9.5 Type I 9c bearing modified retainer designs, concrete and sole plate reactions 
 
 
Table 9.6 Type I 9c bearing modified retainer designs, anchor reactions 
 
 
5/8 4 -26.7 17.3 36.8 -26.6 3.07 0.88
3/4 5 1/4 -48.7 31.6 40.8 -32.7 3.40 0.97
7/8 5 3/4 -54.3 35.2 39.1 -31.3 3.26 0.93
1 6 1/8 -62.7 40.7 40.7 -32.6 3.39 0.97
1 1/8 6 3/4 -71.8 42.0 42.0 -33.6 3.50 1.00
1 1/4 7 5/8 -79.7 40.8 40.8 -32.7 3.40 0.97
1 3/8 8 1/2 -89.6 40.9 40.9 -32.7 3.41 0.97
1 1/2 9 3/8 -100.9 41.5 41.5 -33.2 3.46 0.99
fc,avg 
(ksi)
fc,util
dANC 
(in)
bRET 
(in)
FRET,H 
(kips)
FRET,V 
(kips)
FTOE, V 
(kips)
FTOE, H 
(kips)
5/8 4 0.0 -19.6 19.6 0.0 1.00 0.00 0.99
3/4 5 1/4 -16.0 -9.2 9.2 16.0 0.33 0.94 0.99
7/8 5 3/4 -22.9 -3.9 3.9 22.9 0.10 0.99 0.99
1 6 1/8 -30.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.00 1.00 0.99
1 1/8 6 3/4 -38.2 0.0 0.0 38.2 0.00 1.00 1.00
1 1/4 7 5/8 -46.9 0.0 0.0 46.9 0.00 1.00 0.99
1 3/8 8 1/2 -56.8 0.0 0.0 56.8 0.00 1.00 0.99
1 1/2 9 3/8 -67.6 0.0 0.0 67.6 0.00 1.00 0.99
FANC, H 
(kips)
FANC, V 
(kips)
FANC, n 
(kips)
FANC, v 
(kips)
dANC 
(in)
bRET 
(in)
FANC, util
FANC, n /
Tn 
FANC, v /
Vn 
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Table 9.7 Type I 9c bearing modified retainer designs, fuse capacity 
 
 
Table 9.8 Type I 13c bearing modified retainer designs, concrete and sole plate reactions 
 
 
Table 9.9 Type I 13c bearing modified retainer designs, anchor reactions 
  
 
5/8 4 -26.7 130 14.0 40.7 0.75
3/4 5 1/4 -48.7 130 14.0 62.8 1.16
7/8 5 3/4 -54.3 130 14.0 68.3 1.27
1 6 1/8 -62.7 130 14.0 76.7 1.42
1 1/8 6 3/4 -71.8 130 14.0 85.8 1.59
1 1/4 7 5/8 -79.7 130 14.0 93.7 1.74
1 3/8 8 1/2 -89.6 130 14.0 103.7 1.92
1 1/2 9 3/8 -100.9 130 14.0 114.9 2.13
μeff @
500 psi
dANC 
(in)
bRET 
(in)
FRET,H 
(kips)
Geff 
(psi)
FBRG,H 
(kips)
Vfuse 
(kips)
5/8 4 -23.1 14.9 34.5 -23.0 2.88 0.82
3/4 5 1/2 -48.9 31.7 41.1 -32.9 3.43 0.98
7/8 6 -55.3 35.9 40.4 -32.3 3.37 0.96
1 6 1/2 -62.3 40.2 40.2 -32.1 3.35 0.96
1 1/8 7 1/8 -71.8 42.0 42.0 -33.6 3.50 1.00
1 1/4 8 -80.1 41.3 41.3 -33.1 3.44 0.98
1 3/8 8 7/8 -90.8 42.0 42.0 -33.6 3.50 1.00
1 1/2 9 7/8 -101.6 42.0 42.0 -33.6 3.50 1.00
fc,avg 
(ksi)
fc,util
FRET,H 
(kips)
FRET,V 
(kips)
bRET 
(in)
dANC 
(in)
FTOE, H 
(kips)
FTOE, V 
(kips)
5/8 4 0.0 -19.6 19.6 0.0 1.00 0.00 0.99
3/4 5 1/2 -15.9 -9.4 9.4 15.9 0.33 0.94 0.99
7/8 6 -22.8 -4.6 4.6 22.8 0.12 0.99 0.99
1 6 1/2 -30.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.00 1.00 0.99
1 1/8 7 1/8 -38.2 0.0 0.0 38.2 0.00 1.00 1.00
1 1/4 8 -46.9 0.0 0.0 46.9 0.00 1.00 0.99
1 3/8 8 7/8 -57.2 0.0 0.0 57.2 0.00 1.00 1.01
1 1/2 9 7/8 -68.0 0.0 0.0 68.0 0.00 1.00 1.00
FANC, v 
(kips)
bRET 
(in)
dANC 
(in)
FANC, H 
(kips)
FANC, V 
(kips)
FANC, n 
(kips)
FANC, n /
Tn 
FANC, v /
Vn 
FANC, util
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Table 9.10 Type I 13c bearing modified retainer designs, fuse capacity 
 
 
 
5/8 4 -23.1 130 33.8 56.9 0.44
3/4 5 1/2 -48.9 130 33.8 82.7 0.64
7/8 6 -55.3 130 33.8 89.1 0.69
1 6 1/2 -62.3 130 33.8 96.1 0.74
1 1/8 7 1/8 -71.8 130 33.8 105.6 0.81
1 1/4 8 -80.1 130 33.8 113.9 0.88
1 3/8 8 7/8 -90.8 130 33.8 124.6 0.96
1 1/2 9 7/8 -101.6 130 33.8 135.4 1.04
μeff @
500 psi
FBRG,H 
(kips)
Geff 
(psi)
Vfuse 
(kips)
FRET,H 
(kips)
bRET 
(in)
dANC 
(in)
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Select trial retainer 
width, bRET 
Calculate: XRET1, XRET2, XRET3 
(YRET3 = TE)
μvert (XRET1-XRET3) < YRET3
FRET,V = μvert FRET,H
FTOE,V = (FRET,V (XRET3-XRET2) - FRET,H YRET3) / 
 (XRET1-XRET2)
FTOE,V = - FRET,H YRET3 /  
(XRET1-XRET3)
FRET,V = FTOE,V
FALSE TRUE
FTOE,V / tan(θRXN,lim) < FRET,H
FTOE,H = FRET,HFTOE,H = FTOE,V / tan(θRXN,lim)
FALSE TRUE
Choose trial value 
for FRET,H
fc,avg = FTOE,V / ( 3(zRXN)(LRET) )
fc,util = fc,avg / fc,lim
FANC,H = FRET,H – FTOE,H
FANC,V = FRET,V – FTOE,V
FANC,n = – FANC,V
FANC,v = – FANC,H
FANC,util = (FANC,n / Tn)ς + (FANC,v / Vn)ς
MAX(fc,util, FANC,util) 
out of tolerance
fc,util > 
FANC,util
END
TRUE
FALSE
FALSETRUE
 
Figure 9.6 Proposed retainer design procedure 
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Chapter 10 
Summary and Conclusions 
10.1 Objectives and Scope of Research 
The research presented in this dissertation was conducted to investigate the mechanistic 
characteristics of non-seismic bridge bearings when subjected to demands representing the 
effects of a major earthquake.  The research was funded by the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT), and research focused primarily on common bearing assemblies 
employed by IDOT.  The general characteristics and performance may be representative of 
similar bearings found throughout the Midwest United States and possibly other regions 
worldwide, although the broad applicability of the findings would need to be verified, as will be 
discussed later in this chapter.   
Bearing configurations investigated in the experimental program included steel-
reinforced elastomeric bearings both with and without flat PTFE sliding layers.  Elastomeric 
bearings with PTFE were anchored through a masonry plate (vulcanized to the base of the 
reinforced elastomer block) to the concrete substructure, but elastomeric bearings without a 
PTFE sliding layer were fabricated with only a sole plate vulcanized to the top of the elastomer 
block and were thus free to slide on the concrete substructure when horizontal loads exceeded 
the friction resistance acting between the elastomer and concrete.   
Both types of elastomeric bearings were initially restrained in the transverse bridge 
direction with stiffened angle side retainers, which were anchored to the concrete substructure 
with threaded steel anchors secured in the concrete with injected epoxy.  Elastomer plan 
dimensions ranged from 7 in. x 12 in. to 13 in. x 20 in, with four sizes used for bearings both 
with and without PTFE.  Simulated gravity loads ranged from 200 psi to 800 psi acting on the 
elastomer area, with a typical load of 500 psi for most tests, although a limiting maximum load 
threshold was set at 100 kips.  Bearings with PTFE were tested at increased horizontal velocities 
ranging from 2.5 to 4 in. / sec (limited by the hydraulic capacity of the laboratory to drive the 
large horizontal actuator) to investigate the performance of the PTFE surface when subjected to 
velocities more representative of seismic excitation than the quasi-static tests typically performed 
to investigate large sliding displacements of elastomer-on-concrete. 
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A set of four fixed bearing configurations were also investigated, with design cases 
intended to isolate large sliding at the plate-to-plate connection (referred to as weak pintles, or 
pintle-controlled) of the fixed bearing and at the interface of the bottom plate with the concrete 
(referred to as weak anchors, or anchor-controlled).  Each design case was tested to simulate 
longitudinal and transverse bridge motion. 
The experiments were carried out to investigate the reliability of non-seismic bearings 
when subjected to large displacement demands, as may be expected during major earthquakes.  
Additionally, the test data supplies insight into appropriate estimates of fuse capacity, i.e., the 
peak force that can be expected to develop between the superstructure and substructure to initiate 
an effectively isolated response with large sliding displacements.  Fuse capacity is a composite 
of shear, friction, and anchorage, and was generally larger than estimated from standard 
calculations currently employed by IDOT.  IDOT formulations, and the designs used for the 
experiments, were nominally expected to fuse at a ratio of 0.2 to the applied compression load.  
Elastomer friction on concrete commonly exceeds this value, sometimes by a factor of 2 to 3.  
When retainers are in effect to resist transverse motion for Type I bearings, the fuse capacity was 
typically about 3 times the targeted design value, largely due to mechanical influences of the 
retainer interaction with the concrete substructure.  Similarly, the fixed bearings typically 
evidenced a coefficient of friction in excess of 0.25 after fusing.   
The tests provided data to characterize the mechanistic response of the elastomeric and 
fixed bearings in terms of shear stiffness at moderate and large shear strains, friction at various 
interfaces, and hysteretic damping characteristics of the elastomer compounds.  All of these 
quantities are required for appropriate characterization of the bearings for global bridge models, 
and are described in detail in later sections of this chapter.  Despite being subjected to demands 
well in excess of nominal displacement capacity for long-term cyclic demands to accommodate 
thermal effects in bridge superstructures, the bearings performed remarkably well, and suggest 
that utilizing such bearings to achieve an effectively isolated system will not result in a 
compromise of structural integrity at the component level, except where a fusing response is 
intended and desired, for properly designed bearings. 
10.2 General Observations and Recommendations 
Elastomeric bridge bearings specified and manufactured for non-seismic expansion 
applications possess the same fundamental characteristics as seismic isolation bearings, although 
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the reduced transmissibility of ground motions afforded by their soft shear response is often 
neglected for seismic design.  In the United States, non-seismic elastomeric expansion bearings 
are nominally limited to a maximum direct shear strain of 50% during the design process.  Past 
studies of elastomeric bearings used for seismic isolation applications, however, have 
demonstrated peak shear strain capabilities between 300% and 400%.  Relying on such 
deformation capabilities for design comes at the cost of increased manufacturing and quality 
control testing requirements.  The tests conducted for this study demonstrated that non-seismic 
bearings exhibited significant resilience to shear strains far in excess of the nominal 50% limit, 
suggesting that such bearings could be a valuable asset to provide seismic resilience to state 
bridge inventories, particularly in areas such as Mid-America where the seismic hazard is 
characterized by infrequent, large-magnitude seismic events.   
In general, designs should use Type I bearings rather than Type II bearings, and should 
seek to minimize bearing footprints.  For a particular bearing, with a given vertical gravity load 
at the time of an earthquake, decreasing the footprint size increases the compression stress, 
which reduces the friction resistance of the elastomer-concrete interface.  The reduced friction 
resistance protects the substructure by limiting the shear transmitted from the superstructure to 
the substructure.  Increased compression stresses also produced minimum shear stiffnesses, 
which will emphasize the isolation aspect of the elastomer material response.  Additionally, 
damping in the elastomer hysteretic response increased with compression stress.  Lastly, shear 
deformation capacity is maximum for relatively high compression stresses, so displacements will 
be accommodated with a greater proportion of shear deformation as opposed to sliding on 
concrete substructures. 
10.3 Fuse Capacity 
Fuse force capacity is defined as the peak force capacity observed during the experiments 
for each bearing assembly, including contribution of the elastomeric bearing and resistance 
developed at retainer toes during overturning.  Consequently, this characterization represents the 
peak force that should be expected to be transmitted to the substructure in order to transition to 
an effectively isolated response at a particular bearing.  Fuse capacities observed from the 
bearing and retainer tests, in particular, were significantly higher than calculated estimates 
obtained from the current IDOT Bridge Manual (2012a). 
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10.3.1 Type I Bearing Retainers 
The discrepancy between predicted and observed capacities was most strongly 
pronounced for transverse bridge response of Type I elastomeric bearings, with “overstrength” 
ratios (of observed experimental to computed nominal capacity) of approximately 3 to 3.5. For 
retainers at elastomeric bearings, the current IDOT Bridge Manual (2012a) applies a ϕ factor of 
0.75 to the pure shear capacity (i.e., 60% of tension capacity) of steel anchors to approximately 
account for combined tension and shear loading. Determining estimated capacity solely from a 
reduced shear capacity of a steel anchor neglects several significant sources of resistance.  These 
include the influence of vertical load carried by the retainer, shear resistance at the retainer toe, 
and the shear contribution of the elastomer itself. The vertical load acting on the face of the 
retainer creates a moment acting counter to the overturning effect of the horizontal load, which 
reduces the amount of tension the anchor must carry to resist overturning. The shear at the toe is 
present for both Type I and Type II bearings, but it is more pronounced for Type I’s, with the toe 
driving into concrete instead of sliding off the edge of a steel plate.  Finally, the elastomer must 
be loaded sufficiently to deform in shear in the range of 50% to 100% strain to close the gap 
between the sole plate and retainer face, push the retainer until the anchor hole contacts the 
anchor, and then deform the anchor sufficiently so that it reaches its ultimate strength.  
In addition to these mechanical interactions, the Bridge Manual follows typical 
engineering practice of assuming minimum strength for specified material grades, but actual 
strength is unlikely to fall at the minimum threshold of acceptability for the specified material 
grade. For example, material supplied as Grade 36 is required to have tensile strength within the 
range of 58 to 80 ksi, and the tensile strength of the steel supplied for experiments was 
approximately 70 to 75 ksi. This led to a further increase in the capacity of the retainers. The 
combined effect of these various influences resulted in observed (experimental) transverse 
strength equal to approximately 1.1 to 1.4 times the tension strength (which is itself 5/3 times the 
shear strength) of the anchor for Type I bearings. These coefficients are based on the actual 
strength of the supplied anchors, so when using minimum capacity for the specified material 
grades, their range increases to about 1.3 to 1.65 (of the tensile strength). 
10.3.2 Type II Bearing Retainers 
Transverse fuse capacities observed during testing for Type II bearings were lower than 
in Type I bearings, with overstrength ratios typically falling between 2.1 to 2.4. The primary 
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difference between Type I and Type II retainers is the boundary condition at the toe. Type II 
bearing retainers are able to provide shear resistance based on friction only where the retainer is 
sliding off the edge of the bearing bottom plate rather than being driven into concrete (as is the 
case for Type I retainers). A pure shear assumption corresponds more closely to observed 
strength for Type II bearings as opposed to the Type I bearings. Observed capacity values were 
approximately 0.7 to 0.9 times the tension strength, where a value of 0.6 would correspond to 
pure shear capacity. These coefficients are based on the actual strength of the supplied anchors, 
so when minimum capacity is used for the specified material grades, the range increases to about 
0.9 to 1.1. 
10.3.3 Low-Profile Steel Fixed Bearings 
Overstrength ratios for the tested low-profile fixed bearings were higher than unity but to 
a lesser extent than was observed for the elastomeric bearing assemblies including retainers, with 
values of about 1.1 to 1.5. Fixed bearing capacity estimation can be improved by accounting for 
frictional resistance in calculations of fuse capacity, which is neglected in the current version of 
the IDOT Bridge Manual (2012a). When experimentally comparing the two design options 
(weak anchors versus weak pintles), the anchors were found to provide a more reliable fusing 
mechanism, with less influence from the concrete. To maximize reliability of fixed bearings with 
weak anchors, the conditions at each anchor should be maintained as similar as is feasible (e.g., 
cast-in anchors and locate the bottom plate with holes centered on the anchors, or clean excess 
epoxy from anchors if post-installed with an injected resin). 
10.4 Shear Response 
10.4.1 Influence of Elastomer Compound 
Shear response is a complex characteristic of elastomeric bearings, with multiple 
competing and counteracting influences from boundary and loading conditions. Apparent shear 
stiffness for both Type I and Type II bearings has been found experimentally to be influenced by 
peak strain demand and strain rate effects. Elastomer compounds are available for specialty 
applications offering a range of stress-strain characteristics. At one extreme, low-damping 
elastomers provide a response that is practically linear for a range of shear strains encompassing 
the anticipated structural demands. At the other extreme are high-damping elastomers, which 
have an initially high stiffness which transitions to a softened response, creating a source of 
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hysteretic energy dissipation under cyclic loading. Bearing specifications used by IDOT do not 
explicitly require any particular damping characteristics.  
One of the primary means of introducing higher damping characteristics to elastomers is 
by the addition of carbon black. According to the bearing supplier, carbon black was added to the 
bearings supplied for the experiments, consistent with the supplier’s standard manufacturing 
practice, to achieve a target range of shear stiffness. Consequently, although the bearings are not 
specifically required to provide a particular level of damping or intentionally manufactured to 
provide high-damping characteristics, the means of achieving a desired stiffness coincidentally 
resulted in tests exhibiting bilinear stress-strain response typical of high-damping bearings.  
With a bilinear stiffness, the apparent linear stiffness will depend on the peak imposed 
shear strain. The softened stiffness branch becomes an increasingly dominant characteristic 
proportionately with maximum shear strain demand. For quasi-static tests, the observed stiffness 
at service-level strains (≤ 50% shear strain) was reasonably consistent with values reported by 
the manufacturer, but the apparent stiffness decreased as strains were increased to levels 
anticipated for seismic demands. Counteracting this effect, elastomer response exhibits some 
limited strain rate dependency so that stiffness increases with increasing strain rate. The strain 
rate sensitivity was found to be relatively more significant at low levels of strain demand. 
10.4.2 Type II Bearing Response 
For Type II bearings, slip at the PTFE interface limits the shear strain demand imposed 
on the elastomer. The experimental data indicate that the shear strain demand at increased strain 
rates will exceed the range typically permitted for service loading, resulting in reduced apparent 
stiffness, but this reduction is partially offset by stiffening of the elastomer associated with the 
increased strain rate. For seismic scenarios, the test data suggest that the Type II bearing 
elastomer stiffness can be bounded in the range of approximately 65% to 100% of the value 
reported by the bearing manufacturer, with the lower values corresponding to lower strain rates 
at peak displacement cycles. The upper bound is likely to be a reasonable estimate for elastomer 
response during a seismic event, considering that the strain rate during an earthquake will almost 
certainly be higher than the maximum testing capability for the experiments. 
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10.4.3 Type I Bearing Response 
For Type I bearings, the boundary condition at the bottom of the elastomer block 
introduces additional aspects of complexity to the mechanical response. At the bottom surface of 
Type I bearings is an unbonded contact interface of elastomer and concrete, only capable of 
transmitting normal stress in compression and tangential stress through friction, as opposed to 
the fully bonded interface of elastomer and steel provided in Type II bearings. This boundary 
condition leads to three separate softening effects observed during the tests. First, the slip surface 
for Type I bearings is at this interface of elastomer and concrete instead of at the PTFE and 
stainless steel interface for Type II’s. The slip force is higher between elastomer and concrete, so 
the Type I elastomer experiences greater shear force, greater shear strain, and a reduced apparent 
stiffness. Second, the shear and associated flexure in the elastomer cause the trailing edge to curl 
away from the concrete surface, reducing the surface area over which the shear traction acts on 
the bottom of the bearing. Consequently, the bottom layer of elastomer is only partially effective 
in resisting shear. Finally, when displacements are sufficient to induce slip at the concrete 
surface, abrasion of the elastomer on the concrete will remove a portion of the leading edge of 
the elastomer, further reducing the area available to resist shear. 
Two aspects of elastomer response contribute stiffening effects, counteracting the 
softening effects. First, although elastomer material response softens at moderate strains (up to 
about 100% to 150%), the ultimate behavior of the elastomer exhibits significant stiffening prior 
to material rupture. Experimental slip tended to initiate at about 125% shear strain for relatively 
small vertical compression stresses of 200 psi. The slip threshold increased to about 200% for 
500 psi but reached only about 250% for 800 psi. At the higher compression levels, the load-
displacement response showed a slight stiffening branch. The net effect of the stiffening branch 
is to level off the effective apparent linear shear stiffness so that all bearing compression load 
levels converge to similar minima for apparent linear shear stiffness prior to slip. Second, the 
Type I bearings exhibited strain rate sensitivity in the elastomer response, similar to the Type II 
bearings, but the effect tended to be overshadowed by other influences at the high strain demand 
levels that would be expected during an earthquake.  
One final aspect that affects Type I bearings is a dependency on orientation of applied 
loading (longitudinal versus transverse bridge direction). The elastomer itself is not inherently 
sensitive to the direction of loading, and the bearings were vertically short enough that stability 
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effects were not significant. However, to the extent that curling of the trailing edge and loss of 
effective contact area through abrasion of the leading surface influence the response, the 
longitudinal orientation of bearing response tends to show higher apparent sensitivity to peak 
strain demand and incidence of slip with lower stiffness relative to similar tests conducted with a 
transverse orientation. 
The elastomers exhibited sporadic variability between bearings that had nominally been 
constructed with identical materials and methods. Results were generally consistent for the 
transverse tests, but they varied more significantly for the bearings used for longitudinal tests. 
Based on the test data, bounding estimates for the effective shear modulus of Type I bearings at 
high strains are about 60% to 100% of the bearing supplier’s documented value for longitudinal 
motion and about 75% to 105% for transverse motion. These estimates are provided assuming 
that there will be few slip cycles. Also, these ranges have been adjusted to include a relative 
increase of 5% at the lower bound and 30% at the upper bound to approximate the influence of 
strain rate. With multiple slip cycles, the response degrades so that the ranges would fall to about 
45% to 90% for longitudinal motion and about 50% to 80% for transverse motion. 
10.5 Sliding Response 
10.5.1 Type I Bearings 
For Type I bearings, sliding occurred between the reinforced elastomer block and the top 
surface of the concrete substructure. The experimental friction response of Type I bearings was 
influenced by several factors. The friction coefficient of elastomers follows a non-linear inverse 
relationship with normal compression stress at the sliding interface (Schrage, 1981). The 
roughness of the finished concrete surface contributes to the initial slip, but friction resistance 
degrades with increasing accumulation of slip as a small portion of the elastomer is transferred to 
the surface voids through abrasion, effectively smoothing the surface over the duration of an 
earthquake. Early degradation following initiation of slip appeared to be more rapid for higher 
initial friction coefficients (e.g., T1-13c [1] (1)-L-C-QS, T1-7c [4]-T-C-QS, T1-11b-T-C-QS).  
Variation with large accumulations of slip appeared to be less significant than that resulting from 
applied compression and initial roughness of the concrete surface. Lastly, the sliding response 
also exhibited marked increases of initial breakaway friction coefficient when a bearing was 
subjected to an increased strain rate.  
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The initial static break-away coefficient for quasi-static longitudinal tests fell in a range 
of approximately 0.45 to 0.25 from 200 to 800 psi average compression, respectively, for 
bearings subjected to sliding on surfaces with a classification of about 3 (slightly roughened) 
according to the International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI) concrete surface profile (CSP) 
chips (ICRI, 1997).  Sliding friction observed during quasi-static tests appears to correlate 
reasonably well with kinetic friction during tests conducted at increased strain rates.  The tests 
conducted at increased strain rates suggest that the initial break-away slip coefficient may be 
approximately 33% higher than the sliding coefficient.  Successive break-away coefficients in 
later cycles are not likely to show the same increase in friction coefficient for stick-slip response.  
The transition from shear to sliding in quasi-static tests of new bearings on new concrete pads 
showed an evolution from the initial slip condition to stabilized slip initiations after several 
cycles.  A reasonable estimate of the stick-slip resistance for the first few cycles after initial slip 
would be about 80% to 85% of the initial slip.  Accordingly, with regard to the observed friction 
resistance for the quasi-static cyclic tests, the recommended amplification factors to estimate 
initial static slip and successive stick-slip for dynamic response, relative to the stable quasi-static 
friction, are approximately 1.33 and 1.10, respectively.  Friction response is highly variable, even 
during a particular test, so rounding to the nearest multiple of 0.05 for the coefficient of friction 
is recommended as a reasonable degree of precision for elastomer friction on concrete. 
Type I bearings were seen to be remarkably resilient when subjected to extensive sliding 
cycles. No delamination was evident at the shims or at the thick top plate, although the leading 
edge of the bottom shim was exposed by abrasion during the cyclic test of a 7c bearing at 800 psi 
average compression.  It should also be noted that detailed review of the test data for the 800 psi 
test suggest that the actual compression stress acting on the affected area was probably 
significantly higher than the nominal average over the elastomer plan area, which makes the 
limited damage all the more impressive. It is challenging to establish an upper bound of friction 
for Type I bearings that might precipitate a delamination at the reinforced elastomeric block 
because only a peel test is required for IDOT standard specifications, which does not capture the 
true shear rupture limit at the bond between elastomer and steel plates. However, the unseating 
tests performed on Type II bearings provide some insight into the vulcanized bond strength 
between the elastomer and steel elements. Shear rupture of the elastomer occurred only for the 
unseated Type II bearings when one anchor failed, resulting in a rotated configuration for the 
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bottom plate on the concrete and causing a stress concentration at one corner of the elastomer. 
The calculated shear stresses for the unseated Type II bearings suggest that the coefficient of 
friction would likely need to reach a value higher than unity in order to pose a threat of elastomer 
delamination for Type I bearings. All observed friction between elastomer and concrete was 
limited to values less than 0.55, even for unusually rough concrete surfaces, so it is unlikely that 
delamination would occur for Type I bearings as currently specified and fabricated, even when 
accounting for amplification from strain rate effects. 
10.5.2 Type II Bearings 
For Type II bearings, sliding occurred between PTFE and a stainless steel mating surface, 
although for large displacements the PTFE would become delaminated and progressively 
removed from the middle plate until sliding occurred between two steel surfaces. Generally, 
limited sliding of the top plate sufficient to partially expose the PTFE did not lead to damage of 
the PTFE surface during testing. Only one bearing, the Type II 9a, appeared to include a surface 
deformity at one location along the weld line connecting the stainless steel to the top plate large 
enough to damage the PTFE surface.  
Similarly to the interaction of elastomer on concrete, the coefficient of friction at the 
PTFE surface is sensitive to compression stress and sliding rate. The coefficient of friction is 
required to be less than 0.07 according to IDOT Specifications (2012b), but during an earthquake, 
the PTFE sliding resistance will increase as a result of the slip rate. For the Type II 9a, 11a, and 
13a bearings, the coefficient of friction at instantaneous slip rates greater than 3 in./sec ranged 
from about 0.12 to 0.18. 
10.5.3 Low-Profile Steel Fixed Bearings 
For the low-profile fixed bearings, a thin elastomeric leveling pad was installed between 
the bottom steel plate and the top surface of the concrete substructure. Sliding ultimately 
occurred between the bottom steel plate and this elastomeric leveling pad in all test cases. For the 
preferred case of fusing anchors and intact pintles, the sliding coefficient of friction may be 
bounded approximately by 0.2 and 0.35. 
10.6 Damping 
The elastomeric bearings provided by Tobi Engineering, Inc. demonstrated significant 
damping characteristics.  In the longitudinal direction, the bearing loaded to 800 psi in 
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compression exhibited a hysteretic response with effective viscous damping in the range of 10% 
to 20% of critical, prior to slip.  For low levels of compression (200 psi) in the longitudinal 
direction and in the transverse direction, the effective viscous damping was markedly lower, at 
approximately 5%.  For simplified analyses, such as the “simplified method” described in 
AASHTO (2010), the effective viscous damping associated with the bearing response will be 
primarily determined by the sliding demand.  The earthquake simulation tests for the Type I 
bearings, however, revealed that the hysteretic response during cycles which did not include slip 
actually contributed a large proportion of the total energy dissipation observed during the 
experiments.   
During the earthquake simulation test for the longitudinal bridge direction, the hysteretic 
component of the elastomer material response contributed about 20% of the total energy 
dissipation, which would normally be neglected using an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive 
model for bearing response.  This proportion was determined by evaluating the total energy 
dissipated during the experiment and deducting the portion associated with slip.  The stated 
figure may underestimate the hysteretic component for this test, because the longitudinal 
earthquake simulation was also influenced by significant fluctuations in vertical load for the 
bearing, in some cases causing the bearing to briefly lift off from the concrete surface, and these 
instances would be perceived as slip in the data. 
The transverse earthquake simulation test offered additional insights into anticipated 
energy dissipation. As with the longitudinal case, the data indicated that a significant portion of 
the dissipated energy should be attributed to the hysteretic response of the elastomer material.  
Focusing on the portion of the test after the second retainer had failed, so that the response could 
be entirely characterized by elastomer shear and sliding on the concrete surface, the total energy 
dissipated in the experiment was more than 300% above that predicted from sliding in the 
OpenSees model (only at the bearing under consideration). For this portion of the test, the 
hysteretic elastomer material component accounted for about 50% of the total energy dissipated 
in the experiment. Additionally, the bearing experienced multiple small slippages, so that the 
total sliding energy in the experiment was about twice the anticipated sliding energy dissipation 
for the OpenSees analysis. When the full test is evaluated, the OpenSees model indicates that 
about 55% of the total energy for the full earthquake record is expended prior to fusing of the 
retainers, but the large energy dissipation post-fusing for the experiment reduced the pre-fusing 
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proportion to about 25% of the total energy.  The large proportions of energy dissipation 
associated with hysteretic shear deformation response of the elastomer material suggest that the 
linear elastic models typically employed at the global bridge level may significantly overestimate 
the displacement demand during time history analyses. 
10.7 Large Displacement Response for Type II Bearings 
Type I elastomeric bearings are generally preferable to Type II bearings when subjected 
to seismic demands, particularly because of the simpler response characteristics at large 
displacements and greater displacement capacity prior to unseating.  The Type II bearings are 
potentially more predictable for small displacement demand scenarios, but exhibit various 
complicated mechanisms and a higher probability of unseating at moderate and large 
displacements. 
10.7.1 Slight Elastomer Flexure 
Type II bearings with relatively short elastomer heights exhibited reasonably stable cyclic 
sliding response at the stainless steel-on-PTFE interface, with negligible damage incurred by the 
sliding surface for sole plate displacements up to about 200% to 250% ESS.  As the sole plate 
displacements increased, the elastomer deformed flexurally in response to the eccentric vertical 
load, causing the elastomer top plate to rotate, as well, and a stress concentration to develop 
along a knife-edge condition at the edge of the sole plate.  The stress eventually became 
significant enough to initiate delamination and rupture at the PTFE sheet.  Major damage 
occurred at the PTFE at sole plate displacements of about 400% and 550% ESS for the 
transverse orientation tests on the Type II 9a and 13a specimens, respectively.  
10.7.2 Significant Elastomer Flexure 
A Type II 7c bearing tested in a longitudinal orientation to sole plate displacements larger 
than about 200% ESS experienced significant elastomer top plate rotations.  Unstable 
configurations developed at sole plate displacements larger than about 300%.  The 
configurations were also potentially unstable for a dynamic response when technically remaining 
stable for the quasi-static cyclic tests.  Elastomer top plate rotations were more significant for the 
longitudinal orientation with a shorter flexural depth, so that even if the deformed configuration 
was still stable (i.e., resultant horizontal load acting in the same direction as sole plate 
displacement), a sole plate reversal could not transition directly to a sliding response.  The sole 
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plate needed to slide up the incline of the elastomer top plate until the elastomer and plate rotated 
back to a configuration with an approximately level top surface.  The transition to reversed 
sliding may require more load than was originally required to induce sliding, and so small cyclic 
reversals following a single large sliding excursion may result in progressive exacerbation of the 
peak displacement, ultimately leading to unseating. 
10.7.3 Unseating 
Type II bearings are more susceptible to unseating than Type I bearings.  A Type I 
bearing will not unseat until the displacement demand forces the bearing to the edge of the pier 
or abutment cap.  For typical IDOT designs, this corresponds to a slip displacement (elastomer 
base relative to substructure) of at least 12 inches.  This slip displacement is in addition to shear 
deformation that will occur in the elastomer, which could provide about 2 to 6 additional inches 
of displacement capacity prior to unseating.  Type II bearings can only tolerate sole plate 
displacements up to about the size of the bearing.  For the four unseating tests performed in the 
experimental program, unseating occurred at displacements of 1 to 1.2 times the elastomer plan 
dimension in the direction of horizontal motion.  Even the 1.2 value appeared to be a relative 
outlier, associated with steel-on-steel response after removal of PTFE.  The other three values 
were between 1.01 and 1.06.  The unpredictability of PTFE damage and removal and the reduced 
availability of displacement capacity prior to unseating make Type I bearings a more attractive 
option for large displacement response than Type II bearings. 
10.8 Future Research Needs 
Future research needs related to the application of non-seismic bearings for quasi-isolated 
global bridge response are divided into considerations that address component level response and 
system level response. 
10.8.1 Bearings and Related Components 
10.8.1.1 Bi-directional Bearing Response 
All bearings were tested to simulate either purely longitudinal or purely transverse bridge 
motions, and no tests investigated the bi-directional response of elastomeric bearing assemblies 
at intermediate orientations between the two principal orthogonal bridge directions.  The primary 
interest for intermediate orientations is to explore the interaction of the bearing sole plate with 
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the retainer, because the response of the reinforced elastomer block is not expected to show 
significant variation at intermediate orientations, although there may be some minor influences 
on the curling and concentrated abrasion effects at the elastomer-on-concrete interface for Type I 
bearings.  The retainer response may be complicated by the development of friction forces that 
would tend to induce rotation in the longitudinal bridge direction, also causing an amplified 
stress concentration at the concrete interface biased in the longitudinal bridge direction.  The 
transverse action of the bridge might also deliver a reaction with an offset resultant as a result of 
deformation in the longitudinal direction, which would similarly tend to bias the concrete 
reaction on one side of the retainer in the longitudinal bridge direction.  Therefore, although the 
post-fusing response is expected to be reasonably represented with the data obtained from the 
experiments, the peak fuse capacity and the mechanism to rupture the anchor may be 
significantly different than the observed responses for pure transverse bridge motion. 
10.8.1.2 Bearing Integrity at Large Strains 
There are a number of implicit assumptions accompanying the findings presented in this 
dissertation, such as the presumption that all non-seismic bearings installed at bridges in Illinois 
(or, more broadly, in Mid-America) can be characterized by the sample of bearings obtained for 
this research from a single manufacturer.  All of the observed characteristics reported regarding 
the response of the elastomer and the integrity of the bearings when subjected to extreme loading 
conditions are based on bearings obtained from Tobi Engineering, Inc.  In order for the findings 
to be generally applicable, random samples of bearings should be obtained from other 
manufacturers and subjected to destructive testing.  The most likely cause of bearing failure, for 
Type I bearings in particular, is progressive delamination of the elastomer layers from the sole 
plate and/or internal shims.  IDOT specifications require a peel test be performed to ensure a 
certain degree of reliability at the bond interfaces, but the test does not directly verify shear 
rupture characteristics.  Bearing integrity relies on a range of factors that influence the 
preparation and production of the bearings, and so various suppliers may provide bearings that 
meet IDOT specifications, as Tobi’s bearings did, and yet would perform differently at high 
strains.  Bearings to test bond strength should be constructed with relatively thick internal shims 
so that failure will be determined either by rupture of the elastomer or delamination of the bonds 
formed during vulcanization between the elastomer and steel surfaces.  The bearings could then 
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be subjected to compression tests to failure to confirm that other bearing suppliers provide 
bearings of similar capacity to those supplied by Tobi. 
10.8.1.3 Hysteretic Damping from Elastomer Response 
If the damping observed for the bearings supplied by Tobi is to be relied upon for design, 
bearings from other manufacturers must be tested to ensure that similar hysteretic responses can 
be obtained regardless of the bearing supplier.  The bearings supplied by Tobi were 
manufactured with an elastomer compound that contained an undisclosed amount of carbon 
black added to obtain a desired hardness for the rubber, and it is suspected that the addition of 
carbon black also provided an unintended benefit of hysteretic damping.  Bearings from other 
manufacturers should be obtained and tested in shear to verify that a significant bilinear 
hysteretic response can be obtained from other manufacturers and/or other elastomer compound 
mixtures.  IDOT should also append a statement to the Standard Specifications (2012b) to clarify 
what level of damping is required for bearings used either in the state, or based on seismic zones 
identified in project drawings. 
10.8.1.4 Friction Response of Elastomer on Concrete 
Friction response of Type I bearing elastomers on concrete substructure surfaces was 
broadly characterized for this experimental program.  However, a number of factors could 
potentially influence the friction resistance at the elastomer-concrete interface.  First, all bearings 
used for this testing program were comprised of natural rubber (polyisoprene) layers, but IDOT 
Standard Specifications also permit the use of neoprene (polychloroprene) as the raw polymer.  
Natural rubber bearings have been observed to be more prone to walking in service.  Neoprene 
bearings are also less susceptible to damage from ozone, and so are potentially less likely to 
include wax additives to protect against ozone.  The wax additives tend to migrate to the 
elastomer surface and transfer to bearing contact surfaces, reducing the friction resistance. 
Aside from the differences of the elastomer compounds, the concrete sliding surface is 
not clearly characterized by current IDOT Specifications (2012b).  For this experimental 
program, the roughness was assigned an approximate roughness characterization based on 
Concrete Surface Profile (CSP) chips (ICRI, 1997) available from the International Concrete 
Repair Institute (ICRI).  When the surface was assigned roughness characterizations separately 
by the author and others (undergraduate research assistants), there was not always agreement 
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regarding which CSP provided the best representation of the concrete surface.  Future research 
should investigate not only how variations in concrete roughness or smoothness correlate to 
friction coefficients at a range of compressions stresses, slip rates, and accumulated slip 
excursions for both natural rubber and neoprene, but also how sensitive the findings are to the 
perception of roughness and how much variability can be expected from workers in the field 
when a particular roughness characterization (or range of acceptable characterizations) is 
specified. 
10.8.1.5 Parametric Variations of Elastomeric Bearing Construction 
Elastomeric bridge bearings studied in the testing program conformed to standardized 
sizes in use by IDOT.  Both Type I and Type II configurations could potentially be modified to 
achieve improved performance for large deformation and/or displacement scenarios with 
relatively minor adjustments to bearing construction. 
For Type I bearings, the height is typically selected to accommodate thermal 
displacement demands.  The experiments demonstrated that at average compression stress levels 
of at least 500 psi, the bearing could be expected to deform to about 200% to 250% shear strain 
without significant slip.  With a peak displacement demand identified from spectral analysis of a 
particular bridge structure and geographic location, the displacement could theoretically be 
divided by a factor of 2 to arrive at a required rubber height for the bearing to avoid the necessity 
of sliding.  The bearing design would, however, need to verify that stability is maintained, 
because the proposed configuration maximizes height and displacement while simultaneously 
minimizing footprint area.  Such a bearing may be susceptible to roll-out mechanisms not 
observed in this testing program as a result of the relatively short standardized bearing heights. 
For Type II bearings, the primary concerns for large displacement response related to 
PTFE failure at the sliding interface.  Similar to the Type I, there is some potential for improved 
performance by increasing the height of the reinforced elastomer block.  The benefit for the Type 
II is limited by the potential for the elastomer top plate to rotate with the elastomer block when 
subjected to eccentric loading.  To increase the available sliding travel at the stainless steel-on-
PTFE interface, the sole plate plan area could be increased.  This strategy may also require 
thicker stiffeners for steel girders or the addition of reinforcing struts from the outer edges of the 
expanded sole plate to the top of the girder at each bearing location, together with more rigorous 
detailing of diaphragms to prevent torsion-induced failures.  Furthermore, the expanded sole 
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plate would require the retainers to be positioned farther from the elastomer block than current 
details indicate.  The retainers would need to be placed on the concrete surface, and so would 
likely exhibit similar response to that observed for the Type I bearing retainers. 
10.8.1.6 Alternate Bearing Configurations 
All bearings studied in this testing program followed the same basic schema: an 
elastomeric bearing that is free to translate in the longitudinal bridge direction and is restrained 
in the transverse bridge direction by stiff retainer components, which are intended to fracture 
embedded concrete anchors to permit an effectively isolated response.  Only one alternate design 
configuration was investigated to replace the retainers in the transverse direction: the ALT-WT 
specimen.  The standard details used by IDOT are convenient and simple, but also rely on 
concrete resistance at retainer toes and rupture capacity of steel anchors to transition to an 
isolated response and limit damage to substructures.  Significant inherent variability exists for 
these behavioral aspects.  A host of potential alternative configurations to restrain motion and yet 
transition to a softened response could be considered as replacements for the retainers.   
One of the simplest potential alternate configurations would be to omit retainers and any 
other shear restraint components, and instead construct sunken footprint zones for the bearings.  
The bearings would need to climb to higher elevations to slide on substructure surfaces and 
potentially unseat.  Small shear keys may also provide a minor impediment to free sliding 
response sufficient to limit displacement for service-level demands, but would need to be 
designed to break away at a predictable demand level to facilitate the desired isolated response 
for major earthquakes.  Alternate details making use of cables, potentially with rocking and/or 
self-centering capabilities to complement the shear and sliding capabilities of the elastomers may 
provide a more reliable response during large magnitude earthquakes, while maintaining some of 
the fundamental benefits of an effectively isolated response.  The alternate fusing component, 
ALT-WT, could also continue to be refined with further studies.  The ALT-WT specimen offered 
the benefit of replaceability following a major earthquake, but would also need to be provided 
with a carefully designed diaphragm assembly in the current configuration.  A revised 
configuration with fusing components that extend to the underside of the bridge deck may permit 
the use of simpler diaphragm connections. 
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10.8.2 Global Bridge Response 
The research presented in this dissertation focused on the component-level response of 
bridge bearings to enable an effectively isolated response for bridges with non-seismic 
elastomeric expansion bearings.  Development of analysis and design procedures for global 
bridge response is currently underway, and significant work has already been carried out and 
documented in Filipov (2012), Filipov et al. (2012), LaFave et al. (2013b), and Revell (2013).  
The development of design guidelines is currently in progress as a continuation phase to the 
project that funded the experimental study presented in this dissertation.  Potential directions of 
investigation for future research at the global bridge level are proposed in the following sections. 
10.8.2.1 Refinement of Bearing Contact Characteristics 
The investigations carried out at the time this dissertation was written have assumed that 
the friction coefficient is constant, regardless of compression stress acting at the sliding interface.  
However, Both elastomer-on-concrete and stainless steel-on-PTFE sliding surfaces possess a 
degree of sensitivity to normal contact stress.  Additionally, the models used for the 
computational bridge models in LaFave et al. (2013b) do not allow for separation of the bearing 
from the substructure surface, and may potentially develop tension rather than reducing the 
normal and shear forces to zero for uplift conditions.  The analyses conducted to provide 
displacement and force records for the earthquake simulation experiments contained instances of 
tension when the bearing should have experienced uplift and zero normal force.  This 
phenomenon was most pronounced for the longitudinal orientation.  The experiments 
demonstrated that uplift, abrupt shear unloading, and reseating at an offset position did not 
necessarily result in damage to a bearing, but the cumulative effects for a bridge cannot be 
inferred from only the component performance of the bearing, and further investigation of the 
implications for complete bridge performance is warranted.  The earthquake simulation 
experiments also demonstrated the highest friction coefficient observed for any test in the 
program, with a peak break-away coefficient of about 0.8.  This relatively high coefficient 
occurred with all potentially amplifying effects acting in concert.  That is, the coefficient was 
observed for an initial break-away, with a low contact pressure at the sliding interface, and with 
an increased strain rate in the elastomer. 
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10.8.2.2 Optimum Sliding versus Shear Deformation 
Bridge bearings for non-seismic applications are typically shorter in height than bearings 
used for seismic isolation.  Isolation bearings may be designed to reach shear strains of 300% or 
more, but displacement demands during seismic events are much larger than non-seismic 
expansion displacement demands.  Consequently, isolation bearing heights must be increased so 
that a 300% shear strain corresponds to a required seismic displacement demand.  To date, full 
bridge analysis has focused on investigating the expected performance for bridges with bearings 
designed for non-seismic displacement demands only.  IDOT (2012a) proposes a requirement for 
substructure size to avoid unseating at peak displacements, but does not currently include a 
method for estimating what the peak displacement will be for a sliding superstructure (although 
current research is presently investigating this aspect).  Further studies could be performed to 
develop guidelines to optimize bridge response and performance, potentially by specifying 
bearings with heights larger than required for non-seismic expansion, but perhaps shorter than 
isolation bearing heights.  These full bridge analyses would need to be complemented by 
analytical studies at the component level to verify that the bearings would not be susceptible to 
instability at increased heights.  The use of taller bearings may result in reduced residual sliding 
offsets and required substructure plan dimensions. 
10.8.2.3 Post-event Response and Recovery Planning 
The focus of research into quasi-isolated bridge response has so far been to establish 
satisfactory performance of bridges during a large magnitude seismic event.  Furthermore, the 
basis of “satisfactory” according to IDOT has been that (1) bearings should not unseat, and (2) 
substructures should not experience significant plastic deformation.  Further investigations 
should be performed to investigate various aspects of bridge performance following a large 
magnitude seismic event.   
Using the historical information available for the last major earthquakes in the New 
Madrid Seismic Zone, a set of three large magnitude earthquakes occurred with about one to two 
months of separation between the events.  If such a series of events are repeated, transverse 
fusing components will only be present for the first event, and the bridge will be free to slide for 
later events without initial transverse restraint.  The bridge is also likely to begin from an offset 
initial position at the start of the successive events, as a result of previous sliding, and will have 
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less space available to slide prior to unseating.  Additional computational studies should be 
performed to investigate how bridges can be expected to perform for successive large hazards.   
Future research could also address functionality and recovery targets.  Residual 
displacements could be correlated to bridge functionality immediately following an earthquake.  
No investigations have been conducted at this stage to determine the means that will be required 
to return displaced bridges to initial positions. Additional studies could be performed to 
investigate methods for repositioning bridges from residual sliding offsets.  Such methods may 
include using a jacking / walker system to shift the bridge.  These analyses could be used to 
provide perspective with respect to self-centering alternatives to free sliding response, which 
would require higher initial costs, and may potentially require periodic inspection and 
maintenance to assure that the system will perform as desired when necessary, but would also 
likely reduce inspection and qualification requirements together with downtime for the bridge 
after a major earthquake.  A fully comprehensive, multi-disciplinary investigation of competing 
quasi-isolated and self-centering bridge design configurations is necessary to fully appreciate the 
advantages and drawbacks of the various options at a macroeconomic level, and to judiciously 
determine a preferred approach. 
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